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Chapter 1

Introduction
Andrew Nevinsa & Matt Colerb
aUniversity College London bUniversity of Groningen – Campus Fryslân

The introduction is split into three parts. In the first, we provide some background
for the book, provide key definitions and reflections on minoritized languages and
diaspora languages, and identify overarching themes in the book. In the second, we
provide a summary overview of each of the 12 chapters, mentioning the languages
investigated, the methods used, and the main findings. Finally, in the third part we
reflect on the scope of the book itself and conclude with remarks on multilingual-
ism andminoritization, positing that monolingualism should not be considered the
default or status quo – quite the opposite, in fact. The research here suggests that
fighting againt monolingualism as an increasing trend involves not just scientific
work, but also social activism.

1 Setting the Stage

These chapters emerged from presentations given at a panel entitled “Variation
in Europeanminority and diaspora languages” held at the 10th International Con-
ference on Language Variation in Europe in Leeuwarden, Fryslân on June 26th

2019.
Critical to all these contributions is the concept of a diaspora and minoritized

languages. For the purposes of this book, we consider diaspora languages to re-
fer to languages spoken by people who have resettled in an area outside of their
original linguistic community. Speakers of diaspora languages may have diverse
origins and might come from different communities, social strata, and even na-
tions.

Comparatively, a minority (or, more properly, minoritized language) is a lan-
guage variety, or a cluster of varieties, that is historically spoken in a particular

Andrew Nevins & Matt Coler. 2022. Introduction. In Matt Coler & Andrew
Nevins (eds.), Contemporary research in minoritized and diaspora languages
of Europe, 1–8. Berlin: Language Science Press. DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.7446957
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Andrew Nevins & Matt Coler

region where another language— usually an official majority language—is pre-
dominantly spoken.

It is worthwhile to dive deeper into the minority language vs. minoritized lan-
guage dichotomy, insofar as it is a theme which shows up frequently in the con-
tributions of this book. The term ‘minority language’ can be said to suggest an
inherent and static quality of the language itself, and in that sense, it obscures
the fact that languages become minoritized as a direct outcome of actions and
policies. That is, “minoritization recognizes that systemic inequalities, oppres-
sion, and marginalization place individuals into ‘minority” status rather than
their own characteristics”(Sotto-Santiago 2019). Accordingly, many within the
field of linguistics promote the term “minoritized language” instead of “minority
language” (see Nevins 2022: Ch. 1). Although the latter term is somewhat en-
trenched in the field, the former has a history going back at least three decades
– see Py & Jeanneret 1989 and a full entry in Wikipedia.

This provides an opportune point to reconsider diaspora languages. The com-
mon sense definition, that is, “a language spoken by people who have resettled
in an area outside of their linguistic community” seems to be lacking. Let us con-
sider two thought experiments. In the first, we can reflect on whether Spanish
speakers in Argentina are speakers of a diaspora language in the same way that
those in New York are. Next, consider where English is spoken as a diaspora
language. Is it accurate to suggest that English is a diaspora language in India,
Singapore and Hong Kong? Upon consideration, there seems to be a correlation
between colonialism and diaspora status, at least sometimes. That is, people from
the Global South are more clearly diaspora whereas less so for the Global North.
On the other hand, Yiddish and Pomeranian, spoken in South America but no
longer with thriving linguistic communities in their place of origin are clearly
diaspora communities as well. By pointing to such contrasts, we hope to raise
the issue of the complexity at hand.

There is clearly some overlap between diaspora andminority languages. Many
of the languages in our book can be described as both diaspora and minori-
tized languages (including Pomeranian, Wymysiöeryś and Yiddish)1. Some oth-
ers are only diaspora languages, but not, strictly speaking, minoritized languages
(Castellano Andino – spoken amongst Amerindian communities, Italo-Romance
and Dalmatian varieties spoken in the Americas, and so forth); yet others are
minoritized, but not diaspora languages (including Sorbian, Aymara, Quechua,
and Nahuatl). These issues entail a gamut of political repercussions. Consider

1Importantly, in some cases, such as that for Greko and Griko, speakers do not consider them-
selves as diaspora speakers; see for example Pellegrino (2021).
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1 Introduction

how the “European Charter for minority or regional languages” of the Council
of Europe defines minority and regional languages as those languages which are
traditionally used within a given territory of a state by inhabitants of that state
who form a group numerically smaller than the rest of the state’s population
and which are different from the official language(s) of that state. The charter
also protects so-called “non-territorial languages” which are understood as lan-
guages spoken by nationals of a particular state, but these languages are distinct
from the language(s) used by the rest of the population of the state and which
cannot be identified with a particular region of a given state – such languages
include Ladino, Romani, and Yiddish, for example. Notably, dialects and migrant
languages are not included in the charter; see Woehrling (2005) for further dis-
cussion.

Aside from the geographic array, the linguistic variation explored attests to
phenomena at many levels. This includes phonetic/phonological variation, relat-
ing to historical sound changes in Yiddish and Sorbian morphological and mor-
phosyntactic variation attested in Israeli and US American variants of Yiddish,
contact phenomena influencing the expression of grammatical mood in Spanish
varieties in contact with Quechua and Aymara, and an array of morphological
phenomena in Italo-Romance and -Dalmatian varieties spoken in the Americas.
The contribution on Pomeranian is dedicated to developing an analysis of the
syntactic structure of this language to account for language change. The contribu-
tions further extend beyond specific grammatical phenomena, and additionally
touch upon anthropological issues relating to verbal art for Sorbian, sociolinguis-
tic and ethnolinguistic identity (for Wymysiöeryś, and Greko/Griko), and phe-
nomena relating to language contact between minority and majority languages
in a new sociological setting at different grammatical levels, and whether it re-
sults in complexification (as for Wymysiöeryś in contact with varieties of Ger-
man and Polish), structural reduction (as for Zeelandic-Flemish in contact with
Brazilian Portuguese, or other kinds of change as in Spanish in contact with
Nahuatl, Aymara, and Quechua, among the many other examples in these con-
tributions).

2 Overview of the Contributions

We provide here an overview of the content and themes covered in Chapters
2 through 12 of this book, highlighting the range of diverse language contact
scenarios covered throughout.

In Chapter 2, ‘Documenting Italo-Romance minority languages in the Ameri-
cas: Problems and tentative solutions’, Luigi Andriani, Jan Casalicchio, Francesco

3
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Ciconte, Roberta D’Alessandro, Alberto Frasson, Brechje van Osch, Luana Sor-
gini, and Silvia Terenghi look at differential object marking, deixis and demon-
stratives, and subject clitics and null subjects in seven heritage Italo-Romance
varieties (Piedmontese, Venetan, Tuscan, Abruzzese, Neapolitan, Salentino, and
Sicilian). They describe the process of preparation and implementation of a data
collection enterprise targeting Italo-Romance emigrant languages in North and
South America, many of which had never been documented, and which, with
the exception of the northern Italian-speaking community, are close to extinc-
tion. Their project aims to understand language change in contact. Their article
describes the steps they took in assessing the speakers’ proficiency, designing
and running syntactic questionnaires and picture-sentence matching tasks, and
general issues concerning experimental design and statistics.

In Chapter 3, ‘Spanish-Nahuatl bilingualism in Indigenous communities in
Mexico: Variation in language proficiency and use’, Justyna Olko, Szymon Gruda,
Joanna Maryniak, Elwira Dexter-Sobkowiak, Humberto Iglesias Tepec, Eduardo
de la Cruz and Beatriz Cuahutle Bautista take a historical perspective on bilin-
gualism in Spanish and Nahuatl from 1519 until the present day. They discuss the
results of proficiency assessment in both languages, performed with the partici-
pation of members of selected Nahua communities. Their work reveals different
degrees of assimilation to Mexican identity and shift to Spanish, most salient in
more urbanized and less peripheral regions. The authors conclude that factors
such as power differentials, economic marginalization, sociopolitical pressures,
culture change, ethnic prejudice and discriminatory language policies lead to con-
temporary Spanish-Indigenous bilingualism at the community level being highly
unstable. Using the term ‘unstable bilingualism’, they suggest that the situation
of parallel acquisition and use of Nahuatl and Spanish as well as diminishing
and varying proficiency in the heritage language will lead eventually to language
shift. Depending on the region, this may occur as quickly as within two to four
generations.

In Chapter 4, ‘Trilingual modality: Towards an analysis of mood and modal-
ity in Aymara, Quechua and Castellano Andino as a joint systematic concept’,
Philipp Dankel, Mario Soto Rodríguez, Matt Coler and Edwin Banegas-Flores ex-
amine how indigenous minoritized languages impact majority European ones.
They do this by considering the case of Quechua and Aymara, on the one side,
and Castellano Andino (CA) on the other. Their analysis demonstrates that re-
gional varieties of CA reflect Aymara and Quechua mood, even in the speech of
those who do not speak either indigenous language. The authors emphasize the
complex nature and multiple causality of contact induced change which allows

4



1 Introduction

for potentialities of how minoritized languages can indeed sometimes impact
majority languages.

In Chapter 5, ‘What is the role of the addressee in speakers’ production? Ex-
amples from the Griko- and Greko-speaking communities’, Manuela Pellegrino
and Maria Olimpia Squillaci focus on the two endangered Italo-Greek varieties,
Griko and Greko, spoken, respectively, in Salento (Puglia) and Calabria commu-
nities in Southern Italy. The authors examine speaker-addressee dynamics, how
these affect language use and may potentially lead to ‘temporary variation’, and
how the addressee’s linguistic competence, age, and shared linguistic repertoire
with the speaker may lead to style-shift in speakers’ production. They then con-
sider how these factors contribute to the emergence of puristic attitudes which
may even inhibit the use of Griko and Greko. The authors show how widespread
resistance to and monitoring of language variation and change tend to under-
mine efforts to maintain or revitalise Griko and Greko. This highlights multiple,
entangled power struggles embedded in their current revival.

In Chapter 6, ‘Innovations in the Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish pronominal
system’, Zoë Belk, Lily Kahn, Kriszta Eszter Szendrői and Sonya Yampolskaya
present a study involving 29 native Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish speakers, and
demonstrate that significant changes have occurred in the personal pronoun, pos-
sessive, and demonstrative systems. While the personal pronoun system has un-
dergone significant levelling in terms of case and gender marking, at the same
time a new demonstrative pronoun has emerged which exhibits a novel case dis-
tinction. They argue that these innovative features are not determined directly
by contact with the dominant co-territorial languages, but rather are internal
developments which bear witness to the linguistic vibrancy of Contemporary
Hasidic Yiddish.

In Chapter 7, ‘Validity of crowd-sourced minority language data: Observing
variation patterns in the Stimmen recordings’, Nanna Hilton considers the us-
ability of crowd sourced minority language data for research. She uses speech
recordings and reported dialect knowledge collected with a smartphone applica-
tion for Frisian, focusing on three phonological variables in Frisian speech. The
author considers how minority language communities offer a welcome chance
for variationist sociolinguistics to revisit principles of linguistic variation and
change. It is often assumed that Frisian is converging towards Dutch on all lin-
guistic levels. However, this assumption is based almost entirely on anecdotal
evidence. Very few empirical studies of speech variation in Frisian exist. A way
to conduct studies of sound change on a larger scale would be to use crowd-
sourced speech data. To this end Hilton considers the usability of data from the

5
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Stimmen application. Stimmen has a picture naming task comprised of 87 im-
ages of everyday objects, and a gamified task that provides an estimate of where
people hail from within the Province of Fryslân. The author concludes that the
data is of high quality and that it can be used for investigating sound change.
That said, one must consider whether crowd sourced data include contributions
from so-called “new speakers” of minority languages, and whether one has a
representative sample of all age groups in such remote studies.

In Chapter 8, ‘Complexity of endangered minority languages: The sound sys-
tem of Wymysiöeryś’, Alexander Andrason demonstrates that Wymysiöeryś –
a severely endangered minority Germanic language – exhibits remarkable com-
plexity despite its moribund status. By analyzing twelve phonetic/phonological
properties,the author concludes that the complexity of Wymysiöeryś is greater,
both locally and globally, than that of two control languages: Middle High Ger-
man and Modern Standard German. In most cases, the surplus of complexity
attested is attributed to contact with the dominant and aggressive language, i.e.
Polish. This confirms the view of language contact as not only having simplify-
ing effects on languages, but also as contributing to their complexification – even
in the situation of seemingly imminent language death.

In Chapter 9, Tomasz Wicherkiewicz considers how the Wymysiöeryś lan-
guage, spoken inWilamowice, has been frequently classified as a colonial variety
of East Central German. He reflects on how such ethnotheories of provenance,
including folk linguistic evidence and myths, referred to various Germanic coun-
tries as places of origin of the first settlers. However, the microlect of Wilamo-
wice has certainly undergone interactions of various types and intensities with
Polish (and its varieties) and standard High German. There is evidence of such
contacts, shift, and hybridization in all subsystems of the microlanguage.Wicher-
kiewicz analyzes this through an approach based on perceptual dialectology and
an ethnoscience perspective of language variation.

In Chapter 10, ‘Evaluating linguistic variation in light of sparse data in the case
of Sorbian’, Eduard Werner examines one of the oldest Sorbian monuments by
applying knowledge on neighboring Germanic and Celtic literature. From the
linguistic side, the results of the comparison lend greater insights into histori-
cal sound changes in Sorbian. The author shows how historical sound changes
help to unearth elements of verbal art. This, in turn, facilitates the possibility
of more accurately dating the historical sound changes through their effects on
alliterations.

In Chapter 11, ‘Modeling accommodation and dialect convergence formally:
Loss of the infinitival prefix tau ‘to’ in Brazilian Pomeranian’, Gertjan Postma
re-evaluates a well-known, but often ignored mechanism and outcome: retreat

6
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to default settings, the rise of the unmarked, that is whenever the result of the
change is not a sum or subset of the input forms, but an innovative pattern.While
the original Pomeranian dialects in Europe had a considerable variation in this
particular domain, Pomeranian in Brazil has converged to a remarkably uniform
new construction, which was not present in Pomerania in the days of emigration.
This configuration is reanalyzed as an overt movement relation of T to C, which
is the default option in natural language. There are language-internal arguments
that the new construction is a result of dialect-convergence to the default set-
ting of the parameters involved. However, when we take the external occurrence
rates into account, the data indicate that the similarity in this respect between
Pomeranian and Brazilian Portuguese might be analyzed as accommodation of
Brazilian Pomeranian to the dominant language.

In Chapter 12, ‘Using data of Zeelandic Flemish in Espírito Santo, Brazil for
historical reconstruction’, Kathy Rys and Elizana Schaffel Bremenkamp focus on
the case of Zeelandic Flemish in Espírito Santo,an obsolescent language vari-
ety spoken by about twenty descendants of Dutch immigrants in the 19th cen-
tury. These speakers are descendants of Dutch immigrants, who left Zeeland
in 1858–1862, but have faced deprivation and difficulties in adaptation and in-
tegration into Brazilian society, with their language threatened by the majority
language Brazilian Portuguese and by another heritage language; namely that
of the Pomeranian immigrants who arrived in Espírito Santo at the same time.
The speech of rusty speakers can be used to reconstruct the original immigrant
language. The authors perform a historical reconstruction of the old Zeelandic
Flemish dialect as spoken in the days of emigration, with respect to three lin-
guistic cases: (1) deletion of /l/ in codas and coda clusters, (2) subject doubling
in inversion contexts and (3) inflected polarity markers yes and no. Their find-
ings demonstrate the historical value of transplanted dialects or speech island
varieties. Moreover, a comparison of their findings with historical data demon-
strates that reliance on rusty speaker data alone may sometimes lead to incorrect
conclusions. Instead, such data patterns can also be considered from the perspec-
tive of language contact.

3 Conclusion

Contact scenarios and minoritization often involve unstable patterns of bilin-
gualism (recall, for example, Chapter 3, which speaks of power differentials, eco-
nomic marginalization, sociopolitical pressures, culture change, ethnic prejudice
and discriminatory language policies). This leads us to conclude that on the ba-
sis of the research presented here – through investigations of contact effects on

7
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complexity, on grammatical shift, on power struggles in language revival, and
on new methodologies for engaging with communities of diaspora and minori-
tized languages – it would be fair to accept the claim that monolingualism can
be viewed as a destructive force (as Carlos Fuentes once pointed out, ”a curable
disease”) perhaps akin to monoculture farming, which threatens the diversity in-
herent to a healthy linguistic ecology. The opportunity to consolidate so many
different kinds of research happening around the world on questions around
contact scenarios and minoritization is scientifically compelling, It is also a testa-
ment to the extent to which contributors care about these topics, having devoted
untold hours of their time and energy to work towards a careful understanding
of the past, present, and future of their linguistic ecologies. Thus, in a real sense,
the contributors to this volume offer piece by piece new sources of validation
and support for language diversity. The speakers of the languages represented
here and others in minoritized or diaspora communities, by continuing linguistic
traditions in the face of discrimination are, in a very real sense, social activists.
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Chapter 2

Documenting Italo-Romance minority
languages in the Americas: Problems
and tentative solutions
Luigi Andriania, Jan Casalicchiob, Francesco Cicontec,
Roberta D’Alessandroa, Alberto Frassona, Brechje van Oschd,
Luana Sorginia & Silvia Terenghia
aUtrecht University, UiL-OTS bUniversity of Palermo cUniversity of Insubria
dUniversity of Tromsø

This article describes the process of preparation and implementation of a data col-
lection enterprise targeting Italo-Romance emigrant languages in North and South
America. This data collection is part of the ERC Microcontact project, which aims
to understand language change in contact by examining the language of Italian
communities in the Americas.

1 Introduction

This article describes the process of preparation and implementation of a data
collection enterprise targeting Italo-Romance emigrant languages in North and
South America. This data collection is part of the ERC Microcontact project,
which aims to understand language change in contact by examining the language
of Italian communities in the Americas (https://microcontact.sites.uu.nl).

The speakers involved in our study are first-generation Italians (so-called émi-
grés; henceforth: “G1”), most of whom emigrated to North and South America
between the 1940s and the 1960s, and second- and third-generation speakers (her-
itage speakers, “HS”). The population of Italian emigrants is close to ideal for a
study on language contact, because most of them were tendentially monolingual

Luigi Andriani, Jan Casalicchio, Francesco Ciconte, Roberta D’Alessandro, Alberto
Frasson, Brechje van Osch, Luana Sorgini & Silvia Terenghi. 2022. Documenting
Italo-Romance minority languages in the Americas: Problems and tentative solutions.
In Matt Coler & Andrew Nevins (eds.), Contemporary research in minoritized and dias-
pora languages of Europe, 9–56. Berlin: Language Science Press. DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.
4902965
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speakers of an Italo-Romance dialect when they arrived in the Americas. Ital-
ian was not widely spoken in Italy until the 1960s, and hence they were mostly
monolingual speakers of these varieties when they left Italy. When they arrived
in the Americas, they entered into sudden intensive contact with other Romance
languages: we are focusing here on French (in Quebec and in later fieldwork in
Belgium1), Spanish (in Argentina), and Portuguese (in Brazil). We also consider
these varieties in contact with Italian (in Italy), bearing in mind that this contact
is very different from that found in the Americas and Belgium, first and fore-
most because the contact has been more intense, and because the communities
speaking these varieties are generally larger in Italy. Finally, we also investigate
Italo-Romance speakers in contact with English in the United States as control
group.

The general aim of the project is to draw a predictive analysis of language
change in contact by looking at multiple microcontact situations. Contact is in-
vestigated here not on a one language-to-one language basis but on a many-
to-many basis: in this way, each phenomenon can be checked against multiple,
minimally-varying, equivalent phenomena in the contact languages. By the end
of the project, we hope to have identified the structural triggers for language
change. Furthermore, we also wish to compare change in contact with diachronic
change, to ascertain whether they follow similar paths, as is often claimed in the
literature. The project follows the evolution of these contact situations by focus-
ing on three language phenomena in seven Italo-Romance varieties. The phe-
nomena that we selected are: differential object marking (“DOM”), deixis and
demonstratives, and subject clitics (“SCLs”) / null subjects. Other language fea-
tures, such as topicalization, are also taken into account to a lesser extent. These
phenomena have been selected because they are well documented for the lan-
guages at issue and their diachronic evolution can be tracked rather straightfor-
wardly. For each of these phenomena we checked whether they are preserved in
the various contact situations, and in which syntactic contexts. The preliminary
results are being published in a number of papers (Andriani et al. 2020, Casalic-
chio & Frasson 2019, Sorgini 2020, Terenghi 2020, D’Alessandro 2021, Frasson In
press, Frasson et al. In press, and many other papers in preparation).

The varieties that were originally selected for investigation are Piedmontese,
Venetan, Tuscan (Florentine and Sienese), Coastal/Eastern Abruzzese, Neapoli-
tan, Salentino, and Sicilian. They are displayed in the map in Figure 1 (in regular
font).2

1See below and Section 3 for details on why we additionally targeted Italian emigrants in the
French-speaking part of Belgium.

2The map is retrieved from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Languages_of_Italy.
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Figure 1: Languages of Italy and selected varieties
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Linguistic_map_of_Italy_-_Legend.svg CC-BY-SA-4.0 Mikima

These varieties were chosen for several reasons: they maximally instantiate
the variation recorded for our target phenomena across Italo-Romance and are
the most spoken by Italian emigrants in the Americas. Moreover, they all have
a long literary tradition, with the exception of Abruzzese, which was selected
because of the wide documentation on the language available to the PI. This
documentation was crucial for us to be able to compare the diachronic evolution
of the phenomena that we are considering with their change in contact. While
Italian and Italo-Romance languages have been in extensive contact for the last 70
years, not many people could speak Italian at the beginning of the 20th century.

The languages selected did not all prove optimal. In particular, we did not
manage to find Tuscan, Salentino or Neapolitan speakers. Instead, a very large
community of Calabrian and Friulian speakers was identified during fieldwork.
Figure 1, in italicized font, shows where those varieties are spoken in Italy. In
order to have a large and consistent set of data, it was decided to exclude the
varieties with very few speakers and introduce Friulian and Calabrian instead.
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One additional change to the original plan was in the locations in which we
carried out our fieldwork. Recall that the locations and languages that were origi-
nally selected were Argentina/Argentinian Spanish, Brazil/Brazilian Portuguese,
Quebec/Quebecois French, and Italy/Italian. English was also included as a con-
trol: we selected the English varieties spoken in New York and Boston. How-
ever, fieldwork research showed that the Canadian situation was rather differ-
ent from what we had envisaged. Speakers of this area were in fact mostly Italo-
Romance/French/English trilingual. English in particular was very perceptible in
their spoken language, and therefore constituted an interference that was diffi-
cult to overcome.

After some research, it became clear that Italo-Romance speakers in French-
speaking Belgium present a profile that can be compared to that of our target
population in Argentina and Brazil. In Belgium, we found speakers who had left
Italy in the 1940s–1960s. Despite the geographical proximity between the two
countries, the relationship of these speakers with their homeland was as severed
as that of the Italians who had emigrated to South America. Moreover, no inter-
fering additional languages (besides the target varieties and the contact language)
were detected. It was therefore decided that the data collection for contact with
French should be moved from Quebec to Belgium. Finally, fieldwork in Italy has
not been prioritized for the reasons given above. Nonetheless, contact data from
some Italian regions were collected through online questionnaires: observations
on this process are outside the scope of the current study.

This article is based on the fieldwork sessions carried out by the Microcon-
tact team. The first session targeted Argentina only (cf. Section 3 below) and
took place in May 2018. This was followed by three parallel fieldwork sessions
(March/April 2019) completed in Argentina, Brazil, and Quebec. The control field-
work took place in New York City between October 2019 and January 2020, while
a pilot fieldwork study in Belgium was carried out in November/December 2019.
It will be immediately clear that in these early fieldwork sessions the primary
focus was not on data elicitation (although we did have a questionnaire to ascer-
tain at least some basic facts regarding heritage syntax), but rather on checking
the status of these languages and looking for speakers with the right profile,
given that very little to no up-to-date information was available to us regard-
ing these heritage speakers and their languages. Our intention was to gain an
initial overview of the syntactic profile of these speakers through the first field-
work studies, then to return to Europe, analyze the data, and formulate some
hypotheses, before carrying out more extensive fieldwork later to verify them.
This second, more extended, period of fieldwork was planned to take place in
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spring-summer 2020, but this has been impossible because of the COVID-19 pan-
demic, which means that our data are mostly incomplete, but we made use of an
online data collection that did bring some results.

This article, however, does not present an analysis of the results of our inves-
tigation; instead, it provides a report of the organization and realization of the
data collection, with specific focus on the fieldwork part.

Table 1 presents an overview of the number of speakers we managed to reach
and interview during fieldwork 1 in the various locations. They are listed by gen-
eration. Table 2 provides an overview of speakers interviewed remotely during
the pandemic.3 At the moment, it is not clear when fieldwork 2 will be able to
take place, nor whether it will be possible to undertake fieldwork before the end
of the project, which will be in June 2022.

Table 1: Number of speakers interviewed by generation

Brazil Argentina Canada US (NYC) Belgium Total

G1 7 50 34 32 6 129
HS 1 1 14 2 26 2 45
HS 2 and ff. 42 10 – – – 52
Total 50 74 36 58 8 226

Table 2: Number of speakers interviewed remotely during the pan-
demic

Brazil Argentina US Belgium Italy Total

44 61 4 3 228 340

Given the age of the speakers and the conditions under which the fieldwork
was planned to take place, we expected the data collection to be quite difficult:
in this paper, we discuss the issues that arose during the preparation of the field-
work and while it was underway. Each section focuses on a specific stage of the
data collection and is structured as follows: first, we introduce the background,
i.e. the information that is already available in the literature and howwe planned
to use it to carry out our data collection (“where we started” subsections). Then,

3Additional data were collected from France (4), Australia (3), and Uruguay (1).
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we describe what the actual situation turned out to be (“what we found/did” sub-
sections). We conclude each section with a list of tips and warnings about what
needs to be taken into account when setting up similar research.

More specifically, Sections 2 and 3 address issues related to our fieldwork, with
a special focus on its practical (Section 2) and theoretical (Section 3) preparation,
and on the main problems encountered when working with an elderly popula-
tion.

2 Documenting Italo-Romance varieties in the Americas

2.1 Where we started

Fieldwork for Italo-Romance varieties in the Americas is somewhat unique and
different from other kinds of fieldwork, in that it targets varieties that have been
known, spoken and in many cases also written for centuries, but that are now
found outside of their original environment. Furthermore, these languages have
undergone contact with other Romance varieties for a considerable amount of
time, and are therefore rather difficult to understand even for native speakers of
the baseline varieties in Italy. On the one hand, the situation is not comparable
to that of documenting a previously undocumented language from an uncertain
family; on the other hand, it is not as simple as carrying out a dialectological
inquiry in Italy, where people share a common language (Italian) and can under-
stand instructions and translations into Italian, and share at least one language
with the interviewer.

In what follows, we report our fieldwork experience, focusing on the make-up
of the Italo-Romance speaking communities for this section, and on the results
of the syntactic research in the next section.

The initial fieldwork was preceded by a data crowdsourcing enterprise, which
consisted in asking younger generation speakers to record the elderly members
of the community and upload the recordings on an interactive atlas. The atlas
can be found here: https://microcontact.hum.uu.nl/#home. While this atlas had a
large response from Italy, both North and South America were almost completely
unresponsive. The entries that are now visible on the atlas were mainly uploaded
by our fieldworkers.

Before turning to the presentation of each fieldwork area, some general con-
siderations are in order regarding data protection protocols that are in place in
Europe but not elsewhere. No fieldwork can start without a certified ethical clear-
ance and an approved data protection protocol in compliance with the latest
GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation 2016/679; see Leivada et al. 2019),
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which enforces strict directives within the EU.4 These directives may not be en-
tirely consistent with those of the non-EU countries. The challenge lies in check-
ing the GDPR against the regulations of the target country, aiming for an optimal
level of mutual adherence. This can be done with the support of the embassies,
but responses can be slow or even unforthcoming. An effective alternative is to
invite universities in the target countries to co-supervise the fieldwork, thus en-
suring that data collection and storage comply with the regulations of both the
EU and the target country.

Regarding the data collection itself, it must be kept in mind that Italo-Romance
communities in the Americas have very different characteristics. In this sub-
section, we review the information about Italo-Romance communities that was
available in the literature before the start of the project. It will be immediately
clear that the type of information available and the level of detail in the data
reported in each subsection is significantly different. This is a reflection of the
documentation of these varieties and their speakers: North America – particu-
larly the US but also Canada – has a long tradition of heritage studies, mostly
in the field of sociology and anthropology, but also in linguistics. Furthermore,
the ethnic background of US citizens has always been meticulously recorded; we
therefore know exactly how many Italians live in each state, and where they are
from, while this is not the case for Argentina and Brazil. Italians in Argentina in
particular have mingled with the local population and switched to Spanish much
faster than any other group.

In the following subsections, we report the kind of information that was avail-
able to us before we planned the first fieldwork.

2.1.1 Argentina

Argentina was a very popular destination for Italian immigrants in the 19th and
20th centuries. According to the website of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and
International Cooperation of Italy, Argentina received 57% of the total number of
Italian people who emigrated overseas between 1946 and 1955.5 Maurizio (2008)
reports data from the Instituto Nacional de Estadística y Censos de la República
Argentina, showing that a total of 2,604,447 immigrants lived in Argentina in
1960; 18% of these immigrants were from South America, and 82% from other
countries, of which 31% were from Italy.

4The GDPR became effective after the starting date of our project. Before then, a different set of
rules regulated data protection within the EU: we therefore had to modify our original protocol
to make it compliant with the new regulations.

5These data are taken from https://www.esteri.it/mae/doc_osservatorio/rapporto_italiani_
argentina_logo.pdf.
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At first, Italian immigrants moved to Argentina only temporarily for economic
purposes, with the aim of improving their quality of life once they were back in
Italy. This form of immigration began between the 18th and the 19th century,
but became a mass phenomenon in the last quarter of the 19th century. Tempo-
rary immigrants either stayed in Argentina for several years and then moved
back to Italy, or they were seasonal workers, who left Italy during the local au-
tumn/winter and came back during the spring/summer. In the period of mass
immigration, this trendwas accompanied by permanent immigration, where fam-
ilies would relocate and settle in the new country (Ferrari 2008). Geographically,
the first immigrants were predominantly northern Italians; in the final years of
the 19th century, immigration from the South increased, until southern Italians
formed the majority of immigrants just before World War I.

The places that were most influenced by the arrival of southern Italians were
cities such as Buenos Aires, Córdoba and Santa Fe. In these cities, the number of
immigrants from various countries was extremely high. Spanishwas not only the
official language, but also the lingua franca for immigrants who had different first
languages (“L1s”). This was the optimal condition for the emergence of hybrid
varieties like Cocoliche (see a.o. Bagna 2011), a contact variety often described
by contemporary sources as a mix of Spanish and Italian, although it should be
noted that the Italian elements often came from Italo-Romance varieties rather
than from Italian.

In some areas of Argentina, however, linguistically homogeneous communi-
ties arose, creating linguistic islands, such as in the Boca and Colonya Caroya.
The first of these, in the Boca, a district of Buenos Aires, was created by im-
migrants from Genoa, whose dialect is described as extremely widely-used and
alive from the second half of the 19th century onwards, but was reported as essen-
tially dead during the 1980s. In contrast, Colonya Caroya, a town in the province
of Córdoba, was home to immigrants from Friuli, and the language was still alive
and in popular use in the 1980s (Meo Zilio 1990). This is the only information we
had regarding these varieties in Argentina.6

With regard to the situation for Italo-Romance varieties from the south of Italy,
we had only minimal details before the fieldwork took place.

6A reviewer suggests that we should include the exact number of speakers and the statistics
regarding these varieties in south America in previous centuries. These statistics do not exist,
and we are including here everything that we were able to find. Although the information we
have is obviously incomplete, we still believe that it provides a useful idea of the language
situation of Italian emigrants in Argentina.
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2.1.2 Brazil

Brazil was one of the main destinations for Italian emigrants in the second part of
the 19th century. According to Cenni (2003), themain areas of Italian immigration
were the states of São Paulo (especially for immigrants from southern Italy) and
Rio Grande do Sul, the southernmost Brazilian state (especially for immigrants
from northern Italy).

In São Paulo, Italian cultural heritage is still alive, but heritage languages
(‘HLs’) died out fast, as the communities assimilated to the Portuguese-speaking
majority. Moreover, Brazilian authorities carried out campaigns against the use
of foreign languages (including Italian and Italo-Romance varieties) in the 1930s,
which ultimately led to a ban on their use in the 1940s. Consequently, there are no
traces left of southern Italo-Romance varieties in São Paulo, nor of the “Paulis-
tano” Italian, a koine variety of Italian strongly influenced by Portuguese that
was used in the city at the turn of the 19th century (Cenni 2003).

The case of northern immigrants in Rio Grande do Sul is different: they settled
in extremely isolated mountain areas, which allowed their varieties to resist the
ban on the use of the language imposed in the 1940s and the pressure exerted
by Portuguese in recent years. Almost half a million people, descendants of the
original settlers, still speak a northern Italo-Romance variety in the area, a phe-
nomenon that has been the focus of multiple sociolinguistic studies conducted in
Brazil. These speakers, despite being mainly third- or fourth-generation HSs, are
native speakers of an Italo-Romance variety and in most cases have no knowl-
edge of Italian. They are hence good candidates for the study of contact with
Portuguese, their second language. Since these communities are particularly iso-
lated and not very easy to reach, during the year prior to the fieldwork relation-
ships were developed with the Venetan Association of Rio Grande do Sul and
the Federal University of Santa Maria, as well as a few other contacts in the area,
with the goal of developing trusted local contacts.

Italian immigration to Brazil started to decline at the beginning of the 20th

century and came to an almost complete halt after World War II, earlier than in
other American countries. This makes it very difficult to find G1 speakers who
are still alive. One exception to this is the city of Porto Alegre, the capital of the
state of Rio Grande do Sul, to which immigration from southern Italy continued
after World War II. We therefore selected the state of Rio Grande do Sul as our
target area for the fieldwork in Brazil, as it is home to both G1 and HSs of both
northern and southern varieties.
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2.1.3 Quebec

The situation in Quebec was expected to be unlike that found in Argentina and
Brazil. To begin with, the demographics of the Italian emigrant population are
quite different from what is found in the rest of the Americas: emigration to
Canada, and more specifically to Quebec, is relatively more recent than that to
the other areas under investigation. Although the first records of Italian emigra-
tion to Canada date back to the last quarter of the 19th century and the flow of
migration never completely stopped, the period of intense movement was fairly
brief, lasting from 1951 to 1967. Due to this demographic difference, the majority
of first-generation speakers in Canada were typically not (completely) illiterate
when they left Italy, as they had received at least some formal education in Italian,
and had also been exposed to Italian in the increasingly popular media. There-
fore, we knew that Italian, or at least a non-standard variety thereof, would be a
not insignificant source of interference on the dialects spoken by our informants.
We based our knowledge on the available studies on the language(s) spoken by
the Italian community in Montreal (focusing on their Italian: Reinke 2014 and
the extensive work by Villata, e.g. Villata 2010).

Moreover, the overall migration flow to Canada was never at a level compara-
ble to that of our other research areas: the peaks, registered in 1956, 1958, 1966,
and 1967, were of roughly 28,000 people a year.7 We therefore expected to find
fewer participants in this research area than in our other target areas, even if we
did not have the exact numbers for Quebec alone.

Finally, some parts of Quebec are de facto bilingual areas: while French is
the only official language of the province, English is widely spoken (as well
as being an official language of the country), especially in Montreal. We based
our decision to include the area in our study on knowledge of pro-French cam-
paigns and policies, which were particularly prominent in the 1970s. However,
we were prepared to find some (reduced) instances of speakers also proficient in
English, at least to some extent: those would have ideally been excluded from
our study, to avoid the confounding factor of an additional variety, particularly
a non-Romance one.

2.1.4 US

Italo-Romance varieties have been exported to the US since (at least) the 19th cen-
tury; the 1880 census lists 81,249 Italian migrants, a number that had increased
sharply to 4,114,603 by 1920 (cf. Cavaioli 2008). In the census carried out in 2000,

7Source: ISTAT, http://seriestoriche.istat.it/fileadmin/documenti/Tavola_2.9.1.xls.
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“Italian” was reported to be spoken by about 1,000,000 people in the US, with the
most significant numbers concentrated in the Northeast of the country, where
we carried out our fieldwork.8 However, according to the multi-year American
Community Survey 2009-2013, there has been a decrease of about 300,000 speak-
ers, i.e. a drop of a third in just over 10 years. This is most likely due to a rapid
language shift to English only, which typically occurs within the third genera-
tion in Italian communities abroad (see De Fina 2014; for NYC, see Haller 1987,
1993). For this reason, the vitality of Italo-Romance varieties spoken in the US is
endangered, as it is virtually impossible to find Italo-Romance HSs after the first
US-born generation.

Moreover, these statistics combine all the languages imported by Italian mi-
grants under the umbrella term “Italian”. This is slightly inaccurate, as pre-World
War II migrants mainly exported their local languages, and had minimal knowl-
edge of Italian, or perhaps none at all. This situation changed after World War
II, particularly after 1965 with the Immigration Reform Law, thanks to which
the families of Italian migrants were allowed to legally live and work in the
US. These more recent waves of migrants had an “Italianizing” impact on the
local Italo-Romance languages, as speakers were educated in Italian and were
hence no longer monolingual Italo-Romance speakers as the previous migrants
had been (Haller 1991: 391–392, De Fina & Fellin 2010). As a result, the speakers’
competence in their local languages began to be affected by the new wave of Ital-
ian, as well as by English. Moreover, the coexistence of more-or-less-intelligible
local varieties brought about the need for a linguistic koine, i.e. a shared Italo-
Romance variety intelligible to everyone. This koine has since been the focus
of the majority of studies of Italian communities in English-speaking countries.
Indeed, this situation is documented for New York by Haller (1987 et seq.) and is
common to other urban contexts with Italo-Romance–English contact, such as
Sydney Italian (Bettoni 1990, 1991) and Montreal Italian (Reinke 2014).

For New York, Haller’s (1987, 1993, 1997a, 1997b, 2002) work provides a solid de-
scription of the sociolinguistic situation of the Italian community between 1980
and 2000. He proposes a multilingual continuum for Italo-Romance varieties,
which are “used, besides English, with various degrees of competence, according
to generation, time of emigration, and education” (Haller 1987: 396): “‘Standard’

8New York State (294,271), New Jersey (116,365), Pennsylvania (70,434), Massachusetts (59,811),
Connecticut (50,891), Maryland (13,798), Rhode Island (13,759), and Virginia (10,099) [https://
www.census.gov/population/cen2000/phc-t20/tab05.pdf]. Note that the same level of accuracy
and documentation is not available for all countries; we provide here what was available to us
prior to our fieldwork, and the information on which we based our planning.
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dialectal Italian, Italianized dialect, pidginized American Italian, and archaic di-
alects”. With regard to the koine variety, Haller confirms that

[t]he migration from the depressed South to Rome and Northern Italy and
the emigration to the United States both acted as “Schools of Italianization”,
exposing individuals for the first time to other dialects and languages and
forcing them to develop a lingua franca in order to be able to communicate
with each other. (Haller 1987: 393)

Hence, while the Italo-Romance local dialects would be employed within the
family and closer-knit circles of fellow countrymen, this Italian koine had been
functioning as the “community language” for decades (Haller 1991, 1997a: 401). A
few decades later, this situation has reached a point at which the Italo-Romance
varieties are increasingly fading away, and Italian is taking over or Italo-Romance
is being abandoned altogether in favor of English.

2.1.5 Interim summary

Although we were aware of the social differences between the areas in which we
planned to collect data, before starting our fieldwork we were working under the
hypothesis that the most relevant socio-historical conditions were comparable
for all the targeted countries: we expected to find G1 speakers with very low
competence in Italian, if any (even in its regional varieties). These G1 speakers
would have maintained little contact with their communities of origin in Italy.
Moreover, we expected the varieties under analysis to be faithfully preserved by
the communities abroad, at least as home languages, and as such passed on to
the following generation(s). The advantages of this scenario would have been
the possibility of systematically excluding the influence of external factors (e.g.
competence, language exposure, age of bilingualism onset, etc., as well as socio-
historical variables) on the development of the phenomena under analysis, and to
assess, for each HS, the input language (i.e. the language spoken by their parents,
the G1) with a good level of detail at the microvariation level, too.

However, in some cases the socio-historical differences proved to be more far-
reaching than expected and to have not insignificant impact on the linguistic
profile of our informants. These issues are discussed in more detail in the follow-
ing section, along with some practical matters to be considered when organizing
fieldwork, and the solutions that we found to the various problems that arose.
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2.2 What we found

2.2.1 Argentina

As discussed above, Argentina was the destination of huge numbers of immi-
grants from the end of the 19th century onwards. However, when we tried to
contact associations of Sicilian, Neapolitan and Abruzzese speakers by email, we
received a large number of Non-Delivery Reports (NDRs) that led us to conclude
that they were no longer active. We also asked for information from Facebook
groups dedicated to Italian descendants in Argentina, as well as from some dis-
tant relatives of ours and of other contacts with relatives in Argentina.9 Nei-
ther crowdsourcing nor any subsequent attempt helped to identify speakers who
would be eligible to take part in our study.

Due to this lack of information, we decided to carry out a pre-fieldwork ex-
ercise, with the specific aim of checking the current situation within the Italo-
Romance communities and establishing a network of informants for the follow-
ing fieldwork. This pre-fieldwork was carried out only in Argentina as this was
where finding contacts in advance had proved most challenging. Once in Ar-
gentina, our researcher was able to establish a good network after visiting the
presidents of some associations and some colleagues at local universities.

The pre-fieldwork was followed by the first main fieldwork session, during
which we targeted immigrants who had moved to Argentina after World War
II, as well as the small number of their descendants who had acquired the Italo-
Romance variety. As in other American countries, institutions, especially schools,
played a major role in the diffusion of the monolingual Spanish model. The re-
searchers were told multiple times that teachers explicitly suggested, or even
ordered, that the parents should speak only Spanish to their children, in order to
avoid “confusion” for the child.10

Unfortunately, these interventionswere effective in themajority of cases, mean-
ing that the Italo-Romance varieties were abandoned by almost all immigrants.

9In the case of Abruzzese, one of our contacts wrote to us: “La Argentina ha recibido inmi-
grantes de todo el mundo que han traído sus idiomas y dialectos, pero al haberse mezclado con
toda la sociedad no sabría si continúan hablando el dialecto. Por ejemplo mi abuelo Francisco
no hablaba su dialecto, hablaba español.” [‘Argentina has received immigrants from all over
the world, who brought their languages and dialects with them, but as they have integrated
into society, I’m not sure whether they still speak their dialects. For instance, my grandfather
Francisco didn’t speak his dialect, he spoke Spanish.’]

10As one of our speakers told us during the interview: “In taule a si fevelave simpri furlan, ai
vut tancj di chei problems ta scuele, parcè che i disevi peraules in furlan, e an clamat a me
mari, che no si feveli plui il furlan parcè che no si podeve.” [‘We would always speak Friulian
at home, I had so many problems at school because I would say words in Friulian, and they
called my mum so that we would not speak Friulian anymore because it was not allowed.’]
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Exceptions are found primarily when there were elderly family members (espe-
cially grandparents) who never learned Spanish and thus kept speaking their
Italo-Romance L1 to their grandchildren.

Despite the geographical distance, during both fieldwork studies in Argentina
we found that the local Italian community managed to keep strong bonds to
their hometowns through frequent visits to Italy (particularly from the 1980s
onwards) and through the countless regional and local associations. According
to our informants, these associations were particularly active in the 1940s-1970s,
and helped to recreate a sense of Italian community through recurrent parties
and celebrations. The members of the associations have tried to maintain the
traditions of their home regions, such as religious celebrations, typical food and
even clothing. Curiously enough, the only thing they usually did not maintain is
their language, switching to Italian or to Spanish.

More generally, Italian gained ground because of marriages between people
from different regions of Italy, who chose to speak Italian to their children, when
they could, in order to keep a stronger bond with their home country. In the
bigger cities, there are also Italian schools that some of our speakers attended.
Finally, although the immigrants and their descendants feel a particular link to
their region, they feel proud of Italy as a whole and identify with it, particu-
larly when they talk to people who are not descended from Italian immigrants.
As a consequence, many first-generation immigrants (as well as the subsequent
generations) speak Italian alongside their local variety, and they all insisted on
speaking Italian to the fieldworkers.

The various Italian associations were very useful in our search for informants,
since they know most members of the community, but even they could not
identify more than a couple of speakers each, as there are not many speakers
left. However, some associations do offer courses in their Italo-Romance vari-
ety. These courses are attended by second- or third-generation immigrants who
never developed a high proficiency in the language and wish to improve it or
even learn it from scratch. In the Friulian association of Buenos Aires and in the
Piedmontese association of Córdoba, for example, 8-10 people followed an Italo-
Romance language course. These courses were a useful source for our search for
HSs.

The informants we interviewed were found mainly through members of these
associations. In Santa Fe, we found some speakers thanks to the Italian scholars
at the Universidad Nacional del Litoral, who are running a project on the Italian
cultural heritage of the city.11 In three cases we found speakers of Cocoliche (see

11The person responsible for the project is Prof. Adriana Crolla (http://www.fhuc.unl.edu.ar/
portalgringo/crear/gringa/).
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Section 2.1.1 above): unfortunately we could not interview them, because they
were some of the oldest members of the community and they were not able to
perform our tasks. Interestingly, they were usually no longer able to distinguish
between Cocoliche and their own Italo-Romance variety, a situation that we also
found in New York with the koine and the Italo-Romance varieties.

Overall, most informants were kind but somewhat suspicious at the beginning,
especially in the bigger cities: they all refused to allow the fieldworker to visit
them at home, unless they were accompanied by a member of the community
whom they already knew. As a result, when possible, the interviews were held
in emigrant association premises. However, in some cases they had to be carried
out in bars, which made for a less than ideal situation, as informants could be
distracted, the audio stimuli of the questionnaire were difficult to understand
because we had to lower the volume, and the recordings were affected by back-
ground noises.12

With regard to the geographic distribution, we observed that the Italo-Romance
varieties are still found in the main cities. Nowadays, however, their use is lim-
ited to the family group, and we could find very few second- or third- generation
speakers with a high proficiency in the language. In the smaller towns and vil-
lages, on the other hand, the Italo-Romance varieties have virtually died out. One
example is Colonia Caroya, in the province of Córdoba: until a few decades ago,
Friulian was the main language (Spanish being the only official language), to the
extent that, according to our informants, it was impossible to find a job there if
you did not speak Friulian. The situation today, however, has radically changed:
we could only find three informants (all above 70 years old), while the rest of the
community speaks neither Friulian nor Italian.

2.2.2 Brazil

Unlike in Argentina, Italo-Romance varieties in Brazil have survived mainly in
the countryside and, to some extent, in bigger cities in southern areas of the
country, as we highlighted in Section 2.1.2. Immigration from Italy after World
War II was very limited, and it was hence challenging to find first-generation
immigrants with the right profile for our research. The state of Rio Grande do

12One reviewer observes that it would have been possible to train local members of the commu-
nity to perform the data collection for us. This was not possible due to a lack of time, during
the first round of fieldwork, given that the researchers had to travel extensively to meet the
various speakers. The second round of interviews, which was performed online, was instead
realized with the help of trained local community members, who knew the interviewers by
then and gladly agreed to help when possible.
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Sul was the best option, as both northern and southern varieties are still spoken
in the area by G1 and HSs.

Ten interviews were carried out in Porto Alegre, which is home to a large com-
munity of Calabro-Lucanian speakers, as well as smaller Sicilian and Abruzzese
communities. The language used by the interviewer was mainly Portuguese. The
first problem encountered in Porto Alegre was the general sense of mistrust
shown by local associations of HSs towards the research; in particular, one of the
local associations refused to help the researcher to find informants. A few par-
ticipants were found as a result of posting on Facebook groups of descendants.
The best result in Porto Alegre, however, came from the successful cooperation
with the Calabrian Center of Rio Grande do Sul; this contact was established
prior to the fieldwork and was helpful in finding Calabro-Lucanian G1 and HSs.
The Calabrian community in Porto Alegre is made up of immigrants (and their
descendants) from the town of Morano Calabro; they all therefore speak exactly
the same variety, the Moranese dialect. However, the general sense of distrust
was also evident here; obtaining signed informed consent was particularly prob-
lematic, since most of the participants were afraid that it could be a scam.

The interior of the state of Rio Grande do Sul is home to almost two million
descendants of immigrants from northern Italy, most of whom have maintained
the language of their ancestors across generations, as a result of the isolated na-
ture of these communities. 42 interviews were carried out in the area of the Serra
Gaucha and in the Fourth Colony of Italian Immigration. The languages used by
the interviewer were Venetan and Portuguese. The isolated nature of these com-
munities, which helped to preserve three northern varieties (Venetan, Friulian,
and Eastern Lombard), also represented the main obstacle in reaching the speak-
ers. In some cases, the only way to get to the villages was by car. The contacts we
established in the area not only made it possible to physically reach the speakers,
but were also of great help in communicating with older people who, in some
cases, had never left their villages and were hence not always willing to talk to
a foreigner or to be recorded. Unlike the Calabro-Lucanian informants in Porto
Alegre, speakers of northern varieties in Rio Grande do Sul are the descendants of
immigrants from different areas in Italy. Their dialects are not exactly identical to
each other, nor to the varieties of the languages spoken in Italy. Moreover, isola-
tion from Italy has allowed the preservation of archaic features of the languages
in these varieties. Obtaining written informed consent also proved problematic
for informants in the Serra Gaucha and in the Fourth Colony of Immigration. The
interviewer decided to opt for recorded oral consent by the informants: thewhole
informed consent form was read out loud during the recording and participants
consequently agreed to be interviewed.
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Overall, the good outcome of the data collection in Brazil was heavily depen-
dent on the contacts the interviewer established prior to the fieldwork. The need
to have trusted relationships with local members of the communities proved to
be essential.

2.2.3 From Quebec to Belgium

In Quebec, the socio-historical issues highlighted above (younger emigration,
bilingualism) turned out to be significant, as they substantially altered the speak-
ers’ profiles. Themain differences with respect to the speakers we found in Brazil
and Argentina were the age of the speakers (younger, which in turn entailed
physical and cognitive difference – cf. Section 3.3.1) and their knowledge of other
languages: most of our speakers had full knowledge of (regional) Italian and En-
glish, in some cases at the expense of French (the target contact variety for the
area). Moreover, the Italian immigrants in Quebec had managed to achieve a
reasonable level of economic security, which had led, among other things, to in-
creased contact with Italy. Most of our informants had been to Italy several times
since they had left the country, and some of them regularly spent their holidays
there, even for several months a year. Even those who had no direct or prolonged
contact with their hometowns had been in regular contact with their relatives in
Italy via long-distance communication devices over the years.

The different sociolinguistic settings of the two main areas of investigation,
Montreal and Quebec City, posed a further a problem in Quebec. The latter has
a small Italian community whose members mostly switched to French on a daily
basis because of marriage with their local partners: on the whole, this had a
negative impact on the transmission of their languages to the subsequent genera-
tion(s), as attested by the fact that we could only find one HS of an Italo-Romance
variety in the whole city (Venetan), compared to 9 G1 speakers of different Italo-
Romance varieties, mostly Piedmontese, Venetan, and Friulian. Montreal, on the
other hand, was the destination of a massive flow of emigration from Italy: the
traditional Italian area, la petite Italie (‘little Italy’), is nowadays a sheer mem-
ory of the Italian emigration. Despite being home to the Church of the Madonna
della Difesa, built by the Molisano community in the late 1910s, and to some Ital-
ian shops and cafés, over the years the bulk of the Italian community has moved
away from the area, to the outskirts of the city (e.g. Saint-Léonard and Rivière-
des-Prairies, in the northern part of the island) as well as to its neighboring mu-
nicipalities, especially Laval. However, this setting also proved detrimental to the
preservation of the Italian dialects: the presence of emigrants from linguistically
different areas of Italy and the need for mutual help and support resulted in the
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development of an Italian koine, which, alongside English and French lexical bor-
rowings, includes many regional structural and lexical features and a (broadly
speaking) Italian structure, somewhat resembling that which is found in New
York. This variety (“Italianese”, e.g. Villata 2010) is most readily available to our
informants for daily communication within the community and, over time, has
come to overshadow the original dialectal richness of the city: as a result, once
again, we only managed to interview one HS of one of the target Italo-Romance
varieties (Sicilian), compared to 22 G1 speakers of various target languages.

A further difference between the two areas of interest in Quebec is related to
the contact varieties, as mentioned above. While French is the contact variety
for the Italians who emigrated to Quebec City, English is the most widely spo-
ken local language for the Italian community in Montreal. The widespread use
of English, despite efforts (particularly via education policies) to make all new
residents and their descendants use French, is due to the prestige of English in
the wider North American context. Due to these differences, our informants in
Quebec were very far away from our ideal speaker profile: instead of illiterate,
dialectal speakers with a working knowledge of the contact variety, we found
quite literate informants, with a good knowledge of some variety of Italian (a
koine one, with specific regionalisms, if not a variety closer to the standard), a
passive to good knowledge of French and a good general knowledge of English,
the most widely used language outside of (but sometimes also inside) the com-
munity, especially in Montreal.

In an attempt to find a speaker profile that more closely matched the ideal
speaker for this research, we turned instead to Belgium. Italian emigration to
Belgium reached its peak right after World War II, with the bilateral agreements
between the two nations. First signed in 1946, but effective until 1956, these agree-
ments regulated the transfer of Italian workers to the Belgian mines. Despite
the well-known presence of Italians in the country and its greater geographi-
cal accessibility, Belgium had been originally excluded from the investigation
areas because of its (relative) closeness to Italy, which could have led to exten-
sive contact between the emigrants and their hometowns. However, after we
had established that the Italian population in Quebec did not sufficiently match
the required profile, and given the accessibility of the area, we decided to run a
small-scale fieldwork exercise in the French-speaking part of Belgium.

This pre-test on the general feasibility of a more in-depth study of the Italian
emigrant community in Belgium, taking into account our original socio-historical
and sociolinguistic conditions, proved extremely fruitful. We decided to target
the southern mine region around Charleroi and La Louvière, as well as Brussels;
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in total, we interviewed eight informants: six G1 and two HSs. Our original con-
cerns regarding the possible stronger connection between this population and
their homeland turned out to be unfounded: we discovered that the terms of the
contracts for the mine work ensured that the miners did not go back to Italy
for the whole duration, reducing the links considerably. After the contracts ex-
pired, some workers went back to Italy for good; those who stayed in Belgium
continued their previous lives away from their home country.

The general speaker profile was a better match for our ideal speaker. Due to
the disruptions to the school system brought about by the war, we found in our
interviews that the emigrants, in most cases fairly young men, were mostly illit-
erate, which was no doubt beneficial to the maintenance of the dialects. Further-
more, the well-organized migration flow brought people from the same areas of
Italy together, both to live and to work: this ensured that the dialects, as the most
accessible varieties known to the miners, were preserved in daily life and even
passed on to the following generation(s). This situation is demonstrated by the
presence, even today, of small municipalities in the south of Belgium where Ital-
ian dialects are still widely spoken among the members of the Italian community:
an example is Sicilian inMorlanwelz, whichwas the destination of a considerable
wave of emigration from Villarosa, in Sicily (Enna province).13 These local and
linguistic clusters, together with the limited contact with Italy over many years,
also resulted in a very limited knowledge of Italian. Moreover, and again in con-
trast to what we found in Quebec, French (less so its local Walloon dialect) is the
major language spoken by these emigrants, alongside their original dialects. No
other contact language is attested, making the sociolinguistic context of Belgium
overall more suitable for our study. The only disadvantage of the research in Bel-
gium is the very limited number of varieties available: the majority of the miners
originally came from southern Italy, mostly from Sicily and Campania. Up to this
point we have found very few speakers of northern varieties. Unfortunately, it
has so far not been possible to continue this small-scale fieldwork with a more
extensive data collection.

2.2.4 US

The search for Italo-Romance speakers in a metropolis such as New York City
was not straightforward. This is due to the fact that, over the years, the different
communities of Italians experienced disaggregation and displacementwithin and
outside the urban area, as we discuss below. The most fruitful means of finding

13This is reflected, at institutional level, by the fact that the two are twin-towns: https://en.
wikipedia.org/wiki/Morlanwelz.
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our speakers was to bypass the official routes, such as the (unresponsive) Italian
Cultural Institutes and Embassy, and instead to approach:

• clubs, societies and cultural associations of local communities;

• shops run by Italians (pizzerias, restaurants, tailors, barber shops, etc.);

• individual contacts (internal or external to these communities) who acted
as mediators between the researcher and the Italian communities, e.g. En-
dangered Language Alliance.

A total of 58 speakers (G1: 32; HSs: 26) from different heritage communities were
interviewed in Manhattan, Brooklyn, and Queens, as well as one family in Jer-
sey City, NJ. The people we interviewed were speakers of Friulian, Nònes (a
Ladin-Lombard/Venetan transitional variety from Trentino), Eastern Abruzzese,
Neapolitan, and Sicilian. We also interviewed speakers of varieties that were not
considered in our other field trips: Eastern Campanian, Cilentano (a southern
Campanian variety), Apulo-Barese (from central Apulia), and Ciociaro (an upper-
southern variety from southern Lazio). Moreover, as mentioned in Section 2.1.4,
most of these speakers had some knowledge of the spoken Italian that they ex-
ported (in the case of G1) or learnt in the US (someHSs). However, manyHSs only
had active knowledge of the Italo-American koine, especially those HSs whose
families came from the south of Italy, as we discuss below.

G1 speakers migrated between 1940 and 1980 from different areas of Italy,
where the local varieties are spoken alongside (regionally marked) Italian. Most
of the G1 speakerswho arrived immediately afterWorldWar II settled in the same
place as the historical communities of Italians during previous migration waves.
These areas include (but are not limited to) Manhattan (Rose Hill, Little Friuli in
Murray Hill), Brooklyn (in and around Bensonhurst, Williamsburg-Green Point),
and Queens (Astoria). However, due to the arrival of new migrant communities
and the increasing cost of living in the city, most of these Italian communities
were forced to move away from these neighborhoods and to relocate to more
peripheral areas.14 These displacements led to the partial or total dissolution of
once-compact linguistic communities; moreover, language shift to English-only
happened very frequently due to the generational change of “community leaders”
in clubs and associations. In fact, finding US-born HSs who are (fully) proficient
in their local HLs proved rather challenging, as the large majority (especially
from southern Italy) had been forced to switch to English-only by their families

14Mainly further East in Queens, further South in Brooklyn, and Staten Island, or outside the
five boroughs of NYC.
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for integration purposes, therefore completely abandoning their HLs and retain-
ing, in the best cases, only a passive knowledge of them.

The linguistic profiles of the US-born HSs we interviewed included: (usually,
highly educated) speakers with active competence of both their own local va-
riety and Italian, which they learnt from (educated) family members, or during
secondary education; speakers with different degrees of active competence in
their own local variety (depending on their age, the type and length of exposure
to that variety, and cohesion of their community), but little competence in Italian;
and speakers with passive knowledge of the local variety of their own families,
which they define as “the archaic dialect”, and active competence in a regionally
influenced variety of (Americanized) Italian koine, the lingua franca, which they
refer to as “the modern dialect”, or Brooklynese/Queenese Italian (alongside the
local Brooklynese/Queenese English).

Unsurprisingly, the most proficient speakers are from the elder generation, i.e.
over 70-75 years old (with very few exceptions). The linguistic repertoire of these
speakers is extensive, as they learnt their own HL from close-knit communities
of Italian-born parents, grandparents and/or other relatives, who had emigrated
in the first half of the 20th century to the specific Italian areas/neighborhoods of
NewYork City. Many of these elderly speakers alsomaintained close connections
with their families in Italy, allowing them to also be exposed to the home dialect
and/or spoken Italian. Indeed, these HSs learnt a conservative, “frozen-in-time”
variant of their own HL from their families of G1 émigrés; when they visit their
family’s birthplaces in Italy and interact with locals there, they are told they still
speak an archaic version of the relevant dialect (cf. Aalberse et al. 2019: 114). This
is not only due to the fact that older HSs learnt a conservative variant of the
HL imported by their families, but also that these speakers were not exposed –
as much as later generations in the US have been – to the growing linguistic
pressure of Italian over the last 70 years.

One feature shared between some Italian-born G1 speakers who migrated to
the US in their early years and US-born HSs is that they all grew up as sequen-
tial bilinguals. They first acquired their own Italo-Romance HL (the local dialect
and/or the supraregional Italian koine), and later English as “Child L2”, i.e. bilin-
guals who acquired a second language between 4 years old and puberty (cf. Aal-
berse et al. 2019: 117).

For speakers younger than 70 years old, the level of proficiency in the HL di-
minishes rather drastically. This is likely due to a less constant exposure to the
relevant HL, or to a drop in usage on a daily basis. Moreover, in addition to the
decrease in input, the quality of that input changed as an effect of attrition and
cross-linguistic influence from English, resulting from the long-term decreased
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activation of the HL (cf. Pascual y Cabo 2013). Indeed, these HSs grew up learn-
ing a supra-regional variant of Italian, originally taken overseas by their fam-
ilies after World War II and later influenced by English, while their own local
HL was mainly heard from grandparents, older relatives and/or elders in their
neighborhood, but was not actively used. Indeed, from the intermediate to the
new generations, the lexis, phonetics/phonology and syntax of the relevant base-
line dialect appear to have blended to different extents with a spoken variant of
Italian, as well as English, resulting in the Italo-American koine. In fact, speakers
under 40 years old (mainly from the south) appear to show an “established con-
fusion” about the Italo-Romance language they speak. They self-report that they
are not able to speak “proper Italian” and can only speak “the dialect”, but they
actually speak this Italo-American (southern-based) koine. However, the Sicilian
and Nonesi communities of HSs seemed to have better preserved their local di-
alects, across all age groups.

As a (partial) result of the issues highlighted above for each of the contact areas
under investigation, the sample of speakers we could find is more varied than
we were hoping for, sometimes leading to difficulties of comparison that will be
addressed in more detail in Section 3.3.

2.3 Tips and warnings

Here are some things to consider if you wish to set up fieldwork outside of Eu-
rope, and in the Americas in particular:

• Before you go, set up a risk assessment plan with your university.
The plan should contain information about the potential risks and an exit
action in case of danger; furthermore, it should contain a safety protocol
that you may establish with your PI.15

• Make sure you stick to the safety rules agreed upon with your univer-
sity/PI.
As soon as you arrive in a new place, contact or identify the relevant con-
sulate in case you need help, and make your presence known to them. Es-
tablish a daily routine with your home supervisor, like sending an email
or a message at a given hour every day to confirm that everything is okay
and you do not need help.

15For a taxonomy of possible risks, a useful tool is this Advisory note by the International Science
Council: https://council.science/publications/advisory-note-responsibilities-for-preventing-
avoiding-and-mitigating-harm-to-researchers-undertaking-fieldwork-in-risky-settings/.
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• Make sure emails to potential referents are short, clear and personalized.
After gathering and reviewing any available sources for contacts, including
outdated webpages that might suggest further connections, it is crucial to
approach the possible (source of) informants with an email/message that
is at the same time catchy and trustworthy, especially in the subject line.
The text should be clear and concise and should include statements about
(i) the purely scientific purpose of the research survey, (ii) the non-profit
nature of the enterprise, and (iii) compliance with the data protection pro-
tocol (i.e. anonymity), although public institutions are usually willing to
be acknowledged in research outputs. Whilst the message template should
address a varied range of potential (sources of) informants, a plain, some-
what detached invitation may not engage all the intended recipients. It
is worth adjusting the text in a way that demonstrates a sensitive under-
standing of the contact’s role within the targeted local community, high-
lighting the shared benefits of the cooperation (academic for universities,
socio-cultural for associations, motivating for individuals, etc.).

• Allow plenty of time to network with the local community (and to build a
relationship of mutual trust). Pre-fieldwork could prove extremely useful
for this purpose, too.
Be it a secluded community in the Brazilian mountains or a dynamic com-
munity in Brooklyn, it is easier to access the speakers fromwithin the local
community. In particular, it is advisable to spend time participating in the
life of the regional associations: parties are not only entertaining, but also
an excellent means to meet people in a more relaxed environment than
an interview offers, and to exchange contacts. In our case, we carried out
pre-fieldwork in May as the fieldwork had to take place in the following
spring.16

• Involve the local communities (evenmore): try to train local people to carry
out the interviews.
Training local people to carry out interviews when the researcher is not
present is a very good idea, if time constraints allow. Ideally, this should
happen for each collection of data, but this cannot always be achieved, es-
pecially if the time to be spent in one location is too short. In this respect,

16A reviewer asks how many days are recommended. We do not have a precise answer for that:
the more the better, obviously, so that the researcher can get to know the people and the
community a little more. In our case, the pre-fieldwork lasted about 20 days, and the limit was
determined by budget considerations rather than anything else.
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when calculating the budget in your project proposal, make sure that you
allocate some money for your fieldwork assistant as well as for the speak-
ers. Note that university-internal regulations might make it very difficult
to transfer money overseas, so paying in local money to be reimbursed
later is preferable.

• Consider technical problems in isolated/remote areas.
In the most remote areas that we visited in our fieldwork, especially in
Brazil, some basic IT requirements were not met: for instance, the internet
connection was sometimes unavailable, but even more importantly power
sockets were missing. This is a problem when performing a computer-
based questionnaire. One suggestion might be to carry multiple recharge-
able batteries for laptops and recorders; alternatively, the questionnaire
should be structured in a way that allows it to be carried out without a
laptop. In that case, it is a good idea to print out the questionnaire, so that
it is possible to ask at least some of the questions if the laptop cannot be
charged. Moreover, in some particularly isolated areas, it is advisable for
the interviewer to take some water and food, in case they are stranded
somewhere, and no transportation is immediately available.

• Consider problems working with communities in big, busy cities, too.
Some informants might genuinely not have enough time to spend on a
questionnaire (in our case: between half an hour and one hour), as “time
is money” in their busy schedules, despite their interest and willingness
to participate in the study. In New York, this was true for most of the
informants, regardless of their age, and was also true to a lesser extent
in Quebec. Moreover, in large metropolitan areas such as New York and
Montreal, communities are scattered across the city, and travelling on pub-
lic transport is extremely time-consuming (for instance, between 1 and 3
hours without leaving the metropolitan area of NYC); likewise, taxis might
take as long as public transport, and are very expensive. Allow therefore
plenty of time to reach your destination.

• Remember that it might be culturally inappropriate to ask speakers to sign
a document they cannot read.
In this case, still complying with the legal requirements, the informed con-
sent form can be read aloud, with speakers giving at least their oral consent
to the collection and processing of their personal data. Make sure this pro-
cedure is approved in the ethical and data protection protocols before you
start your research.
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• Consider the mistrust of the informants.
Both in bigger cities and in more isolated villages there may be a general
feeling of a lack of safety. To overcome this sense of mistrust and to make
the informant feel at ease even in the presence of a stranger, it is preferable
to go to interviews with another community member whenever possible.
This is also beneficial for the fieldworker.

• Be prepared to interview people in unconventional places.
As much as we tried to make arrangements in advance to carry out our
interviews in a quiet environment, this was not always an option (see also
the feeling of mistrust mentioned above). A good solution, when private
spaces are not available, would be to carry out the interviews in offices be-
longing to the various cultural associations. However, even this option is
sometimes not available. It might then prove necessary to carry out the in-
terview in parks, cafés, restaurants, shops, offices, waiting halls, etc., where
a quiet environment is not an option. It is advisable to keep this in mind
while designing the questionnaire, as this can affect its feasibility (e.g. au-
dio stimuli are more problematic in such contexts, and the use of a laptop
might be challenging).

3 Syntactic tests

3.1 Where we started

Our research consisted of three parts: the first aimed to assess the proficiency of
the speakers; the second tested the presence of the syntactic phenomena under
analysis; and the third gathered sociolinguistic information about the informants’
language history and use. At this stage, as we had only preliminary hypotheses
to test, we did not concentrate on designing the exact method for data elicita-
tion; rather, we tried to understand whether what was reported about heritage
languages and the particular phenomena under investigation was true.

In the first fieldwork trip, the main task was to ascertain the existence of sub-
ject clitics and DOM, as well as ternary demonstrative systems, and the syntactic
conditions under which these phenomena might be present.

3.1.1 Assessing proficiency

We decided to make proficiency testing the first part of our research because
we wanted to make sure that our informants were genuinely able to speak the
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target dialect, rather than Italian with some dialectal expressions (for legitimate
concerns on the issue, cf. Section 2.1). Once the data were collected, each com-
ponent of the group listened to them. The group includes researchers who are
native or highly fluent speakers of all the varieties under investigation; most of
them are also native speakers of Italian.

Before beginning the fieldwork, a data crowdsourcing enterprise was carried
out, over the course of several months. Through this crowdsourcing we had
hoped to identify and hence pre-select speakers with the right profile, i.e. pro-
ficient speakers, to interview during fieldwork. However, we did not obtain the
desired results from this type of data collection, as we did not receive sufficient
responses from either North or South America. We therefore interviewed all the
speakers whomade themselves available, on the basis of their own linguistic self-
evaluation, and we needed a more reliable method of assessing their proficiency
in the dialect. We ultimately used this part of the interview as a pre-selection
method to skim the questionnaires. Proficiencywas tested in twoways: bymeans
of spontaneous speech (first) and by performing a specific lexical decision task
(afterwards). While the actual set-up of the proficiency assessment will be dis-
cussed more in detail in the next subsection, here we will introduce the bases
upon which we decided to take proficiency into consideration.

Our fieldwork researchers were all native speakers of Italian, and were there-
fore able to assess whether the speakers were using some form of Italian or the
Italo-Romance variety. Afterwards, the data were checked by the rest of the team,
which included native or very fluent speakers of all the Italo-Romance varieties
under investigation.

Spontaneous speech was chosen as the introductory task as it offers multiple
additional advantages: firstly, we were expecting some of our informants not to
speak their recessive language on a daily basis, and sometimes in fact not to speak
it at all. We therefore thought that a good way to make them feel at ease could
be to allow them to talk freely: we found that some of the less proficient speak-
ers had some issues with speaking the language to start with, but became more
and more fluent while talking to us. To try and trigger the use of the dialect, we
mostly asked them questions about their childhood and their arrival in their new
country: we hoped that by asking them to talk about a time in which they spoke
the dialect on a regular basis, they could be further encouraged to reproduce it.
Secondly, spontaneous speech allowed us to gather sociolinguistic information
(year of emigration, level of education, current and past dialect usage, etc.) that
we needed to control for, to keep our sample of informants as homogeneous
as possible, without bombarding the speakers with very direct and structured
questions. Thirdly, the spontaneous speech data were used to complement the
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information gathered from the questionnaire, and to cross-check whether spon-
taneous production might reveal different linguistic patterns with respect to the
elicited data gathered in the questionnaire.

In addition to using spontaneous speech, we also assessed the level of profi-
ciency through the HALA test, developed by O’Grady et al. (2009) and widely
used in heritage communities to check the level of proficiency of the speakers.
The HALA test is a publicly available picture-naming set of tasks aimed at mea-
suring the accessibility times of items and structures in the different languages
in the repertoire of multilingual speakers, so as to assess the relative dominance
hierarchy. The overall idea is that proficiency correlates with frequency of use
in all language domains, which has direct consequences for latency times. We
hence decided to include an additional task based on the HALAmaterials, as will
be explained in more detail in Section 3.2.1.

3.1.2 Towards the syntactic questionnaires

The second part of our research consisted of a questionnaire testing the different
syntactic phenomena in the contact varieties under analysis (for a definition of
the phenomena and of the varieties, see Section 1). Our population is extremely
varied in nature: G1 of different ages and levels of education, affected by attri-
tion to different extents, and HSs. Nonetheless, we wanted to develop one uni-
fied questionnaire, so as to make our results directly comparable. We therefore
had to take into account the specific challenges posed by each different group
of speakers while designing the questionnaire. According to the literature, the
most difficult group to test would be the HSs (for extensive remarks, cf. Polinsky
2018: chapter 3). Of course, the three phenomena have different instantiations
in each of the Italo-Romance varieties under investigation; variation between
them is however at the microlevel, so most tests were simply translated from
one language to the next without losing crucial information, or without chang-
ing information structure, for instance.

We excluded grammaticality judgments and translations. Polar grammatical-
ity judgments (Yes/No type) are not granular enough, while scalar judgments
(in which each experimental item is rated on an n-point scale, e.g. Likert scales)
detect finer differences among the stimuli, but ultimately also pose some prob-
lems (for a wider discussion, cf. Stadthagen-González et al. 2018 and references
therein). The major issue is related to the very concept of scale: it cannot be
safely assumed that an n point scale is sensitive enough to faithfully represent
the acceptability continuum, both in its extent and in its actual match with the
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speaker’s own continuum representation. Moreover, and assuming that infor-
mants are consistent in applying one and the same scale throughout the task,
scalar grammaticality judgments are clearly demanding on the memory load side
as well. Finally, grammaticality judgments prove particularly difficult for HSs
(Polinsky 2018: chapter 3, and references), which would have made it difficult to
use the same questionnaire for all our participants.

Translations have been commonly used in research on Italo-Romance vari-
eties on a large scale (cf. for instance the traditional atlases that document Italo-
Romance: AIS, ALI; and in more recent times: ASIt). However, we were particu-
larly concerned with avoiding the interference of any other language while per-
forming the tasks, particularly given that the Italo-Romance varieties were not
that frequently used and were hence expected to be the non-dominant languages
of our informants. Moreover, our research targets different areas and different
types of speakers, so different varieties would have had to be chosen as the start-
ing point of a translation task: the translations could have been performed from
the local contact varieties (Spanish, Portuguese, French, and English) or from
Italian, leaving the choice up to the speakers (for instance, elderly speakers who
migrated as adults might have preferred Italian, while HSs might have had a
preference for the local contact variety). However, a flexible format of this type,
with different variables to accommodate all possible needs of our speakers, would
have made the translations not fully comparable, as they would have primed the
informants in different ways. We therefore decided to exclude translations.

Instead, we decided to structure our questionnaire as a two-alternative forced
choice task. In this setup, the informants are asked to compare the acceptability
of (a list of) pairs of stimuli by choosing, within each pair, the most acceptable
item. Following a considerable number of studies on the issue (for a discussion
and specific references, cf. Stadthagen-González et al. 2018), we judged that this
format would be beneficial for our research in many respects, including the fact
that it is less demanding to compare two items than to rate them on a predefined
and consistent scale.

For each phenomenon, we identified a number of research questions on the
basis of a preliminary review of the available literature. Variations on the two-
alternative forced choice task described above were used to test these questions
whenever possible and depending on the nature of the phenomenon: subject clit-
ics, DOM, and, to some extent, deixis (with the support of pictures), were in-
cluded; for deixis we added a semi-guided production task as well.

More information on how we paired tasks and phenomena and on how each
task was designed and carried out will be provided in Section 3.2; in the remain-
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der of this section, the specific conditions that were tested for each phenomenon
will be explained in more detail.

3.1.2.1 Subject clitics. Subject clitics are found inmost northern Italo-Romance
and Rhaeto-Romance varieties. They differ from regular tonic subject pronouns
in that they are syntactically deficient elements; they are inflectional heads, on
a par with verbal agreement endings (Rizzi 1986, Brandi & Cordin 1989, Poletto
1993, 2000). However, Frasson (In press) found that in Brazilian Venetan sub-
ject clitics display pronominal behavior (see also Benincà & Poletto 2004). In
our questionnaire we firstly tested the agreement-like or pronominal nature of
subject clitics, checking:

i. doubling contexts: an agreement marker obligatorily doubles an overt lex-
ical subject, while a pronoun cannot occur when the subject is already
expressed;

ii. coordinated structures: an agreement marker is obligatorily realized in
both conjuncts in coordinated structures, while a pronoun is generally re-
alized only in the first;17

iii. negation: agreementmarkers normally follow the preverbal negationmarker,
while pronouns precede it;

iv. interpolation: agreement markers cannot be separated from the verb by
non-clitic material, while pronouns can.

In addition, we checked for three more contexts that generally display some in-
stability in younger speakers of Venetan in Italy (see Casalicchio & Frasson 2019).
More precisely, these are:

v. interrogative sentences: subject clitics are normally enclitic in interroga-
tive sentences, but there is a tendency to realize them proclitically, on a
par with declarative sentences;

vi. impersonal constructions with meteorological verbs: the realization of sub-
ject clitics varies substantially in this context; often, both a sentence with
a subject clitic and one without a subject clitic are accepted by speakers;

17As shown in Poletto (2000), the behavior of subject clitics in coordinated structures is very
nuanced. Following her analysis, we avoided testing coordinated structures with two distinct
inflected verbs that have the same nominal object, as well as coordinated structures involving
the same verb with different tense or aspect specifications; subject clitics may behave differ-
ently in these types of coordinated structures.
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vii. default agreement constructions: as with vi, realization varies substantially
in this context. Sentences with post-verbal subjects and restrictive relative
clauses normally require a default third person singular agreement on the
verb (and no subject clitic); however, speakers often also accept full agree-
ment (with a subject clitic) in these contexts.

Despite not being strictly related to the agreement-like or pronominal nature of
subject clitics, the contexts in v-vii were added in order to test the stability of
heritage varieties with respect to varieties spoken in Italy.

3.1.2.2 Deixis. The main focus of our investigation with respect to deixis was
the number of deictic contrasts encoded in demonstrative systems. Demonstra-
tive forms and spatial adverbs anchor an object or an area in the external world
to (one of) the discourse participants, by defining them in terms of the distance
from the speaker and/or the hearer (e.g. this means that something is close the
speaker, there means that an area is far away from the speaker).

Depending on how many discourse participants are available as possible an-
choring points, different demonstrative systems are observed: if the only relevant
reference point is the speaker, then we typically have a system that encodes a
two-way contrast (an object or an area close to the speaker as opposed to an
object or an area far from the speaker; e.g. Italian questo ‘this’ and qui ‘here’
as opposed to quello ‘that’ and là ‘there’). Since systems of this sort have two
forms, they can be referred to as binary systems. However, it is also possible for
the first term of a binary system to jointly refer to an object or an area close to
both discourse participants, without any further specification as to who is closer
to the referent, and conversely for the second term of a binary system to refer
to an object or an area that is far from both discourse participants at the same
time: this is the case, for instance, of Catalan aquest ‘this (close to the speaker
and/or to the hearer)’, aquell ‘that (far away from the speaker and the hearer)’. If,
instead, the hearer is also relevant in the spatial relations, the resulting system
will encode a three-way contrast (an object or an area close to the speaker; an
object or an area close to the hearer; or an object or an area far from both the
speaker and the hearer). The Portuguese system is of this type, and differenti-
ates between este ‘this’ and aqui ‘here’ (close to the speaker), esse ‘that’ and aí
‘there’ (close to the hearer), and aquele ‘that’ and alá ‘there’ (far from both). These
systems display three contrastive forms and can therefore be defined as ternary
systems. In the Romance domain there are also systems that do not encode any
deictic contrast, i.e. that only display one form that can be used in different deic-
tic contexts without yielding any difference in interpretation: this is the case for
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French adnominal and pronominal demonstratives (ce and celui, respectively, in
their masculine singular versions).

The literature on deixis in Romance varieties highlights a high level of mi-
crovariation (see, for the most extensive overviews, Ledgeway 2015 and Ledge-
way & Smith 2016): Romance varieties display all four systems and there is sig-
nificant variation, especially in the southern Italo-Romance domain. Therefore,
we chose to investigate which deictic contrasts are encoded in Italo-Romance va-
rieties in microcontact, by eliciting material related to the three possible deictic
domains (close to the speaker, close to the hearer, far from the speech act par-
ticipants), to test how these systems behave in contact and, ultimately, to better
understand how these forms are encoded in the grammar.

3.1.2.3 Differential Object Marking. Differential Object Marking (‘DOM’; Mo-
ravcsik 1978, Bossong 1985, 1991), also known in the Romance literature as prepo-
sitional accusative (Diez 1874, Meyer-Lübke 1890–1902, 1895–1900), is the phe-
nomenon whereby some Direct Objects (‘DOs’) are marked differently than oth-
ers, depending on certain semantic and pragmatic features of the object. The
phenomenon has different distribution patterns in Romance: some languages
only display DOM with pronouns (e.g. some Eastern Abruzzese varieties, as in
Manzini & Savoia 2005), while other varieties only display DOM with a subset
of pronouns (e.g. Ariellese, as in D’Alessandro 2017). In other cases, DOM is only
possible in clitic doubling contexts (e.g. in Piedmontese, Manzini & Savoia 2005),
whereas it is linked to specificity and definiteness in southern Italo-Romance
varieties (see Andriani (To appear), for Barese; Ledgeway 2009 for Neapolitan;
Ledgeway et al. 2019 for Calabrian; Guardiano 2000, 2010 for some Sicilian va-
rieties) as well as in Peninsular Spanish (Leonetti 2004). Conversely, in Argen-
tinian Spanish DOM is strictly linked to Case (Saab 2018) and in Standard Italian
it mostly marks Object Experiencers (see Belletti 2018 for a recent overview and
discussion).

It should additionally be noted that the preposition marking DOs in these lan-
guages is the same as the preposition that introduces Indirect Objects (“IOs”),
namely a (notice the contrast between Spanish DO Veo a Juan ‘I see Juan’ and
the IO Le doy el libro a Juan ‘I gave the book to Juan’). These differences have led
to a lively discussion in the literature on what really triggers DOM, and whether
DOM objects are true accusatives or datives.

The starting point of our investigation was that what we label as DOM might
be referring to a range of different phenomena that just happen to share the same
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superficial outcome.18 Wewanted to knowwhether this is actually the case and, if
so, whether these differences are simply the product of diachronic evolution, or if
they have in fact developed from different starting points in different languages.
Furthermore, in the case of contact with Argentinian Spanish, we wanted to in-
vestigate whether a possible change in the distribution of DOM in Italo-Romance
varieties reflects the change found in the contact variety.

3.2 What we did

3.2.1 Assessing proficiency

The production tasks workedwell withmost informants: we asked them to tell us
about their arrival in the Americas and what they found there (if they were G1),
or in general about their childhood, parents and links to Italy. Our plan was to
collect at least 5-10 minutes of spontaneous conversation, but some of the speak-
ers were so happy to talk to us that they talked for half an hour or even an hour.
Their willingness to speak to us may also have come from their knowledge that
their recordings would be published (strictly anonymized) on the project’s atlas,
so they were happy that their story would reach a larger audience. Still, in some
cases the informants felt awkward speaking the dialect when the fieldworker
was not a speaker of the same language. In these cases, they often mixed it with
Italian or with the language of their new country.

As mentioned in Section 3.1.1, we also performed an additional test to assess
lexical proficiency on the basis of material designed by the HALA research group.
In the HALA test, three sets of pictures (body parts, natural elements, and gen-
eral pictures to create short sentences) are shown, and participants have to name
the objects depicted as quickly as possible in the target language. Not only does
this give an indication of vocabulary size, but also of speed of lexical access, both
of which are indicators of language proficiency. The speed is measured by calcu-
lating the time lapse between the picture appearing on the screen (highlighted
by an audio signal) and the participant’s naming of that picture. However, for
the test to be carried out successfully, it is necessary to compare the speed of
lexical retrieval across the different languages in the participant’s repertoire, to
comparatively assess whether the specific times for a given language are linked
to a genuine delay in retrieval (and hence to lower proficiency) or whether they
are in line with the access times in other varieties, suggesting that longer times
are simply due to external factors. Since the test had to be performed in different
languages, we decided to only use a short part of the original HALA test: we used

18A detailed discussion of this question is included in Luana Sorgini’s ongoing PhD dissertation.
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six items in the Italo-Romance variety before the questionnaire and then asked
participants to repeat the test in the language they felt to be their dominant one
after the questionnaire.19,20

A complicating factor was the experimental setting: as already mentioned, we
had to carry out interviews in unconventional locations, making it difficult to de-
tect the signal sound that was intended to be the starting point in the calculation
of the response times.

3.2.2 Designing and running the syntactic questionnaires

In the design of our questionnaires, we had to consider a number of constraints
related to the status of the varieties under analysis, the specific differences among
the syntactic phenomena considered in our study, and the type of population that
we were targeting.

The first issue we faced in the design of our questionnaire was the fact that
Italo-Romance languages are not standardized and, as such, many of them do
not have an orthography and are mainly spoken. This is not the case for all of
them: some of the varieties under investigation have a long written tradition and
therefore a standardized spelling convention, but even then their written systems
showmicrovariation, mirroring the actual linguistic microvariation found across
the Italo-Romance domain. Once again, presenting the speakers with a slightly

19Despite our efforts to comply with the test requirements and with the non lab-based nature of
our data collection, this set-up still does not meet the HALA guidelines. Ideally, the test should
be performed in one language a day, and after having started the conversation in that specific
language, so that the informant is in the “right” language mode. Clearly, this option was not
available in our case.

20An anonymous reviewer points out that “In addition to assessing reaction time, etc., it seems
careful attention needs to be paid to whether they are producing words in the ‘right’ variety
– the regional variety whose proficiency you want to assess. This means KNOWING whether
words borrowed from Italian are part of the vocabulary of the regional variety.” We do not see
this as an issue at all. While fieldworkers were not native speakers of all varieties, they did
know the various words in the different Italo-Romance varieties. Furthermore, the data were
double-checked by native speakers after the return from fieldwork.
The reviewer also observes: “It’s also not clear to me why you could not follow the “one lan-
guage a day” protocol. At the least, it’d be good to make sure the participant has been speaking
in the relevant lg. for some time just before the test.” This first fieldwork session was mainly
focused on checking the language profile of the speakers, rather than on eliciting data: thus,
the fieldworkers did not have enough days in one location to follow the “one language a day”
rule. Furthermore, after an hour of telling stories in their native Italo-Romance varieties, very
often with other family members present, the speakers did not show particular problems with
using the language.
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different spelling system for their variety could have resulted in slight unfamil-
iarity with the stimuli, similar to what we might expect for varieties without
conventionalized spelling mentioned above. Furthermore, the choice of one stan-
dard written variety over another might have triggered unwanted judgments on
the spelling, rather than on the stimuli themselves. Another point that we had
to consider is that most G1 speakers may have vision problems as well as issues
with reading due to their age or to illiteracy.

Having ruled out the possibility of a written questionnaire, we were left with
two possible options for an oral questionnaire: to lead the interview personally,
or to use pre-recorded stimuli. Given that every interviewer had to test speak-
ers of all varieties involved in our study, it would have been difficult if not im-
possible for the fieldworker to perform the interviews in all target varieties; an
attempt to do so would have led to biased data. Therefore, we decided to have
native speakers of each target Italo-Romance variety pre-record a set of stimuli
in their variety and present our informants with those auditory stimuli. Nonethe-
less, when possible and whenever the interviewer and the informant spoke the
same variety, that specific language was used throughout the whole interview.

Moreover, in New York, the language of interaction for the interviews was
adapted to the speakers’ relative confidence with the languages in question. G1
speakers who learnt English after their adolescence preferred being spoken to
in Italian, while the remaining G1 speakers and all HSs preferred English. When-
ever possible, the interviewer also used the relevant Italo-Romance variety to
encourage the speaker not to switch to English or Italian. However, this strategy
was not always successful, as Haller (1987: 394) also reports: “even though the
interviews were conducted by Italian-Americans accepted in the community [...
w]hen asked to switch to dialect, the informants generally continued to speak
their high variety [(dialectal) Italian] after uttering a few dialect words, even if
the interviewer was somewhat fluent in the specific dialect”.

Some issues related to the phenomena under analysis further influenced our
choice of tests. For subject clitics, a two-alternative forced choice task was the
best way of identifying the agreement-like or pronominal behavior. Participants
had to choose between two proposed sentences: one with a well-behaved agree-
ment-like subject clitic and one without the clitic or with a clitic displaying
anomalous behavior. This is shown, for instance, by the context of coordination:

(1) Friulian (; )

a. Al
he.scl

mangje
eat-prs.3sg

e
and

al
he.scl

bêf
drink-prs.3sg
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b. Al
he.scl

mangje
eat-prs.3sg

e
and

bêf
drink-prs.3sg

‘He is eating and drinking.’

The sentence in (1a) shows that the subject clitic is repeated in both conjuncts in a
coordinated structure; this is expected, as subject clitics are obligatory agreement
markers realized every time a finite verb appears. The sentence in (1b) shows
that the marker is realized only in the first conjunct, which is taken to consti-
tute pronominal behavior. The pronominal and agreement-like behavior were
presented in a random order. Speakers heard the two stimuli one after the other
and in random order, and had to choose which one they preferred.

The forced choice task proved successful for subject clitics in most cases: in-
formants understood the task correctly. However, the spontaneous production
task provided crucial support. Not only did it help to confirm – or otherwise –
the results that we obtained through the questionnaire, but it allowed us to ob-
serve further aspects of the distribution of subject clitics that would otherwise
have been left unnoticed. The most relevant example in this respect is the ten-
dency to realize more overt pronominal subjects in heritage northern varieties
in comparison to heritage southern varieties.

With regard to DOM, the forced choice task targeted the following range of
direct objects, to determine whether they would trigger DOM:

(2) 1st person pronoun > 3rd person pronouns [+human] > kinship >
[+human][+animate][–definite] > [–human][+animate][+definite] >
[–human][+animate][–definite]

This order reflects Silverstein’s (1976) animacy scale, since the general under-
standing of DOM in Italo-Romance varieties is that the higher the object is on
the scale, the more likely it is to be marked.

These objects were tested both in situ and in fronted topic position (Rizzi 1997).
Speakers of the southern and northern groups had two slightly different ques-
tionnaires. Informants of the southern varieties had 13 sentences testing DOM
plus fillers, for a total of 24 sentences. Speakers of northern varieties were given
9 sentences testing DOM plus fillers for a total of 23 sentences. We made this
decision because we were not expecting production of DOM on a wide range of
arguments by speakers of northern varieties, as the equivalent varieties spoken
within Italy are not typically considered to have DOM.

The informants were asked to choose between a sentence including DOM and
one without: these stimuli were presented in random order. Although speakers
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needed guidance when taking the questionnaire (e.g. sometimes they had diffi-
culty understanding certain lexical items in the stimulus due to microvariation in
the lexical entry), and a translation had to be provided, the test worked in most
cases and revealed differences in the use of DOM with respect to the homeland
varieties.21 In some cases, when informants deemed the first sentence correct,
they confirmed it before listening to the second sentence. In these cases we had
to ask informants to wait until they heard both sentences before deciding be-
tween the two options.

For deixis, we decided to avoid grammaticality judgments, sentence comple-
tion and elicited imitation, as demonstratives heavily rely on the context inwhich
the conversation takes place. In fact, demonstratives are always grammatical, but
they carry semantic differences that make them more or less suitable for a given
context: different forms are used in different contexts, and this choice may de-
pend on other indexical properties of the sentence as well. In grammaticality
judgments, it is rather difficult to recreate such a context.

Although sentence completion and elicited imitation are typically not bound
to any context, they raise other issues for investigating deixis. In both these task
types, the target form can show a mismatch with the elicited form because of the
switch in the deictic center at the conversation turn. For instance, in the case of
elicited imitation, the informant might switch the deictic center when repeating
the sentence, e.g. I am here > You are there. While both sentences are equally
grammatical, they change in their interpretive content, but this is not tested (or
indeed testable) in an elicited imitation task.

To circumvent these issues, we selected a picture-sentencematching task and a
semi-spontaneous production task. For the former, we presented our informants
with some pictures of dog owners and their dogs; one of the dog owners was
marked as the speaker with the help of a balloon.

Our informants had to identify themselves with the speaking character and
refer to the dog present in the context of the picture (Figure 2: a, b, or c) by
choosing one of either two or three (depending on the system in the target va-
riety) recorded audio stimuli associated with each picture. For instance, given
Figure 2(a) with a dog owner holding their dog and another person (the hearer)
on the other side of the picture, and given the dialectal audio stimuli for ‘This
(close to me) is my dog’, ‘That (close to you) is my dog’ (if available in the target
variety), and ‘That (far from us) is my dog’, the target itemwould have been ‘This

21An anonymous reviewer asks: “What if they prefer the non-DOM form because it’s more like
std. Italian?”. In northern varieties, the choice of the non-DOM option is to be attributed to the
absence of the phenomena in the dialect rather than to the influence of Standard Italian. We
did not find a consistent preference for the non-DOM option in southern varieties.
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(a) ‘close to me’ (b) ‘close to you’ (c) ‘far from us’

Figure 2: Picture-sentence matching task.

(close to me) is my dog’, i.e. the proximal demonstrative this.22 The stimuli were
also presented in random order for this task.

This set-up was not without problems: most importantly, some of our infor-
mants found it particularly hard to identify themselves with the speaker in the
picture; similarly, some participants found it difficult to understand that the
speaker actually had an interlocutor inside the picture itself. Instead, some in-
formants selected one of the audio stimuli on the basis of where the dog was in
relation to them: given that the stimuli were presented on a laptop screen and
that the screen was within their arm reach, they tended to point at or touch the
dog and identify it as ‘this’, in any context, even the distal one. Moreover, in
consideration of possible vision difficulties, the main characters on the picture
were very large, which resulted in the picture itself being quite cramped and the
distance between the characters to be overall too reduced: specifically, the ‘close
to you’ space could easily be reduced to the ‘close to me’ one, as the speaker and
the hearer were only a small distance apart. The informants sometimes explained
their answer by saying: “it’s still close, if it were that it would be something else”.
These size considerations, together with the identification problem, led to an
overall higher rate of proximal forms even in non-proximal contexts. However,
responses changed substantially when real-life situations were investigated. One
such method used to elicit the (actual) distal forms was the question “Would you
still use this if the dog that you see was on the other side of the street?”. Still,
no specific protocol for these cases was agreed before the fieldwork, so the data
collection was, in this respect, not uniform, and the results not completely trust-
worthy.

Semi-guided production proved a better test for deixis: in this case, we used
three pictures of cats of different colors: black, orange, and white. These pictures

22This was the target sentence for the pronominal context. Other syntactic contexts tested were
adnominal (e.g. ‘This dog is mine’), and demonstrative-reinforcer (‘This here is my dog’).
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were placed either near the informant (the speaker), near the interviewer (the
hearer), or far from both. Our informants were then asked where each cat was
in the context, to which they had to reply with a demonstrative form or with
a spatial adverb. We judged that the actual contrast within the context would
make this task easier to perform for our speakers: they effectively needed to
choose different demonstratives to make us understand which cat they meant.
However, this method was also far from perfect: the most significant issue that
we encountered was how to elicit the demonstrative or spatial adverb, rather
than a description of the image or of its location with respect to other objects in
the room (e.g. ‘the one on the chair’, rather than ‘that one’). To try to elicit the
target response, we sometimes suggested the whole set of answers in the contact
language to help the informants to understand, without priming the language-
specific demonstrative system.

One last issue that arose in the preparation of the deixis questionnaire was the
clear difference between the tasks. For SCLs and DOM the task was comparable
and we could use the sentences targeting SCLs as fillers for those targeting DOM
and vice versa; this kept the questionnaire to a minimum length so as not to tire
our elderly informants, but still ensured the quality of our investigation. It was
impossible, however, to run a comparable task for the deixis part of the question-
naire. Yet, it would have been ideal to show some sets of filler pictures target-
ing other phenomena alongside the images in Figure 2, which would also have
had the benefit of making the task less repetitive. While designing the task, we
thought that the addition of fillers would have been an online confounding factor
(the informants would have had to correctly interpret multiple scenes) andwould
also have been time-consuming, particularly given that we were trying to design
a questionnaire that targeted all phenomena at once, while still being of a man-
ageable size. However, upon testing, we realized that the absence of variation
in the referent (always a dog, although in different positions in the picture and
in different syntactic contexts: pronominal, adnominal, demonstrative-reinforcer
construction) made the test extremely repetitive, which resulted in complaints
from the participants, who thought that they were being asked the same ques-
tion over and over again. Variation in the referent could have been beneficial to
the task.

3.3 General issues concerning experimental design and statistics

In an ideal world, all our participant groups would have had an equal number of
participants, who would all have spoken the exact same local varieties, and all
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possible variables would have been perfectly controlled for. Moreover, all partic-
ipants would carry out exactly the same task in exactly the same way. However,
due to the scarcity and the heterogeneous make-up of our target populations, as
well as problems that arose during the fieldwork, this was not possible. While we
must accept that no research is perfect, it is important to be aware of the possible
consequences of these issues for the interpretation of the results.23

Regarding the characteristics of the participants, it is clear from the description
presented in Section 2 that they were not evenly distributed across the different
varieties, host countries and generations. This must be taken into account when
analyzing the results, particularly for the purposes of statistical analysis. For in-
stance, there were eight speakers of Abruzzese in Argentina, only two in Canada
and none in Brazil. Two speakers is too small a number to be able to perform any
statistical analyses, so for this variety, wewere only able to statisticallymodel the
linguistic behavior of the speakers in Argentina. In addition, of these eight speak-
ers of Abruzzese in Argentina, two were G1, and six were second-generation HSs.
Again, given that two speakers cannot really constitute a separate subgroup, it
was impossible to take “generation” into account as a variable in the statistical
analysis. All 8 speakers were therefore treated as belonging to the same group,
whereas in fact there was an important difference, namely that some of them
were immigrants and others were born in the host country.

Moreover, as mentioned above, there were differences between communities
in terms of literacy, education level, exposure to other languages, etc. While it
is impossible to completely control for these variables in this type of study, it is
important to keep their impact in mind when analyzing the results. For instance,
we found certain differences between the use of SCLs by speakers of heritage
Friulian in Argentina and Brazil. While an initial interpretation of a difference
of this sort might be that there is an effect of the contact language (Spanish and
Brazilian Portuguese differ in terms of their configuration of the pro-drop param-
eter), there were other differences between the communities. First, as mentioned,
the communities in Brazil tend to be more isolated and the HLs therefore tend to
be better preserved. Moreover, HSs in Argentina were mostly second-generation
speakers while those in Brazil were almost exclusively third generation.

The design and the execution of our tasks was less than ideal from the perspec-
tive of experimental validity. The materials, i.e. the specific sentences for each of
the phenomena, were selected with specific research questions in mind. In order
to reduce the length of the questionnaire, in most cases, only one sentence (pair)

23Recall, however, that this article is not concerned with these questions themselves, but is pri-
marily reporting on the first fieldwork exercise, which had a mainly descriptive aim.
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per condition (sentence type) was used, with the understanding that we would
return to carry out more extensive and targeted second fieldwork. Another issue
that should be taken into account is that for some of the phenomena, all the sen-
tences were presented together, without filler/distractor items. This may have
made the participants aware of the topic of investigation, which could in theory
have led participants to use specific answer strategies (for instance: always pick-
ing the sentence with DOM). We chose this set-up to avoid having to stop the
questionnaire half way through due to speaker tiredness.

Finally, as mentioned above, some of the interviewers had to improvise, either
because the informants did not understand the task, or because they did not have
enough time to perform the complete questionnaire. This affected the uniformity
of the study in various ways. For instance, not all participants answered an equal
number of questions for each of the phenomena, reducing comparability across
participants and/or groups. Another issue is that some of the researchers carried
out the experiment in the dialects, whereas others did so in the contact language
or in standard Italian. It has been noted (Aalberse & Muysken 2013) that the
specific language spoken by the researcher may affect the respondents’ linguistic
behavior. The task type was also sometimes adapted on-the-go by the researcher.
For instance, for those respondents who did not understand the forced choice
task, it was sometimes (orally) adapted to a translation task. Similarly, in the
guided production task used for deixis, some of the researchers chose to present
the participants with the full set of options for demonstratives in the contact
language, which may have led to a higher number of target responses for those
participants.

3.3.1 Interviewing the elderly

The main target speakers of this project are first-generation emigrants, who are
quite elderly. The average age of G1 speakers was around 75. This brings with it
additional issues that we considered before fieldwork; however, we found that it
had a larger impact on the results than expected. Advanced age brings a number
of common issues, such as partial or complete loss of hearing and sight, which
we tried to take into account when designing the questionnaire, while still re-
specting the constraints imposed on us by the different phenomena.

A further problem is the difficulty of retaining long sentences: we therefore
tried to keep the stimuli as short as possible. Furthermore, while this was true
of many younger speakers too, many elderly speakers had clear difficulties with
the very concept of choosing between two options: rather, they would approve
of the very first stimulus out loud, regardless of its grammaticality and without
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listening to the second one.24 When it was impossible to provide more instruc-
tions that would help them to complete the task as originally planned, they were
given sentences in the contact language, and they were asked to translate them
into the dialect.

3.3.2 Tips and warnings

Here are some tips to design a good questionnaire for heritage speakers:

• Make sure the stimuli are culturally appropriate.
Verbs like kissing (a man or a woman) or liking someone may create uneasi-
ness, especially among elderly speakers. Moreover, it is not a good idea to
record sentences that imply any act of killing, as the speakers could be
afraid that a recording containing such a statement could be taken to re-
flect reality.

• Make sure you have some spontaneous data.
It is always a good idea to compare the questionnaire responses to some
spontaneous data. If that is not possible, e.g. because the speakers are not
comfortable speaking in their non-dominant language without a prede-
fined topic, some (controlled) production tasks can help (and can make
the collected data more comparable). Remember that spontaneous speech
is very useful in assessing proficiency, too. If the elicited data contradict
the spontaneously produced data, they should be excluded (at least, we
chose to exclude them).

• Use the target variety when possible, to minimize the interference of other
languages.

• If the questionnaire is too long and the researchers wish to test at least two
phenomena, use the questions for the other phenomenon as fillers in your
questionnaire.

• Agree in advance what should be done if the task does not go as expected.
If you are running several parallel fieldwork sessions, it is not always pos-
sible to exchange experiences with your colleagues and solve unexpected
situations in a uniform way. It is therefore advisable to think about the

24An anonymous reviewer points out that heritage speakers have difficulty in giving accept-
ability judgments. We are aware of that, and that is precisely why we went for forced choice
and sentence completion tasks rather than the classical generative method of “is this sentence
acceptable for you?” which we knew would not provide results.
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main issues that may arise beforehand (e.g.: a participant does not under-
stand the task) and to devise a protocol on how to proceed in those cases,
in order to limit the degree of unwanted variation.

• Carry out a pilot study when possible.
Before starting your fieldwork, it is a good idea to perform a pilot version
of your questionnaire/experiment with speakers who are comparable in
age and other sociolinguistic factors to those of your target population.
This might highlight some issues that can be improved upon before the
actual fieldwork.

• Try to avoid priming.
While this is true for all speakers, elderly informants seem to be more
prone to just repeating what they have heard last (or to listen to just one
stimulus) or to what the fieldworker suggested as an example. It is there-
fore important to be careful to avoid priming wherever possible while ex-
plaining the task.

• Pay extra attention to the design of your stimuli if you are planning to in-
terview elderly people.
Elderly people may present some challenges that are linked to their age:
hearing and sight issues, longer processing times and more expensive pro-
cessing overall, weaker short-term memory, lower attention span, etc. You
should keep these factors in mind when designing your questionnaire, and
specifically: use short questions, both for the short-term memory and to
limit exposure time; make sure that your stimuli are fully accessible (the
volume of audio stimuli must be loud enough; if written stimuli are cho-
sen, the font size should be fairly large). It is a good idea to split a long
questionnaire into two parts and test them separately.

• Be ready to get more involved with the community, especially when test-
ing elderly speakers.
As elderly speakers can be suspicious, especially when using modern tech-
nology such as recording equipment, make sure there is always a relative
present, if possible, or another member of the community who can assist
the person and reassure them that you are not doing anything inappropri-
ate. Also, be ready to spendmore timewith your informants than youwere
planning to: some of them are lonely and really enjoy company, and they
especially appreciate the opportunity to speak to younger people from
their home country. Having an hour-long recording of spontaneous speech
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is great for your research, but may be problematic if you have scheduled
another interview shortly after the current one.

4 Closing remarks

In this article, we have tried to highlight all the information we collected and
all the things we learned when setting up and carrying out fieldwork relating to
heritage Italo-Romance speakers in North and South America and Europe. While
many of these tips and much of this information can be found in general man-
uals or fieldwork reports, some are specific to the Italo-Romance community.25

Furthermore, we provided a description of the status of these varieties, many of
which had not been documented since the 1960s. When we did have some doc-
umentation of previous stages of the languages, we compared that to what we
found, and showed that the situation has changed considerably. With the excep-
tion of the northern Italian-speaking community, most Italo-Romance heritage
varieties in America are close to extinction: for this reason, documenting these
languages is now all the more important. While this paper only draws some prac-
tical conclusions, there is much more to the study of heritage Italo-Romance in
the Americas and we hope that our remarks will be helpful to researchers willing
to undertake similar investigations.

Abbreviations

prs present scl subject clitic sg singular
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The focus of this paper is bilingualism in Spanish and Nahuatl from the sixteenth
century until the present day, with an exploration of its scope, functions and stabil-
ity.We include a historical perspective to provide the necessary background for the
contemporary context, which is approached with both qualitative and quantitative
data acquired during fieldwork carried out in four different regions where Nahuatl
and Spanish bilingualism is present today. Of special importance for the present
study is the analysis of the results of proficiency assessment in both languages, per-
formed with the participation of members of selected Nahua communities, which
represent different degrees of assimilation to Mexican identity and shift to Spanish.
We conclude that due to power differentials, economic, sociopolitical and cultural
pressures and discriminatory language policies, contemporary Spanish-Indigenous
bilingualism at the community level is unstable and transitional.

1 Introduction: Goals of the present study

The origins of Nahuatl-Spanish bilingualism go back to first encounters between
Europeans and Indigenous people living in the area controlled by the Aztec Em-
pire in 1519. At first largely limited to individual bilingual specialised skills, the
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contact between the two languages and the growing pressures within the colo-
nial system and then under the independent Mexican state (1821) gradually led to
the appearance of societal bilingualism. This was particularly the case in multi-
ethnic urban contexts during this time. In the twentieth and twenty-first century,
it was also attested in rural areas. While we give importance to the historical
perspective underlying current developments, the main focus of this paper is the
bilingual situation of four different regions where unstable Nahuatl and Span-
ish bilingualism is present today. The study is based on the analysis of qualita-
tive and quantitative data acquired during fieldwork, supplemented by historical
sources.

By unstable bilingualism we mean the situation of parallel acquisition and use
of the heritage language and Spanish, not exceeding two-three generations and
leading, eventually, to language shift. This can be contrasted with the notion of
stable bilingualism, when two languages are used – perhaps in a complementary
manner and not necessarily at the same level of proficiency – for an extended
period of time without either of the languages displacing the other one; such a
situation has been observed e.g. in Quebec (French and English), Belgium (Dutch
and French, especially in Flanders), Paraguay (Spanish and Guaraní) or in many
states of India (regional languages and Hindi, and, to a lesser extent, English).
Furthermore, we use the term “individual bilingualism” to refer to the capac-
ity of particular individuals, such as translators, friars, Indigenous notaries and
other members of local communities, to speak two languages proficiently. Con-
sequently, we use the term “societal bilingualism” to refer to a widespread use
of two languages by significant parts of speech communities for whom this kind
of linguistic practice is part of everyday interaction and not a specialised skill.

2 Historical context: The Colonial Period

The Spanish colonisation of Mesoamerica, initiated by the landing of Hernán
Cortés and his people on the shore of the Gulf of Mexico in the spring of 1519,
created the urgent need for the development of bilingual and multilingual skills
in Spanish and local languages. During the first stage of contact, the availability
of Spanish-Indigenous translators was the greatest need, but with the ongoing
colonisation and organisation of the European rule, the demand for individual
Indigenous-Spanish bilingualism grew on both sides. Among all of the Indige-
nous languages spoken in sixteenth-century Mesoamerica, it was Nahuatl, be-
longing to the Uto-Aztecan family, that was most frequently used between local
populations and Spaniards and in bilingual arrangements with Spanish speakers,
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e.g. in administration, courts or in efforts at Christianisation. It was also the lan-
guage most often used by other non-Nahua ethnic groups, no doubt due to its
central role in the Aztec Empire and other powerful states of earlier Pre-Hispanic
Mesoamerica.

The Aztec imperial infrastructure collapsed and disintegrated rapidly after the
arrival of the Spaniards, but the local organisation of Nahua states, called altepetl,
proved resistant to conquest and colonisation. During initial attempts to intro-
duce their rule, the Spanish had to rely on local Indigenous organisation struc-
tures, which meant dealing directly with particular altepetl. Such interactions
contributed to the survival of preexisting entities and political-territorial units,
ensuring their continued importance in the early colonial period (Gibson 1964:
63–74, Lockhart 1992: 28–29). In large urbanised zones, such as the capital city
of México-Tenochtitlán, an organisational duality was introduced, with parallel
Indigenous and Spanish municipal structures and organisations. Newly founded
centers for European populations, such as the town of Puebla de los Angeles,
tended to replicate Spanish structures more closely, despite housing significant
portions of the Indigenous population.

This sociopolitical and sociolinguistic situation contributed to the Spaniards’
reliance on Nahuatl as the language of administration and religious instruction.
Moreover, beyond the core area of New Spain, Nahuatl was widely used as a ve-
hicular language by other Indigenous groups, including in southern and northern
Mesoamerica. The linguistic landscape and associated power relationships were
complex and varied between regions, depending on the numbers and kinds of
languages spoken in the areas and the extent of local multilingualism. From the
sixteenth century on, different forms of polyglossia existed in New Spain: some
were brought over from Spain – including Latin, high Spanish and low Spanish –
and some originated in the Indigenous world. Thus, Latin and Spanish were high
varieties in New Spain, while Nahuatl occupied a higher position with regard
to other Indigenous languages (Parodi 2010: 308–310). Nahuatl therefore served
different purposes, including that of an intermediary language in translation be-
tween Spanish and other local languages, as well as being, to a certain degree,
the language of direct communication between Spaniards and local Indigenous
populations (Nesvig 2012, Schwaller 2012). As a result, the uses of Nahuatl in
colonial New Spain were by no means limited to members of Nahua communi-
ties (Yannanakis 2012: 669–670, Nesvig 2012: 739–758). For example, a large num-
ber of mestizos and creoles learned the language due to continuous daily contact
with the speakers in households where Indigenous servants and workers were
employed (Parodi 2010: 334).
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While it seems unquestionable that extensive multilingualism in local lan-
guages existed in the early and mid-colonial period, the scale of societal bilin-
gualism with Spanish and its geographical extent is a much more contentious
issue. The combined evidence from Spanish and Indigenous sources points to
what could have been, in the first phase of the colonial period, a partial and
elitist bilingualism present among Native nobles and Spanish friars and clerics,
accompanied by incipient and growing general bilingualism in the second part
of the colonial period between Indigenous populations in specific regions and
higher social groups (Zimmermann 2010: 945, Tab. 15). More debatable are other
phenomena proposed for the colonial period (see Zimmermann 2010: 945), such
as a notable increase of Indigenous people monolingual in Spanish. However, the
available evidence suggests that this situation varied greatly, depending on the
particular setting. Most notably it would have applied to large urban contexts,
where societal bilingualism does not seem to have been particularly stable, thus
giving way to Spanish monolingualism across several generations. This scenario
seems to be supported by the decreasing number of documents in Nahuatl in the
late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in cities such as México-Tenochtitlán,
Toluca or the even more ethnically homogeneous Tlaxcala, where Indigenous
legal matters were increasingly conducted in Spanish. However, monolingual
speakers of Nahuatl were still present in numerous communities in Tlaxcala un-
til the second half of the twentieth century, including in some of the communities
located close to highly urbanised areas, so widespread bilingualism toward the
end of the colonial period in this area seems rather improbable.
The areas that most favored bilingualism and multilingualism in Indigenous

languages and Spanish were large towns with already existing local populations,
or those attracting immigrant labor. Although the legal divisions of “mixed” towns
into Spanish and Indigenous municipalities created a jurisdictional and adminis-
trative separation between these ethnic groups, these divisions were not imper-
meable, and the process of mixing and contact between Natives and Spaniards
contributed to the development of different levels of bilingualism and/ormultilin-
gualism. Interesting pieces of evidence on inter-ethnic contact and relationships
come from the capital city ofMéxico-Tenochtitlán. By 1612, approximately 80,000
Indigenous persons reportedly lived in this city, as well as some 50,000 persons of
African and mixed African-Indigenous origin, and about 15,000 “Spaniards” (in-
cluding creoles) (Nutini & Isaac 2009: 34). In Zacatecas in the north and Puebla
de los Ángeles to the south of the Valley of Mexico, both of which were for-
mally established as “Spanish” towns serving the purposes of colonial settlers
and businesses, the cities’ migrant and locally born populations of Indigenous
people and Africans outnumbered their Spanish counterparts. Already in the
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1570s, some 3,000 Indigenous people, 500 Africans and 500 Spaniards, as well
as many mulattos, are reported for the entire city of Puebla (Nutini & Isaac 2009:
34–36). The situation changed dramatically by the time of the 1777 census, how-
ever, when the town’s population reached over 56,000 inhabitants, with ca. 31.8%
of Spaniards, 21.4% of Indigenous people, 16.1% of mestizos, 4.6% of mulattos, and
the rest constituting “other castes” (Nutini & Isaac 2009: 48). In Zacatecas, the
center of the silver mining industry, by 1572 the approximately 1,500 Natives
and 500 slaves of African descent outnumbered the resident population of 300
Spaniards (Velasco Murillo & Sierra Silva 2012: 109–117). The situation in Native
towns, and especially in rural areas, was distinct because in many cases a very
limited, mainly individual bilingualism survived until the second half of the twen-
tieth century, and evenmore recently for those in more secluded, peripheral loca-
tions. Nonetheless, while varying between regions, depending on their degree of
accessibility, the influx of Spanish-speaking settlers into Indigenous areas grew
steadily during the colonial period, eventually causing language pressure, along
with a growing pressure on Native land.

3 Modern and contemporary Mexico

Fostering transitional Spanish-Indigenous societal bilingualism was an impor-
tant goal of the Mexican state right from its creation. It abolished the legal cat-
egory of indios at the expense of “citizens” and, in the associated rhetoric of
“progress”, Indigenous tongues were deprived of their importance as essential
components of ethnic identity. Instead they were reduced to symbols of back-
wardness and obstacles to modernisation, as well as to successful integration
into society (Heath 1972: 62–64, Estrada Fernández & Grageda Bustamante 2010:
582–583). In terms of diglossia, Spanish, as an official and national language, was
the only prestigious and high “variety”, while all Indigenous languages became
low varieties (Zimmermann 2010: 911). As a consequence, Spanish gained more
and more presence in different social domains of daily life and in communicative
interaction between Indigenous and non-Indigenous people, contributing to the
growth of societal bilingualism and the shift to the dominant language (Villavi-
cencio Zarza 2010: 723–730, González Luna 2012: 92–93).

While the level of implementation of the state’s linguistic policy varied, signifi-
cant changes came about in the second half of the twentieth century. In 1948 the
National Indigenist Institute (INI) of Mexico was established by the President,
Miguel Alemán, with the aim of exploring problems affecting the Indigenous
population and seeking ways to improve their living conditions, e.g. by send-
ing special educators (promotores culturales) to regional centers. Envisioned as
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“agents of change” within local communities, they were Natives from the same
region and knew both Spanish and the Indigenous tongue of the area (Heath
1972: 135–138). In the following decades, the Hispanisation of Native children,
achieved via the direct method of using Spanish as the only language of school
instruction, became the most widely applied educational model, even though
“bilingual education” was one of the state’s official goals (Heath 1972: 162–163).
In view of its failure, this program gave way in 1981 to another initiative called
educación bilingüe-bicultural – the most recent myth serving as a disguise for the
imposition of Spanish. The aim of this approach is officially to develop literacy
in a Native language before teaching Spanish, yet, ultimately, the role of local
languages is reduced to a medium of instruction of the target language (Flores
Farfán 1999: 40–41).

The most widespread assimilationist education model, based exclusively on
Spanish, has remained the most common practice in local communities until the
present day. It has often been combined with a more or less official prohibition of
the use of Indigenous tongues at school and the consequent stigmatisation of chil-
dren who do not speak Spanish. As language shift has deepened, attitudes of in-
ternal racism have surfaced in Indigenous communities. They have been directed
toward those community members, including children, who have been less suc-
cessful in achieving Hispanisation. The Mexican school system and its teachers
have been instrumental in such cases. The widespread shift is reflected in the cen-
sus data, even if this is treated with extreme caution. These data show a steady
and rapid decrease in the numbers of Indigenous monolinguals and a subsequent
increase in bilinguals and monolingual Spanish speakers. This is confirmed by
ethnographic and linguistic surveys: for example, in the Tlaxcala Pueblan Valley
at the end of the nineteenth century, more than 70% of the population was Nahua,
living in traditional, monolingual communities almost untouched by secularisa-
tion. However, it is estimated that only about 2% of the valley’s population could
still be considered “Indigenous” in the year 2000, with rapidly fading Indigenous-
mestizo differences (Nutini & Isaac 2009: 194). Transitional societal bilingualism
and an accelerating shift to Spanish has come to be the dominant situation for
Nahua communities, albeit occurring on different timescales for different com-
munities.

In terms of currently dominant language ideologies and associated power re-
lationships, members of Native communities usually situate Nahuatl (and other
local languages) at the very bottom of the language hierarchy. Spanish is in the
middle as a national language and that of the dominant “modern” society, and
most recently, English has claimed its place at the very top as a symbol of upward
social mobility and opportunities, associated with technology, business, youth
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and popular culture. For communities with high rates of migration to the US, it
is also the language of remote opportunities and a symbol of a better life. Span-
ish remains linked to all basic dimensions of social life as the unique language of
education, politics, work, and legal and public services. In comparison, Nahuatl’s
typical (and often only) domains include household, family and agriculture. It is
regarded as a lower-status tongue of campesinos (peasants), who are situated in
a much less advantageous societal position than Spanish-speaking professionals
(Sandoval Arenas 2017). Decisions to favor the unmarked choice of Spanish are
often behind a community-level shift to this national language, in accordance
with the strong discourse of salir adelante, “forging ahead” and improving one’s
socioeconomic position (Messing 2007: 569–572).

4 Research in four Nahua-speaking regions: contexts,
study and participants

While language ideologies and attitudes shed important light on the nature of
contemporary Spanish-Nahuatl bilingualism, important insights also come from
quantitative research. The research we report on here is part of a team project
that included four Nahuatl-speaking regions ofMexico: the town of Atliaca in the
municipality of Tixtla in the state of Guerrero; rural communities in the munici-
pality of Chicontepec (Huasteca Veracruzana, in the state of Veracruz); Xilitla and
other municipalities in Huasteca Potosina (the state of San Luis Potosí); and the
municipality of Contla de Juan Cuamatzi in the state of Tlaxcala. These regions
represent complex cultural traditions dating back to pre-Hispanic Mesoamerica.
While they share a general cultural background and history that is typical of the
broad Mesoamerican cultural area, the members of these communities speak dis-
tinct variants of Nahuatl, which are nevertheless mutually intelligible to a high
degree. They also differ in terms of Indigenous language retention and strength
of Indigenous identity.

The most traditional are rural communities located in the municipality of
Chicontepec, where, according to the 2010 census, 67% of the population spoke
Nahuatl, including 51% of children (INEGI 2010). Community members continue
many core elements of traditional religion and corn-based agriculture, sharing
the strong identity of macehualmeh or Indigenous people. In Atliaca, a small
town in the municipality of Tixtla in Guerrero, some 80% of inhabitants knew
Nahuatl, according to the 2010 census. However, Spanish is becoming increas-
ingly dominant, especially in central sectors of the town and among the younger
generations. Inhabitants live on traditional agriculture, brick production and other
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specialised professions. In the third locality, Xilitla, some 40% of residents were
reported to be speakers of Nahuatl in 2010. Cultural assimilation (mestizaje) is
quite strong here, with traditional agriculture increasingly being eroded; many
inhabitants of the region rely on state support and small-scale wage work. Even
more culturally assimilated, and most urbanised, are communities in the munici-
pality of Contla in Tlaxcala, where the shift to Spanish is the most advanced. Ac-
cording to the 2010 census data, only ca. 15.5% inhabitants identified themselves
as speakers of Nahuatl; among children under 14, less than 3% were reported to
speak the language. While local communities continue some forms of traditional
religious organisation and corporate government, the economy is mainly based
on wage labor, local industries (such as textile production) and other small busi-
nesses. All four regions share a history of discrimination and stigmatisation of
Nahuatl-speaking children at school. Almost all speakers of Nahuatl also speak
Spanish (with the oldest generations displaying differing levels of proficiency),
while the youngest often exhibit reduced or passive skills in Nahuatl.

The survey for this project, carried out in 2018 and 2019, was based on an exten-
sive panel questionnaire in Spanish, which was conducted mainly in person by
local Nahuatl-speaking project members and collaborators; in the case of respon-
dents whose preferred language of communication was Nahuatl (in Chicontepec
and Atliaca), the interviews were conducted in this language and questions were
translated into Nahuatl. Some of the younger participants, mainly in the region of
Huasteca Potosina and in Tlaxcala, completed the questionnaire online. In total,
the survey reached 552 respondents, whose mean age (Mage) was 37.9 (SD = 18.3).
55.4% of the sample were women (n =306). Samples in the four regions varied
from 108 to 156: Atliaca (n = 152; Mage = 33.3, SD = 18.26; 75 women), Chicontepec
(n = 108; Mage = 59.17, SD = 17.91; 62 women), Xilitla and neighboring municipal-
ities1 (n = 136; Mage = 30.79, SD = 17.77; 65 women), and Contla (n = 156; Mage =
40.25, SD = 14.62; 104 women). Language use was assessed with a set of 14 items
relating to narrow subdomains of everyday communicative situations, including
different functional and social network-related domains. This scale aimed to re-
flect a broad range of domains of language use, taking into account the use of
both the minority and dominant languages within family circles, immediate so-
cial networks, with friends, in schools, institutions, services, public events, and
on social media (Table 3). Previous scales of this kind include those by Landry
& Allard (1994), Ehala & Zabrodskaja (2014), and in the EuLaViBar Project (Åk-
ermark et al. 2013). In contrast with the previous tools, we addressed frequent
patterns of interrupted intergenerational language transmission, in which lan-

1Matlapa, Axtla de Terrazas, Tampacán, Tamazunchale and Coxcatlán.
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guage teaching skips the parents’ generation, with the oldest family members
transmitting the language to the youngest generations.

5 Results

Preliminary qualitative analysis of the frequency of Nahuatl and Spanish lan-
guage use across ethnic groups was assessed in the 14 subdomains of everyday
communication with: parents, grandparents, children, friends, neighbors, doc-
tors, attendees of cultural activities, people on social media, municipal authori-
ties, community authorities and healers, as well as during participation in fam-
ily meetings, ceremonies, and church services. A Likert scale of 1-7 was used
to rate language use across different domains, where steps 1-3 indicated preva-
lent use of the Spanish language (over the Nahuatl language), step 4 represented
an equal use of Spanish and Nahuatl, and steps 5-7 indicated prevalent use of
the Nahuatl language (over Spanish). These frequencies are reported in Table 1
and Figures Figure 1 and Figure 2. The results of the survey confirm and fur-
ther reveal significant differences between the four regions. The highest reten-
tion of Nahuatl was found in Chicontepec in Veracruz, followed by Atliaca in
Guerrero and Xilitla region in San Luis Potosi; the lowest use of Nahuatl and
the most widespread expansion of Spanish to all domains of life were found in
the region of Contla in Tlaxcala. These results confirm preliminary observations
and conclusions drawn from qualitative data acquired in fieldwork, but at the
same time they show measurable differences across regions and domains, re-
vealing aspects of life where Spanish has almost completely taken over spaces
previously reserved for Indigenous languages. The outcomes of the quantitative
survey also illustrate the strong dominance of Spanish in new spheres of usage,
such as the Internet, social media and health services. Nahuatl’s strongest bas-
tion is the family domain and, in particular, communication with grandparents
and parents. However, that drops abruptly, even in Chicontepec and Atliaca, in
the case of communication with children. This pattern bespeaks widespread rup-
tures in the intergenerational transmission of the heritage language, and an on-
going and rapid shift to Spanish. This accelerated process can be described as
a generational turn from transitional Spanish-Nahuatl bilingualism to monolin-
gualism in the national language. In Chicontepec and Atliaca, communication in
Nahuatl outside of the family domain is the strongest with healers, and remains
strong with neighbors, friends, community authorities, and during traditional
ceremonies, with the averages showing an equal use of Spanish and Nahuatl, or
a slightly more prevalent usage of Nahuatl. Diagram 2 illustrates the expansion
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of Spanish into different domains of life. In the case of the Contla region it is
almost exclusively the only language used in every context of life, except for
communication with grandparents and parents, where there is still some reten-
tion of Nahuatl. An ANOVA test was run to compare mean level differences in
Nahuatl language use across the four groups. The results, presented in Table 1,
revealed statistically significant differences between communities in mean lev-
els of all variables regarding the relative use of Nahuatl and Spanish in various
domains of life. The highest use of Nahuatl was in Chicontepec with grandpar-
ents (6.14), parents (5.74) and healers (5.72), followed by the communication with
grandparents in Atliaca (5.52). The lowest values across all 14 domains are found
invariably in Contla.

Figure 1: The use of Nahuatl across different domains in the four
regions

During the survey, participants were also asked to self-assess their oral and
writing skills in Nahuatl and Spanish, indicating how well they speak and write
according to the following 6-item Likert scale: 1 not at all (I can’t speak it or I
can’t write it), 2 hardly any, 3 a little bit, 4 moderately (neither good nor bad), 5
well, 6 very well. They were also asked to assess the degree of difficulty or ease
with which they speak both languages, using a 6-item Likert scale where 1 indi-
cated a lack of knowledge of the language in question, 2 very difficult, 3 difficult,
4 moderate (neither difficult nor easy), 5 easy, 6 very easy. The results are pre-
sented in Table 2. In general, it is clear that in all the regions except Chicontepec,
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Figure 2: The use of Spanish across different domains in the four
regions

respondents declared a higher spoken proficiency in Spanish than in Nahuatl. In
Chicontepec the average oral skills in Nahuatl are slightly higher than in Span-
ish (4.80 to 4.63); in Atliaca and Xilitla the average proficiency in Spanish is only
slightly higher than self-assessed proficiency in Nahuatl (4.65 to 4.22 and 5.24 to
4.22 respectively). The difference is most striking in Tlaxcala (4.99 to 2.78).

The same pattern is seen in responses to the question regarding the difficulty
of expression in both languages, with only respondents from Chicontepec self-
declaring more difficulty speaking Spanish than Nahuatl, although the difference
is relatively small (5.04 to 4.69). With regard to writing skills, participants in all
regions declared a much higher writing proficiency in Spanish (4.80 to 2.44 in the
overall sample). The highest Nahuatl writing skills were recorded in the region
of Xilitla, which is explained by the participation of students at a local university
where some courses are given in Nahuatl (this also accounts for the highest aver-
age score for Spanish literacy in this sample). In Chicontepec and Atliaca, despite
a generally high oral proficiency in Nahuatl, written competence was low, which
attests to the role of Nahuatl as a predominantly oral language, absent from writ-
ten spaces and school education. This very limited presence of the Indigenous
language in written media and the limited literary culture among its speakers
makes it more difficult to expand its use to less traditional domains of life associ-
ated with technology, education or administration. As a matter of fact, this is a
significant difference with regard to the colonial period, when written Nahuatl
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was widely present and used in administrative, legal, religious, economic, educa-
tional and even private or personal spheres of life. An ANOVA test was run to
compare mean level differences in Nahuatl and Spanish self-assessed proficiency
across the four groups. The results, presented in Table 3, revealed statistically
significant differences between communities in mean levels of all variables re-
garding language proficiency. Thus, summing up, the highest self-assessed oral
skills in Nahuatl were found among respondents from Chicontepec, followed by
Atliaca and Xilitla with the same average value. The same pattern is confirmed
in the self-assessment of the feeling of ease while speaking Nahuatl. The high-
est self-reported writing skills in Nahuatl were found among Xilitla respondents,
whereas Spanish skills were ranked highest in Xilitla and lowest in Chicontepec.

The results discussed above are fully congruentwith Pearson’s correlations (all
assumptions of Pearson’s correlations hold) between analyzed variables based
on the overall sample from the four regions. Table 4 presents statistically sig-
nificant correlations between Nahuatl use in the family domain (including with
family members, neighbors and during family gatherings), the use of Nahuatl
across different domains, and self-assessed oral skills in Nahuatl and Spanish. It
is not surprising that a high proficiency in spoken Nahuatl is strongly and posi-
tively correlated with its use in the household and immediate neighborhood, as
well as with its usage in different aspects of life. However, proficiency in Span-
ish is negatively correlated with the usage of Nahuatl. Moreover, it is negatively
correlated with oral proficiency in Indigenous languages, which confirms that
Spanish-Nahuatl bilingualism is highly unstable, competitive and transitional to-
ward the national language.

These data are additionally explained by outcomes of a complementary survey
of proficiencies in Spanish and Nahuatl using visual elicitation tools. 74 partic-
ipants from the four regions (mean age: 46.02; 37 men, 37 women) were inter-
viewed and recorded using purely visual elicitation tools: a series of pictures
embracing both traditional and non-traditional objects (including some unusual
ones, e.g. hybrid animals, included in order to assess language skills and lexical
creativity, such as the ad-hoc creation of neologisms), and twomovies, one show-
ing some traditional daily activities of an Indigenous family and another present-
ing a short story featuring agricultural work and children’s activities. The partic-
ipants were asked to name each object and describe the movies as they watched
them, using either Nahuatl and Spanish in a randomised order (changing the
language after each whole sequence of elicitation).

Table 5 shows the vocabulary density and the frequency of the usage of loan-
words in both languages for the recorded elicitation sample. The vocabulary den-
sity, or the ratio of the number of uniquewords (types) to the number of all words
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Table 4: Pearson’s correlations between Nahuatl use in family, Nahuatl
use across different domains and self-assessed proficiencies in Nahuatl
and Spanish; **p < .01 (n=525)

Nahuatl
general use

Nahuatl
oral proficiency

Spanish
oral proficiency

Nahuatl use in family .920** .762** -.388**
Nahuatl general use .738** -.422**
Nahuatl oral proficiency -.190**

(tokens) in the utterance of a specific person, serves as a proxy for the complexity
of the utterance. Where an utterance includes, on average, many tokens of the
same type, the density is lower, whereas a higher ratio indicates a richer reper-
toire of word types used. In all the regions studied, Spanish elicitations had a
lower density than Nahuatl ones; however, the smallest difference between the
two languages was observed in the two regions with the most advanced shift
to Spanish: Contla and Xilitla. The differences between the mean Nahuatl and
Spanish results obtained via an ANOVA test are presented in Table 6. They were
found to be statistically significant for all three measures discussed (i.e. ratio of
borrowed words to all words, ratio of borrowed types to all types and vocabulary
density) in all four communities, with the exception of the difference in vocabu-
lary density in Atliaca. The lack of statistical significance might be explained by
a smaller number of elicitations in that community.

While it is hard to draw any far-reaching conclusions from such a comparison
between utterances in two languages with profound differences in morphosyn-
tax, it is clear that Nahuatl spoken in communities with the highest vitality of
this language – Chicontepec and Atliaca – reveals a higher density, i.e. richer vo-
cabulary in utterances, than among speakers living in the more assimilated and
linguistically endangered regions, Xilitla and Contla. This is also fully consistent
with the data previously discussed, in that the shift to Spanish is ongoing and
widespread especially in these two latter regions. In addition, the shrinking pro-
ficiency and reduced semantic functions of the Indigenous language are notable.

The analysis of the frequency of loanwords in Spanish and Nahuatl elicita-
tions is also quite revealing. In the overall sample, the percentage of Spanish
loanwords into Nahuatl is relatively high: from 13% in Xilitla to 25% in Atliaca.
The rate of borrowing in Contla is not much different – 23% – even though the
Nahuatl used in this region was characterised in the past (Hill & Hill 1986) as
a “syncretic language”, drawing heavily on the Spanish lexicon. This categorisa-
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Table 5: Quantitative results of the visual elicitation assessment of
proficiency in Nahuatl and Spanish

Vocabulary density
Borrowed words :
all words ratio

Borrowed types :
all types ratio

Nahuatl Spanish Nahuatl Spanish Nahuatl Spanish
Atliaca 0.55 0.45 0.22 0.01 0.25 0.02
Chicontepec 0.47 0.33 0.16 0.01 0.20 0.02
Contla 0.37 0.31 0.18 0.01 0.23 0.02
Xilitla 0.39 0.33 0.11 0.01 0.13 0.01
Merged
sample

0.45 0.36 0.17 0.01 0.20 0.02

Table 6: F-tests and degrees of freedom of the differences between
the quantitative results of proficiency assessment in Spanish and in
Nahuatl: * p <0 .05, ** p <0 .01, *** p <0 .001

Atliaca Chicontepec Contla Xilitla

Borrowed words :
all words ratio

6.855* (12) 72.037*** (45) 94.312*** (59) 32.259*** (39)

Borrowed types :
all types ratio

7.781* (12) 79.173*** (45) 96.209*** (59) 38.627*** (39)

Vocabulary density 1.328 (12) 39.638*** (45) 12.831** (59) 7.255* (39)

tion is not confirmed in the documented elicitations of older proficient speakers
of Nahuatl from the region, whose borrowing rate is lower than in the less as-
similated Atliaca region, and not much higher than in Chicontepec, where lan-
guage transmission still occurs, and where Nahuatl-Spanish bilingualism is more
widespread. The average rate of usage of Spanish loanwords in the four regions
is 17%, and this rises to 20% when overall word types and borrowed word types
are compared.

What is evenmore striking, however, is an almost complete absence of Nahuatl
loanwords in the Spanish utterances of the participants of our survey: regardless
of the region, the rate is always ≤1% and ≤ 2% for all tokens and types respectively.
Moreover, the few loanwords from Nahuatl which are attested in the Spanish
utterances are essentially limited to those commonly used in Mexican Spanish,
such as aguacate ‘avocado’, chiquihuite ‘basket’, comal ‘type of griddle traditional
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in Mesoamerica’ and zacate ‘forage’. The lack or avoidance of Nahuatl loanwords
in the speech of persons for whom, in the majority of cases, Nahuatl was the first
language2 suggests that Spanish was probably learned largely at school or out-
side the community as a more “standardised” language devoid of easily percepti-
ble (i.e. lexical) Indigenous impact. Perhaps Nahuatl loanwords were avoided be-
cause of their association with a stigmatised identity. This finding is even more
striking when compared to the Spanish language used by non-Indigenous mem-
bers of the colonial society of New Spain, including Spaniards and creoles (as
attested in numerous genres of colonial written documents), where Nahuatl loan-
words were quite common, especially for local objects, plants, animals and even
concepts that went on to become part of the general culture and lexicon. This
strong asymmetry in the results of language contact between Spanish and Nahu-
atl is yet further salient evidence of very unstable and transitional bilingualism.

6 Discussion and conclusions

Widely shared and popularised views about generalised Spanish-Indigenous so-
cietal bilingualism and mestizaje that developed during the colonial era find lit-
tle support in the available data, nor in the most recent linguistic trajectories of
Native communities. This kind of general bilingualism was not very common
among the Indigenous population, even if it was increasing in large urbanised
zones, particularly during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Given the
widespread presence of Nahuatl in New Spain, its official recognition and strong
economic and sociopolitical potential, it was also quite common for non-Indige-
nous members of the colonial society to learn this local language for practical
purposes. Undeniably, some communities, due to a number of factors, under-
went assimilation and experienced a more or less complete shift to Spanish by
the latter part of the colonial period. In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries,
the marginalisation and discrimination of Indigenous communities that were
largely monolingual in Nahuatl and/or bi/multilingual in local Indigenous lan-
guages deepened, and many chose the path of quick assimilation toward a mes-
tizo status and the use of Spanish. While most of the Nahua communities were
exposed to differing degrees to the Spanish language and culture from the first
phase of colonisation, this did not constitute a threat to the heritage language
used by Indigenous groups, which at this time was still characterised by high

259% declared Nahuatl to be their first language, 27% Nahuatl and Spanish, 9% Spanish, and 5%
did not specify.
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ethnolinguistic vitality. The pressure of Spanish became much stronger after In-
dependence, altering the nature of cultural and linguistic contact, which became
more aggressive and displacive (Olko 2018). Although Mexican bilingualism has
been seen as “as a long-term historical process” (Flores Farfán 2003: 332), it was,
in fact, limited and ephemeral in local communities during the colonial period.
In large urban contexts, the scale of societal bilingualism increased over time,
gradually becoming transitional, and eventually unstable and transitory during
later (post-colonial) times, triggering accelerated assimilation processes toward
the national culture.

In contemporary “bilingual” Nahua communities this dynamic process is char-
acterised by differing proficiencies in the two languages. Until recently, many
speakers of Nahuatl, especially elderly ones, had limited proficiency in Spanish
(this is still attested in regions such as Chicontepec). Now, however, it is more
common to see highly varying proficiencies in the heritage language, with many
non-fluent and/or non-active speakers among the younger generations (see Do-
rian 1981, 1986, Grinevald 1998). Even in communities where Nahuatl is still spo-
ken by the majority of people alongside Spanish, it is not uncommon to find fami-
lies in which the grandparent and parent generations are fully proficient in Nahu-
atl, where the oldest, usually adolescent, children can speak with differing levels
of competence, while their younger siblings are passive speakers and the very
youngest are non-speakers. Such patterns strongly influence the dynamics and
patterns of bilingual communication within specific households and across the
whole community. Thus, among Nahua communities today we find a broad con-
tinuum of proficiency in the ancestral language, strictly related to the mode and
circumstances of its transmission and the degree of socialisation in it (Olko 2018,
Flores Farfán & Olko 2021). The results of the quantitative large-scale survey in
four different regions where Nahuatl is still spoken, complemented by the assess-
ment of proficiencies in Nahuatl and Spanish, allow us to draw a data-driven and
coherent picture of current bilingual arrangements. The sociolinguistic situation
can be described as unstable, asymmetrical Spanish-Nahuatl bilingualism lead-
ing to shift to the national language. Depending on the region, this may occur
as quickly as within two to four generations due to strong power differentials
between the two languages, as well as related economic, sociopolitical, cultural
and educational pressures.
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This contribution examines how indigenous minority languages impact majority
European ones, by considering the case of Quechua and Aymara, on the one side,
and Castellano Andino (CA) on the other. We extend particular focus to how Ay-
mara and Quechua have impacted CA’s grammatical(ized) modality. We show that
regional varieties of CA reflect Aymara and Quechua mood, even in the speech
those who do not speak either indigenous language by illustrating the emerging
strategies used to express the modal values in Aymara and Quechua grammar on
different structural levels. We also elaborate on how contact induced change arises
from multiple impulses.

1 Introduction

In this contribution we examine how long-term language contact with the Amer-
indian languages Aymara and Quechua have impacted mood and modality in the
diaspora language Andean Spanish (“Castellano Andino”, hereafter: CA). Histor-
ically, all Latin American Spanish varieties developed in diasporic communities.
In their recently published volume, Drinka & Chappell (2021) brought up the
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socio-historical relevance of the fact that all native Spanish speakers outside of
the Iberian Peninsula “…are the linguistic heirs of the Spanish language diaspora
that began in 1492 - with the expulsion of Spanish-speaking (Sephardic) Jews,
and with the arrival of the Spanish language in the Americas” (Lipski 2010: 550).
Currently, Spanish is the majority language in Latin America. However, as we
will illustrate, varieties like CA can be considered diaspora languages from an-
other perspective: CA retains the cultural identity of Andean speakers, although
standard Spanish, still heavily influenced by the peninsular norm, is clearly the
politically dominant code.

We show that CA reflects Aymara and Quechua mood and modality, even in
the speech of those who do not speak either indigenous language. Examining
mood and modality in CA is interesting because modal marking is an integral
part of Andean discourse and is part of the grammar of both indigenous lan-
guages. We show how minoritized languages impact majority languages and il-
lustrate how contact-induced change arises from multiple impulses, with partic-
ular focus on:

1. speakers’ need to express semantic notions important for cultural and com-
municative routines,

2. the structural and functional potentials of established grammatical con-
structions in CA, and

3. decreased standardization.1

Our use of the terms mood and modality follows that of Palmer (2001: 1), who
defines modality as “the status of the proposition that describes the event”. Our
analysis encompasses both of Palmer’s (2001) distinctive forms that signal mo-
dality: mood, on the one hand, and, on the other, what may be referred to as
the modal systems of the languages. This seems appropriate, considering that
modality is rarely coded in a neat, symmetrical system and that “in fact, it may
be impossible to come up with a succinct characterization” (Bybee et al. 1994:
176) of its notional domain. This account is crucial especially when performing
an analysis of a dynamic contact situation where incipient grammaticalization
processes are taken into account.

It is useful to provide a sketch of the mood andmodality phenomena in the lan-
guages under investigation. We ask the readers to keep in mind that the descrip-
tions below are, by necessity, brief and so are not meant to provide finer-grained

1This topic falls outside the scope of this chapter. We briefly address it in the conclusion.
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analyses of phenomena in each language. To begin, let us consider Peninsular
Spanish (hereafter: PS), broadly speaking, so that we may better appreciate how
CA has come to differ as a result of sustained contact with Aymara and Quechua.

PS is typically understood as having four moods: indicative (unmarked form
used for making assertions and statements), subjunctive (inflected for tense, oc-
curs mostly in subordinate clauses to express nonfactual states like evaluations,
possibilities, necessities, emotional states, and intentions), conditional2 (used to
express epistemicmodality) and the imperative (Bosque 2012). Additionally, some
verbal tenses have modal uses (e.g. the future tense can be used to express con-
jecture as in Serán las tres de la tarde ‘It is probably three in the afternoon’) and
there is a set of modal periphrasis that are systematically used to express modal
distinctions (e.g. tener que ‘holding to’, deber (de) ‘owing to’, poder ‘can’, haber
de ‘having to’ all of which are inflected for person and followed by the infinitive
(Real Academia Española 2009: ch. 25, ch. 28.6).

The Aymara suffixes which are classified as part of mood and modality fall
into three categories (Coler 2014):

1. he past and present counterfactual paradigm (members of which express
event modality, i.e. deontic and dynamic modality),

2. the evidential suffixes which express evidential modality, and

3. the imperative paradigm.

We do not include those suffixes whose primary grammatical function is not
modal. For example, the nominalizer-ña can express deonticmodality, but since it
is not part of the inflectional paradigms for mood andmodality, it is not discussed
here.

The mood system for Quechua (specifically Southern Quechua, the variety
investigated here) is similar to that of Aymara. The three categories of suffixes
which are classified as part ofmood andmodality include: 1) The tense-aspect sys-
tem with includes suffixes that express experienced and non-experienced events,
2) the evidenital suffixes which express evidential-epistemic modality, and 3) the
potential suffix which expresses potential and counterfactual events.

This text is structured as follows: In the following sections we outline previ-
ous research (Section 2), our theoretical framework (Section 3), and describe the
corpora we used (Section 4). Then, we provide analyses of tense/evidentiality

2In contemporary PS grammars, conditional verb constructions are part of the past subjunctive
paradigm. However, for comparative purposes, and as we focus on mood and modality, we
consider them as conditional mood.
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(Section 5.1), hearsay and quotatives (Section 5.2), inferential/conjecturals (Sec-
tion 5.3) and the potential and counterfactual (Section 5.4). There is also a final
analysis dedicated to outstanding issues (Section 5.5) in which we outline other
issues worthy of deeper reflection. The following section is dedicated to a discus-
sion. In Section 7 we conclude and suggest future research.

2 Previous research

Quechuan and Aymaran languages have been studied by many researchers. Key
work for Quechua includes Adelaar & Muysken (2004), Albó (1970), Cerrón-Palo-
mino (1987), Howard (2007), Mannheim (1991), Taylor (2006), and Urton & Llanos
(1997). For Aymara, language descriptions are provided in Briggs (1976), Cerrón-
Palomino (2000), Coler (2014), Hardman (1973), and Hardman (2001).

One theme of research on Quechua and Aymara pertains to the historically-
founded structural convergence between the two languages, which were in close
relationship over centuries. While a thorough overview is outside the scope of
this chapter, the work of Adelaar (2012) and Cerrón-Palomino (2008) analyzes the
convergence and parallel structures of the two languages. Adelaar withMuysken
(2004) and Crevels &Muysken (2009) provide an excellent overview of the indige-
nous languages in the Andean area.

CA has also received some scholarly attention, especially in the last decades.
Readers are referred to the overview of Escobar (2011) and the studies of Pfänder
(2009), Merma-Molina (2007), Haboud (2008), and Mendoza (1991). All these au-
thors attest to systematic changes and innovations in CA grammatical structure,
attributed to the influence of indigenous languages. Previous work on CA has de-
scribed the effect of Aymara (e.g. Hardman 1982, Quartararo 2017) and Quechua
(e.g. Lee 1997, Quartararo 2017) on different grammatical levels. However, little
work has been dedicated to mood and modality apart from reportative eviden-
tiality and the tense-evidentiality interface. For Aymara, the tense-evidentiality
interface has been described by e.g. Coler (2015) and Martínez Vera (2020). For
Quechua, Faller (2002), Howard (2018), and Manley (2015) can be named, among
others. The systematic influence on the use of CA tense has, to the best of our
knowledge, first been described for Aymara-dominant contact varieties (Schu-
macher de Peña 1980, Hardman 1982, Stratford 1991) and has also been described
by various authors for Quechua contact zones (e.g. Andrade Ciudad 2005, 2020,
Dankel & Soto Rodríguez 2012, Escobar 1997, Escobar & Crespo del Río 2021, Gar-
cía Tesoro 2015, Klee & Ocampo 1995, Palacios & Pfänder 2018, Pfänder & Pala-
cios 2013, Sánchez 2004). Most of the studies on Aymara and Quechua also anal-
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yse reportative evidentiality. For Quechua, Kalt (2021) in a recent study specifi-
cally focuses on this category. Reportative evidentiality in different CA speaking
zones has been studied in Andrade (2007), Babel (2009), Chang (2018), Dankel
(2015), Feke (2004), Olbertz (2005), among others. The conceptions, categoriza-
tions, and associations proposed by these authors slightly diverge and can still
be considered open for discussion in certain aspects. For example, a recent ex-
tensive overview of the different approaches to the evidential tenses is provided
by Andrade Ciudad (2020: 79–93). Both the research on hearsay/reportative ev-
identiality as well as the tense-evidentiality interface are as fascinating as they
are complex. However, as this topic is outside the scope of our contribution we
do not detail it further. Our focus is on a trilingual comparison of the domain of
mood and modality based on empirical spoken data, an approach that is unique
in this configuration.

3 Theoretical framework

As the convergence of mood and modality in Aymara, Quechua and CA is an on-
going process, we do not measure contact induced change only in terms of direct
lexical and structural borrowing. Instead, we understand it as a process of indi-
rect and covert adjustment on different formal and functional levels based on the
existing potentialites of the (sub-)systems of the respective languages. This per-
spective is based on Johanson’s (2008) code-copying framework, and has found
support in many studies on language contact over the last decade. For example,
Babel & Pfänder (2014) show in a case study on the use of the past perfect (había
+ past participle) in CA, how “[t]he effects of language contact are the accumula-
tion of communicative routines or habits, which speakers play on as they engage
in creative language use” (Babel & Pfänder 2014: 254).

Johanson’s (2008) framework models how parts of languages can be combined
or copied selectively. He distinguishes four types of copies:

1. Combinatorial: Typical cases of combinatorial copies are loan translations
or syntactic calques in which a structure or pattern of the target language
is partially rearranged to fit into a scheme from themodel language. For ex-
ample, whereas (S)OV word order would be considered highly marked in
PS grammar, speakers of Aymara- or Quechua-influenced CA frequently
make use of it, particularly in emphatic contexts. This occurs with such fre-
quency that its usage is loosing its marked status, reflecting the unmarked
SOV pattern of Aymara and Quechua (Pfänder 2009: 102–108).
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2. Material: Material copies include loanwords (which are frequent in Ay-
mara, Quechua and CA) and phonological or morphological copies, though
grammatical morphemes are only very rarely copied (see Pfänder 2009:
242).

3. Semantic: Semantic copies overlay the notional content of one language
with the semantics of the other, as when speakers of CA, adapting the func-
tion of Quechua subordination suffixes, use the CA gerund construction
mostly for adverbial subordination (Pfänder 2009: 139–147, Soto Rodríguez
& Dankel in print).

4. Frequency based: Frequency copies adopt the usage of a feature from the
model code in the corresponding feature of the target code: a well-known
example is the higher percentage of explicit subject pronouns in the Span-
ish spoken in the US because of language contact with English (Silva-Cor-
valán 1994). Johanson (2008: 62) stresses the fact that copies cannot, by
definition, be identical to their models. Most typically, the semantic func-
tions of copies have not reached the same stage of grammaticalization as
their models and their use is often pragmatically determined (2008: 70).

This framework helps explain how Aymara and Quechua mood and modality
find their way into CA in notional transfer as a result of intense cultural and
language contact. That is, it explains how languages can influence each other
by borrowing conceptual notions (but not necessarily forms) that must be ex-
pressed in a speech community. Johanson’s (2008: 62) framework is based in
an extensive empirical-observational work on a well-established contact variety.
It also receives support by comparable observations from other sub-fields. For
example, consider the research of Jarvis & Pavlenko’s (2008) on L2 acquisition
processes. They find that the speakers’ assumptions and perceptions about the
L2 (in other words, their beliefs about the congruence between languages) fuel
language transfer, also between typologically distant languages. From a more
cognitive viewpoint, by focusing first on the dynamics in language processing
mechanisms, Slobin (2016) explains that speakers who switch between languages
frequently conceptualize the world in one language while speaking in another.
This leads to contact-induced changes when speakers accommodate their “think-
ing for speaking” from the source language to the target language as an adjust-
ment of language processing efficiency.

Accordingly, speakers’ communicative routines, which work on a cognitive
level but have been shaped culturally, affect their understanding of how target
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languages work and give rise to linguistic outcomes in such a way that they are
contextually and socially adequate. Speakers creatively operationalize the poten-
tial of the available linguistic forms to convey their semantic and pragmatic needs
in context-dependent ways. Here we show that mood distinctions and other sys-
temic possibilities to express modality in CA reflect the creative operationaliza-
tion (that is, reinterpretation) of CA linguistic forms to convey a communicative
routine that is fully grammaticalized in Aymara and Quechua.

4 Corpora

This section describes the source of the data for the analyses in Section 5. Aymara
data are from a variety of the language spoken in Southern Peru. All language
data come fromColer (2014) and directly fromEdwin Banegas-Flores, a co-author
on this contribution and a native speaker both of this Aymara variety and of CA.

The Quechua data alongside CA spoken in Quechua regions comes from the
Corpus Quechua Español (CQE) gathered by Soto Rodríguez, a co-author on this
publication. The CQE comprises approximately 9 hours of recordingsmade in dif-
ferent locations in the Cochabamba region of Bolivia in 2009 and 2011. It contains
material from daily conversations, interviews, and radio and television broad-
casts in both languages. Note that Soto Rodríguez himself is a native speaker
both of Quechua and CA.

Additional CA data come from the Corpus Heroina gathered by Dankel and
collegues and published in Dankel & Pagel (2012). For additional information on
this data, see also Dankel (2015). Other sources are cited when relevant.

5 Analyses

This section provides an analysis of mood and modality in Aymara, Quechua
and CA from our empirical data. Since mood and modality are complex, and as
we want to illustrate phenomena at different grammatical levels across different
parts of the language systems, we have divided the analysis as follows: Section
5.1 tense/evidentiality, Section 5.2 hearsay and quotatives, Section 5.3 inferen-
tials/conjecturals, Section 5.4 potential and counterfactuals, and Section 5.5 out-
standing issues, which deals with other observations that do not fit neatly into
the preceding sections.

Each of these sections includes a list of elicited examples that shows which
markers in the three languages express the respective modal function. In the Ay-
mara and Quechua examples in this section, we always provide both a CA and PS
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translation of the indigenous language. TheCA translationswere provided by the
indigenous Peruvian native-speaking authors. The PS translations were provided
by asking Spain-born native speakers to translate from the English translations
into PS.

5.1 Tense/evidentiality

Contrary to PS, where the tense paradigm has precise temporal functions, gram-
matical tense in Aymara and Quechua is more modal-evidential than tempo-
ral. Both indigenous languages have four mood-tense distinctions. While their
scopes differ somewhat, they can be described in roughly the same terms:

1. Unmarked: A non-future (present and immediate past) directly experienced
by the speaker. This tense is not glossed inQuechua. In Aymara it is glossed
as “simple tense” (sim)

2. Experienced past: A past directly experienced by the speaker. We gloss
members of this paradigm as “experienced past” (exp.past)

3. Non-experienced past: A past not experienced by the speaker. Note that
even events which occurred in the recent past, but for which the speaker
was e.g. intoxicated or sleepwalking are inflected into this paradigm – thus
demonstrating that the tense distinction is evidential. We gloss members
of this paradigm as “non-experienced past” (nexp.past)

4. Future: A future not experienced by the speaker, glossed as fut.

.
We will show that the three Aymara and Quechua non-future tenses map to

CA perfect and pluperfect temporal morphology in a way that indicates contact-
induced change.3 This change can be considered a selective semantic copy in
Johanson’s (2008) framework and therefore is barely noticeable on the structural
surface but becomes evident in language use. In examples (1)–(6) we provide
constructed examples to illustrate parallel usage.

3Note that Aymara and Quechua non-future tenses map to other CA tenses, not just the perfect
and pluperfect, as CA of course makes use of other tenses. This mapping falls outside the scope
of this paper.
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Personal knowledge:

(1) Experienced past in Aymara:
uma-na
drink-3.subj.exp.past
‘he drank’ (the speaker witnessed it)

(2) Experienced past in Quechua:
uyja-rqa
drink-3.subj.exp.past
‘he drank’ (the speaker witnessed it)

(3) Perfect tense in Castellano Andino:
ha
have.3

tomado
drink.ptcp

‘he drank’ (the speaker witnessed it)

Non-personal knowledge:

(4) Non-experienced past in Aymara:
uma-tayna
drink-3.subj.nexp.past
‘he drank’ (the speaker did not witness it)

(5) Non-experienced past in Quechua:
uyja-sqa
drink-3.subj.nexp.past
‘he drank’ (the speaker did not witness it)

(6) Pluperfect in Castellano Andino:
había
have.3.past.ipfv

tomado
drink.ptcp

‘he drank’ (the speaker did not witness it)

5.1.1 Aymara tense/evidentiality

Beginning with Aymara, personal knowledge can be expressed with the simple
tense (as in (7)) or the experienced past tense (as in (8)). In both of these tenses,
the speaker asserts first-hand direct knowledge over the event.
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(7) kayu-w
foot-acc.decl

usu-tu-xa
hurt-3.subj.1.obj.sim-top

‘My foot hurts me.’ (Coler 2014: 411)
CA: ‘Me duele mi pie.’
PS: ‘Me duele el pie.’

(8) mama.la-x
mom-1.poss

uñ.ja-n
see-3.subj.3.obj.exp.past

kartir-∅
road-acc

pur-t’a-n-ir-∅-x
come-m-h-ag-acc-top

‘My mom saw the arrival of the road.’ (Coler 2014: 413)
CA: ‘Mi mamá vio llegar la carretera.’
PS: ‘Mi madre vivió (vio) la llegada de la carretera.’

The non-experienced past, in contrast, not only refers to a remote and mytho-
logical past, but also a past which was not witnessed by the speaker. That is,
an event can be marked in the non-experienced past even if it occurred during
the speaker’s lifetime if they lack personal knowledge of it. This is evident in (9)
which occurred moments before the speech-act. However, as the speaker did not
witness the event, it does not receive either the simple or the experienced per-
sonal knowledge tenses. Likewise, events which were witnessed by the speaker,
but which they forgot about (owing to amnesia, intoxication, senility, or similar)
are in the non-experienced past.

(9) jupa-w
he-decl

qullq-∅
money-acc

chura-taytam-x
give-3.subj.2obj.nexp.past-top

‘He gave you the money.’ (Coler 2014: 421)
CA: ‘Él te había dado la plata.’
PS: ‘(Él) Te dio el dinero.’

The non-experienced past is also used to express mirative meanings (e.g. Mar-
tínez Vera 2020: 83). Here, the term “mirativity” is taken as the “linguistic mark-
ing of an utterance as conveying information which is new or unexpected to
the speaker” (DeLancey 2001). Compare (10) with (11), the former is in the non-
experienced past and the latter is in the experienced past.

(10) uñja-taysta
see-2.subj.1.obj.nexp.past
‘You saw me! (without my knowledge)’ (Coler 2014: 422)
CA: ‘¡Me habías visto!’
PS: ‘¡(Tú) me viste! (no me di cuenta)’
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(11) uñj-ista
see-2.subj.1.obj.exp.past
‘You saw me.’
CA: ‘Me has visto.’
PS: ‘Me viste.’

5.1.2 Quechua tense/evidentiality

This distinction in Quechua is largely parallel to that described for Aymara. Ex-
amples (12) and (13) show the distinction between experienced and non-experien-
ced past. The speaker in these two examples is speaking about a break-in that
happened in her village which she did not personally witness. Although she has
personal knowledge of her ownwhereabouts themoment the break-in happened,
the knowledge of the victim crying for help is indirect in that the speaker did
not witness it herself. (In this, and all following examples, CA loanwords are
italicized.)

(12) miércoles
Wednesday

tarde
evening

nuqa
I

ma
no

ka-rqa-ni-chu
be-exp.past-1sg-neg

chay-pi
this-loc

‘I was not there on Wednesday evening.’
CA: ‘El miércoles en la tarde yo no estuve ahí.’ (CQE)
PS: ‘No estuve allí el miércoles por la tarde.’

(13) eh
eh

ajina
like.this

encapuchado
hooded

ka-xti-n
be-sr-3sg

auxilio
help

maña-sqa
ask-nexp.past

‘When the hooded guys were there, she asked for help (I did not witness
it).’ (Dankel & Soto Rodríguez 2012: 96)
CA: ‘Cuando ha visto que estaban encapuchados había pedido auxilio.’
(CQE)
PS: Cuando los hombres encapuchados llegaron, ella pidió ayuda (yo no
lo presencié).

As shown in (14), personal knowledge marking is especially relevant in situa-
tions of social or even legal accountability. In these cases its function could be
described as providing testimonial specification about a state of affairs, which
explains its use with negation markers. The example starts with the telling of a
piece of common, undisputed knowledge with the unmarked non-future tense:
they found someone dead.
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(14) wañu-sqa-lla-ta
die-part-lim-acc

taripa-nku.
find-3sg

Madre
Madre

Obrera
Obrera

chay
there

chay-s-itu-pi…
there-eu-dim-loc

‘They found him already dead. Near the Madre Obrera (hospital)…’
(Soto Rodríguez 2002: 165)
CA: ‘Muerto lo han encontrado. Cerca del Madre Obrera…’
PS: ‘(Se) lo encontraron ya muerto. Cerca del Hospital Madre Obrera…’

The speaker, who knows the deceased, then continues with the reporting of
the circumstances where she carefully marks the details in a way she cannot be
held accountable for the state of affairs.

(15) qayna
yesterday

tarde
afternoon

lluxsi-pu-sqa,
go.out-refl-nexp.past

ari.
mod.int

Calle-pi-chus
street-loc-conj

toma-rqa,
drink-exp.past

mana
no

nuqa
I

yacha-rqa-ni-chu.
know-exp.past-1-neg

‘He went out yesterday afternoon (I did not witness it). Maybe he drank
in the street, I didn’t know it.’ (Soto Rodríguez 2002: 165)
CA: ‘Había salido ayer en la tarde, en la calle ha debido tomar, yo no
sabía.’
PS: ‘Salió ayer por la tarde (no lo ví). Bebía, quizás en la calle, yo no lo
sabía.’

With the non-experienced past suffix she signals that she did not know of
his absence. Interestingly, she marks her supposition that he drank in the street
and her assurance that she did not know that he drank in the street with an
experienced past suffix. In both cases, this emphasizes her accountability. Such
examples demonstrate how these suffixes are more modal than temporal.

As in Aymara, the Quechua non-experienced past can express the mirative.4

(16) Erma
Erma.acc

qhawa-yku-sa-sqa
look-dir-prog-nexp.past

kay
this

lluqallu
boy

‘Oh! This guy is interested in Erma!’
CA: ‘A la Erma se había estado mirando este chico.’ (CQE)
PS: ‘¡Oh! ¡Este chico está interesado en Erma!’

4While the Quechua data in this contribution is from Southern Quechua, note that the Central
Peruvian variety of Tarma Quechua has a grammatical paradigm that exclusively conveys
mirative meaning (Adelaar 2013).
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5.1.3 Castellano Andino tense/evidentiality

We show that speakers of CA map the modal-evidential distinction to the Span-
ish perfect and pluperfect temporal morphology. The speaker in example (17)
recounts a break-in at her house. As she did not personally witness the burglars
entering into her house, she uses the pluperfect form (habían entrado).5 How-
ever, as she did experience directly that her audio system was missing when she
returned, for this part of her telling she uses the perfect form (han llevado).

(17) Los
the

ladrones
burglars

habían
had

entrado
entered

y
and

se
they

han
have

llevado
carried

equipos
equipments

de
of

sonido,
sound

¿no?
no

‘The burglars entered (I did not witness it) and they took the audio
system with them, right?’ (Dankel & Pagel 2012)
PS: ‘Los ladrones entraron (no lo presencié) y se llevaron el sistema de
música, ¿sabes?’

In (18) the use of perfect tense and pluperfect tense forms according to the ex-
perience of the speaker can be observed. Furthermore, the pluperfect also gets a
mirative reading through its sequential position in this context. The speaker tells
about how he learned by arriving at his destination (direct experience marked
with the perfect tense form), that the house he was looking for was not where
he thought it was (newly revealed knowledge, not formerly experienced, marked
with the pluperfect tense form).

(18) Y
and

fuimos,
we.went

hemos
we.have

llegado.
arrived

No
no

había
had

sido
been

su
his

casa
house

en
in

el
the

centro,
center

sino
but

había
had

sido
been

más
more

alejadito
far.away

de
from

Quillacollo,
Quillacollo

como
as

es,
is

como
as

en
in

aquí,
here

como
as

Achocalla
Achocalla

así,
thus,

un
a

pueblito
little.town

así
like

alejadito.
far.away

‘And we went, we arrived. Her house was not in the town, it was quite a
bit further away from Quillacollo, like is, like here, like Achocalla, a small
town, quite a bit outside.’ (Quelca Huanca 2006: 206)

5Interestingly, also in this CA example, speaker accountability plays a role for why the non-
experienced past marker is chosen, although there might be some directly experienced evi-
dence of how and where the burglars entered. By distancing herself from knowing anything
about how the burglars could enter into the house, the speaker cannot be held accountable for
any overlooked security measures.
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PS: ‘Y fuimos, llegamos. Su casa no estaba en la ciudad (centro), estaba
bastante lejos de Quillacollo, como es, como aquí, como Achocalla, una
ciudad pequeña, bastante a las afueras.’

5.2 Hearsay and quotatives

Both in Aymara and Quechua, hearsay marking and quotatives are a grammat-
icalized part of a culturally-relevant evidential subsystem. Both languages have
no grammatical mechanism to express indirect speech and show certain paral-
lelism in the grammatical marking of evidentiality. In PS, on the other hand,
hearsay and quotatives are expressed only selectively by lexical and discourse-
pragmatic ways (e.g. se dice que ‘it is said that’). There are no comparable sys-
temically used markers. Nevertheless, even with reduced possibilities for the di-
rect transfer of grammatical morphology due to typological incompatibility, CA
shows contact induced incipient grammaticalization of hearsay and quotative
markers as a result of a step-by-step development based on the potential of con-
structionswith say-verbs that express these two functions in the appropriate con-
texts: dice /dice que/dizque are used as reportative particles to express hearsay,
whereas diciendo ‘saying’ is used for as a quotative, often also postponed to the
quoted proposition. Again we observe a selective copy of a semantic notion cru-
cial in Aymara and Quechua. There is also evidence of the reverse influence of
CA dice / dice que and diciendo on some varieties of Aymara and Quechua, where
new reportative strategies emerge modeled on CA – a combinatorial copy, so to
speak, in Johanson’s (2008) framework. This can be seen as a strong indication
that speakers do not distinguish between different systems for each language, but
have developed diverse linguistic resources for one system. This is summarized
in the constructed examples provided in (19)–(24).

Hearsay:

(19) Verb ‘to say’ (subordinated) in Aymara:
uma-nt-i-w
drink-iw-3.subj.top

sa.s
say.subr

‘She drinks, it is said.’

(20) Dedicated suffix or verb ‘to say’ (inflected) in Quechua:
ujya-n
drink-3.subj

ni-n
say-3.subj

‘She drinks, it is said.’
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(21) Dedicated verbs (dice que, dicen que, dizque) in Castellano Andino:
Toma,
drink.3.subj

dice.
say.3.subj

‘She drinks, it is said.’

Quotative:

(22) Verb ‘to say’ (inflected) in Aymara:
Uma-nt-i-x
drink-iw-3.subj-top

s-i-w
say-3.subj-decl

‘“She drinks”, he says.’

(23) Verb ‘to say’ (inflected) in Quechua:
Ujya-n
drink-3.subj

ni-spa
say-ger

n-in
say-3.subj

‘“She drinks”, he says.’

(24) Dedicated verbs (dice, diciendo) in Castellano Andino:
“Toma”
drink.3.subjj

diciendo
say.prog

dice.
say.3.subj

‘“She drinks”, he says.’

Within the subsystems for hearsay and quotative marking there is a lot of vari-
ation regarding how the hearsay and quotative are conveyed across language
varieties. This dynamic instability holds, interestingly enough, for Aymara, Que-
chua, and CA. However, the presence and use of these markers are highly con-
sistent.

5.2.1 Aymara hearsay and quotatives

In the Intermediate Aymara of Southern Peru, there is a distinction between s-
i-w ‘s/he says’, which became lexicalized and can be seen as a marker meaning
contextually, ‘it is said’ or ‘one says’ (referring to common knowledge) and sa.s
which is used as a quotative. Examples follow in (25) and (26).

(25) uka
that

usu-x
bear-top

wali
very

phiyu-∅-tayna-w
bad-cop.vbz-3.subj.nexp.past-decl

s-i-w
say-3.subj.sim-decl
‘That bear was very bad, they say.’
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CA: ‘Muy malo había sido el oso, dice.
PS: ‘El oso era muy malo / malvado, decían.’

(26) uka-t
that-abl

timpranu-t
early-abl

sara-tan
go-1.incl.subj.sim

sa.s
say

imilla-nak
girl-pl

‘After, “We go early” the girls say.’
CA:‘Después, temprano nos vamos, dicen las chicas.’
PS: ‘Después, “(nos) vamos temprano”, dicen las chicas.’

5.2.2 Quechua hearsay and quotatives

Both the variety of Quechua investigated here and the variety spoken in Cusco
have a reportative suffix -si which marks hearsay, as in (27).

(27) wakin-si
some-rep

maqa-mu-nku
hit-cis-3.pl

‘Some hit him, it is said.’ (Faller 2002: 22)
CA: ‘Algunos le pegaron, dice.’
PS: ‘Dicen que alguno (de ellos) / alguien le pegó.’

However, in corpus data from natural conversations in Quechua, the use of
lexicalized nin (say-3) as a particle with the same hearsay function, replaces the
suffix. This new reportative strategy seems to have emerged as a case of reverse
influence of CA dice (Olbertz 2005, Dankel & Soto Rodríguez 2012) on these va-
rieties of Quechua.

(28) askha
many

dolares-ni-n
dollars-eu-3

ka-sqa
be-nexp.past

ni-n
say-3

‘It was a lot of dollars, it is said.’ (Dankel & Soto Rodríguez 2012: 96)
CA:‘Había tenído muchos dólares, dice.’
PS: ‘Dicen que fueron muchos dólares.’

The Quechua quotative also emerged from a say-verb construction, in this case
diciendo ‘saying’. As we can see in (29), it usually appears together with a finite
say-verb form.

(29) ni-tax
no-cont

chaya-chi-mu-wa-n-chu
arrive-caus-cis-1.obj-3-neg

ni-spa
say-ger

ni-ri-sa-n
say-inch-prog-3

mama-yki-qa
mother-2-top
‘He didn’t bring (his girlfriend) home either (that’s what) your mother is
saying. (CQE)
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CA: ‘Ni a la casa no le ha traído está diciendo tu madre.’
PS: ‘Tampoco la trajo [a su novia] a casa, [eso es lo que] está diciendo /
dice tu madre’

5.2.3 Castellano Andino hearsay and quotatives

The situation for CA is very similar to what is attested in Aymara and Quechua.
The hearsay marker emerged from the same model. Though for CA it is often
lexicalized in combination with the relative pronoun que, as in dice que:

(30) Villa
Villa

Pagador
Pagador

dice
say

que
that

es
is

inmenso
enormous

eso.
that

‘Villa Pagador is said to be enormous.’
PS: ‘Parece que Villa Pagador es enorme.’

Note that dice que as an incipient grammaticalization structurally still behaves
as a verb + complement construction. Functionally, however, the hearsay mark-
ing is unambiguous (see Dankel 2015).6

The quotative marker is based on the gerund form of decir, i.e. diciendo. Also
in CA, it frequently is constructed with a say-verb that introduces direct speech
and diciendo to mark the quoted utterance, as in (31).

(31) Yo
I

le
her

he
have

avisado
told

a
to

doña
Mrs.

Simona
Simona

pue…
well

estoy
I.am

saliendo
leaving

doña
Mrs.

Simona
Simona

un
a

rato
while

diciendo.
saying

‘I told Mrs. Simona “I am leaving a while”, I said.’ (CQE)
PS: ‘(Yo) le dije a la Sra. Simona: “salgo un ratito”’

However, also for the quotative we can speak of a situation of incipient gram-
maticalization, which means that there is still a lot of paradigmatic and syntag-
matic variability regarding the say-verbs that occur with diciendo and at best in-
cipient fixation (Lehmann 1982), whereas in Quechua and Aymara the say-verb
and the quotative tend to occurs phrase-final and in a fixed order.

The fact that there is not only a clear hearsay marking device as well as a
quotative marking device in all three codes, but also that these markers emerge

6For a more complete picture, it is important to emphasize the incipient grammaticalization
status of the CA hearsay markers. This means that there is still a highly variable use of forms
(dice, dicen, dice que), also in terms of their functional proximity to decir ‘say’. We also find a
fully fused form dizque. However in the CA spoken in the areas investigated, dizque is used
with an additional meaning of gossip or doubt, whereas dice que can also be used in contexts
where hearsay information is used to convey epistemic authority of the distant source.
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from the grammaticalization of say-verb constructions in all three varieties is a
strong indication for the three codes converging into one system.

5.3 Inference/Conjecture

Inference/conjecture is integral to Aymara and Quechua morphology. The use of
these markers in naturally occurring speech remains under-researched for both
languages. The research on inference/conjecture in CA is also minimal. This is
likely because the changes in CA caused by a need for inference/conjecturemark-
ing are often unnoticed. Hardman (1982), for example, mentions some unusual
uses of seguramente in the CA of La Paz. In our own work we also found segu-
ramente in marked syntactic contexts where speakers refer to inferential knowl-
edge (see Dankel & Soto Rodríguez 2012). As will be illustrated presently, there
are additional techniques in CA, reflecting Aymara and Quechua markers for in-
ference and conjecture. Our data shows that there are differences in the manifes-
tation of the inferencial/conjectural in Aymara and Quechua. This is elaborated
in the constructed examples provided in (32a)–(34b)

Inferential:

(32) -spha, -pacha or counterfactual paradigm (intrinsically deduced) in
Aymara:
a. Uma-nta-spha-wa

drink-iw-3.subj.3.obj.infr-decl
‘He must have drunk it.’’

b. Uma-nt-irki-wa
drink-iw-3.subj.3.obj.cf-decl
‘Maybe he could/should have drunk it.’

Conjectural:

(33) -chi (extrinsically deduced) in Aymara:
Uma-nt-ch-i-xall
drink-iw-cnj-3.subj.3.obj.sim-cnj
‘Surely he must have drunk.’
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Inferential/Conjectural:

(34) -cha, -sina, -chus, icha, ichas in Quechua:
a. ujya-n-cha

drink-3.subj-inf
‘He must have drunk.’

b. icha
maybe

ujya-n
drink-3.subj

‘Maybe he drunk.’

(35) Seguramente, seguro (que), deber, haiga, creer, among others in CA.:

a. Seguramente
surely

habrá
have.3.fut

tomado.
drink.ptcp

‘Surely he must have drunk.’
b. Debe

must.3
haber
have.inf

tomado.
drink.ptcp

‘He must have drunk.’
c. Haiga

have.3.sbjv
tomado.
drink.ptcp

‘He must have drunk.’

5.3.1 Aymara inference/conjecture

Aymara seems to make a fine-grained distinction between extrinsically (rely-
ing on direct evidence) and intrinsically (relying on logical reasoning) deduced
knowledge. The former are treated in (36–39) and the latter in (40–41).

(36) kha-n-x
yonder-loc-top

trucha-x
trout-top

ut.ja-spha-w
exist-3.subj.infr-decl

‘There must be trout yonder.’ (Coler 2014: 291)
CA: ‘Allá debe de haber trucha.’
PS: ‘Debe haber truchas allí / allá.’

Here, the speaker’s claim is based on direct, extrinisically-deduced knowledge
of the world. He knows trouts tend to hide in the specific location in that river
bend. Types of inference like these, are expressed in Aymara either with a dedi-
cated suffix (-spha or -pacha, depending on the region), as in (37). In this example,
the speaker speculates about a relative who she has not seen in a long time.
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(37) lik’i-∅-nta-spha-w
fat-cop.vbz-iw-3.subj.infr-decl
‘She must have fattened up.’ (Coler 2014: 439)
CA: ‘Seguro que ha engordado.’
PS: ‘Debe haber engordado.’

Next, members of the counterfactual paradigms overlap with inferential/con-
jectural marking in Aymara and can convey a myriad of meanings. A paradig-
matic one appears in (38) which is premised on the evidence that the accused
trickster has revealed himself to be disingenuous and so is liable to deceive again.
Consider also (39) in which a member of the present counterfactual paradigm is
used to make a question-like expression without the use of interrogative mor-
phology. Observe that the phrase in the latter is not translatedwith seguro, though
the meaning is less inferential than the one in the former. Indeed, there is signif-
icant contextual variation in how this morpheme is translated.

(38) jicha-x
now-top

wasita-mp
again-com

inkaña-jw-itasma-x
deceive-bfr-2.subj.1.obj.pres.cf-top

‘Now again you may deceive me.’ (Coler 2014: 434)
CA: ‘Ahora, seguro que de nuevo me puedes engañar.’
PS: ‘Ahora, puedes engañarme de nuevo’

(39) juma-x
you-top

thuqu-sma-x
dance-2.subj.pres.cf-top

‘Might you dance?’ (Coler 2014: 257)
CA: ‘¿Tú por qué no bailas?’
PS: ‘¿Bailarías? / ¿Querrías bailar? / ¿Te gustaría bailar?’

All of these notions are extrinsic deductions based on direct experiences. These
are differentiated from intrinsically deduced knowledge for which the speaker
relies on knowledge arrived at through deductive reasoning based on learned
experience of the world. This is expressed by the conjectural suffix, as in (40) in
which the speaker knows that someone caught some trout in this spot recently,
but did not see trout there himself. However, given what he knows about the
world, there are probably more .

(40) kha-n
yonder-loc

trucha-x
trout-top

ut.ja-s-ch-i-s
exist-refl-cnj-3.subj.sim-ad

‘Perhaps there are trout yonder.’
CA: ‘Tal vez todavía allá hay trucha.’ (Coler 2014: 290)
PS: ‘Tal vez haya truchas allí / allá.’
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Finally, in some varieties of Aymara, like those spoken in the Southern Peru-
vian highlands, there is a phrase-final suffix -jalla which can also express the
conjectural. This suffix typically co-occurs with the conjectural -chi.7 Consider
the minimal pair in (41) and (42) and note how the CA (and PS and English)
translations are identical, even though the meanings expressed in Aymara are
different, again on the basis of the type of reasoning used.

(41) may be uttered when a speaker notes that a colleague did not arrive at
work (i.e. intrinsic reasoning). (42) may be uttered when a speaker observes a
caregiver leaving the referent’s house looking distraught (i.e. extrinsic reason-
ing).

(41) usu-ta-∅-s-ch-i-xall
sick-re-cop.vbz-prog-cnj-3.subj.sim-cnj
‘He must be sick.’ (Banegas-Flores, p.c.)
CA: ‘Seguro que está enfermo.’
PS: ‘Debe estar enfermo (no ha venido a trabajar).’

(42) usu-ta-∅-spha-w
sick-re-cop.vbz-3.subj.infr-decl
‘He must be sick.’ (Coler 2014: 564)
CA: ‘Seguro que está enfermo.’
PS: ‘Debe estar enfermo (la veo muy preocupada por él).’

5.3.2 Quechua inference/conjecture

Inference/conjecture marking is also very common in Quechua, though it does
notmake a fine-grained distinction between the expression of intrinsically (based
on logical reasoning) and extrinsically (based on direct evidence) deduced knowl-
edge on the morphological level. Both are expressed with -cha. While Quechua
-cha isn’t identical to the Aymara -chi, in some contexts their roles are very sim-
ilar. Compare example (43) with (44).

(43) Uta-p-∅-x
house-3.poss-acc-top

alxa-wj-chi-ni-xall
sell-bfr-cnj-3.subj.3.obj.fut-cnj

‘Probably she will sell her house.’
CA: ‘Seguramente va a vender su casa.’
PS: ‘Probablemente venderá su casa.’

7The semantics and distribution of this suffix are described in detail in Coler (2014: 560).
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(44) vende-nqa-cha
sell-fut-inf

wasi-n-ta
house-3-acc

á
mod.int

‘Probably she will sell her house.’
CA: ‘Seguramente va a vender su casa.’
PS: ‘Probablemente venderá su casa.’

The particle icha (or ichas) is used in similar contexts as the co-occurrence
of the counterfactual and the conjectural in Aymara (as in (54)). Icha expresses
conjecture in the sense of an expected event and can be considered to be at the
boundary between inferentials/conjecturals and potentials/counterfactuals (see
the analysis on the potential and counterfactual mood in Section 5.4)

(45) ichas
maybe

chaya-chi-mu-wan-pis
arrive-caus-cis-3.subj.1.obj-conc

ni-n
say-3

pero
but

á
mod.int

‘Yet, maybe he brought here, she says, alright.’ (CQE)
CA: ‘Puede que tal vez le ha traido, dice pero pues.’
PS: ‘Aunque tal vez la trajo, dice, ¿sabes?’

5.3.3 Castellano Andino inferentials and conjecturals

The aforementioned inference/conjecture functions are present in CA, yet are of-
ten unnoticed, as they are still at the beginning of being grammaticalized. That is,
their individual lexico-syntactic appearance may not be seen as new in compari-
son to other Spanish varieties. Nevertheless, in their overall systemic-functional
configuration and frequency they are unattested in other Spanish varieties.

Constructions with seguramente (que) or seguro (que) are used in CA to express
knowledge arrived at through intrinsic and extrinsic deduction. (46), based on
the latter, is produced jokingly in response to another speaker’s anecdote about
looking for gold at an excavation site.

(46) Seguro
surely

cría
descendent

de
of

los
the

españoles
Spanish

eres.
you.are

‘Then presumably you are a descendent of Spaniards.’ (CQE).
PS: ‘Entonces parece que eres descendiente de españoles.’

In (47), the deduction process is internal logical reasoning. Clearly, the line
between direct evidence-based reasoning and reasoning based on already estab-
lished world knowledge is not always clear cut.
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(47) Después,
after

siempre
always

hemos
we.have

sido
been

aficionados
amateurs

a
to

la
the

música
music

porque
because

mi
my

papá
father

tocaba
played

mandolina,
mandolin

tocaba
played

charango,
charango

nunca
never

lo
it

he
have

visto
seen

tocar
to.play

guitarra,
guitar

pero
but

seguramente
surely

que
that

sabía.
knew

‘Also, we always have been music enthusiasts, because my father played
mandolin, played charango, I never saw him play the guitar, but he surely
knew.’ (Dankel & Pagel 2012: 107)
PS: ‘Además, siempre hemos sido aficionados/as a la música, porque mi
padre tocaba la mandolina, tocaba el charango, nunca lo he visto tocar la
guitarra, pero seguro que sabía.’

The narrator explains that he and his siblings became music enthusiasts be-
cause of his father’s skill with stringed instruments. Interestingly, he signals a
difference in his mode of access to this knowledge between “directly witnessed”
for the mandolin and charango and inferred (introduced by the contrast nunca lo
he visto …pero seguramente que) for the guitar. For non-Andean speakers, such
precise evidential marking would only occur if explicitly accounted for by the
interlocutor or the context of their telling, but is produced systematically by CA
speakers. This is a clear case for a change in the way of speaking because of a
different way of thinking, in other words, Slobins (2016) “thinking for speaking”.

CA constructions with deber can also express inferential/conjectural mean-
ings, as in 48. In PS the last two lines of this example would be ¿Qué edad tenías?
and Probablemente tendría unos 12 años.

(48) A: Mi hermano estaba tirado en la cama quemado aquí con una ampolla.
E: ¿Cuántos años tenías?
A: Más o menos unos 12 años yo he debido tener.

A: My brother was laying on the bed, burned here, with a blister.
E: How old were you?
A: I would probably have been around 12 years old.
(Dankel & Pagel 2012: 195)

Particularly in the area where Aymara is spoken with CA, speakers use an ar-
chaic form of the perfect subjunctive construction, haiga + participle, as an infer-
ential construction. This is evident in the following testimony of a confrontation
during a social protest, where the speaker got shot. The speaker infers that the
military started to shoot because they ran out of tear gas.
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(49) A
to

lo
what

así
thus

nomás,
just

sus
their

gases
gases

se
themselves

haiga
have

acabado,
run.out

qué
what

será.
will.be

Ahí
there

nos
us

han
have

baleado
shot

con
with

armas
weapons

de
of

guerra.
war

‘Suddenly, surely they ran out of tear gas, I don´t know. They started to
shoot with their war guns.’
PS: ‘De repente, seguramente se les acabó el gas lacrimógeno, no lo sé.
Empezaron a disparar con sus armas de guerra.’

The conjectural reading of the subjunctive in (49) can be considered in a state
of grammaticalization, as other varieties of Spanish, particularly Peninsular Span-
ish, do not allow this reading without the co-occurrence of additional conjec-
tural adverbs. This example is even more interesting because the construction
is followed by the question-like qué será (‘what will be’), as a dubitative, simi-
lar to what we see in Quechua with the dubitative -chus. These co-occurrence
of inferentials/conjecturals with certainty markers seem to appear in Aymara,
Quechua and especially CA.8 We will briefly discuss -chus and other certainty
markers in Section 5.5. Similar to the potential/counterfactual, they are closely
intertwined with inference and conjecture and allow for highly nuanced elabora-
tions of knowledge states and responsibilities. They also deserve more attention
in future research.

5.4 Potential and counterfactual mood

As alluded to earlier, potential/counterfactual mood is closely intertwined with
inference and conjecture (treated in Section 5.3). Aymara uses the counterfactual
mood paradigm to refer to possible events and conditional constructions and
Quechua has a potential suffix.

5.4.1 Aymara counterfactual mood

Aymara does not have a form that is glossed as ‘potential’, though the conjec-
tural, inferential and counterfactual forms can be employed to express potential
meanings. The counterfactual is the only marked mood in Aymara (Coler 2014:
428). It is expressed with recourse to a pair of paradigms that inflect for simple
and past tense. Usually the counterfactual is translated into CA with the modal
verb deber ‘should/must’.

8Especially for the dynamic situation in CA, it is not surprising that speakers combine a variety
of strategies to get as close as possible to their culturally shaped communicative goals.
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(50) jut-irki-w
come-3.subj.sim.cf-decl
‘He should/must come.’
‘Debe venir.’
Evidence: He left something behind, he will certainly return for it.
CA: ‘Debe venir.’
PS: ‘Debería venir. / Tiene que venir.’

The following minimal triplet facilitates comparisons of the inferential eviden-
tial and counterfactual and conjectural suffixes (both of which were treated in
Section 5.3) and the counterfactual, both in Aymara and CA.

(51) kha-n-x
yonder-loc-top

trucha-x
trout-top

ut.ja-spha-w
exist-3.subj.infr-decl

‘There must be trout yonder.’ (Coler 2014: 456)
CA: ‘Allá debe de haber trucha.’
PS: ‘Debe haber truchas allí / allá.’
Evidence: Speaker infers this from his knowledge in what specific
location in the river bend trout tend to hide.

(52) kha-n
yonder-loc

trucha-x
trout-top

ut.ja-s-ch-i-s
exist-refl-cnj-3.subj.sim-ad

‘Perhaps there are trout yonder.’ (Coler 2014: 456)
CA: ‘Tal vez todavía allá hay trucha.’
PS: ‘Tal vez haya truchas allí / allá.’
Evidence: Speaker knows that someone caught some trout in this spot
recently so there are probably more there.

(53) kha-n-x
yonder-loc-top

trucha-x
trout-top

ut.ja-s.k-irki-w
exist-prog-3.subj.pres.cf-decl

‘There may be trout yonder.’ (Coler 2014: 456)
CA: ‘Truchas podrían estar viviendo allí.’
PS: ‘Puede que haya truchas allí / allá.’

The conjectural suffix -jalla can co-occur with a member from the counterfac-
tual paradigm, as in (54).

(54) Salur-t’a-s-irki-pun-jall
salute-m-refl-3.subj.pres.cf-em-cnj
‘She would really say hello.’(Coler 2014: 517)
CA: ‘Me podría saludar.’
PS: ‘Ella realmente saludaría.’
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5.4.2 Quechua potential mood

The Quechua potential is expressed through the suffix -man and its variant -
wax added to an inflected verb form thus transforming it into a non-finite verbal
constructions that can also convey counterfactuality. The suffix can be used for
notions such as ability, possibility, enabling conditions, and permissions (as in
(55), in which a speaker is calling in to a radio show to request a song). In con-
versational interaction, these notions also allow for a directive use of the form.

(55) Takiy-s-itu-ta
song-euf-dim-acc

maña-ri-ku-yki-man-chu
ask-inch-refl-2-pot-int

Doña
Mrs.

Rosmery
Rosmery

‘May I request a song, Mrs Rosmery?’ (CQE)
CA: ‘¿Puedo pedir una canción, Doña Rosmery?’
PS: ‘¿Puedo pedir una canción, Sra. Rosmery?’

Particularly with directive functions, the potential suffix is used in counterfac-
tual constructions. The pragmatic use of -man lets speakers refer to events that
have occurred which they would have wished to be different. Also, the same
suffix in combination with the auxiliary kay ‘be’ in the past allows the speaker
to express explicit counterfactual events, as in (56), where the speaker tells of
his participation in an armed confrontation and reflects on what may have hap-
pened.

(56) ima-ta
what-acc

may
how

tiempo-pis
time-conc

wañu-y-man-pis
die-1-pot-conc

ka-rqa
be-exp

á
mod.int

‘You know, I would be dead a long time ago.’ (CQE)
CA: ‘Sabes qué, hace tiempo tal vez ya hubiera muerto, pues.’
PS:‘”Sabes que yo (ya) estaría muerto/a hace mucho tiempo.’ / ‘Yo estaría
muerto/a hace mucho tiempo, ¿sabes?”’

5.4.3 Castellano Andino counterfactual and potential mood

CA mechanisms to refer to potential events reflects Aymara and Quechua indi-
rectly. The most prominent strategies are the use of poder ‘can’ (as in (57)) to
express hypothetical events (instead of its canonic dynamic modal function to
express ability and willingness or deontic uses),9 constructions with modal parti-

9The use of periphrastic constructions with poder ‘can’ in the Andean zone, on the other hand,
is causing analytical processes in modal constructions of Quechua (see Haimovich 2016). It
is common to find the use of periphrastic modal constructions with the auxiliary atiy ‘can’
such as imatapis rantikuyta atinki ‘you would/could buy anything’ (CQE) instead of imatapis
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cles like tal vez and capaz10 (in (58) and (59), respectively) that clearly differ from
Peninsular Spanish patterns, and the use of the pluperfect subjunctive in single
utterances with an implicit second component instead of a bipartite subordinate
conditional structure11 (see (60) in which the speaker complains about the father
of her son and ex-partner, and his indifference about her situation when they
met after a long time).

(57) Todos
all

eran
they.were

pobres.
poor

Pobres,
poor

podían
they.can

robarnos,
rob.us

pero
but

no,
no

considerados
considerate

eran.
they.were

‘Everybody was poor. Poor, they could have robbed us, but no, they were
considerate.’ (Dankel & Pagel 2012: 47)
PS: ‘Todos eran pobres. Pobres, podrían habernos robado, pero no,
tuvieron consideración.’

(58) O
it

sea
be

el
the

me
me

ha
has

dicho
said

siempre
always

los
the

colores
colors

tal vez
maybe

estoy
I.am

equivocado.
wrong

‘I mean, he said it clearly, about colors I could be wrong.’ (CQE)
PS: ‘Quiero decir, lo dijo claramente, sobre los colores yo podría estar
equivocado.’

(59) Capaz
where

me
you

dé
you.go

con
able

el
me

palo
give

así.
with the stick so

‘She would possibly hit me with the stick or something.’ (CQE)
PS: ‘Probablemente, me iba a pegar con un palo o algo (así).’

rantikuwax. In some of those cases, atiy ‘can’ converges with the potential Quechua -man.
For example, the continuity of a dialogue is in danger: atinman p’akikuyta ‘it would break out’
(CQE). If we consider uses of poder with these notions as an effect of the contact with Quechua,
and, conversely, the use of new periphrastic modal constructions with poder in Quechua, we
can observe a relationship of round-trip effects in the processes of influx that we consider as
a boomerang process.

10The use of capaz with modal value has been reported in other varieties in America, too (Narrog
2012, Grández Ávila 2010, Yelin & Czerwionka 2017, among others).

11Again, a detailed account of conditional constructions is outside the scope of this chapter.
Nonetheless, note that the patterns in CA do not follow the combinatorial grammatical restric-
tions that are obligatory in Peninsular Spanish, and, furthermore, orient to patterns which
closely resemble Quechua syntax: non-finite subordinate structures (e.g. sabiendo esto me hu-
biese ido) as a conditional or constructions with auxiliaries as matrix clause (parallel to the
use of the Quechua auxiliary in example (56)) in exhortative contexts (e.g. Era que vengas más
temprano) as a contrafactual, and which go beyond a discursive or stylistic phenomenon.
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(60) ¿Tú
you

lo
him

mantienes?
support

¿Estás
you.are

con
with

trabajo?
work

¿Tienes
you.have

plata?
money

Por
for

lo menos
at.least

por
for

ahí
there

hubiera
would.have

empezado.
started

‘Who? Do you support him? Do you have a job? Do you have money? At
least so he would have started.’ (CQE)
PS: ‘¿Tú lo mantienes? ¿Tienes un trabajo? ¿Tienes dinero? Al menos así
(él) habría empezado.’

CA speakers reflect the meanings which are possible with dedicated Aymara
and Quechua suffixes by using strategies entirely (or nearly) absent in Peninsular
Spanish. This is a first step on the linguistic surface for establishing a semantic
copy (Johanson 2008) or for Slobin’s (2016) concept of “thinking for speaking” as
the cognitive impulse for contact-induced change.

5.5 Outstanding issues

We have only scratched the surface of the contact-induced processes lying be-
neath the parallels we described. In this section we mention some noteworthy
observations which future studies may take into account: certainty markers12,
the expression of the future, the progressive and the habitual.

Closely intertwined with evidential marking, the languages under investiga-
tion also have many ways to express epistemic modality, which is hardly re-
searched. Among these, the following certainty-markers are the most relevant as
they overlap with inferentials/conjecturals, especially in Quechua and CA. The
Quechua suffix -sina expresses uncertain conjecture, for example, when speculat-
ing about the age of a family member, as in (61). In CA, as is typical for situations
of incipient grammaticalization, this is reflected in the use of creo que (‘I believe
that’). This is illustrated in (62), which comes from the testimony of a confronta-
tion during a protest. In this example, creo que is neither located at the beginning
of enunciative sequences as in its function as a discourse maker, nor is it used
with an explicit subject, as in manifestations of points of view.

(61) cincuenta
fifty

y
and

tres-ni-yux-sina
three-euf-com-dub

‘I guess she’s fifty three .’

12We use “certainty markers” as a cover term for these suffixes, because they all reflect the speak-
ers stance on the veracity of the state of affairs. However, this is a working definition, as more
research is necessary to define the precise functions of these suffixes.
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CA: ‘Creo que tiene cincuenta y tres.’ (CQE)
PS: ‘Creo / supongo que tiene cincuenta y tres años.’

(62) Pero
but

ya
already

ni
or

bien
well

estábamos
we.were

defendiendo
defending

y
and

todo,
all

regresé
I.returned

de nuevo
again

hacia
toward

adelante
ahead

para
for

poder
be.able

ayudar
to.help

a
to

mis
my

compañeros
colleagues

y
and

creo
I.believe

que
that

me
me

vieron.
they.saw

Todo
all

eso
this

directo
direct

un
a

tiro
shot

¡pum!
bang

‘As soon as we were defending ourselves or so, I went ahead again to help
my colleagues and, I guess they saw me – suddenly a shot: bang!’
Defensoria del Pueblo (2020: 97)
PS: ‘Cuando nos estábamos defendiendo, yo volví de nuevo para ayudar a
mis compañeros/as y creo que me vieron – de repente un disparo: ¡pam!’

Furthermore, there are question-like conjectureswith theQuechua suffix -chus.
However, function-wise, speakers use -chus to express a doubt, as in (63). The suf-
fix -chus is often reflected in CA with the postponed tag question qué será, which
is frequently attested in our CA data.

(63) imayna-chus
how-conj

á
mod.int

mana
no

yacha-ni-chu
know-1-neg

pi-chus
who-conj

ka-n-pis
be-3-conc

‘No idea, I don’t know, I don’t know even who she is.’
CA: ‘Cómo será pues, no sé quién será.’ (CQE)
PS: ‘”Ni idea, no lo sé, ni siquiera sé quién es ella.’

Finally, there are clear systematic parallels in the use of the Quechua suffix -
puni, the Aymara suffix -puni and the use of CA adverbial siempre ‘always’, which
are used as validators (Cerrón-Palomino 2008, Plaza Martínez 2009, Coler 2014).

(64) Uk-jama-puni-tayna-w
that-cp-emp-3.subj.3.obj.nexp.past-decl
‘That’s how it went.’ (Velasco Rojas 2015: 148)
CA: ‘Así siempre había sido.’
PS: ‘Así fue.’

(65) Anchay,
that

mama-y
mother-1

wasi-n-puni
house-3-cert

‘That house really belongs to my mother.’ (Peralta Zurita 2006: 170)
CA: ‘Esa casa de mi mamá siempre es.’
PS: ‘Esa casa realmente es de mi madre.’
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Certainty markers in all three varieties often co-occur with evidential inferen-
tials. This leads to epistemically highly complex phrases, especially in CA where
one finds sentences like Alicia seguramente le insultaría, qué sería, no sé ‘Ali-
cia must have insulted her, how would it be, I don’t know’. Observe the three
different epistemic markers (in bold) interacting within one sentence. Speakers
recombine a variety of Spanish strategies to get as close as possible to their cul-
turally shaped communicative functions, expressed with suffixes in Aymara and
Quechua. A further discussion of these nuances would be interesting, even if it
falls outside the scope of this chapter. More research is required.

As regards the future tense, in CA the analytic future is used as a tense, where-
as the synthetic future imparts amodal function (asking for permission/confirma-
tion): le he dicho iremos a comer jarwi uchu ‘Let’s go to eat a jarwi uchu’ (where
iremos ‘we should go’ is used in CA instead of vamos ‘we will go’, as in PS). This
is also what one finds in the indigenous languages discussed where the distinc-
tion between the interpretation of the future tenses may be made contextually
and/or by adding temporal adverbs. Observe the synthetic future form in the CA
translation of (66) in Quechua.

(66) Elvira
Elvira

t’anta-ta
bread-acc

ruwa-pu-sqayki-chu?
make-ben-1.subj.2obj.fut-int

Ichas
perhaps

qam
you

extraña-yku-chka-nki.
miss-dir-prog-2sg
‘Elvira, do you want me to bake bread for you? Perhaps you’re missing it
(the bread).’
‘Elvira te lo haré pancito? Tal vez vos estás extrañando (el pan).’
(Peralta Zurita 2006: 204)
PS: ‘Elvira, ¿quieres que te hornee pan? Quizás lo echas / eches de menos
(el pan).’

At first glance, the progressive aspect has little to do with mood and modality.
According to Quechua grammars, verbal morphology obligatorily marks the im-
mediate as opposed to non-immediate character of an event (Adelaar &Muysken
2004, Zariquiey & Córdova 2008, Cerrón-Palomino 2008, Cole 1982: 231). This
is done with the suffix -sa. Consider the parallel ways in which Quechua and
CA use progressive constructions in the following examples. In both, a speaker
makes reference to an ongoing activity. This is achieved in (67) with the progres-
sive morpheme and in (68) with a periphrastic gerund construction.
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(67) chara-ta
crop-acc

qarpa-x
water-sub

ri-sa-ni
go-prog-1sg

‘Right now I’m going to water the crop.’ (Cayetano Choque 2003: 267)
CA: ‘Estoy yendo a regar el terreno.’
PS: ‘Ahora mismo voy a regar la cosecha.’

(68) y
and

hacen
they.make

de
of

todo,
all

como
as

está
are

viendo
seeing

pantalones,
pants

camisas,
shirts

de
of

todo
all

‘And they make everything, as you see, pants, shirts, everything.’ (CQE)
PS: ‘Y hacen de todo, como ves, pantalones, camisas, de todo.’

Progressives go beyond an aspectual function. They show “the speaker’s atti-
tude and perspective of the situation; and, in so doing, [convey] her epistemic
stance at a particular moment in the context of utterance” (Wright 1995: 157). The
experiential character of the progressive therefore expresses a modal notion. A
further modal notion that has been observed is a volitional reading to express
deliberate intentions that can also be realized in a non-immediate future, as in
a phrase like Estoy saliendo de la casa. Llego en un rato ‘I am [already] leaving
the house. I’ll arrive in a bit.’ Upon closer examination of the CA and Quechua
progressive constructions for current events, it becomes clear that their devel-
opment is a diachronic path, where both Quechua and Spanish are dynamically
intertwined with patterns being exchanged back and forth in both directions at
various points in time (Soto Rodríguez 2016). Future research should also take
into account the progressive in Aymara.

Habitual actions or states in Aymara and Quechua are expressed with agentive
constructions. In Aymara, they are formed with the agentive nominalizer -iri.
A verb nominalized with the agentive connotes a habitual action, in the sense
that um-iri ‘drinker’ can refer to one who drinks habitually. Consequently, jupa-
x um-iri-w ‘she is a drinker’ (of alcohol) may also be translated as ‘she often
drinks’ (‘ella sabe tomar’) likewise jupa-x chur-ir-itu-w ‘she usually gives it to
me’ (‘ella me sabe dar’) can be understood roughly as ‘she was a giver to me’.
This mechanism works similarly in Quechua where the agentive suffix -x can
be used to nominalize verbs such as ruwa ‘do’ to become ruwa-x, ‘the one who
makes/the one who does habitually’.

Whereas habitual marking is central to Quechua and Aymara the habitual in
PS is is not a central systematic category and is formed with a dedicated verb
soler. CA speakers did not promote the soler construction but seemingly chose
another mode of marking the habitual based on saber ‘to know’+ infinitive: las
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toallas saben estar colgadas en allá ‘the towels usually are hung there’. This strat-
egy already existed rather periferically in old Spanish spoken varieties (Pfänder
2009), but is a cross-linguistically frequent grammaticalization path (Kuteva et al.
2019) because of its pragmatically and metonymically/metaphorically plausible
developmental potential.13

6 Discussion

We selected four case studies to illustrate how mood and modality in Aymara,
Quechua and CA converge. For more than a century, Aymara and Quechua were
minority languages and were hardly integrated. Nonetheless, their conceptual
notions highly influenced CA. The three languages developed many similarities
and show ongoing exchange of notions and patterns.

In the analysis of the tense/evidentiality distinction, CA is shown to have de-
veloped on the structural and the notional levels. CA speakers do not just map
the modal-evidential (non-)experienced past distinction, rooted in Quechua and
Aymara morphology, onto the Spanish perfect and pluperfect temporal morphol-
ogy; they also transfer the mirative interpretation, which is associated with the
Aymaran and Quechuan non-experienced past tense, to the newly established
CA counterpart (the pluperfect morphology).

In the discussion of hearsay and quotative marking, we showed how two cul-
turally highly-relevant practices which became grammaticalized in both Aymara
and Quechua, lead to the formation of grammatical markers for the same cate-
gory in CA, formerly not systematically present in other varieties of Spanish. We
also pointed to a reverse influence of the new CA marker onto some varieties of

13In Aymara and Quechua we also find a development in the opposite direction. The modal
verb ’want’ (munay in Quechua, muna in Aymara) is used aspectually for the description of
incipient natural events. This use is reflected in CA, where querer can be used in a comparable
way.

(i) Iqra-cha-ku-y-ta-ña
wing-caus-refl-inf-acc-disc

muna-chka-sqa.
want-prog-nexp.past

‘Wings were about to grow up [from a larva].’ (Lit. ‘it wanted to grow up wings’)
(Mamani Lopez 2018: 75)

(ii) Calamina
metal.roof

quiere
want

levantar,
to.lift.up

quiere
want

llevar.
to.take.off

‘It [the strong wind] is about to lift up metal roofs, it is about to take them up’
(Lit. It wants to lift up metal roofs, it wants to take off the roofs), (CQE).
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Aymara and Quechua, which developed a counterpart modeled on the CA strat-
egy.14 This seems counter-intuitive at first sight, however it is an even stronger
indication that speakers primarily orient to expressing culturally relevant no-
tions and use diverse linguistic resources to do so. The main aim of speakers is
communicational success and processing efficiency (“thinking for speaking” as
modelled in Slobin 2016). This leads to a step-by-step structural convergence, as
we can observe here, where the distinction between different systems and their
structural symmetries yield to the emergence of one joint system.

The description of inference/conjecture does not show a strict one-to one map-
ping of grammatical categories between the investigated languages, as Aymara
shows a fine grained distinction for the source of the deduced knowledge, which
is neither present in Quechua, nor transferred to CA. This might raise questions
of comparability regarding the extent to which it is possible to support asser-
tions of parallel structures and convergence. Yet, upon closer examination, the
context of use for inferentials/conjecturals in all three varieties shows system-
atic parallelism within the larger notional category. The dynamic situation in
CA, with more than just one strategy to match the Aymara and Quechua mor-
phemes, confirms the premises set out in our theoretical framework. Speakers
engage in creative language use to express their communicative needs (Babel &
Pfänder 2014) and establish competing patterns to carry over their semantic copy
(in this case inference/conjecture) at the stage of incipient grammaticalization.
Only in another step do they accommodate their “thinking for speaking” (Slobin
2016) on the linguistic surface: the accumulation of the most successful commu-
nicative routine carves out a new potential grammatical maker. Or in terms of
Johanson’s (2008) observation: the semantic functions of copies typically have
not reached the same stage of grammaticalization as their models.

In our description of potential and counterfactual marking, the mapping be-
tween languages again is not neat and uniform. Both Aymara and Quechua use
dedicated suffixes for this category. However, whereas Aymara uses a paradigm
with past and present person-marked suffixes, Quechua has just one suffix that
can be attached to the inflected verb form. And CA speakers try to reflect these
with newly=formed regular constructional patterns that are hardly (or not at all)
present in Peninsular Spanish and may compete with each other at this stage
of incipient grammaticalization. This also affects how conditional constructions
are formed. This is an interesting topic for future research.

14This reverse influence is not exclusive to the reportative and hearsay makers, as we pointed
out in our analysis. Accordingly, we want to re-emphasize that contact induced change, and
in this vein, convergence, is not a one way street. It works simultaneously in both directions.
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In comparison, we find a quite homogeneous category mapping for the anal-
ysis of tense/evidentiality (Section 5.1) and hearsay and quotatives (Section 5.2)
relative to the more dynamic picture for inference/conjecture (Section 5.3) and
potential and counterfactual forms (Section 5.4). This dynamicity also holds for
certainty markers, addressed in outstanding issues (Section 5.5). This may be due
to an early grammaticalization stage in this dynamic contact situation. But we
may add that the fact that these categories are closely intertwined for being used
in highly nuanced stance-taking regarding the certainty of a state of affairs. The
speakers’ needs for a gradual tuning in communicative interaction therefore is
a complex issue where the accumulation of the most successful communicative
routines in CA are less straight-forward. This type of graduality is less relevant
for the (non-)experienced past distinction from Section 5.1 and hearsay and quo-
tative from Section 5.2, as their functional opposition is clearly binary (either
one hears/experiences something or not) and they are nuanced in discourse in a
different way. The emergence of new grammatical strategies for these categories
might therefore be quicker.15 This needs to be confirmed by a broader and more
thorough analysis.

Finally, we showed that a more detailed elaboration on the uses of the future
tenses, progressive and habitual constructions in future studies, as described in
Section 5.5, could contribute to more complete understanding.

In sum, our approach to extend our perspective beyond a narrow grammatical
focus lead us to a complex and highly diverse set of linguistic structures relevant
for mood andmodality in Aymara, Quechua and CA. This diversity and variation
do not invalidate our claim to speak of mood and modality as a joint systematic
concept in all three languages. To the contrary, it confirms the crucial role of
mood and modality in Aymara and Quechua and underscores how speakers re-
purpose CA to fit their needs.

7 Conclusion and outlook

We compared Aymara, Quechua and CAmood and modality. We wanted to show
that we find contact induced change in these three languages and that the ongo-
ing long-term contact situation profoundly influences the language systems in
the long run and leads, step-by-step and in different speeds for different domains,

15We are aware of themulticausality of grammaticalization processes and do not want to exclude
other reasons for these differences in the stage of development. Yet this may be a relevant factor
that has not received much attention.
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to a conceptual conflation into a joint system of categories beneath the structural
surface.

We compared mood and modality because it plays a key role in Andean dis-
course. The modal dimension can serve as a good example for how categories
that we find in Aymara and Quechua, despite the typological distance and with-
out direct grammatical borrowing, get overwhelmingly reflected in the majority
language CA. This also holds in the speech of those who do not speak either
indigenous language, the minority status of those two languages notwithstand-
ing. In this regard, we hope to have ilustrated that CA can be seen as a diaspora
language, because this variety heavily retains the cultural identity of Andean
Spanish speakers although the Standard Spanish norm politically clearly domi-
nates.

We based our analyses on the culturally-shaped communicative routines of
the speakers and their ingenuity to operationalize the potential of the available
linguistic forms in each of the three codes to convey their semantic and prag-
matic needs. For this, we took a procedural perspective on mood and modality,
an approach that proved successful and brought to light a level of convergence
that goes far beyond superficial contact influence and which could be missed
when referring to static grammatical descriptions only.

There remains much work to be done to better understand these processes.
Contact induced change is complex and has multiple causes. One of these as-
pects, which seems crucial for the success of speakers’ creative language use in
operationalizing a different language for their culturally shaped communicative
routines, is decreased standardization as a sociopolitical factor that promotes
it. The lack of consequent efforts to establish school programs for a systematic
second language education in Spanish, especially in the rural areas, where pre-
school children grow up monolingual in Quechua or Aymara leaves the learn-
ing of Spanish as a practice of assimilation by submersion and improvisation
(see Soto Rodríguez 2006 for Bolivia). The same goes for Quechua and Aymara
which are still not adequately represented in primary school and beyond. From
the perspective of contact research this is an important factor, which does not re-
ceive sufficient attention, also in other contact situations, as language education
might contribute considerably to the openness of a language system for contact
induced change16 and therefore might explain how the minoritized languages
Aymara and Quechua remain highly influential.

16The question of language education and standardization are of course also highly relevant
from a sociolinguistic perspective, regarding language policy, language preservation, and equal
opportunities in access to (higher) education for rural populations.
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In the literature on minority languages, language use and variation are commonly
analyzed with reference to the speaker. In this contribution we instead focus on
the addressees and how they can impact the speaker’s language use and influence
speech production.Wewill discuss these issues in relation to Griko and Greko, two
endangered Italo-Greek varieties spoken in the south of Italy, Salento (Puglia) and
Calabria respectively.

1 Introduction

Over the past decades, there has been an increase in Greko and Griko written
production, involving both elderly mother-tongue speakers and especially so-
called “semi-speakers”, and local language experts (cf. Martino 2009 and Pelle-
grino 2016b). By contrast, the spoken use of both varieties has long been decreas-
ing, progressively losing domains. At present, on an everyday basis, locals mostly
communicate in the local Romance varieties – Salentine (Puglia) and Southern
Calabrian (Calabria) – or in Italian, and they use Griko and Greko in limited
contexts and with an increasingly smaller number of people. This applies in par-
ticular to Calabria (Area Grecanica), where at the community level Greko is used
significantly less than Griko in Salento (Grecìa Salentina). The dynamics leading
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in speakers’ production? Examples from the Griko- andGreko-speaking communities.
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to this decrease are multiple and complex, and concern the broader processes of
language shift and abandonment.

In this paper, we provide a preliminary analysis of data in relation to speaker-
addressee dynamics and how these affect language use and may potentially lead
to what we refer to as “temporary variation”. In particular, we highlight the role
of the addressee in such dynamics and demonstrate how the addressee’s linguis-
tic competence, age, and shared linguistic repertoire with the speaker may lead
to style-shift in speakers’ production; this, in turn, contributes to the emergence
of puristic attitudes and even inhibits the use of the varieties themselves. This
will also shed light on key differences between the two communities with regard
to reception of language maintenance and/or revitalisation programs.

This chapter builds on the authors’ joint project, “Investigating the future of
the Greek linguistic minorities of Southern Italy”. This project provides a compar-
ative examination of the responses to language maintenance and revitalisation
initiatives among the Griko- andGreko-speaking communities. It was part of Sus-
taining Minoritized Languages in Europe (SMiLE), an interdisciplinary research
programdeveloped by the Center for Folklife andCultural Heritage (Smithsonian
Institution). One goal was to produce ethnographic studies of six communities
in Europe and analyze how language-related initiatives build on motivational
responses to social, cultural, political, and economic factors.

Our research rested at the intersection between social and linguistic domains,
using qualitative methods such as participant observation and ethnography of
speaking. Between January 2018 and June 2019, we conducted semi-structured
interviews with leaders of cultural associations, elderly speakers, new and non-
speakers, young people, academics, and representatives of institutions, totaling
over 70 individuals.1 We also participated in and observed 40 local cultural ac-
tivities, speaking with those involved whenever possible. These cultural activi-
ties included music festivals, seminars, poetry competitions, and school projects.
This allowed us to compare the current maintenance and revitalisation activities
being implemented in both areas, their reception by and their impact on the com-
munities, the target audience, and the degree of involvement of the young people
in such activities. Our analysis is also enriched by the previous anthropological
and linguistic research that we independently carried out during our doctoral
work, as well as by our personal connection to and long-standing engagement
with the Griko- and Greko-speaking communities from which we authors hail,
respectively.

The article is structured as follows. In Section 2 we provide some historical
background on the Griko and Greko varieties. In Section 4 wemove on to discuss

1All interviewees’ names in this contribution are pseudonyms.
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language use; using some key examples we will argue that the age and minority-
language competence of the addressee play a crucial role in inhibiting or favoring
a speaker’s use of Griko and Greko in conversational settings. This analysis will
bring to light some of the main differences between the two communities, which
are the result of past and current dynamics unique to each. In Section 5 we fo-
cus specifically on the language competence of the addressee in (standard and
regional) Greek,2 and show how this may bring about instances of “temporary
variation” in the speech production of someGriko andGreko speakers. Aswewill
demonstrate, such an influence, although limited to specific contexts, has signif-
icant repercussions for inter- and intra-community dynamics which transcend
speech production itself. In this respect, we also draw attention to researchers’
implicit or explicit attitudes towards interference and variation, which may pro-
mote prescriptivist and puristic values when dealing with minority languages.

2 Background information

There has been extensive debate surrounding the origin of Griko and Greko, as
scholars have not reached agreement on whether the Greek of southern Italy
originates in theMagna Graecia period, as claimed by Gerhard Rohlfs (1924, 1974)
or the Byzantine period (Falcone 1973, among others). Indeed, southern Italy ex-
perienced two waves of Greek influence: one in the 8th century B.C. when the
first Greek colonies were founded, forming what we know as Magna Graecia
or Greater Greece, and the other in the 6th century A.D., when the Eastern Ro-
man Empire, also known as the Byzantine Empire, reconquered the southern
regions of the Italian Peninsula after the fall of the Western Roman Empire. Be-
tween these two periods, southern Italy was under Roman control. The question
is hence whether Greek has been spoken continuously in southern Italy since the
Magna Graecia period or if Griko and Greko descend from Byzantine Greek. The
Italian linguist Fanciullo (2001: 69) highlighted the ideological nature of this con-
troversy and defined it as a “false problem” since it was based on the assumption
that Greek and Latin could not co-exist. Indeed, while Italian philologists have
tended to support the Byzantine theory – as arguing the contrary would have
jeopardised the “Italianness” of these people – Greek scholars have tended to fa-
vor the theory of continuity since ancient times. As discussed by Pellegrino (2015,

2In this work we distinguish between the word Greek, (which we use to refer to the language
as it is spoken throughout Greece and Cyprus, including its regional and local varieties) and
Standard Modern Greek (SMG) to refer to the official language as it is taught by state institu-
tions.
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2021) this represents a “language ideological debate” (Blommaert 1999) highlight-
ing how contested language ideologies are appropriated differently in different
historical periods, and by people with diverging aims.

What is undeniable is that the end of Byzantine rule marked the beginning of a
language shift towards Romance, a slow process that was initially characterised
by a long period of intense bilingualism between the local Greek and Romance
varieties, which led to a progressive decrease in the number of speakers of the for-
mer. Nonetheless, the most abrupt decrease in the number of speakers occurred
after the unification of Italy. In particular, from the beginning of the 20th century
the newly formed Italian state fostered a wholesale Italianisation project of the
peninsula, coupled with significant discrimination against people speaking local
and in particular non-Romance varieties such as Greko and Griko. Furthermore,
compulsory monolingual education in Italian, promoted particularly under the
Fascist regime, the flow of emigration to the north of Italy and abroad, and later,
the influence of mass media significantly contributed to the loss of the minority
languages. In addition to this, in the case of Greko, the area’s geographical isola-
tion, alongwith natural disasters in the 1950s and 1970s, played amajor role in the
depopulation of the Greko-speaking mountain villages. This displacement had
major repercussions for the community, contributing to its disaggregation and
favoring language abandonment (Stamuli 2008, Martino 2009, Squillaci 2018).

However, the profound socio-economic changes that took place, particularly
followingWWII, did not mechanically determine language shift. As noted by Pel-
legrino (2016a:, 2021), there was instead “an existential shift” from a traditional
to a modern worldview, causing communities to go through a difficult negoti-
ation process of redefining their perceptions of themselves and of their group,
along with their values and goals. These were then encoded through language.
Although painful, abandoning Griko and Greko was considered a passe-partout
for social enhancement (cf. Martino 1980, Stamuli 2008, and Squillaci in prepara-
tion).

Currently, the Griko-speaking community is composed primarily of middle-
aged and elderly people with various degrees of language competence. Griko
is mainly spoken in seven villages in the province of Lecce: Calimera, Castrig-
nano dei Greci, Corigliano d’Otranto, Zollino, Sternatia, Martano, and Martig-
nano (there were additionally Griko speakers in Melpignano and Soleto until
the beginning of the 20th century). In Calabria, Greko is spoken today, after the
aforementioned displacements, mainly in Condofuri, particularly in the hamlet
of Gallicianò, in Roghudi Nuovo; in Bova; and in a few neighbourhoods in Reggio
Calabria, Bova Marina as well as Melito P.S. The Greko-speaking community is
smaller than its Griko counterpart, and the most concerning aspect is the age of
the majority of speakers: most are over 80, with only a few in their 60s and 70s.
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Thus, unlike Griko, Greko has very few speakers with limited competence aged
between 40 and 50.

3 Griko and Greko language activism

Pellegrino (2016b, 2021) provides a diachronic account of Griko activism and
refers to the first, middle, and current revivals of Griko. The first revival stretches
from the end of the 19th century to the mid-1970s and is centred around the ac-
tivity of the Philhellenic circle of Calimera. This was constituted by local intel-
lectuals who were influenced by the contacts they had established with Greek
folklorists. Because of the intellectualist nature of their efforts, however, lan-
guage practice was not affected, so the revival did not prevent the shift from
Griko to the local Romance variety and then to Italian. By the mid-1960s, the
number of Griko mother-tongue speakers had dramatically decreased. The mid-
dle revival occurred in the late 1970s and 1980s. It was promoted by local cultural
activists who funded cultural associations in the various Griko-speaking villages.
This revival was not restricted to Griko and not limited to activities in support
of the language, but included the local culture as a whole. It was a response to
the break in cultural practices caused by the abrupt modernisation process in the
years following WWII; it therefore presented itself as a form of redemption for
a long-stigmatised South.

The current revival started in the 1990s and continues until the present. It is the
outcome of interaction between the language policies and ideologies promoted
by the EU, Italy, and Greece. Among the effects of the most recent revival of
Griko, there is a sense of empowerment and pride in the rediscovered value given
to the local cultural heritage (music and language included). However, while the
revival has become a springboard for expressing a range of local claims, it does
not include efforts specifically linked to the use of language as a tool of daily
communication or to the training of new speakers. Crucially, over the years, the
performative and artistic use of the language has increasedwhile the use of Griko
as a vehicle to convey information has progressively diminished. The more the
language dies, the more it is resurrected performatively, as it were. The semiotic
approach adopted by Pellegrino shows how Griko has now become a cultural
and social resource, a form of performative post-linguistic capital, where the in-
tentional, albeit limited, use of Griko becomes more important than “speaking”
it as a means of exchanging information.3

3This also applies to the younger generation (starting from the 1970s), who typically are not
speakers of Griko; however, they may use Griko by citing and re-appropriating words or en-
tire expressions from memory, re-contextualised in the present, a practice which Pellegrino –
building on Rampton (1995) – calls “generational crossing” (Pellegrino 2021).
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With the exception of the first revival, which is only relevant to Griko, the
chronological/analytical framework proposed by Pellegrino (2013) can be par-
tially applied to the Greko community. In Calabria too, language activism devel-
oped in the late 1960s and 1970s generated a broader valorisation of the area as
a whole which prompted the beginning of a decisive change in the use of and
attitudes towards Greko at a community level. Martino (1980) defines this first
phase as the awakening. During the second phase (from the late 1980s and 1990s)
the activities dedicated to the Greko cultural and linguistic heritage have become
more and more fragmented and often dependent on national and international
program for minority languages, without long-term planning for revitalisation
(Martino 2009). As noted by Pipyrou (2016, among others), in the long run, the
potential of minority language discourse and struggle turned into an appealing
tool for many to achieve socio-economic benefits and prestige, often leading to
tension and conflict within the community. At present, Greko has largely lost
its communicative value in favor of a new symbolic function; however, rather
than being used performatively and for performative purposes, as in the case
of Griko reported above, what is mostly attested for Greko is its folklorisation:
folklorised use of the language in specific contexts, such as official salutations
and celebrations, to assert belonging to the Calabrian Greek heritage (Squillaci
in preparation, drawing from Fishman 1991; see also Martino 2009 and Pipyrou
2016).

Simultaneously however, we are witnessing a new awakening, which is mostly
reflected in the recent coming together of a group of fifteen young people who,
through the active involvement of Squillaci, have been carrying out language
revitalisation activities. The group is part of the local association Jalò tu Vua,
which has been working to promote the language since the early 1970s. Like the
first movement of activism in the 1960s, this too stems from a sense of awareness
of the cultural and linguistic heritage of the area, and is based in particular on a
shared sense of responsibility towards language loss.

4 The addressee’s age and competence in Griko/Greko

To begin, we discuss the cases in which the addressee’s age and competence in
the minority language may influence the speaker’s use/non-use of Griko and
Greko. As argued by Pellegrino (2021), Griko is largely considered to belong to
the older generation; this age-related factor seems to effectively exclude younger
people from the world – the past – usually associated with Griko, since they did
not live it. In a recursive way, perceptions of who can claim authority over Griko
also define the authenticity of language and language practices.
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This also became clear during our joint fieldwork. As one of our middle-aged
informants said, “The real speakers are the elderly, only what they speak is true
Griko.” Consequently, anyone who is not old is not perceived as an “authentic”
speaker, irrespective of competence or fluency. When Squillaci remarked that
Pellegrino had indeed been speaking Griko throughout the evening, our infor-
mant commented, “The Griko that Manuela speaks is not the same language
of the elderly”. Similarly, older speakers question the competence of middle-
aged and younger speakers regardless of their actual production. We witnessed
this attitude again in a conversational setting, when an older mother-tongue
speaker, aged 92, commented on the production of a younger speaker in his
mid-60s, pointing out that, “This is not Griko really” (En’ ene probbiu griko); this
clearly links the age factor to language authority and competence. Likewisewhen
we met another middle-aged informant in Grecìa Salentina, we noticed that he
would speak Griko with his elderly neighbours and also with us in the flow of the
same conversation – but he spontaneously switched to Italian when interacting
just with us. Pellegrino initially tried to keep the conversation in Griko, but as
he clarified, he was not used to speaking Griko with her because of her age, and
doing so would be odd (Pellegrino 2022).

Indeed, older speakers argue that it does not come “naturally’’ to speak Griko
to younger people, and when approached by someone who makes an effort to
speak the language, they tend to make fun of their mistakes. These instances
reveal the power struggles embedded in the current revival of Griko, whereby
the older generation claim authority over the language based on their embod-
ied knowledge, and express skepticism and resistance towards younger speakers,
and towards the more recent proliferation of language experts (Pellegrino 2016a,
2021).4 This constant control over the language and resistance to change by the
older generation or by language experts often leads younger speakers to switch
and continue the conversation in the local Romance variety and/or Italian, as
they feel sanctioned over the incorrect use of the language and thus disempow-
ered.

Moving to southern Calabria we find a different picture. Here, middle-aged
speakers are not a priori considered less competent due to their age, or because
they are not necessarily native speakers, nor are they considered less authorita-
tive. This is particularly true for long-standing activists – in our specific case the

4For amore in-depth analysis of locals’ ideologies with respect to the “purity” and “authenticity”
of Griko, and the resulting power struggles within the community, see Pellegrino 2016a and
2021. Here it is argued that the multiple and competing criteria by which locals define the
authenticity of language and language practices recursively determinewho can claim authority
over it, and vice versa.
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interviewees have been engaging with Greko since their 20s and are considered
part of the speakers’ community on a par with older speakers. “Here in Bova Ma-
rina there is no one who speaks Greko anymore, just me [native speaker in his
80s], Demetrio [speaker in his 60s], Carmelo [speaker in his 60s], Salvatore [na-
tive speaker in his 80s], and Bruno [speaker in his 80s]”. Pasquale thus includes as
part of the pool of speakers those who – like Demetrio and Carmelo – are today
in their 60s and 70s. Over fluency, in this case it is their long-standing engage-
ment with the language which grants middle-aged speakers or semi-speakers
legitimacy as full members of the speaker community.

The difference between Calabria and Salento becomes even more evident on
consideration of the current intergenerational communication between older na-
tive Greko speakers and younger new speakers in their 20s and 30s. Here, fluency
rather than age or long-standing language engagement seems to be the main cri-
terion for establishing a conversation with elderly speakers. Fluency is intended
by the majority of speakers as the capacity to speak, that is to answer back in
Greko to the speakers’ input, regardless of grammatical mistakes which are not
taken into consideration by the majority, as we shall see. This is clear from the
answer of an old Greko woman when a fellow villager commented on her use
of the language with Squillaci, given that she usually refuses to speak Greko.
The speaker replied, “Egò to platego manachò me cinu ti to plategu!” ‘I speak it
[Greko] only with those who do speak it’, showing how fluency was crucial in
establishing a conversation with her, over the age difference, as in Salento. Speak-
ers’ initial resistance is thus overcome, once they have the confirmation that the
person wants to establish a conversation with them, not just to “hear them speak
Greko”, as speakers complain.5 This often comes either after they are reassured
by another speaker that their addressee does indeed have some competence in
the language or after testing the addressee’s competence themselves, usually ask-
ing the translation of some basic words. In the case of the recently formed group
of new speakers, for instance, Squillaci’s presence – as a young community mem-
ber well known to the older speakers – and her organisation of multiple informal
and formal intergenerational encounters facilitated this transition. Yet, it was the
new speakers’ ability to “answer back” that caught older speakers’ attention and
translated into respect for their efforts. At all the events we participated in dur-

5For many speakers, this is also because they feel treated as guinea pigs, as Petropoulou (1992)
had already noticed back in the 1990s. The situation has been exacerbated over the years given
the high numbers of visitors, journalists, and researchers who regularly visit the villages (when
compared to the smaller numbers of inhabitants of such villages). In addition to this, many,
especially women, refuse to be videoed or photographed and, given that their requests often
are not honoured, they leave as soon as someone approaches them.
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ing our fieldwork, new and older/middle-aged speakers would naturally interact
in Greko and the latter would rarely correct or comment on younger speakers’
linguistic production in the way we observed in Grecìa Salentina; when they did,
it was clear that their aim was to explain the correct way unpretentiously. Some
older speakers would at times clarify the fact that younger speakers “have not
learned the language as we did” since they are the last generation “of this type”
of Greko speakers (again including middle-aged speakers in this pool). However,
different from Salento, it seems that they do so as a mere recognition of differ-
ences, which does not imply a delegitimisation of new speakers’ language efforts.
These are, instead, publicly recognised and valued by many as “the only possible
future of the language”, as phrased by one of the older speakers and an activist
(Squillaci in preparation).

Like age, provenance also seems not to influence speakers’ attitudes; many
of these young people do not come from the last Greek-speaking area, but are
nonetheless well accepted within the community. “Could you ever imagine we
would have a Greko speaker in Campo Calabro [a non–Greko-speaking town]?
This is a miracle!”, an older speaker said after a conversation with one of the
new Greko speakers. Particularly interesting in this respect was the fact that
a very old speaker happily accepted as Greko language teacher a new speaker
who does not originally come from the Greko area; he would instead dismiss
his family members’ language competence, as it is mainly passive. Indeed, Enzo
considers self-evident that “ecini en to plategu” “they [his family members] don’t
speak it”, as he put it, and therefore do not know it, inasmuch as they can hardly
carry a full conversation in Greko. What they value over age and provenance is
therefore that the addressee can speak Greko, regardless of potential mistakes.
Old speakers adopted the same open attitude with Pellegrino regardless of the
fact that she originally comes from another region and irrespective of her age; her
knowledge of Griko facilitated conversations in Greko and thus her subsequent
acceptance into the community of speakers.

We noticed, however, how the attitude of openness which characterises these
older speakers with whom we have been in contact, does not hold true among
all the members of the generation of language activists, most of whom are today
in their 60s and 70s despite several attempts from the new speakers to also ac-
tively include them in the various events and activities.6 We have indeed seen
how, in the name of “authenticity”, some long-standing activists are critical of

6During the first months of activities in particular, Squillaci regularly held one-to-one infor-
mal meetings with older and middle-aged Greko-speakers who have always been involved in
language-related activities. These meetings were crucial for acquiring the support of many
former activists for new speakers.
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the activities that new speakers and activists carry out; this appears to be an
attempt to undermine and perhaps delegitimise such language revitalisation ef-
forts. As in the Salentine case, this situation reveals how such dynamics are in
fact an expression of internal struggles over authority, attested in numerous mi-
noritised contexts (O’Rourke & Ramallo 2013, Costa 2015, Sallabank 2017, Sal-
labank & Marquis 2018, among others). Unlike in Salento, however, in Calabria
middle-aged activists’ engagement with the language has actually decreased con-
siderably over time, and their presence in language-related activities is limited
nowadays, allowing younger activists the space to carry out their projects.

With respect to the factors behind the difference in attitudes towards using the
language with new/younger speakers, we identified the different degree of lan-
guage endangerment, community size, and different paths of language activism
among the main contributing factors. In Grecìa Salentina, locals engage in mul-
tiple ways with Griko, and this translates into various forms of activism. These
reveal how claims to language authority are diffused, and often translate into
discussions around and about the language which generate tensions among ac-
tivists, experts, and speakers. Such dynamics may lead not only to interpersonal
but also intra-group estrangements based on locals’ divergent positions on the
form and the future envisioned for Griko (Pellegrino 2021: 157). In turn, this cli-
mate may discourage non-fluent and/or younger speakers from using the lan-
guage, and from embarking on activities in its support. Indeed, as is often ob-
served in minority language contexts, their efforts are to varying degrees dele-
gitimied by the older generations, who consider themselves and are considered
to be the gatekeepers of the language.

Interpersonal and intra-group estrangements were also commonly reported in
the case of Greko up until the past decade, including extensive language monitor-
ing and much negative judgment on the language activities that each association
promoted; on the other hand, there also used to be substantially more activities,
program, and events related to the Greko cultural and linguistic heritage (cf. Mar-
tino 2009 and Pipyrou 2016). “If we had talked less about the language and more
in the language we might not have been in this situation today,” an activist told
Squillaci. Today, instead, the even smaller size of the speaker community, its
less active participation in language-related activities, the overall decrease in the
number of activities and of active associations dedicated to the language, as well
as the growing level of language “endangerment” lead to little intra-community
discussion of language issues, and crucially to less conflict over language author-
ity. As we have seen, this emerges mostly in relation to the former activists’ posi-
tion within the community, and it seems to be nonetheless limited. As is typical
among dying language communities, “self-appointed monitors of grammatical
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norms may become increasingly rare” (Dorian 1981: 154), favoring a “relaxation
of internal grammatical monitoring”; this attitude creates a more favorable envi-
ronment for language learners, who are not discouraged from continuing their
efforts. “Echome tunda pedìa ti to sceru to greko, echome ta pilastria, tuto spiti
den petti pleo”, “We have these young people who know Greko, we have the
basement, our house won’t fall anymore”, an older activist proudly commented
during a public event, publicly endorsing new speakers’ language revitalisation
efforts.

In conclusion, in addition to the generally limited use of the language dis-
cussed at the beginning of this section, language use in the Griko and Greko
communities might be further inhibited by the addressee’s younger age regard-
less of fluency, as seen in Salento, or favored by the addressee’s language flu-
ency, as shown in Calabria, regardless of his/her age. Such a difference between
the two communities mirrors their different reception of language maintenance
and/or revitalisation efforts. While in Salento multiple claims over language au-
thority and widespread internal monitoring might discourage such attempts (cf.
O’Rourke & Ramallo 2013, Costa 2015, Sallabank 2017, Sallabank & Marquis 2018,
among others.), in Calabria the more open and supportive attitude towards new
speakers/learners favors the language revitalisation activities they promote.

In the next section, we focus on the temporary variation produced by the
speaker under the influence of the addressee’s linguistic competence. In particu-
lar, we analyze this with reference to Greek, since this is an aspect which has not
yet been investigated. We leave for further research the analysis of how Italian
and the local Romance varieties (Salentine and Southern Calabrese) may trigger
temporary variation.

5 The addressee’s language competence in Greek

As is well known, multiple linguistic and extralinguistic factors influence speech
production in minority language contexts, leading to temporary and/or perma-
nent variation. Within the Griko and Greko communities at least three different
types of variation can be identified. First, historical variation: both Griko and
Greko display a great deal of internal variation, which has historically led to the
emergence of Griko and Greko varieties specific to individual villages. This vari-
ation mostly amounts to phonological differences – the Greek consonant cluster
ξ /ks/ has become /ʃ/ or /ts/ in Greko and /ʃ/, /ts/, /s:/, and /fs/ in Griko, for in-
stance – as well as lexical differences among villages. Speakers are well aware
of these distinctions, and may use them to claim the authenticity of one variant
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over another. Second, “emergent variation”: both communities have long experi-
enced increasing variation due to the endangered status of the varieties, which
has affected speakers’ production and has led to the creation of idiolects. Third
is “temporary variation”, which is linked to various factors, including speech
production on demand (i.e., when speakers are asked to speak the language by
researchers or tourists), speakers’ personal preferences, setting (e.g., interviews,
public events), and temporary interference due to the spectrum of speakers’ lin-
guistic resources (i.e., competence in Italian, local Romance varieties, and Stan-
dard Modern Greek).

In addition to this, we observed that speakers’ production may also be affected
– albeit temporarily – by the addressee’s shared multiple linguistic competences.
Interestingly, if this temporary interference involves Romance, it does not raise
any questions at the community and academic levels about the competence of
the speaker.7 Different, instead, is the response to temporary variation, which
involves Greek, and which regards, in particular, the speech of middle-aged and
younger Griko and Greko speakers with a certain degree of knowledge of SMG.
Instances of temporary variation are often perceived as a lack of competence in
the minority language, and therefore may ultimately influence speakers’ use of
the varieties.

The potential influence of SMG on Griko and Greko has indeed been a dis-
puted topic both at the community and academic level over the years, and this dis-
pute has intensified with the progressive increase in relations with Greece/Greek
speakers, together with the introduction of SMG courses in both regions funded
by the Greek Ministry of Education. Yet the language courses at schools have
not proven successful in spreading SMG, so to speak, given the overall lack of
interest in the subject and the fragmentation of the courses (these are also com-
mon issues regarding Griko/Greko language courses in schools). Similarly, those
organised in collaboration with associations have attracted the curiosity of some
locals; in particular in Salento, they tend to be attended by retired/elderly Griko
speakers. Such courses, however, have not influenced the overall frequency of
Griko and Greko usage.

Instead, what has played a bigger role in affecting the speech of some speakers
– although to different degrees and in specific contexts – is the increase in contact
with speakers of Greek (visitors, researchers, tourists, journalists) who regularly
visit the Griko- and Greko-speaking communities: this applies, in particular, to
the teachers sent by the GreekMinistry of education, who establish strong bonds

7Similarly, no questions at the community level are raised in the case of elderly speakers, who
tend to code-shift if the addressee has limited or no knowledge of the minority language.
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with locals and take active part in the life of these communities. Moreover, the
numerous exchange trips to Greece (and more rarely Cyprus) and the language
scholarships it provided have also played a role. In Calabria, such contacts and
exchanges have interested a larger part of the community than in Salento, and
have left amark in particular on the speech of younger (today, middle-age) gener-
ations who have been involved in language activism over the past 30 to 50 years,
as well as of the older generations who have taken active part in these exchanges,
albeit to a different degree. In Salento, instead, this dynamic has not played a
significant role, particularly with regard to elderly speakers, as they have com-
paratively been less actively involved in these activities. This difference is in part
linked to the actual size of the two communities: as the Greko-speaking commu-
nity is comparatively smaller, more people had the opportunity to visit Greece
or to come into direct contact with Greek visitors in Calabria, thereby acquiring
varying degrees of knowledge of Greek. Interestingly, however, we also found
that Greko speakers and activists have and had a more open attitude than their
Griko counterparts with respect to the use of SMG loanwords; this is also re-
flected in less judgment from within the community over such use; we will come
back to this topic in Section 6. In this section, we discuss the observed increase
in their use of SMG loanwords when addressing people who do not originally
come from the community.

In Salento, speakers who have taken courses in SMG and have achieved com-
petence in the language also tend to be more directly involved in welcoming
Greek visitors. During such encounters, therefore, they may use for instance
dromo instead of the Salentine borrowing stra/strata, oxi instead of the Griko
de/nde/degghe, or pronounce Griko words according to SMG phonological rules,
as ekino over Griko ecino (with palatalisation of velar /k/) with the aim of facil-
itating comprehension – but sometimes also to demonstrate their competence
in SMG. We noticed how they may equally reproduce such dynamics when in-
teracting with anyone outside the community. For example, Michele used SMG
words when speaking to Squillaci, since she was equally perceived as a visitor.
In the first minutes of the conversation he used SMG words such as pollà, kai,
oikogenia, before abandoning his role as a “tourist entertainer” and turning to
Griko, also in response to Squillaci’s linguistic input.

Similar issues are attested in the case of Greko. For instance, we witnessed
an increase in SMG words in the speech of a Greko native speaker and activist
(in his 70s) when talking to a journalist of Greek origin. The speaker used mikrò
over Greko cceḍḍi “small”, vunì over Greko oscìa “mountain”, katalavennise over
Greko kapegghise – “you understand”, dimarko “mayor”, taxidi “trip”, and other
borrowings which do not have a Greko equivalent. We must reckon that these
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words are attested in the speech and in the writings of the speaker in question, re-
gardless of the context, inasmuch as they belong to the class of SMG borrowings
which are more widely employed in Greko (see Section 6). However, we noticed
a significant increase in their use when the speaker addressed the journalist, and
a considerable decrease and, in some recordings, a total absence of these borrow-
ings, when the speaker addressed older speakers. This is in line with studies of
audience design which demonstrate the active role of the addressee – or hearer,
in Bell’s terminology (Bell 1984, 2001: 144) – in shaping the stylistic production
of the speaker. This factor must be taken into consideration when performing a
linguistic analysis8.

This happens all the more so with Griko and Greko speakers who have ac-
quired a certain degree of knowledge of SMG, or who visit Greece regularly.
In this case, in addition to lexical borrowings, we also observe temporary con-
fusion between the two codes, which may partially and temporarily affect the
morphosyntax of Greko and Griko. For instance, after returning from Greece,
Giuseppe would consistently code-mix Greko with SMG for the first few days
we spoke to him during our fieldwork. Similarly Giuseppe code-mixed and at
times code-shifted to SMGwhen asked to speak Greko with Greek speakers, thus
showing the effort to keep Greko and SMG apart in these specific interactions.
In these cases, we mostly attested: (i) the use of the imperfective stem in finite
complements introduced by the subordinator na, as shown in (1), rather than the
perfective stem, which would be obligatory in Greko, shown in (2):

(1) thelo
I.want

na
NA

arotào
I.ask.IMP

(2) thelo
I.want

na
NA

arotìo
I.ask.PERF

Notably, this phenomenonmay be due not only to the influence of SMG, which
permits both perfective and imperfective here, but also to language decay (Sasse
1992, among others). Indeed, speakers in general – not only those potentially in-
fluenced by SMG– often use the imperfective stem of the verb over the perfective
one (cf. Squillaci in preparation).

8This is different from the case attested in Calabria, which concerns non-fluent speakers who
have a passive knowledge of Greko and have been in contact with Greek people. Taking into ac-
count the generally limited use of Greko within the community, these speakers end up putting
the language into practice mostly when interacting with Greeks. Consequently, they tend to
employ Greek words or expressions in conversation, regardless of the addressee. This type
of interaction reveals that opportunities to speak SMG, through visits by Greek tourists for
instance, are becoming more frequent than opportunities to speak Greko.
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(ii) The use of the -ate ending rather than the Greko -ete for the second person
plural of the imperfect and aorist.

(3) eplatèggate
speak.ipfv.2pl

/ eplatègghete

(4) epiàsate
take.aor.2pl

/ epiàete

Interestingly, however, Katsoyannou (1995: 288–290) reports the use of the -ate
ending as part of the Greko morphological system. Given that this is not attested
in other descriptions of the language, nor does it appear in our corpus unless
under influence of Greek, it becomes difficult to establish whether Katsoyannou
reported a previously undocumented case of an additional morphological ending
in Greko or whether this is one of the first attestations of the use of this new
ending under Greek influence.

(iii) We also observed, albeit extremely infrequently, the use of the SMG plu-
perfect form of the type είχα πει ‘I had said’ – with the auxiliary HAVE + the
invariable form of the lexical verb, rather than the Greko immon iponda, com-
posed of the imperfect of BE + the invariable participial form of the lexical verb.

Similarly, in Griko we find examples of SMG endings, such as the use of -a
instead of Griko -i for the 2sg of the present indicative of -ao verbs, or the -ate
desinence for the second person plural imperfect instead of Griko -ato:

(5) milà [SMG pattern milàs]

(6) milì
you.speak

[Griko]

(7) irtate [SMG pattern irthate]

(8) irtato [Griko]

However, all these changes (as well as any others that might occur) are re-
stricted to specific contexts. Most typically, contexts in which Griko and Greko
speakers who also have some competence in SMG converse with Greek individu-
als, with people outside of the community, or when they have recently returned
from Greece, sometimes also emulating SMG intonation. SMG influence seems
to be otherwise attested in the lexis.
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6 Speakers’ responses to temporary language variation

In the case of language use in intergenerational settings, discussions about lan-
guage variation also take on an ideological dimension, which in turn impinges on
the perceived authenticity of the language. Griko speakers and activists remain
concerned about the role that should be attributed to SMG. Some among them
consider it “an agent of renewal” of Griko, helping to enrich and update its vo-
cabulary through borrowings and adaptation. In this respect, contact with Greek
visitors and/or the availability of SMG language courses has partially affected lin-
guistic “taste” and choices. In some instances, such interplay and influence have
generated or strengthened the “drive to ‘purity” on behalf of some locals. This
leads to practices of “verbal hygiene” (Cameron 1995) wherein speakers avoid
using old or new borrowings from Salentine/Italian, or sanctioning such use.
Salentine has indeed long been perceived as an agent of contamination of the
perceived authenticity of Griko in a pre-contact past (hence the longstanding la-
bel of Griko as a “bastard language”; see Pellegrino 2016a). Such an unfortunate
definition as an “agent of corruption”, of “contamination” of Griko is now increas-
ingly extended to SMG, since the majority of local activists and speakers alike
tend to condemn its use as an “artificial intervention” which may “kill Griko” by
erasing its historical specificities. Indeed, conscious attempts to integrate Griko
with SMG occurred in the past but were criticised for creating an “abstract” lan-
guage. The linguistic boundaries between SMG and Griko are therefore under
constant surveillance. Examples of even momentary confusion between the two,
and of interference from Greek, are promptly noticed, commented on, and sub-
ject to negative judgement, thus casting doubt on the competence and hence the
authority of the speaker, and in turn highlighting the moral dimension embed-
ded in the perceptions of authenticity (Pellegrino 2016a, 2021). This phenomenon
can be taken to extremes. Indeed, as we attested, a Griko speaker argued that he
would not even use the greeting kalimera, since Griko speakers would instead
greet each other in Italian.

In Calabria, as mentioned previously, there seems to be a greater tolerance
towards loanwords in general, including those from SMG. In fact, some of the
most widespread SMG borrowings are today also known to a wider number of
locals who have not been in direct contact with Greek speakers. Most of these
words first entered the language via contact and are attested in interviews, docu-
ments, and writings from the late 1970s. See for instance charistò, a Greko adap-
tation from SMG ευχαριστώ to say ‘thank you’ (instead of Greko tosso obbligato
or grazzi from Romance), or SMG λουλούδι for ‘flower’ (instead of the Greko
attho or the more productive Romance loanword chiuri), which has been used
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in poems and songs since the late 1970s and 1980s (Squillaci 2021). Additionally,
since the early years of the Greko language movement, several activists have
proposed that SMG should be used as the source language for Greko neologisms
and borrowings as Greko is a variety of Greek. On 21 November 2004, during
a conference of local associations at the Regional Institute for the study of the
Greko language, the decision was officially taken to use SMG as a source lan-
guage for loanwords although, in written texts, people always had to include
the Italian translation in parentheses so that older speakers would be able to un-
derstand (Condemi 2006: 10). Despite this decision, however, the question has
remained open over the years, being revisited and discussed from time to time in
local meetings. Interference and temporary variation from SMG is thus overall
not sanctioned within the community in the way we see in Salento and in fact,
many of those who officially do not embrace the use of SMG loanwords often
show cases of interference, in specific contexts and according to their addressee,
as shown in the previous section. Recently, however, speakers have increasingly
begun to pay attention to such temporary changes as they feel under external
pressure regarding authenticity.

Indeed, in addition to intra-community discussion, the academic community
has also been actively involved in discussing the role of SMG. Whereas the im-
pact/influence of local Romance varieties on Griko and Greko is regarded by
scholars as the outcome of centuries-long contact, the potential insertion of SMG
loanwords has been considered to dehistoricise both Griko and Greko (see Rohlfs
in Petropoulou 1992, Karanastasis 1984), and would prove detrimental to local
maintenance and revitalisation efforts. Particularly in Calabria, the attempt to
use SMG loanwords has been defined as “fanciful and contaminant” (Martino
2009: 263), and as a threat to the authentic Greko language spoken by the older
generations (Karanastasis 1984, Katsoyannou 2017, among others). As shown
above, in most cases, the influence of SMG seems to be only a perceived threat
rather than an actual abrupt and substantial linguistic change.9

The academic debate has nevertheless reached the communities and, in partic-
ular in Calabria, it has had significant repercussions on language use. In recent
years, this has led to the emergence of linguistic practices of verbal hygiene (cf.
Pellegrino 2021), with the aim of achieving what is assumed to be authenticity in

9What contributes to a degree of confusion is that some locals with limited competence in the
minority language may instead be fluent in SMG. They may equally be involved in activities to
valorise/promote Griko/Greko, access funding, and enjoy respect as minority language experts,
locally as well as abroad. We wish to emphasise that these are specific and isolated cases which
should be analyzed separately, as they highlight some of the controversial dynamics embedded
in minority language contexts.
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the language, i.e. avoiding any SMG loanwords. Greko speakers have thus begun
to “clean up” their speech or their older poems, removing the SMG words they
had inserted back in the 1990s and replacing them with their Romance coun-
terparts to avoid criticism. For instance, they may replace daskali with maistri
‘teachers’, elpizo with speregguo ‘to hope’, vivlio with libbro ‘book’. Similarly, in-
terviews and public events often arouse anxieties, as people feel the need to de-
clare that what they speak is “real Greko” and often excuse themselves if some
Greek word or expression “escapes from their mouth”, as they say. On the other
hand, people who have been engaged with the language for years but who are
not fluent have started to justify their limited use of the language in public by
saying that they prefer to avoid speaking the language altogether rather than
inserting SMG words. These people are then viewed externally as an expression
of authenticity, thereby leading to significant power imbalances among commu-
nity members. More crucially, these discussions have significant repercussions
for language use, as they cast doubt on the authenticity of the language as well as
of individual speakers, and favor a sort of monitoring and self-monitoring mech-
anism which in turn might increasingly discourage use of the language by those
who actually speak it/can speak it.

7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have highlighted a number of extra-linguistic factors that
influence speech production, and that might inhibit or encourage the use of the
minority languages. By analysing the role of the addressee we showed how these
factors are not necessarily related to the linguistic competence of the speakers,
and are instead the result of the wider dynamics at play within the communities.
In the first half of the paper, we provided examples of the different responses
of the older speakers in interacting with younger and/or non-fluent addressees.
This has highlighted how in Grecìa Salentina, elderly speakers tend to be more
reluctant to use the languagewith younger or new speakers. Moreover, the larger
size of the community compared to the Calabrian case, along with the more
widespread knowledge of the language – albeit with different levels of compe-
tence – leads to multiple claims of language authority, which results in various
degrees of resistance to younger and new speakers, and to language change. This
also affects speakers’ production, as internal monitoring and metalinguistic dis-
cussions tend to favor puristic attitudes and to delegitimise attempts to use the
language.

In contrast, older speakers in Calabria favor the use of the language and related
activities regardless of the age or provenance of the addressee, provided that
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they are fluent. This more inclusive attitude is also reflected in people’s positive
response to ongoing language revitalisation programs. Here, the smaller size of
the community and the very old age of the speakers have led to less conflict over
language authority, to a significant decrease in language-internal monitoring,
and less resistance to language change.

In the second half, we discussed cases of temporary variation from SMG. Inter-
estingly, in both communities we found an increase in the number of borrowings
from SMG which are not necessarily related to speakers’ competence in the mi-
nority language; instead, they are linked to the specific multilingual contexts
in which the language is used, and crucially to specific characteristics of the
addressee, among which language competence in Greek and provenance. This
further proves the active role of the addressee in influencing speakers’ produc-
tion (Bell 2001) and it highlights, we argue, the need to include such dynamics
in linguistic analyses, as these too might lead to predictable cases of temporary
variation.

To conclude, this paper has also shown how the long tradition of prescrip-
tivism has had direct repercussions on language use and activism in parallel,
albeit opposite, ways in the two communities. In the case of Greko, speakers feel
judged – by themselves and by others – to “fail” at speaking Greko if they in-
sert SMG borrowings; Griko speakers instead may avoid inserting borrowings
from Salentine/Italian, as they increasingly perceive doing so as failing to speak
“Griko”. Such widespread resistance to and monitoring of language variation and
change tend to undermine efforts to maintain or revitalise Griko and Greko. In
this respect, both communities seem to have reached a stalemate.
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Although under existential threat in the secular world, Yiddish continues to be a
native and daily language for Haredi (Hasidic and other strictly Orthodox) commu-
nities, with Hasidic speakers comprising the vast majority of these. Historical and
demographic shifts, specifically in the post-War period, in the population of speak-
ers have led to rapid changes in the language itself. These developments are so
far-reaching and pervasive that we consider the variety spoken by today’s Haredi
speakers to be distinct, referring to it as Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish. This chap-
ter presents a study involving 29 native Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish speakers,
and demonstrates that significant changes have occurred in the personal pronoun,
possessive, and demonstrative systems. Specifically, the personal pronoun system
has undergone significant levelling in terms of case and gender marking, but a
distinct paradigm of weak pronominal forms exists, independent possessives have
lost case and grammatical gender distinctions completely, and a new demonstra-
tive pronoun has emerged which exhibits a novel case distinction.

1 Introduction

In this chapter, we describe the innovative features of the pronominal system of
Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish. We begin with a brief historical introduction to
the language and to its pronominal system.
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Yiddish is the traditional language of the Ashkenazic (Central and Eastern Eu-
ropean) Jews. It can be divided into twomajor varieties, Western and Eastern Yid-
dish. Western Yiddish was used by Jews living in the Western European regions
corresponding to present-day Germany, France, the Netherlands, and Switzer-
land throughout the medieval and early modern periods, but was largely aban-
doned over the course of the 18th century in favour of the dominant co-territorial
languages and had become largely moribund by the 19th century, though it re-
tained a small spoken presence into the 20th century (see Fleischer 2018). Eastern
Yiddish was used by Jews in Eastern Europe, with the largest populations in re-
gions corresponding to present-day Poland, Hungary, Romania, Ukraine, Lithua-
nia, and Latvia. Henceforth all references to Yiddish in this chapter will denote
Eastern Yiddish. Eastern Yiddish is characterised by a core Germanic morphosyn-
tactic structure and lexis with a substantial Semitic (Hebrew and Aramaic) lexical
component and a smaller but relatively high-frequency Slavic (chiefly Polish and
Ukrainian) lexical component, with some Slavic-influenced grammatical features.
It can itself be subdivided into three chief dialect areas, termed Northeastern
or Lithuanian Yiddish (traditionally spoken in areas corresponding primarily to
present-day Lithuania, Latvia, and Belarus), Mideastern or Central Yiddish (tra-
ditionally spoken in areas corresponding primarily to present-day Poland and
Hungary), and Southeastern or Ukrainian Yiddish (traditionally spoken in ar-
eas corresponding primarily to present-day Ukraine). Yiddish in Eastern Europe
served not only as a vernacular but also as a written language; it existed in a
diglossic relationship with Hebrew, with the former typically used for more low-
prestige types of writing and the latter functioning as the high-prestige written
vehicle though not as a vernacular. (See Harshav 1990 for discussion of the tra-
ditional Hebrew-Yiddish diglossia in Eastern Europe.) In the 1920s and 1930s, a
standardised variety of Yiddish based largely on the Northeastern dialect was
developed by the Vilna-based YIVO Institute, an organisation devoted to Yiddish
pedagogy and linguistic research as well as other scholarly activities focused on
Eastern European Jewry (see Kuznitz 2010).

Hasidism is a Jewish spiritual movement which originated in late 18th-century
Ukraine and grew to become a prominent force in Eastern European Jewish so-
ciety over the course of the 19th century (see Biale et al. 2018 for a historical
overview of Hasidism). Like other Eastern European Jews, most followers of the
Hasidic movement spoke Yiddish as their native and main language. During the
19th century the various Hasidic rebbes, or spiritual leaders, established dynas-
ties that were typically named after the locations where they were founded. Most
of the Hasidic dynasties (e.g. Belz, Satmar, Skver, Tosh, Vizhnitz) were based in
the Mideastern (Polish and Hungarian) and Southeastern (Ukrainian) Yiddish
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dialect areas, with a smaller number (e.g. Chabad and Karlin) based in the North-
eastern (Lithuanian) dialect area. The Yiddish spoken by followers of the Hasidic
movement did not differ from that of their non-Hasidic counterparts but rather
varied by regional dialect. This traditional situation changed dramatically with
World War II and the cataclysmic destruction of the majority of Yiddish speak-
ers during the Holocaust. Surviving members of the various Hasidic dynasties
were dispersed from their traditional homelands in Eastern Europe and resettled
in new locations around the world, chiefly the New York area in the US, a vari-
ety of communities in Israel, the Montreal area in Canada, London’s Stamford
Hill neighbourhood in the UK, and Antwerp in Belgium. This rapid geographi-
cal shift led to a complete realignment whereby speakers of different varieties
of Eastern European Yiddish were now living side by side, which contributed to
a high degree of dialect contact and mixing. Moreover, these post-War Hasidic
communities had little contact with secular Yiddish speakers in the new locations
(in contrast to Eastern Europe, where Hasidic and non-Hasidic Yiddish-speaking
Jews had typically lived in the same areas), and as such Hasidic Yiddish began
to develop separately. This rapid shift was compounded by the fact that these
post-War Hasidic communities absorbed a substantial number of L2 speakers
who adopted the language as adults. These post-War Hasidic centers also came
to accommodate smaller groups of non-Hasidic Haredi (strictly Orthodox) Jews,
primarily from Northeastern Yiddish dialect areas, which became increasingly
integrated with their Hasidic counterparts as both communities had much in
common due to their shared Haredi cultural tradition. As a result of these inter-
related factors, the Yiddish of these new Haredi (primarily Hasidic) communities
developed very quickly, to the extent that in the 21st century, it can be regarded
as a distinct variety of the Yiddish language. Indeed, our previous research has
suggested that a greater amount of dialect mixing and L2 speakers at a commu-
nity level in the years since World War II is associated with increased use of
innovative features; see Belk et al. (In press) for further discussion. We term this
new variety Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish.

One of the most prominent of these is a complete absence of morphological
noun case and gender, which contrasts dramatically from the pre-War tripartite
case and gender system (see Belk et al. 2020, In press), although see Assouline
(2014) for the claim that animate nouns in Jerusalemite Yiddish reliably retain
gender but not case morphology.1 This rapid loss of morphological case and gen-
der, as well as the above-mentioned dialect mixing which contributed to the

1Note that Northeastern Yiddish only had two morphological genders, although it had the same
three cases as other pre-War varieties of Yiddish (Jacobs 1990).
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emergence of Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish, are linked to a number of inno-
vations in the pronominal system. There has been very little research into Ha-
sidic Yiddish pronouns in general, namely Assouline’s (2010) study of the first
person plural pronoun in Haredi Jerusalemite Yiddish, Nove’s (2018) study of
case syncretism in the first and second person objective singular pronouns in
New York Hasidic Yiddish, and Sadock & Masor’s (2018: 95, 103) observation on
the use of the demonstratives dey and deye in the language of Bobover Hasidic
speakers in New York; Assouline (2014) has also briefly discussed this form, while
Krogh (2012) mentions the existence of deys. We seek to complement these pre-
vious studies by examining the major innovative features of the Contemporary
Hasidic Yiddish pronominal system based on elicited spoken data provided by
native speakers in the main Hasidic centers globally.

Our investigation focuses on the personal pronoun paradigm, strong vs. weak
pronouns, possessives, and demonstratives. Our research found that Contem-
porary Hasidic Yiddish has undergone a realignment of the personal pronoun
paradigm, with an increase in case syncretism in both the singular and plural
whereby the singular forms exhibit a two-way nominative / objective distinction
and the plural forms tend to exhibit no case distinctions, as well as the introduc-
tion of a distinct 2pl.hon pronoun. The pronominal system includes a distinction
between strong and weak forms, which have different morphological and syntac-
tic properties. With respect to the possessives, our main findings are that there
is a clear distinction between singular and plural dependent forms, and between
dependent and independent forms, with the independent forms exhibiting a com-
plete lack of case and gender morphology (in contrast to pre-War and Standard
Yiddish). Our main findings with respect to the demonstratives are that there is a
novel distinction between nominative and objective independent demonstratives
suggesting the innovation of a distinct pronominal form, as well as a complete
lack of case, gender, and number distinctions. Furthermore, the distribution of
the ‘proximal’ and ‘distal’ forms differs from that of pre-War dialects, English
and Modern Hebrew.

1.1 The pronominal system of pre-War and Standard Yiddish

Almost all traditional geographical dialects of Eastern Yiddish, as well as Stan-
dard Yiddish, exhibit the same tripartite case system for personal pronouns as for
full nominals (Kahn 2016). Pronouns decline in the nominative, accusative, and
dative, as shown below (based on Kahn 2016: 678); note that there is a degree of
syncretism present in the paradigm, provided in Table 1.2

2Published descriptions of the different dialects of pre-War Yiddish are often incomplete or
only cover larger dialect areas. It is therefore possible that some of the forms described in this
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Table 1: Case and gender marking on personal pronouns in pre-
War/Standard Yiddish

Singular Plural
nom acc dat nom acc dat

1st ikh mikh mir mir undz

2nd
Fam du dikh dir

ir aykh
Hon ir aykh

3rd
Masc er im

zeyfem zi ir
Neut es im

Within this system there is a degree of regional variation; for example, the
second person plural form in certain Mideastern Yiddish varieties is ets (nom)
or enk (Acc/Dat) rather than ir (Jacobs 2005: 70). Similarly, there is syntactic
variation whereby particular verbs that take an accusative in most dialects of
Eastern Yiddish instead take a dative in certain local varieties; this can be seen in
examples involving the first person singular and third person feminine singular
pronouns. For example, the verb kenen ‘to know [a person]’ typically takes the
accusative, i.e. er ken mikh ‘he knows me’, er ken zi ‘he knows her’, but the dative
in certain (mostly Northeastern but also some Mideastern) varieties, i.e. er ken
mir, er ken ir (Wolf 1969: 142–147). Jacobs (2005: 184) goes further than Wolf
in claiming that pre-War Northeastern Yiddish lacked the historical three-way
distinction in the 1sg, 2sg, and 3fs entirely, employing the historically dative
forms in both accusative and dative settings. Conversely, use of the accusative
in contexts where the dative would typically be used do not seem to be attested
(Wolf 1969: 142–146). It is important to note that, as with the noun gender and
case variation discussed above, these phenomena seem to be restricted to specific
individual verbs, rather than pointing to a breakdown in the pronominal case
system as a whole. However, the first person phenomenon may be at least partly
based on a lack of phonological distinction between the sounds /r/ (often realised
as a uvular trill or fricative) and /χ/ in the dialects in question, and may have
constituted the first step in a more widespread hypothetical future merger (Wolf
1969: 149).

chapter existed in pre-War dialects, but this claim is difficult to substantiate. In any case, it is
clear that our findings represent a muchmore widespread and generalised phenomenon across
the Hasidic Yiddish speech community than existed in pre-War Yiddish.
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1.1.1 Verbal agreement

Verbal agreement for pre-War and Standard Yiddish is shown in Table 2. Note
that the Mideastern first person plural pronoun undz and the second person plu-
ral pronoun ets are dialectal, and take the same verbal agreement as the equiva-
lent pronouns mir and ir, namely -(e)n and -t respectively.3

Table 2: Subject-verb agreement morphology in pre-War and Standard
Yiddish

Singular Plural

1st ikh V-∅ mir (/undz) V-(e)n

2nd
Fam du V-st

ir (/ets) V-t
Hon ir V-t

3rd
Masc er

V-t zey V-(e)nfem zi
Neut es

1.1.2 Reflexives

The reflexive pronoun in Northeastern and Southeastern Yiddish, as well as in
the standardised variety, is the invariant form zikh ‘oneself’, which is used for
all persons and numbers without case or gender distinctions. In Mideastern Yid-
dish, by contrast, the 1pl and 2pl accusative forms of the personal pronouns
(mikh and dikh respectively) are used as reflexive forms, while the 1pl and 2pl
accusative/dative forms of the personal pronouns (undz and enk respectively)
are used as reflexive forms, though less consistently than in the singular (Jacobs
2005: 184–185).

1.1.3 Possessive pronouns

The pre-War and Standard Yiddish possessive pronouns show a distinction be-
tween dependent and independent forms. Dependent forms lack any case and
gender distinctions, but distinguish between forms used to modify a singular

3The 1pl dialectal variant undz also appeared with the verbal suffix -mer/mir, e.g. undz
zog(n)mer/undz zog(n)mir, see Jacobs (2005: 70, 189). For discussion of the verbal suffix -ts as
agreeing with the pronoun ets, see Section 3.1.1.
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noun and forms used to modify a plural noun. The pre-War/Standard Yiddish
dependent possessive pronouns are shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Pre-War/Standard Yiddish dependent possessive pronouns

Sg. possessor Pl. possessor
Sg.

possessum
Pl.

possessum
Sg.

possessum
Pl.

possessum

1st mayn mayne undzer undzere

2nd
Fam dayn dayne

ayer ayere
Hon ayer ayere

3rd
Masc zayn zayne

zeyer zeyerefem ir ire
Neut zayn zayne

The independent possessive pronouns, by contrast, take case and gendermark-
ings in accordance with the case and gender of the associated noun. This system
is exemplified in Table 4, which shows the various forms of the first person singu-
lar independent possessive pronoun. There are also postpositive forms of the de-
pendent possessive pronouns, and these take the same case and gender endings
shown in Table 4 (e.g. mitn khaver maynem ‘with-def.m.sg.dat my-m.sg.dat
friend.m’). See Katz (1987: 108–112) and Jacobs (2005: 183–184) for further discus-
sion of the possessive pronouns in pre-War and Standard Yiddish.

Table 4: Pre-War/Standard Yiddish independent 1sg possessive pro-
noun forms

Masc fem Neut Pl

nom mayner mayne mayns
mayneacc maynem mayne mayns

Dat maynem mayner maynem

1.1.4 Demonstratives

The pre-War and Standard Yiddish demonstrative pronouns exhibit morpholog-
ical case and gender, with masculine, feminine, and neuter forms (except for
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Northeast Yiddish, which has only masculine and feminine forms). There was
a set of proximal demonstratives and a set of distal demonstratives, but no dis-
tinction between dependent and independent forms. The stressed definite article
was used for the proximal demonstratives, as shown in Table 5. The definite arti-
cle could additionally be accompanied by prepositive ot or by postpositive dozik-
(plus case and gender suffixes) to reinforce the demonstrative sense. See Katz
(1987: 112–114) for further discussion of the proximal demonstratives in pre-War
and Standard Yiddish.

Table 5: Pre-War/Standard Yiddish proximal demonstratives

Masc fem Neut Pl

nom der di dos
diacc dem di dos

Dat dem der dem

The distal demonstratives are based on the stem yen-, which takes case and
gender endings, as in Table 6. Note that Northeastern Yiddish typically lacked
the neuter form yens, instead employing the masculine or feminine forms. See
Katz (1987: 115–116) and Jacobs (2005: 186) for further discussion of the distal
demonstratives in pre-War and Standard Yiddish.

Table 6: Pre-War/Standard Yiddish distal demonstratives

Masc fem Neut Pl

nom yener yene yens
yeneacc yenem yene yens

Dat yenem yene yenem

1.1.5 Road map

In the remainder of this chapter, we provide an overview of our participants and
study design (section 2) and introduce the personal pronoun system of Contem-
porary Hasidic Yiddish including strong andweak pronoun forms (Section 3).We
then discuss innovations in possessives (Section 4) and demonstratives (section
5). Section 6 provides some concluding remarks.
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2 Methodology

2.1 Participants

Our analysis of the pronoun system in Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish is based on
interviews with 29 native speakers between the ages of 18 and 72 who were born
and raised in Haredi communities worldwide. We worked with 15 participants
from the New York area (six female) from a range of Haredi neighbourhoods
in Brooklyn, as well as several Haredi communities in upstate New York. Five
participants (two female) were from communities in Israel such as Bnei Brak,
Ashdod, and in and around Jerusalem. In addition, five participants (four female)
were from London’s Stamford Hill community, two (both female) were from the
Montreal area, and two (both male) were from Antwerp.4

Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish constitutes a distinct variety of the language,
although it is most closely related to the historical Mid- and Southeastern di-
alects. Our participants largely identify as speaking khsidishe yidish ‘Hasidic
Yiddish’, which is associated with a vowel profile most closely matching that of
traditional Mid- and Southeastern dialects. Participants from Chabad and those
non-Hasidic Haredi speakers who refer to themselves as ‘Litvish’ or ‘yeshivish’
typically speak a variety more closely related to the historical Northeastern di-
alect, with the associated vowel profile.5 These groups are often distinguished
by their pronunciation of the word וואס ‘what’, with the former group, who pro-
nounce it as [vʊs], described as speaking ‘vus’ and the latter, who pronounce it
[vɔs], described as speaking ‘vos’. We will use these terms throughout the rest of
the chapter. In our sample, ‘vos’ speakers include participants from Chabad and
those non-Hasidic Haredi speakers who refer to themselves as ‘Litvish’ Yiddish
speakers. Those who speak ‘vus’ in our dataset include a wide range of other Ha-
sidic affiliations, including Belz, Dushinsky, Karlin, Pupa, Satmar, Skver, Toldos
Avrohom Yitzchok, Tosh, Tsanz, Vizhnitz, Vizhnitz-Monsey, and so-called ‘klal
Hasidish’, i.e. non-specific/general Hasidic. It is important to note also that while
some Hasidic sects are associated with one pronunciation or the other (e.g. Sat-
mar and Belz are associated with ‘vus’ while Chabad and Karlin are associated
with ‘vos’), individual speakers inside those communities might differ. Our sam-
ple includes 24 speakers of ‘vus’ (14 female), four speakers of ‘vos’ (none female),

4Given these sample sizes, the Montreal and Antwerp data should be viewed as some indication
that the changes we describe are generalised, but more data would be necessary to get a more
reliable picture.

5Certain other groups use a similar vowel profile, notably the Yerushalayimer or Jerusalem
Haredi community. See Belk et al. In press for further discussion.
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and one (female) who speaks a ‘mixed’ phonological variety skewing mostly to-
wards ‘vos’. Three of the ‘vos’ speakers are from the New York area and one is
from Israel.6

All of our participants were raised in Yiddish-speaking homes andwere largely
educated in Yiddish, particularly in their early years.7 Many of our participants
use Yiddish on a daily basis with family, friends and business contacts. Others
employ it only on occasion (e.g. when talking to particular family members or
friends). Some speakers also employ English, Modern Hebrew, and/or French (de-
pending on the location) on a regular basis, while others speak Yiddish almost ex-
clusively. All participants are comfortable reading andwriting in Yiddish, though
not all of them regularly employ the language in these ways.

The participant codes we use in this paper take the following form. The first
character indicates the geographical community in which the participant grew
up (N=New York, I=Israel, S=Stamford Hill, M=Montreal, A=Antwerp), the sec-
ond character represents the participant speaks ‘vus’ or ‘vos’ (U=‘vus’, O=‘vos’,
M=mixed), and the third character is serves to provide a unique identifier.

2.2 Description of tasks

Our study of developments in the Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish pronominal
system is primarily based on elicited oral data. Participants were presented with
a series of short sentences in either English or Modern Hebrew (according to the
participant’s preference) and asked to translate each into Yiddish. The sentences
target personal pronouns in each of the person, gender and case combinations,
as well as second person familiar and honorific contexts; independent and de-
pendent possessives for each of the pronominal persons in both singular and
plural contexts; and independent and dependent demonstratives (both proximal
and distal) in singular and plural nominative, accusative, and dative contexts.

In addition, some participants completed a written task which targeted the fa-
miliar/honorific distinction in more detail. This task presented participants with
a variety of scenarios in Yiddish involving direct address to a range of interlocu-
tors, and participants were asked to provide the form of address they would most
naturally use.

6Again, given the relative sizes of the samples of ‘vus’ and ‘vos’ speakers, data on on the ‘vos’
variety should be taken as indicative. However, it should be noted that relatively little variation
was observed in the language of the ‘vos’ speakers.

7Themedium of education varies by gender, especially in the later years, with boys largely being
educated in Yiddish and loshn koydesh (the traditional Yiddish term for pre-modern Hebrew,
and girls receiving more education, especially in secular subjects, in a co-territorial language.
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Participants also engaged in Yiddish-, English-, and Modern Hebrew-medium
metalinguistic discussion with the experimenter which both provided additional
unelicited data and insight into their linguistic choices. In certain cases, we also
made use of Yiddish-language Hasidic internet resources to verify tendencies
observed in our elicited data.

The interview recordingswere transcribed in ELAN by fluent or native Yiddish
speakers using a modified version of the YIVO standard transliteration system
and a modified IPA.

2.3 A note on the transliteration system used in this paper

In most instances, the data presented in this paper are represented in writing ac-
cording to the standard transliteration system developed by the YIVO Institute,
which is in widespread use for Romanisation of Yiddish. This transliteration sys-
tem is based on the Hebrew-script orthography designed by the same Institute,
which is the standard orthography throughout the non-Haredi Yiddish-speaking
world. This system is based primarily on the North- and Southeastern vowel pro-
files of Eastern Yiddish, and as such the representation employed here obscures
some of the pronunciation features characteristic of the Mideastern dialect re-
gion, which is more typical of the majority of our participants. In most instances,
the differences in vowel patterns between these dialect areas are predictable. For
example, the vowel /u/ is regularly pronounced as [i] in the Mideastern dialect
area, and consequently also in the speech of our ‘vos’ participants; conversely,
the diphthong /ɔɪ/ is regularly pronounced as [ɛɪ] in the Northeastern dialect
area, and consequently also in the speech of our ‘vos’ participants. As the YIVO
transliteration system serves to represent a variety of actual phonetic realisa-
tions, we have supplemented it with IPA representations where required for clar-
ity.

3 Personal pronouns

The paradigm of personal pronouns in Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish exhibits
a number of innovative uses of the forms known from the pre-War and Stan-
dard varieties of Yiddish. In this section we discuss the basic personal pronoun
paradigm, and describe the distinction between the strong and weak forms of
these pronouns.
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3.1 The personal pronoun system of Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish

There is a considerable amount of variation in the Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish
pronoun paradigm, primarily between different speakers, but also sometimes
within the same speaker. This variation seems to reflect a pronominal paradigm
in flux, a situationwhich is likely ascribable to the increased degree of dialectmix-
ing in the speech of previous generations of speakers who came together in the
new Hasidic centers in the immediate post-War period; see also Nove (2018) for
a discussion of the role that sociolinguistic factors play in the tendency towards
accusative/dative syncretism in first and second singular pronouns in New York
Hasidic Yiddish. Five main pronominal paradigms can be distinguished among
the speakers. The first two, shown in Tables 7 and 8, are the most common and,
combined, account for most speakers.8,9

Together these two paradigms reflect the speech of many speakers from the
‘vus’ vowel profile. The only difference between them is that in the paradigm
shown in Table 7, the 1sg and 2sg forms appear as mikh and dikh respectively in
both the accusative and dative positions, whereas in Table 8, these same forms

8We transliterate the 3ms objective form as em despite the fact that in the standard YIVO translit-
eration system it is represented as im because the vastmajority of our participants pronounce it
as em and it does not represent a phonologically predictable vowel change (in contrast to other
forms represented here by the YIVO transliteration system, such as undz, which speakers with
a ‘vus’ vowel profile typically pronounce as [indz] or [ints] in accordance with a predictable re-
gionally based u/i vowel alternation plus a final devoicing process). One Chabad speaker with
a ‘vos’ vowel profile produces some tokens of [im], which corresponds to the spelling used
in most Hebrew-script orthographic conventions and in the standard YIVO system. The form
eym was also found in some, especially Mideastern, pre-War dialects (Weinreich 1964, Jacobs
2005).

9In the third person singular, the masculine and feminine forms are almost exclusively used for
animate entities by speakers, replacing a former grammatical gender distinction with a seman-
tic one. The former neuter form, es, is now used as an inamimate third person singular pronoun.
However, there is quite a lot of variation in our data with respect to the (morpho)phonological
form of this morpheme and our data questionnaire was not designed to probe this issue. There-
fore, in this paper, we do not provide inanimate third singular pronominal forms and leave this
topic for future research.

We also note that while the masculine and feminine singular pronouns are reserved for
(usually human) animates for most speakers, Israeli speakers sometimes deviate from this gen-
eral rule by employing the masculine er or feminine zi 3sg pronouns in conjunction with
inanimate nouns in accordance with the gender of those nouns in Modern (Israeli) Hebrew, as
exemplified in (i).

(i) neyn,
no

de
the

seyfer
book

iz
is

nisht
not

mayne,
mine

er
it (lit: he)

iz
is

dayne
yours

(IU1)
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Table 7: ‘Vus’ paradigm with mikh and dikh in both accusative and
dative positions

Singular Plural
nom obj nom obj

1st
ikh mikh undz
/iχ/ /miχ/ /inz/

2nd
Fam

du dikh enk
/di/ /diχ/ /ɛŋk/

Hon
ir aykh ir aykh

/ir/ /ɑːχ/ /ir/ /ɑːχ/

3rd

Masc er em
zey
/zaɪ/

/ɛr/ /ɛm/, /ɛɪm/
fem zi zi/ir

/zi/ /zi/, /ir/

Table 8: ‘Vus’ paradigm with mir and dir in both accusative and dative
positions

Singular Plural
nom obj nom obj

1st ikh mir undz
/mir/

2nd
Fam

du dir enk
/dir/

Hon
ir aykh ir aykh

/ɑːχ/, /aɪχ/ /ɑːχ/, /aɪχ/

3rd
Masc er em

zey
fem zi zi/ir
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appear asmir and dir respectively in both case positions. These two paradigms re-
flect different patterns of case syncretism: in the first, the traditionally accusative
1sg and 2sg forms have been extended to the dative as well, while in the second,
the traditionally dative 1sg and 2sg forms have been extended to the accusative.
This syncretism may have been triggered to some extent by the variation in use
of accusative vs. dative forms attested in certain regional pre-War varieties of
Yiddish as discussed above (and analyzed in more detail in Wolf (1969: 142–147);
see also Jacobs (2005) on the lack of mikh/dikh forms in Northeastern Yiddish):
given the increased mixing of speakers from different Yiddish dialect areas in the
post-War period, it is possible that speakers who acquired the language in the late
1940s and later were exposed to a large amount of variation in these forms and
this contributed to a paradigm levelling whereby only one form was selected for
both the accusative and dative.10 However, there do not seem to be any clear pat-
terns governing the use of one pattern (mikh/dikh vs. mir/dir) for any particular
speaker (e.g. age, Hasidic affiliation, gender), except that our Israeli participants
all have the mir/dir pattern.

Apart from these two distinct patterns for the 1sg and 2sg accusative/dative
forms, both paradigms are identical and contain a number of other innovative
features. First, the 1pl is undz in the nominative, accusative, and dative positions,
and as such has no case distinctions. This phenomenon has precedent in pre-War
Polish and Hungarian dialects of Yiddish (Weinreich 1964, Jacobs 2005: 70). How-
ever, the use of nominative undz has spread to younger ‘vos’ speakers, resulting
in the innovative nominative form undz, which never existed in Lithuanian Yid-
dish (where the nominative form of the 1pl was exclusively mir, with undz re-
served for the accusative/dative). For example, IO1, a younger ‘Litvish’ speaker,
uses nominative undz, in contrast to older ‘Litvish’ speaker NO1, who uses the
traditional nominal form mir. This points to a trend observed elsewhere in the
grammar of contemporary Haredi Yiddish whereby the speech of the larger ‘vus’
speaking population has exerted a noticeable influence over that of the smaller
‘vos’-speaking counterparts (see Belk et al. In press).

Second, the 2pl form in both of these paradigms is uniformly enk, with no
case distinctions (like the 1pl). However, in contrast to the 1pl, the use of enk
in the nominative position seems to be without precedent in pre-War varieties
of Yiddish. In the pre-War Mid- and Southeastern dialects, the 2pl nominative
form was ets (Jacobs 2005: 70), with enk reserved for the accusative and dative.
Speakers of ContemporaryHasidic Yiddish, particularly the younger generations

10We believe the direction of influence to be from ‘vus’ to ‘vos’ speakers; see Belk et al. (In press)
for details.
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of ‘vus’ speakers, appear to have lost the traditional nominative ets and adopted
the accusative/dative form in all positions. This may have evolved on analogy
with the earlier use of undz in all positions, as well as with the more universal
traditional use of the 3pl zey in all positions in all forms of Eastern European
Yiddish. A small minority of our participants still maintain nominative ets, but
use it in free variation with nominative enk, suggesting that they had acquired
the traditional form ets from their parents and other older-generation speakers,
but had already lost the clear case distinction between ets and enk, which they
can use in all positions.

The 3fs pronoun is also employed differently than in the pre-War and Standard
varieties of Yiddish. As shown in Section 1, the traditional 3fs forms were zi in
the nominative and accusative, and ir in the dative. By contrast, in Contemporary
Hasidic Yiddish, some speakers employ zi only in the nominative, and ir in both
the accusative and dative, while a much smaller number of speakers employ zi
in all positions, and do not have ir in their feminine pronominal paradigm. As
discussed with respect to the 1sg and 2sg accusative and dative forms, both of
these innovations may be ascribable in part to the fact that the distribution of
zi and ir in the accusative varied to some extent by region in pre-War Yiddish
dialects. This variation may have led to a) a shift from the use of ir in the dative
only to a single objective form, ir, among most speakers, and b) the loss of ir
and adoption of zi in all positions among a small subset of speakers. Whichever
pattern our participants employ, none of them follows the pre-War model of zi in
the nominative and accusative, and ir in the dative. This difference is consistent
with the rest of the paradigms shown in Tables 7 and 8, in which there are two
possibilities with regard to case: a) there is only one form that is used in all case
environments, such as undz, enk, and zey, or b) there is one form used for the
nominative and a second form used for the objective (accusative/dative), e.g. ikh
vs. mikh and er vs. em.11

Another innovation concerns the emergence of a distinct T/V (familiar vs. hon-
orific) distinction in the plural. To the best of our knowledge, in the pre-War and
Standard varieties of Yiddish, there was a T/V distinction in the singular, with the
familiar variant du in contrast to the honorific variant ir (accusative/dative aykh).
The 2sg honorific variant ir was also employed as the generic 2pl form, with
no T/V distinction.12 Our oral questionnaire indicated a reluctance to produce

11Note however that ‘vus’ speakers appear to distinguish between nominative and objective
weak 3pl pronouns, as discussed further in Section 3.2.

12We find no discussion in the literature about a distinct honorific form in varieties that used ets
in the 2pl. We therefore conclude that, like varieties using ir in such contexts, ets varieties did
not distinguish between the 2pl and the 2hon.
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honorific forms in some of the discourse contexts we targeted, either because
participants provided a familiar form or because they made use of an alternative
honorific strategy such as avoiding direct address. Nevertheless, our data still
indicate a shift away from the pre-War Standard system, both in terms of the
morphemes currently used as honorific forms, which we give in Tables 7 to 10,
and in the realms of usage for the different honorific forms.We discuss the newly
emerging T/V system and its use elsewhere (see Belk et al. In prep).13

Table 9: Mixed ‘vus’ paradigm

Singular Plural
nom obj nom obj

1st ikh mikh/mir undz

2nd
Fam du dikh/dir enk
Hon ir aykh ir aykh

3rd
Masc er em

zeyfem zi ir

A third paradigm is provided in Table 9. This paradigm resembles those shown
in Tables 7 and 8 except that there is intraspeaker variation in the 1sg and 2sg ac-
cusative/dative form. Instead of employing only a)mir/dir or b)mikh/dikh in both
the accusative and dative positions, speakers who pattern according to Table 9
may employ bothmikh/mir and dikh/dir in free variation in either position. Alter-
natively, some speakers consistently employ the 1sg form mikh in the accusative
and dative, but use the 2sg form dir in the same positions. The opposite pattern
is also attested, whereby a speaker employs the 1sg form mir in the accusative
and dative, but dikh in the same positions. This phenomenon again points to a
pronominal system in flux, whereby there is a high degree of flexibility in the
selection of particular forms.

The next paradigm, given in Table 10, resembles that shown in Table 8 except
that speakers employ a different 2pl pronoun, aykh instead of enk. This pattern
seems to be attested only in the paradigms of speakers from Israel and from
London. As in the use of nominative enk, the use of nominative aykh is innova-
tive because in pre-War and Standard Yiddish this form was solely objective. As

13A small number of speakers who use enk in the 2pl do not appear to have a nomina-
tive/objective distinction in the honorific, and use aykh as the honorific pronoun in both the
nominative and objective. We are unable to determine a pattern governing this distribution
with respect to the rest of the paradigm (e.g. the mikh/mir distinction).
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Table 10: ‘Vus’ paradigm with 2pl aykh

Singular Plural
nom obj nom obj

1st ikh mir undz

2nd
Fam du dir

aykh
Hon aykh

3rd
Masc er em

zeyfem zi ir

with enk, it is possible that the Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish usage is based on
analogy with other plural forms, such as nominative undz, which was attested
in the pre-War period, and with zey, which has long been employed in all case
environments in Yiddish. Some speakers may employ enk alongside aykh, which
suggests that the two originally dialectal forms have been more widely adopted
among ‘vus’ speakers in general.14

Table 11: ’Vos’ paradigm with 1pl mir and 2pl ir

Singular Plural
nom obj nom obj

1st ikh mir mir undz
/unz/

2nd
Fam du dir

ir
aykh
/aɪχ/Hon

ir aykh
/aɪχ/

3rd
Masc er em, im

zey/ɛm/, /im/
fem zi ir

14These speakers also used aykh in the honorific. This is a relatively rare pattern among our
participants so we hesitate to draw strong conclusions. We believe that these speakers do not
use ir in the nominative at all, but they may distinguish the familiar and honorific paradigms
through the use of nominative ir in the latter.
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The final paradigm is shown in Table 11. This paradigm is attested primarily in
the speech of older ‘vos’ speakers (i.e. those over 40). This older ‘vos’ paradigm
resembles that of the pre-War Northeastern dialect of Yiddish. It retains the dis-
tinction between nominative mir and objective undz in the 1pl, and the distinc-
tion between nominative ir and objective aykh in the 2pl. In addition, (Jacobs
2005: 184) suggests that pre-War Northeastern Yiddish already lacked the his-
torical three-way distinction in the 1sg, 2sg, and 3fs, employing the historically
dative forms in both accusative and dative settings. If true, the 1sg, 2sg, and 3fs
two-way distinction shown in Table 11 corresponds to this traditional Northeast-
ern pattern (i.e. using mir, dir, ir in objective cases) rather than being innovative,
in contrast to the ‘vus’ paradigms where the same synchronic pattern is innova-
tive.

Interestingly, one ‘vos’ speaker [NO1], who was born in the immediate post-
War period, partially follows the pre-WarMideastern Yiddish pattern, employing
mikh for the 1sg accusative but mir for the 1sg dative (though he exhibits the tra-
ditional Northeastern syncretism in the 2sg, employing dir in both accusative
and dative contexts). This mikh/mir distinction may actually point to influence
from another dialect, such as Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish or a traditional Mid-
or Southeastern dialect, but more research would be needed in order to confirm
this possibility. The younger ‘vos’ speaker mentioned above (IO1) has a different
paradigm, employing undz in the nominative instead of the more conservative
mir and using the innovative nominative aykh alongside the older ir. Conversely,
another younger speaker whose vowel profile corresponds largely to the ‘vos’
model (IM1) provided the 1pl nominative form mir alongside the objective form
undz, but employed the traditionally objective 2pl form aykh in nominative con-
texts.15

3.1.1 Verbal agreement with novel forms

Verbal agreement with the 1sg, 2sg, 3sg, and 3pl personal pronouns is the same
in Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish as in other varieties of the language. However,
there are some innovative or otherwise noteworthy features relating to verbal
agreement in the 1pl and 2pl. First, speakers who employ the nominative 1pl

15There are also a few ‘vus’ speakers, including younger ones, who provide the form mir for
the 1pl; however, these speakers typically also provide undz, rather than employing mir exclu-
sively. In such cases, metalinguistic discussion with speakers indicates that speakers consider
the mir variant to be more literary and higher register (as it is frequently seen in writing but is
less common in everyday speech), and as such are more likely to provide it in formal contexts
while they may tend to use it less in spontaneous conversation.
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pronoun undz, especially those who also use the 1sg objective form mikh, may
use a verbal form ending in ‑mir, e.g. undz geyenmir [indz gaɪnmir]. This form is
historically attested in certain varieties of Mideastern and Southeastern Yiddish
(Jacobs 2005: 70, 189), such as those spoken in the Polish and Hungarian regions
to which many ‘vus’ speakers trace their ancestry. This form can be used inter-
changeably with the variant ‑n/‑en, e.g. undz geyen, which is also the verbal suffix
employed with the 1pl pronoun mir. In Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish the ver-
bal form ending in ‑mir may be a marker of more informal speech, though this
needs further research.

Second, the emergence of the innovative 2pl enk and aykh in nominative con-
texts has resulted in the development of a new type of verbal agreementmodelled
on the 1pl and 3pl agreement, whereby the verbal suffix is ‑(e)n. Thus, we see
forms such as enk geyen ‘you.pl go’, enk kumen ‘you.pl come’, aykh hobn ‘you.pl
have’. These findings are in keeping with those of Assouline (2007: 86), who dis-
cusses the nominative form aykh with verbal agreement in -(e)n. These forms
are to the best of our knowledge unattested in pre-War Polish and Hungarian
varieties of Yiddish, in which the 2pl nominative pronoun was ets and this was
used in conjunction with verbs ending in the suffix ‑t, e.g. ets hot ‘you.pl have’
(Jacobs 2005: 190).16 In our study, participants who employ ets in the nominative
do so in conjunction with the verbal suffix ‑ts, e.g. ets geyts ‘you.pl go’, which is
actually based on the plural imperative suffix ‑ts that was historically employed
with ets in Mideastern Yiddish, e.g. gayts ‘go-2pl!’ (Jacobs 2005: 70). In fact the
imperative suffix -ts continues to be used by speakers even if they use enk as
the second person plural personal pronoun and V-(e)n as the corresponding verb
form. In contrast, speakers who use 2pl nominative ir, whether as an honorific
or as a general pronoun use verbal agreement in -t, which is unchanged from
pre-War varieties.

3.1.2 Reflexive forms

Most of our Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish participants have an invariable re-
flexive pronoun, zikh, which is used for all persons. A minority of participants
exhibit some variation in the 1sg and 2sg, using the invariable zikh seemingly in-
terchangeably with the objective 1sg and 2sg personal pronouns mikh and dikh.
Even fewer participants invariably employmikh and dikh in 1sg and 2sg reflexive

16An anonymous reviewer points out that the form ets hots is attested in pre-War Yiddish. We
have found only one such example (Okrutny 1953: 277) in the Yiddish Book Center archive,
although it is possible that the form was more common in speech than in writing. A detailed
examination of this issue is beyond the scope of this paper.
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contexts without ever providing zikh in the same contexts. The latter patterns,
whereby objective personal pronouns are used as reflexive pronouns, has prece-
dent in a more extensive older Mideastern Yiddish pattern whereby the 1sg, 2sg,
1pl, and 2pl personal accusative or dative pronouns are used as reflexive pro-
nouns, in contrast to other Eastern Yiddish dialects which use zikh in all persons
and cases, see Jacobs (2005: 184–185).17 The Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish use is
more restricted than its Mideastern Yiddish predecessor as it is limited to the sin-
gular, and is rarer than the generalised zikh pattern even among ‘vus’ speakers.
This tendency towards paradigm levelling of the reflexive pronoun is consistent
with the general trend towards syncretism seen elsewhere in the personal pro-
noun paradigm.

3.1.3 Overall trends in the personal pronoun paradigm

The above patterns indicate a trend of increased syncretism in the Contemporary
Hasidic Yiddish personal pronoun paradigm vis-à-vis the pre-War and Standard
varieties of the language. The most common patterns can be summarised in the
abstracted paradigm shown in Table 12.

Table 12: Abstract Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish personal pronoun
paradigm

Singular Plural
nom obj nom obj

1st nom obj Single form

2nd
Fam nom obj Single form
Hon nom obj nom obj

3rd
Masc nom obj

Single form
fem nom obj

This typical Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish paradigm reflects syncretism in
both the singular and the plural. In the singular, the paradigm is the result of a
merger of the previously distinct accusative and dative cases in the 1sg and 2sg,
so that instead of a three-way distinction there is now a two-way distinction be-
tween nominative and objective (though the objective form varies from speaker

17Though see Katz (1987: 125–126) for the observation that the 1pl and 2pl forms were used less
consistently than their 1sg and 2sg counterparts.
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to speaker, with some employing mikh/dikh, others employing mir/dir, and still
others employing a mix). This may be based on analogy with other historical
pronoun forms, e.g. the 3ms (nominative er vs. objective em), and the 2pl (nom-
inative ir or ets vs. objective aykh or enk). This pattern seems to have spread to
the 1sg and 2sg, possibly due in part to historically varying distribution of the
1sg and 2sg accusative and dative forms with different verbs. With respect to the
3fs, the development seems to have followed a slightly different route: while,
like the 3ms, it had only a two-way distinction, this was between the nomina-
tive/accusative zi and the dative ir. This pattern has not been retained by any
of our participants, indicating that the emergence of the two-way distinction be-
tween the 1sg and 2sg forms may have contributed to a realignment of the 3fs
forms to a nominative/objective distinction, resulting in a regularised singular
paradigmwith this pattern. In the plural, where there was historically a two-way
distinction between the nominative and objective cases in the first and second
persons, the objective case was extended to use in nominative contexts as well.
As in the singular, this shiftmay have happened by analogy with the third person
plural, which historically had only one form in all case environments (though,
as in the 1sg and 2sg, the 2pl form employed may differ from speaker to speaker
between enk and, more rarely, aykh). Thus, in both the singular and the plural,
the Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish paradigm reflects one degree of syncretism
greater than that found in the pre-War and Standard varieties, having shifted
from a three-way distinction in the first and second person singular and a two-
way distinction in the 1pl and 2pl to a two-way distinction across the board in
the singular and a single form across the board in the plural.18

These trends suggest to us that in future, the remaining variations in usage
(e.g. the continued optional employment of the pre-War and Standard nomina-
tive mir and ets in the 1pl and 2pl respectively) will decrease (a tendency sup-
ported by the fact that our participants under the age of 40 are much less likely to
supply them), resulting in a more stable levelled paradigm with a clear two-way
nominative/objective distinction in the singular and a single form in the plural.
The only likely exception to this is the possible retention of the 1pl form mir in
nominative contexts, which may continue to persist for longer due to the fact
that it is frequently found in writing and as such may be preserved as a higher-
register form in speech as well. This is reinforced by the fact that mir is the only
exclusively nominative option for the 1pl, in contrast to the 2pl, for which two
different traditional nominative variants exist (ir and ets), a situation which may
have contributed to the increased instability of the nominative 2pl forms.

18Although such forms can be difficult to elicit, at least some speakers retain a nomina-
tive/objective distinction in the 2pl.hon.
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3.2 Weak vs. strong pronouns

Yiddish personal pronouns typically occupy different syntactic positions than
corresponding full noun phrases. The phenomenon, which resembles Scandina-
vian object shift, is known to have existed already in pre-War and Standard Yid-
dish. As (1) shows, Yiddish personal pronouns typically appear right-adjacent to
the auxiliary, which is in the second position.19,20

(1) ’kh
I

vil
will

<enk>
<you.pl>

rufn
call

*<enk>
<you.pl>

ven
when

supper
dinner

iz
is

greyt.21

ready
‘I will call you when dinner is ready.’

More than one pronominal can occur in this position; in this case, the pronouns
form a phonological unit, or cluster, with the preceding auxiliary which can also
include the subject pronoun in the initial position. In fast speech, such clusters
can be phonetically substantially non-transparent:

(2) a. er hot es ir
[ɛtәsi]
he has her

nisht

not

gegebn

given
‘He did not give it to her.’

b. er hot dikh
[ɛdәχ]
he has you

nisht

not

gezen

seen
‘He did not see you.’

19Weak pronouns can occur in the neutral clause final position if they are inside a prepositional
phrase, as shown in (i). In this case main stress falls on the participle, as indicated. As Ruys
(2008) observes, the fact that PPs are differently affected by pronoun shift suggests amotivation
for pronoun shifting that is related to case assignment, as suggested by Neeleman & Reinhart
(1998). We will not be concerned with motivating pronoun shift in Yiddish, but we note that
in this respect the Yiddish data seems to pattern with Dutch.

(i) du
You

host
have-2sg

es
it

geshikt
sent

[tsә
to

i].
her

‘You sent it to her.’

20Grammaticality judgments in this section were provided by a young ‘vus’ speaker from Stam-
ford Hill. He has a typical mixed paradigm using both mikh/dikh and mir/dir. A nominative-
objective contrast is also present in the 3fs (zi vs ir, pronounced [i:] as this speaker has deletion
of /r/ in coda position, which is typical of Stamford Hill Yiddish). He uses enk in 2pl.

21In transliterated examples and English glosses and translations, we indicate primary
stress/focus with small capitals. In IPA transcriptions we indicate it with the primary stress
symbol, ˈ.
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Although this phenomenon is a distinctive characteristic of spoken Yiddish,
it has not yet, to the best of our knowledge, been subject to linguistic analysis.
We would like to propose that in Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish, and most likely
also in pre-War spoken dialects, personal pronouns can be divided into strong
andweak categories in the sense of Cardinaletti & Starke (1999). Strong pronouns
can be used deictically or accompanied by a pointing gesture. As they identify
their own referent, they can also be easily contrasted.Weak pronouns are referen-
tially deficient. They are always dependent on the immediate discourse context
for reference resolution. They rely on the accessibility of a given referent for ref-
erence assignment. A summary table of all the forms used by our participants
is given in Table 13. Recall that some of the speakers use mikh/dikh forms while
others use mir/dir forms, and some use both interchangeably. Correspondingly,
the speakers would use the weak variant of the forms they use as strong forms,
which in Table 13 appear in the same line. Strong pronouns are stressed, while
weak are unstressed.22

Table 13: Strong and weak pronominal forms used by ‘vus’ speakers

nom obj
Strong Weak Strong Weak

sg

1st [ˈiχ] [ıx, ɛx, χ] [ˈmiχ, ˈmir] [mıx, mәx,
mır, mı]

2nd
Fam [ˈdi] [dɪ, -i, -ɛ] [ˈdiχ, ˈdir] [dɪx, dәx,

dɪr, dı]
Hon ˈ[ir, i] [ir, i, ɪ] [ˈaıx, ˈɑːχ] [aıx, ɑːx, ɑχ]

3rd
Masc [ˈɛr] [ɛr, ɛ] [ˈɛım, ˈɛm] [ɛım, ɛm,

әm, m]
fem [ˈzi] [zi, z] [ˈzi, ˈir, ˈi] [zi, ir, i, ɪ]

pl

1st [ˈints] [ɪnts] [ˈints] [ɪnts]

2nd
Fam [ˈɛŋk] [ɛŋk] [ˈɛŋk] [ɛŋk]
Hon [ˈir, i] [ir, i, ɪ] [ˈaıx, ˈɑːχ] [aıx, ɑːx, ɑχ]

3rd [ˈzaı] [zaı, zɑ] [ˈzaı] [zaı, zɛ]

22We abstract away from specific length and quality differences in the high front vowels, using /i/
for long and/or tense vowels and /ı/ for short and/or lax vowels. The specific realisation of these
vowels depends to a certain extent on the vowel inventory of the co-territorial language(s) of
which the speaker has command. Where such languages do not have a tense/lax distinction,
the speaker’s Yiddish vowel inventory will also lack this distinction.
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Table 14: Strong and weak pronominal forms used by ‘vos’ speakers

nom obj
Strong Weak Strong Weak

sg

1st [ˈiχ] [ıx, χ] [ˈmir] [mır, mı]

2nd
Fam [ˈdu] [du] [ˈdir] [dir, dı]
Hon ˈ[ir, i] [ir, iː, i] [ˈaıx] [aıx]

3rd
Masc [ˈɛr] [ɛr, ɛ] [ˈɛım, ˈɛm,

ˈim]
[ɛım, ɛm,
әm, m]

fem [ˈzi] [zi, z] [ˈir] [ir]

pl
1st [ˈmir] [mir, mır] [ˈunts,

ˈundz]
[unts, undz]

2nd [ˈir, i] [ir, iː, i] [ˈaıx] [aıx]
3rd [ˈzɛı] [zɛı, zɛ] [ˈzɛı] [zɛı, zɛ]

Two points of interest emerge from these paradigms. The first is that there is
a distinction between the weak paradigms of ‘vos’ and ‘vus’ speakers. For the
former group of speakers, the weak 3pl is /zɛ/ in both nominative and objective
contexts, while the latter group have a case distinction that is not present in the
strong form, where the weak 3pl pronoun is /zɑ/ in the nominative and /zɛ/ in
the objective.23

Some examples from our elicited data are given in (3), which were provided by
a typical young ‘vus’ speaker, MU1. In all of these examples the context provides
an appropriate environment for a weak pronoun, as the referent is established in
the previous sentence. MU1 produces clear examples of /i/ as the weak form of
the 3fs objective pronoun. In (3b) theweak pronominal form [zɛ] is used, while in
(3c) the participant uses the weak second person objective pronoun [dәχ] which
clearly contrasts with the form [diχ].

(3) a. rokhl

Rokhl

iz

is

a

a

gute

good

meydl.

girl

ikh hob ir
[iˌχɔbi
I have her

lib.
ˈlib]
love

‘Rokhl is a nice girl. I like her.’

23The observations as they relate to ‘vos’ speakers are based on amuch smaller subset of speakers
and so must be considered somewhat provisional.
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b. rokhl

Rokhl

un

and

sheyni

Sheyni

zenen

are

gute

good

meydlekh.

girls

ikh ze zey
[χˌzɛızɛ
I see them

a sakh
aˈsɑχ]
a lot

in

in

the

the
street.

street
‘Rokhl and Sheyni are nice girls. I see them often in the street.’

c. de

the

lerer

teacher

hot dikh
[hɔtdәχ
has you

lib.
ˈlib
love

er hot dikh
ɛhɔtdχ
he has you

zayer
ˈzajɛr]
very

shtark

strong

lib.

love
‘The teacher likes you. He likes you very much.’

MU1 uses strong pronouns in other environments. This typically occurs when
the pronoun appears at the end of the sentence, as in (4a) and (4b) and in sen-
tences that she utters with slow tempo and with comma intonation like (4c).

(4) a. ikh geb es
[ɛχˌgɛbɛs
I give it

far dir
fɑˈdir]
to you

b. enk
[ˈɛŋk
You.pl

gebn es
ˈgɛbnɛs
give it

far zey
fɑˈzaı]
to them

c. zi
[ˈzi
She,

get
ˈgɛt
gives,

em
ˈɛım
him,

de paper
dәˈpʰɛıpәr]
the paper

MU1’s data clearly illustrates that the same speaker may use different forms
in different discourse situations and in different syntactic environments. This
supports our claim that Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish distinguishes between
separate weak and strong pronominal forms.

Cardinaletti & Starke (1999) identify a host of syntactic tests to distinguish
strong from weak pronouns. One such characteristic difference between the two
is that weak pronouns typically have a different syntactic distribution to corre-
sponding full noun phrases, while strong pronouns behave syntactically like full
nominals. As the data in (5)–(7) show, the Yiddish personal pronouns we iden-
tified as weak pattern with Cardinaletti and Starke’s weak pronouns in all rele-
vant respects. In addition to not being allowed in the clause final position, they
also cannot occupy the clause initial position, which is restricted to contrastively
stressed strong pronouns.
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(5) [ˈɛım]/*[(ә)m]
him

hob
have

ikh
I

nisht
not

gezen,
seen

ober
but

[ˈiː]/*[i],
her

yo.
yes

‘Him I didn’t see, but her, yes.’

In (6a), we illustrate that only strong pronouns can be coordinated. (6b) shows
that only strong pronouns can be fragment answers.

(6) a. <mikh
<me

un
and

dikh>
you>

hobn
have

zey
they

shoyn
already

gezen
seen

<*mikh
<me

un
and

dikh>
you>

‘They have already seen me and you.’
b. Q: vemen

who
kenstu
can.2sg

hern?
hear

‘Who do you hear?’
A: dikh

you
/
/
ir
her

/
/
em
him

/
/
*dәkh
you

/
/
*dkh
you

/
/
*i
you

/
/
*әm
him

/
/
*m
him

‘You/her/him/*you/*her/*him.’

(7) illustrates that only strong pronouns can be modified.

(7) a. ikh
I

hob
have

<*nor
<*only

’m>
him>

gezen
seen

<nor
<only

em>.
him>

‘I only saw him.’
b. * Ikh

I
hob
have

‘m
him

aleyn
alone

gezen.
seen

c. em
him

aleyn
alone

hob
have

ikh
I

gezen.
seen

‘I saw only him.’

The same strong-weak contrast that is prevalent among ‘vus’ speakers can be
also be observed in the speech of older ‘vos’ speakers.24 In (8a), provided by NO1,
illustrates this point the 3ms objective pronoun, with (8b) exemplifying weak
forms, and (8c) providing the strong form. Similarly, (9a) illustrates the weak 3pl
objective pronoun and (9b) its strong variant.

24Note that three among our four ‘vos’ speakers displayed a strong-weak distinction. Whether
the fourth person does not have a strong-weak distinction or whether perhaps their generally
slow speech tempo and formal attitude towards the test situation prevented them from using
a faster speech tempo or a more colloquial register is not clear.
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(8) a. dovid

Dovid

iz

is

a

a

fayner

nice

mentsh.

guy

ikh glaykh im
[χˌglaıχәm
I like him

a sakh.
aˈsɑχ
a lot

ikh hob im
χˌhɔbәm
I have him

lib a sakh.
ˈlibɑsɑχ]
love a lot
‘Dovid is a nice guy. I like him. I like him a lot.’

b. zi
[ˌzi
she

git
ˌgit
gives

em...
ˈɛm...
him

de
dә
the

papir.
pɑˈpir]
paper

‘She gives him... the paper.’
c. du,

[ˌdu
you

gib es tsu
ˌgibɛstsә
give.imp2sg it to

em
ˈɛm]
him

‘(Hey) you, give it to him.’

(9) a. rokhl

Rokhl

un

and

sheyni

Sheyni

zenen

are

fayne

nice

meydlekh.

girls

ikh ze zey
[iχˌzɛzɛ
I see them

zeyer
ˌzɛjɛr
very

oft
ˌɔft
often

oyf de gas
ɔfdәˈgɑs]
on the street
’Rokhl and Sheyni are nice girls. I see them very often on the street.’

b. gib es
[ˌgibɛs
give.imp2sg it

tsu zey
tsәˈzɛı]
to them

‘Give it to them.’

In sum, Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish has a set of corresponding strong and
weak pronominal forms with distinct syntactic distributions. Strong pronomi-
nal forms can be coordinated or modified and can be used as fragment answers.
They can be fronted, and in fact are ideally fronted to a clause-initial position.
Weak pronominal forms, in contrast, cannot be coordinated, modified, or used
as fragment answers. In subject-initial clauses, weak pronouns follow the finite
auxiliary (or verb) in the V2 position. They form a phonological word with the
auxiliary, which can also include the subject, if that is also a weak pronoun. One
question for future research is whether weak pronominals are actually clitics
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fitting into a predetermined order or morphological template.25 It is not clear
whether the distinction between strong and weak pronouns constitutes an inno-
vation in the pronominal system due to the lack of literature on the issue, but
the distinction clearly holds in Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish.

4 Possessives

Like the personal pronouns, possessive pronouns in Contemporary Hasidic Yid-
dish also exhibit various innovations. Parts of the pre-War possessive system are
maintained in Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish, such as the distinction between
singular and plural forms for dependent possessives. At the same time, certain
pre-War and Standard case and gender morphemes have been reanalyzed in this
dialect, as is this case in independent possessive pronouns. Compared to the rel-
ative variability found in the personal pronoun system, the possessive pronouns
are noticeably more stable and exhibit a number of innovations as well as retain-
ing a number of characteristics of the pre-War system.

4.1 Dependent possessive pronouns

Dependent possessive pronouns in Hasidic Yiddish are very similar to those of
pre-War and Standard varieties of Yiddish as shown in Table 15.

This paradigm exhibits several noteworthy characteristics. The possessive stem
enker-, which is attested in the 2pl in some pre-War varieties, is nearly univer-
sal among our ‘vus’ speaking participants. This is in line with our findings in
the personal pronoun system, which demonstrated that a novel distinction has
emerged between 2pl and 2hon: enker- is used for the former and ayer- for the
latter. ‘Vos’ speakers typically retain the more conservative pattern of using a
single form for both 2pl and 2hon, ayer-.

In pre-War and Standard Yiddish, dependent adnominals agree with the noun
in number only. This pattern largely survives in Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish.
Forms with a ∅-ending are used with singular possessa and the -e ending is used
with plural possessa, as demonstrated in (10).

25Another issue that could be considered further concerns empty pronominals, or pro-drop. As
in many Germanic dialects, the 2sg nominative pronoun is often dropped in Contemporary
Hasidic Yiddish, especially in questions.

(i) (du) host
have.2sg-2sg.pro

epes?
something

‘Do you have anything?’
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Table 15: Possessive pronoun stems in Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish

Singular Plural

1st
mayn- undzer-

/mɑːn/, /maɪn/ /inzɛr/, /unzɛr/

2nd

Fam dayn- enker- (ayer-)
/dɑːn/, /daɪn/ /ɛŋkɛr/ (/ajɛr/)

Hon ayer- ayer-
/ajɛr/ /ajɛr/

3rd

Masc zayn-
zeyer-

/zajɛr/, /zɛjɛr/
/zɑːn/, /zaɪn/

fem ir-
/ir/

(10) a. undzer
our

tish
table

vs.
vs.

undzere
our-e

tishn
tables

b. dayn
your

feder
pen

vs.
vs.

dayne
your-e

feders
pens

c. ir
her

bukh
book

vs.
vs.

ire
her-e

bikher
books

This pattern is especially strong with singular possessors; the plural posses-
sors, undzer, enker, ayer, zeyer, show somewhat more variation with more of
them appearingwith a ∅-suffixwith plural possessa than expected. Theremay be
a phonological explanation for this phenomenon: some participants, especially
those from Stamford Hill and certain communities in the New York area, often
delete /r/ in syllable codas, and reduce /r/ between two unstressed syllables es-
pecially in fast speech. These factors mean that the difference between undzer
and undzere is often difficult to perceive.26 Nonetheless, there appears to be a
strong overall tendency to use dependent possessive pronouns with a ∅-ending

26The results of our questionnaire revealed an unexpected difference in the behaviour of sin-
gular vs. plural possessors, and we therefore made use of the Haredi Yiddish-medium online
forum Shtiebel (n.d.). Using Google, we searched the forum for relevant written examples. A
small number of examples of the form אונזע undze are attested on this forumwith both singular
and plural posessa, including undze kehile ‘our community’, undze kop ‘our head’, undze mena-
hel ‘our director’ along with undze nemen ‘our names’, undze gvirim ‘our rich and influential
people’. However, three linguistic consultants all rejected these forms.
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for singular possessa and dependent possessive pronouns with a e-ending with
plural possessa.

The fact that the singular/plural distinction survives in Contemporary Ha-
sidic Yiddish is surprising given the fact that the corresponding agreement in
attributive adjectives is no longer productive. In pre-War and Standard Yiddish,
attributive adjectives agreed with the noun for case, gender, and number, while
in Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish the pre-War agreement morpheme -e has been
reanalyzed as a marker of attribution and is applied to all attributive adjectives
regardless of number, case, or gender (Belk et al. 2020, In press; see also Krogh
2012: 489–496 and Assouline 2014: 42 for a slightly different view). Thus, unlike
in attributive adjectives, dependent possessives retain a number distinction.27

4.2 Independent possessive pronouns

In independent possessive pronouns, we find two competing sets of forms: one
with an -e suffix, and the other with a -s suffix, as demonstrated in Table 16.28 This
pattern is in contrast to the situation in pre-War and Standard Yiddish, where in-
dependent possessive pronouns inflected according to gender and number: -er
for ms, -e for fs, -s for ns; and -e for plural (Jacobs 2005: 183–184). In contem-
porary Hasidic Yiddish -e forms (historically fem sg or pl forms) and -s forms
(historically Neut sg forms) used regardless of noun gender and number and rep-
resent two competing realisations of independent possessive pronouns. To the
best of our knowledge, this constitutes an innovative pattern.

Both forms are used regardless of case, gender, and number. Some speakers
make use of both forms: (12) and (15) were both produced by the same participant,
IU1, while the other examples were produced by IU2 (11), NO1 (13), NU1 (14), and
MU1 (16).

(11) de
the

pene
pen

iz
is

mayne
mine

(12) er
it (lit: he)

iz
is

dayne
yours

(13) di
dem

pens
pens

zenen
are

zayne
his

(14) deye
dem

tish
table

iz
is

mayns
mine

27We did not expect that our questionnaire would provide these results, and we therefore felt
that we did not have enough data for certain informative forms.We therefore searched Shtiebel
(n.d.) for possessive pronouns with all possible endings. We checked approximately 250 of the
results, which conformed to our findings.

28The -e suffix is pronounced [ɛ] or [ә], while the -s suffix is /s/. After a liquid, /s/ often surfaces
as [ts] due to a process of /t/ insertion.
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Table 16: Independent possessive pronouns in Contemporary Hasidic
Yiddish

E-forms S-forms
Singular Plural Singular Plural

1st mayne undzere mayns undzers

2nd
Fam dayne enkere (ayere) dayns enkers (ayers)
Hon ayere ayere ayers ayers

3rd
Masc zayne

zeyere
zayns

zeyersfem ire irs

(15) yene
dem

feders
pens

zenen
are

nisht
not

dayns
yours

(16) deye
dem

bukh
book

iz
is

nisht
not

zayns
his

‘Vos’ speakers and Israeli speakers from various groups typically prefer -e
forms, while speakers in the New York and Montreal areas, especially Satmar
Hasidim, tend to prefer -s forms. However, two individual exceptions prove in-
structive. IO1 is a ‘vos’ speaker who now speaks Yiddish mostly with ‘vus’ speak-
ers. She notes that she used to use -e forms of independent possessives, but now
that she often speaks to ‘vus’ speakers, she is now more likely to use -s forms
than previously. Contrastingly, NO2, an older ‘vos’ speaker, follows a slightly dif-
ferent pattern, using -er forms for singular nouns and -e forms for plural nouns.
Nevertheless, while tendencies towards one form or another can be observed at
a group level, on an individual level most participants produce both forms in
seemingly free variation.
Independent possessive pronounswith ∅-endings are rare in our dataset, which

is consistent with the findings of (Mark 1978: 242–243) for pre-War Yiddish. How-
ever, the phonological factors discussed in Section 4.1 play a role here as well: in
some cases it is difficult to determine whether a participant produces e.g. undzer
(which might be pronounced /unzɛ/) or undzere (which might be pronounced
/unzɛː/) and thus we cannot rule out the existence of ∅-forms in stems ending in
/r/.

We have also recorded a specific variant for the 3fs possessive pronoun, which
has not, to the best of our knowledge, been documented before. The form zire
(her/hers, parallel to ire), can be used as a dependent possessive pronoun, e.g. zire
kinder ‘her children’. As an independent possessive pronoun it is only attested in
our dataset after a 3sg auxiliary verb, e.g. dos iz zire hoyz ‘it is her house’, but not
with a plural verb form. When asked about this form, all three of our consultants
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recognised it, with one reporting that “zire for ‘her’ or for ‘hers’ is very frequent
I’d say”. Another consultant notes that the form is used in speech, but not in
writing: “We would sometimes use zire and not ire. I would definitely write ire,
but sometimes you’d say zire”. While this form is much less widespread than
ire, we have observed it interactions with native Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish
speakers in the New York area, Israel, Stamford Hill, and the Montreal area.

4.3 Overall trends in possessives

Possessive pronouns in Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish exhibit distinct depen-
dent and independent morphological patterns. Dependent possessive pronouns
have two variants: one (with an ∅-ending) appears with singular possessa while
the other (with an e-ending) appears with plural possessa. This pattern, while not
innovative as it existed in pre-War and Standard varieties of Yiddish, is nonethe-
less unexpected as it does not follow trends seen in attributive adjective and
definite determiner morphology towards a single uninflected form. Independent
possessive pronouns appear with one of two suffixes, -s or -e. A subset of speak-
ers, particularly those from Israel and speakers of the ‘vos’ variety, uses only
one suffix, -e, for all independent possessive pronoun stems, regardless of case,
gender, or number features. The remaining speakers, who constitute a majority,
use stems with the -s suffix in free variation with stems with the -e suffix. Both
patterns represent a departure from pre-War and Standard varieties of Yiddish,
in which independent possessives were inflected for case, gender, and number.
Thus, the traditional case and gender morphology has been reanalyzed as mark-
ers of a distinct syntactic role.

Certain questions remain to be answered. The first concerns the use of a spe-
cific possessive-indefinite construction. This construction, where an inflected
form of the possessive pronoun is followed by the indefinite article and asso-
ciated noun, existed in pre-War Yiddish (Katz 1987: 109). We have found written
evidence (on Shtiebel n.d.) that this construction is also used in Contemporary
Hasidic Yiddish. These preliminary data suggest that, for singular possessives,
the -er ending is used to mark this construction: mayner a bakanter ‘an acquain-
tance of mine’, mayner a fraynd ‘a friend of mine’ regardless of case, gender,
and number: men zingt zayner a nigen ‘someone sings a nigun (traditional word-
less melody) of his’, mit mayner a noenter yedid ‘with a close friend of mine’.
However, as in pre-War Yiddish (Mazin 1927: 27–28) ∅-ending forms are used
for plural possessors: fun undzer a tayerer khaver ‘from a dear friend of ours’.

The second question concerns dependent possessive pronouns in postposition,
which preliminary written data suggest exhibit a strong tendency to use the -er
ending regardless of the historical gender of a particular noun: a khaver mayner
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‘my friend’, mit a khaverte irer ‘with her female friend’, dos harts undzerer ‘our
heart’, a gantse toyre enkerer ‘all your theory’, der mayse enkerer ‘your story’, di
gefilen mayner ‘my feelings’. Morphological case also appears to have no bearing
on the morphology of the possessive in this construction, which is consistent
with the rest of Contemporary Hasidic grammar. However, on rare occasions
some speakers use a distinct -e ending for plural nouns: di zikhroynes mayne ‘my
memories’, di kinder mayne ‘my children’. The tendency suggests the emergence
of a new grammatical meaning for the -er ending in possessive pronouns, namely
a general marker of an attributive possessive pronoun in postposition for any
noun regardless case, gender, and number.

5 Demonstratives

Standard and pre-War varieties of Yiddish did not have a dedicated proximal
determiner: either the stressed definite article or a deictic form such as ot or dozik-
(both roughly meaning ‘this here’), or a combination of the two, could be used
where English uses this. The status of distal demonstratives is somewhat less
clear. Jacobs (2005: 186) claims that the inflected root yen- is used. However, Katz
(1987) claims that in contexts where English would use that, the same approaches
could be used as with proximal determiners, but that there also existed a distal
demonstrative yener/-e/-em, which he says can be used neutrally or associated
with aggression, ‘otherness’ or derogatory connotations.

Discussing contemporary varieties of Haredi Yiddish, bothAssouline (2014: 58)
and Sadock &Masor (2018: 95) describe a stressed form of the definite determiner,
pronounced dey/dei or deye, which is used as a demonstrative. They link this
form to a Hungarian Yiddish pronunciation of the feminine and plural definite
determiner di as this variety often diphthongises stressed vowels, and they claim
that it is absent in Polish Yiddish. Similarly, Krogh (2012) reports des and deys as
variants of the neuter pronouns es and dus/dos.

In the oral translation task, participants were asked to translate sentences con-
taining a variety of pronominal forms from either English or Modern Hebrew,
according to their preference. These sentences included independent and depen-
dent proximal and distal determiners in a range of case and gender contexts.29

29The questionnaire was originally composed in English and translated by a native speaker into
Modern Hebrew. As the proximal/distal distinction in Modern Hebrew does not map on to that
of English, we expect some differences in the choice of demonstrative stem between partici-
pants translating the English version of the questionnaire and those using the Modern Hebrew
version.This issue is discussed further in Section 5.2.
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Additionally, speakers produced spontaneous metalinguistic discussion, which
was recorded and analyzed, complementing the elicited translation data. Most
speakers produced between 40 and 50 demonstrative tokens. Our results indi-
cate a different pattern than that of either Standard and pre-War varieties of
Yiddish or previous descriptions of contemporary varieties of Haredi Yiddish.
Specifically, we find innovations in demonstrative stems, in the distribution of
what Jacobs (2005) refers to as proximant and distant demonstratives, and on the
inflection associated with them. We discuss these issues in turn.

5.1 Demonstrative stems

All participants distinguish between two forms of the demonstrative, one begin-
ning with /j/ and one with one beginning with /d/. We will refer to these as
y-stems and d-stems, respectively. The y-stem for all participants, regardless of
age, geographical origin or Hasidic affiliation, was yen-, corresponding to the
dedicated distal demonstrative described by Katz (1987) and Jacobs (2005). How-
ever, much more variation is found in the d-stem.

All ‘vos’ speakers follow the traditional pattern of using the stressed defi-
nite determiner as a demonstrative, although younger ‘vos’ speakers may use
another d-stem in addition to this option. The stressed definite determiner of-
ten co-occurs with elements such as ot or dozik-, as is the case in Standard and
historical varieties. While these speakers use a stressed definite determiner in
both independent and dependent contexts, they distinguish between these two
contexts in the form of the determiner. They overwhelmingly use dos as an in-
dependent determiner (for some speakers, even in non-nominative contexts) in
both the plural and singular, and prefer di as a dependent determiner, although
der and dem are also found. This pattern suggests that, for ‘vos’ speakers, dos is
emerging as a distinct, independent demonstrative, while the older strategy of
using a stressed definite determiner persists for dependent demonstratives.

In dependent contexts, some ‘vos’ speakers use a single invariant definite de-
terminer, while others use a variety of forms (i.e. der, di, dos, dem). The form of
the determiner is not determined by the case or gender of the DP, as evidenced
by the appearance of non-Standard-like usages such as dem in the nominative,
or der in the plural. These findings are consistent with those of Belk et al. (In
press).

‘Vus’ speakers show somewhat more variety in their choice of d-forms. In de-
pendent contexts, all speakers use the stem dey-, which was described by Krogh
(2012), Assouline (2014), Sadock & Masor (2018), although there are a small num-
ber of tokens of the more conservative stressed di (none use a stressed deter-
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miner form other than di). In independent contexts, dey- is found alongside dos
(pronounced /dʊs/) and even diye. There are no instances of ‘vus’ speakers using
a stressed definite determiner other than dos as an independent demonstrative.
Some participants exclusively use the stem dey- in independent contexts while
others use a mix of the two (or three) stems, but no participant uses dos or diye
exclusively. For those that mix stems, dos is never found outside of nominative
contexts, but it is found alongside other d-stems in the nominative. The same pat-
tern is found in singular as in plural nouns: dos is regularly used and, for some
speakers, preferred in nominative contexts and dey- is used elsewhere.

Beyond the nominative/objective distinction and the ‘vos’/‘vus’ distinction,
there appears to be no pattern to when participants use particular d-stems, or
to which participants are likely to use particular forms. Dey- appears to be the
preferred stem for most ‘vus’ speakers regardless of age, gender, Hasidic affilia-
tion, or geographical origin, but these factors do not appear to influence whether
a speaker makes use of other d-stems and, if so, which they use. ‘Vos’ speakers
largely use the traditional strategy of using a stressed definite determiner as a
d-stem, although younger speakers may be beginning to adopt the dey- stem.

5.2 Distribution of d- and y-stems

Regardless of which particular d-stems are used, all participants make use of
both d- and y-stems. However, the distribution of these stems does not appear to
be entirely determined by the proximal/distal distinction. Before discussing the
results of this task, a note on the proximal/distal distinction in English and in
Modern Hebrew is in order.

English demonstratives are proximal (this, these), i.e. close to the speaker, or
distal (that, those), i.e. further from the speaker, although the border between
the two is obviously subjective (see e.g. Stirling & Huddleston (2002) for fur-
ther discussion). In Modern Hebrew, demonstratives are similarly categorised
as either proximal ((ha)ze, (ha)ele) or distal ((ha)hu, (ha)hi, (ha)hem), but their
distribution differs from that of English. The proximal demonstratives are em-
ployed much more frequently than their distal counterparts (Halevy 2013), with
the latter often reserved for contrastive contexts. In such cases, the proximal
demonstrative is used to denote a referent which the speaker views as emotion-
ally close or relatable, with the demonstrative serving to denote a referent which
the speaker regards as ‘remote or adversative’ (Halevy 2013). The Modern He-
brew demonstratives thus differ in function from those of English, as the Hebrew
‘proximal’ demonstratives are used as a default form, often irrespective of spatial
deixis, while the ‘distal’ demonstratives are frequently restricted to specifically
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contrastive settings. Jacobs’ (2005) categorisation of demonstratives in Yiddish
is thus much closer to that of English, whereas Katz’s (1987) is perhaps closer to
Hebrew, although he does not specifically mention the notion of contrast.

Participants translated from either an English or a Modern Hebrew version
of the same questionnaire, with the Modern Hebrew utilising the distal (and less
frequent) demonstratives (ha)hu, (ha)hi, (ha)hemwhere the English version used
that, those. Given the differing distribution of demonstratives in these two lan-
guages, we might expect an effect of the language of the questionnaire on par-
ticipants’ responses.

Regardless of the language they were translating from, participants almost
never use y-stems to translate English this or these, or Modern Hebrew (ha)ze
or (ha)ele. This suggests that such stems cannot act as proximal demonstratives,
which is consistent with both Jacobs (2005) and Katz (1987). However, like their
proximal counterparts, English that and those are also usually translated with
d-stems, contra Jacobs (2005). Participants using the Modern Hebrew version
of the questionnaire were most likely to translate (ha)hu, (ha)hi, (ha)hem using
y-stems, although even they did not do so consistently. This suggests that the
Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish proximal/distal distinction does not map directly
onto either the English system or the Modern Hebrew system.

The only factor that is consistently associated with the use of y-stems is con-
trast. All speakers translated at least some distal/proximal contrastive pairs using
a d-stem and a y-stem, and only a very few produced other types of pairs.30 We
therefore suggest that y-stems are primarily a marker of contrast, rather than
distance from the speaker. This conclusion is supported by metalinguistic dis-
cussion with one speaker in particular who, unprompted, proposed after com-
pleting the questionnaire that they “would only use yene when I mean yene and
not deye”.

5.3 Demonstrative morphology

The final innovation in the demonstrative system we will discuss is the inflec-
tion found on independent and dependent demonstratives. In Standard and pre-
War varieties, all determiners (i.e. the stressed definite article and the stem yen-)
were inflected for case, gender and number.However, in Contemporary Hasidic
Yiddish, the role of morphology is less straightforward.

30Other contrastive pairs produced by our participants include two d-stems (fewer than five
tokens overall), two y-stems (one token overall) and an unstressed determiner plus a y-stem,
as well as forms such as de andere ‘the other’ and di other ‘the other’.
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For almost all speakers, dependent yen- appears exclusively with the ending
-e, leading to the existence of a single invariant y-form, yene. In line with devel-
opments in the case and gender system on full nominals discussed in Belk et al.
(2020, In press), this form is not inflected for case, gender or number when used
as a dependent demonstrative. A small number of the ‘vos’ speakers produce in-
flected forms of yen-, such as yener and yenem in dependent contexts, although
such forms do not appear to be determined by nominal case or gender. Again,
this is in line with the findings of Belk et al. (In press), who suggest that the loss
of case and gender marking on full nominals in Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish
happened somewhat later in ‘vos’ speakers than it did in ‘vus’ speakers, and that
more vestiges of this system can therefore be found among the former group.

As discussed in Section 5.1, ‘vos’ speakers use a stressed definite determiner
as the d-stem in dependent contexts. However, a significant minority of ‘vos’
speakers’ translations of English and Hebrew demonstratives made use of an
unstressed definite determiner. In at least some of these cases, a demonstrative
reading was clearly intended (i.e. where the participant pronounced the target
sentence aloud in English with a demonstrative before translating it to Yiddish),
but in other cases this is less clear. We leave this issue aside here.

For ‘vus’ speakers, dey- appears in dependent contexts with either a -e suffix or
with a ∅ ending. Due to diphthong smoothing, the distinction between the two
can sometimes be difficult to perceive, but clear examples of both dey and deye in
dependent contexts can be identified. Some speakers only use the form deye, but
no speakers use only dey. For those speakers who do use dey, this form appears to
be in free variationwith deye as both are produced in all case and gender contexts
for both singulars and plurals and for English and Modern Hebrew proximal and
distal determiners.

Despite the existence of the novel form dey, it is striking that speakers do not
use the unaffixed root *yen. One could easily imagine that the dependent demon-
strative system could develop by analogy with the possessive system, where a
distinction between singular and plural dependent possessives existed in Stan-
dard and pre-War varieties and continues to exist in large part in Contemporary
Hasidic Yiddish. In the possessive system, singular nominals usually appear with
an unaffixed form of the possessive, while plural nouns appear with either an un-
affixed possessive or a possessive with the -e suffix. Such a system is not evident
in the dependent demonstratives, where no bare form of the y-stem exists, and
the bare and suffixed forms of the d-stem appear in free variation. While it is not
impossible that these two systems will develop in such a way as to become more
similar, we do not see any evidence of such a development in this study.
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In the independent demonstratives a somewhat different pattern emerges. Some
speakers use the -e-suffixed forms of both dey and yen as invariant independent
demonstratives deye and yene. These speakers typically use the same invariant
forms in dependent contexts.

A much larger group of speakers distinguish between nominative and objec-
tive forms of the independent demonstratives. For these speakers, the objective
form appears with a -e suffix, while the nominative ends with /s/. Thus, the y-
stem appears as yens in the nominative and yene in the objective. However, the
d-stem is somewhat different: the nominative can use either the stem dey-, pro-
ducing the deys observed by Krogh (2012), or what appears to be a distinct (al-
though likely etymologically related) stem, dos, pronounced /dʊs/. This pattern
obtains for both singular and plural nouns: no number distinction is observed in
either dependent or independent demonstratives, except among ‘vos’ speakers
who do not use forms other than di in the plural.

A small number of other forms are also found, including dis and diye, but
these fall in to the patterns described above. Dis acts as a d-stem with an /s/
ending (i.e. it appears in the nominative as an independent demonstrative), while
diye acts as a d-stem with an -e ending (i.e. it appears in the objective as an
independent demonstrative. None of these innovative forms appear as dependent
demonstratives.

5.4 Overall trends in demonstratives

Four patterns or tendencies emerge from our findings. Patterns 1–3 are primarily
found in ‘vus’ speakers while Pattern 4 is typical of ‘vos’ speakers.

However, very few speakers fit into one of these patterns without exceptions.
Some speakers produce both dos and deys in free variation, some speakers from
Patterns 2 and 3 occasionally use deye or yene in the nominative, some speakers
from Patterns 1–3 occasionally produce stressed definite determiners as depen-
dent demonstratives, and even some ‘vos’ speakers, who largely follow Pattern 4,
produce deye on occasion. Pattern 1 appears to be more common among Israelis,
while Pattern 2 is more prevalent in the New York area and Montreal. Stamford
Hill speakers are split between Patterns 2 and 3, and speakers of Patterns 2 and
3 can be found in all geographical communities.

The restriction of dos and deys to nominative contexts, as well as the fact that
these forms are not found dependently, suggests that independent demonstra-
tives are pronominal forms. As discussed in Section 3, the singular personal pro-
nouns also distinguish between nominal and objective forms. However, perhaps
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Table 17: Patterns of demonstrative use in Contemporary Hasidic Yid-
dish

Dependent Independent
nom obj

Pattern 1
deye deye
yene yene

Pattern 2
deye/dey deys deye
yene yens yene

Pattern 3
deye/dey dos deye
yene yens yene

Pattern 4
di/der/dem dos dos/dem
yene/yener/yenem yene, yens yene/yenem

unexpectedly, for demonstratives but not for personal pronouns, the nomina-
tive/objective distinction persists in the plural. This appears to be a striking inno-
vation in the demonstrative system compared to Standard and pre-War varieties
of Yiddish: while the stems dey- and -yen existed historically, they do not appear
to have been used as pronouns. Rather, as they carried the same case and gender
morphology as definite determiners and dependent demonstratives, they appear
to have acted as determiners even in dependent contexts. Like other functional
categories, pronouns are usually considered a closed class and therefore resistant
to new members. It is therefore surprising that the demonstrative pronouns ob-
served in this study, yens/yene and deys (dos)/deye appear to have been so quickly
and pervasively adopted, at least among ‘vus’ speakers.31

It is similarly striking that speakers, especially ‘vus’ speakers, do not appear to
distinguish between singular and plural demonstratives, in either dependent or
independent contexts. This innovation can clearly not be a result of contact with
English or Modern Hebrew, as demonstratives in both of these languages agree
with their nouns for number. It remains to be seen whether such a distinction
will emerge.

31As novel pronouns, it is expected that they should carry the same case distinctions as other
pronominal forms, such as 1sg ikh vs. mikh/mir, 2sg du vs. dikh/dir, 3sg er vs. em, etc. Indeed,
innovative gender neutral pronouns in English, such as ze/zir and sie/hir, typically have the
same case distinctions as other English pronouns (I/me, she/her, etc.).
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Demonstratives constitute a distinct pattern to both possessive pronouns and
attributive adjectives. The former, like demonstratives, distinguish between de-
pendent and independent forms, although dependent possessives are unlike de-
monstratives in that they consistently distinguish between singular and plural
possessa. Attributive adjectives have an invariant suffix -e that distinguishes
them from predicative adjectives, which appear in the bare form. In demonstra-
tives, there is no bare form of the y-stem and the dependent forms dey and deye
appear in free variation. Given that none of these systems has a precedent in
pre-War or Standard varieties of Yiddish it is surprising that Contemporary Ha-
sidic Yiddish has innovated three distinct systems in the realms of attributive
adjectives, possessive pronouns, and demonstratives.

The development of a single, uninflected form of the dependent demonstra-
tive, as well as ‘vos’ speakers’ use of a variety of inflected forms, is in line with
developments observed in definite determiners (Belk et al. 2020, In press). Ad-
ditionally, the variety of individual strategies we find in the demonstratives and
the overall heterogeneity of the system is consistent with our findings on the per-
sonal pronoun and possessive systems in suggesting a system in flux. How this
situation will resolve itself is yet to be seen, and a number of questions remain
open.

The first regards the apparently free variation between the dependent demon-
stratives dey and deye. Further study is required to determine whether their dis-
tribution is predictable due to some factor to which our questionnaire was not
sensitive. If they are indeed in free variation, this situation may persist; one form
might die out in favour of the other (leaving a systemmore similar to the definite
determiners); or the two forms might differentiate into, for example, a singular
and a plural form, as appears to be the case with dependent possessives. Simi-
larly, it remains to be seen whether Patterns 2 and 3 will merge, or whether a
distinction between deys and dos will emerge.

There is also the question of how robust Pattern 4 is or, put more generally,
the extent to which the ‘vos’ variety of Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish will re-
main distinct from the ‘vus’ variety. Belk et al. (In press) suggests that the loss
of morphological case and gender on full nominals happened later among ‘vos’
speakers as these communities historically mixed less with other communities,
but that this loss is nonetheless complete. They argue that the change in the
‘vos’ variety may have been driven by contact with ‘vus’ speakers, among whom
the innovations in the morphological case and gender system were more estab-
lished. The same may be true of developments in the demonstrative system, an
idea which is supported by the fact that the youngest ‘vos’ speaker in our study
produced some tokens of deye, a characteristically ‘vus’ form.
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Finally, given the relative rarity of Pattern 1, we might wonder how long it
will persist. As the personal pronoun system seems to crystalise into one that
distinguishes nominative from objective forms, at least in the singular, it may be
that speakers of Pattern 1 adopt one of the other patterns and thereby develop a
nominative/objective distinction in demonstrative pronouns as well.

6 Conclusions

In this chapter we have shown that the Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish pronom-
inal system has undergone a number of innovations vis-à-vis the pre-War and
Standard Yiddish varieties. Our results are based on a survey questionnairewhich
systematically elicited data for the personal pronouns, reflexive pronouns, de-
pendent and independent possessive pronouns, and dependent and independent
demonstratives from 29 native speakers of Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish in the
main Hasidic centers worldwide (Israel, the New York area, London’s Stamford
Hill, the Montreal area, and Antwerp). Our findings indicate a system in flux,
with a high degree of variation present both between and within speakers re-
gardless of geographical location. This variation applies to all of the pronominal
categories that we examined.

With respect to the independent personal pronominal paradigm, we found
a widespread trend towards paradigm levelling, with the traditional three-way
nominative/accusative/dative distinction in the singular shifting to a two-way
nominative/objective distinction, and the traditional two-way nominative/objec-
tive distinction in the 1pl and 2pl shifting to a single unchanging form. These
changes appear to have been driven by the effects of substantial dialect mixing,
with the historical Mideastern Yiddish pronominal paradigm exerting the great-
est influence, both in terms of the structure of the paradigm and in terms of actual
forms used (e.g. the 2pl form enk). The reflexive paradigm has also undergone
a degree of levelling in comparison with the pre-War Mideastern variety of Yid-
dish. Our survey also allowed us to map a system of strong and weak personal
pronouns, which are likely to have existed in some form or another in pre-War
Yiddish varieties, especially the Mideastern ones, but, perhaps because they are
an effect of colloquial speech, have not been clearly documented previously. It
is noteworthy that ‘vus’ speakers appear to have a nominative/objective distinc-
tion in the weak 3pl, which does not to the best of our knowledge have historical
precedent and stands in contrast to the general trend towards simplification in
the personal pronoun paradigm.

The possessive pronouns have dependent and independent variants. The de-
pendent variants exhibit one form (with a ∅-ending) when modifying a singu-
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lar noun and another one (with an -e ending) when modifying a plural noun.
This is in keeping with the pre-War model and goes against our prediction that
the Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish dependent possessive pronouns would have
undergone or be undergoing the same streamlining process as attributive adjec-
tives, which we have elsewhere (Belk et al. 2020, In press) demonstrated to have
lost their pre-War case and gender distinctions in favour of an invariant attribu-
tive marker -e. The independent variants are morphologically distinct from their
dependent counterparts, but have lost all of the pre-War case and gender dis-
tinctions in favour of a more streamlined innovative model with two paradigms,
-s and -e, which have the same function and can be used interchangeably even
within the speech of a single participant.

The demonstrative pronouns likewise have dependent and independent vari-
ants. The proximal/distal distinction exhibited in both the dependent and inde-
pendent variants differs from those of both English and Modern Hebrew, with
the “distals” serving primarily to mark contrast. The stem used for the proximal
demonstratives varies somewhat and thus seems to be in flux, though ‘vos’ speak-
ers tend to use the traditional definite determiner forms (der, di, dos, and dem,
though without the pre-War case and gender distinctions), while ‘vus’ speakers
tend to use the novel stem dey-. The dependent variants behave morphologically
like (Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish) definite determiners, i.e. they show no case
or gender distinctions. However, the independent variants show a novel nom-
inative/objective case distinction (in contrast to pre-War Yiddish, which exhib-
ited the same case and gender morphology as the definite article and adjectives).
This suggests that the demonstratives have been reanalyzed on analogy with the
personal pronouns and follow the same pattern of a two-way nominal/objective
distinction that the singular personal pronouns exhibit. As such, we posit that
Contemporary Hasidic Yiddish has innovated a novel demonstrative pronoun.

These innovative features of the pronominal system support our claim that
the Yiddish spoken in 21st-century Hasidic communities constitutes a distinct
variety of the language, which, though descended from the pre-War Eastern Eu-
ropean dialects, has evolved away from them to such an extent that it can no
longer be analyzed within this older dialectal framework. While the pronominal
system has not lost case and gender in the same way that the nominal system
has, the pronominal innovations are of the samemagnitude as those affecting the
nominal case and gender system. Our analysis shows that Contemporary Hasidic
Yiddish has not simply lost forms and functions in comparison with the pre-War
varieties, but rather has innovated them. These innovative features are not deter-
mined directly by contact with the dominant co-territorial languages, but rather
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are internal developments which bear witness to the linguistic vibrancy of Con-
temporary Hasidic Yiddish.

Abbreviations
1 first person
2 second person
3 third person
Acc accusative
Dat dative
Def definite
Dem demonstrative
Fam familiar
Fem/F feminine

Hon honorific
Imp imperative
Inan inanimate
Masc/M masculine
Neut neuter
Nom nominative
Pl/P plural
Sg/S singular
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Chapter 7

Validity of crowd-sourced minority
language data: Observing variation
patterns in the Stimmen recordings
Nanna Hiltona

aUniversity of Groningen

Minority languages are underrepresented in linguistic research, and a possible rea-
son for this is the lack of accessible speech recordings from lesser-used languages.
This paper considers the usability of crowd sourced minority language data for
research, focussing on the speech recordings and reported dialect knowledge col-
lected with the smartphone application Stimmen, (‘Voices’ in Frisian). In this paper
variation patterns in Frisian speech data from the Stimmen project (2017-2019) are
comparedwith findings from previous sociolinguistic research in Fryslân. The com-
parison focusses on three phonological variables in Frisian speech: the coda cluster
/sk/; the vowel in ‘eye’, and the realisation of post-vocalic coda /r/. The analysis con-
ducted on the crowd sourced recordings show the same variation patterns as that
of previous research, giving validity to the data for use in sociolinguistic studies
of variation and change in minority language settings. This gives hope for future
research that relies on the collection of speech samples in a remote capacity.

1 Background

1.1 The European bias in (socio)linguistics

The ‘Stimmen fan Fryslân’ project, Stimmen for short, is a citizen science project
with the aim of collecting speech data from lesser used languages for research
and technological development. While we estimate that there are 5,000-7,000 lan-
guages used across the globe, publications within the field of linguistics largely

Nanna Hilton. 2022. Validity of crowd-sourced minority language data: Observ-
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represent (speakers of) large languages, and especially English. Nagy & Meyer-
hoff (2008) conclude, for example, that in 449 publications and presentations in
four key outlets for research in (variationist) sociolinguistics 50-70% concerns
the English language.

For a field such as sociolinguistics, that deals predominantly with diversity in
language, how and why language changes, and what the linguistic and social
consequences of such changes are (cf. Weinreich et al. 1968), it is clear that bi-
ases in the empirical foundations are problematic. This is a likely reason why in
recent decadesmore studies have appeared that incorporate the social reality out-
side that of majority populations into sociolinguistic theory. Stanford & Preston
(2009) and Stanford (2016) point out how minority language communities offer
a welcome chance for variationist sociolinguistics to revisit principles of linguis-
tic variation and change, most of which take a European, or Anglo-American,
linguistic and societal constellations for granted. Nagy (2009: 400) notes in her
study of Faetar that minority languages without a codified and accepted stan-
dard give sociolinguists an opportunity to do research without influence from
a standard language ideology. Studies outside the Anglo-American sphere also
reconsider the arrangements of the traditional social variables class, gender and
age: Noglo (2009), for example, shows how factors such as monetary income,
property ownership and fortune are not part of what constitutes social class in
many societies, providing a case study where ethnicity and community mem-
bership is used to define layers of social hierarchies. Brunelle (2009), similarly,
argues how the Labovian principles of gender and language cannot be assumed
before carefully considering the type of access to political and financial privi-
lege and prestige that women have in specific communities outside the US and
UK. O’Shannessy (2009) indicates in her study of language change in northern
Australian indigenous languages that the variationist sociolinguistic principles
of age and apparent time cannot be assumed in communities where contact with
a majority language is widespread and the younger generations have a higher
degree of bilingualism.

Perhaps more than for other linguistic disciplines the study of social variation
in language is reliant on previous descriptive work having been done for the lan-
guage in question. A researcher wanting to enter a community to understand the
social role of language is reliant on already being a speaker of the language, or on
available teaching material for acquiring the language. Arguably, linguistic doc-
umentation is also key for a number of applications of our linguistic research:
the development of language technology, monitoring of learning abilities, and
forensic analyzes concerning language, cannot exist without proper documenta-
tion. It is problematic then, that the majority of the world’s languages are still
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under-documented (Hammarström and Nordhoff, 2011). More than a thousand
varieties are only described with a wordlist, a text collection, or not at all. One of
the challenges the linguistic community is faced with as of now is that available
data, and particularly speech data, from lesser used languages is hard to come by.
While collections of speech can often be found on the internet, it may not be in
a format that lends itself well for research, without annotation and translations,
for example, or of poor quality due to recordings made in noisy environments.

1.2 Citizen science and crowd sourcing language data

A way to increase representation of under-resourced language communities in
science is to engage in “citizen science”: the participation of the general public
alongside scientific researchers, in some or all steps of the research project (cf.
Bonney et al. 2016). While the label “citizen science” is relatively recent, the prac-
tice itself is not. In linguistics, the contribution of the general public as providers
of empirical data has a history that goes back centuries. Early descriptive linguis-
tic work, such as dialectological studies where speakers of localised varieties pro-
vided data for the analysis of regional variation in language (e.g. Wenker 1881),
can be seen as examples of “citizen science”. However, recent technological de-
velopments have made public involvement in linguistic research substantially
easier to facilitate, see, for instance, examples of dialectological surveys being
conducted using the internet such as Vaux (2004) and Möller & Elspaß (2015).
Smartphones offer further functionalities that can be employed to collect, store,
share and analyze large amounts of language. Applications for iOS or Android
have been used to, e.g. collect speech for development of language technology
(De Vries et al. 2014), to make high-quality recordings for acoustic phonetic re-
search (De Decker & Nycz 2011), or to collect reported language use for the cre-
ation of new dialect maps (Kolly & Leemann 2015). Yet, an issue with remote
crowd sourcing of speech data remains its anonymous nature and the lack of
control on the side of the researcher.

1.3 What constitutes “good” crowd sourced minority language data?

A commonly held conception about crowd sourced data is that it is problematic
for research purposes due to the lack of control that the researcher can execute
over the data collection process and context. Researchers could receive contri-
butions that are done merely in jest, there could be participants who contribute
several times, there could be contributors who have not read instructions, or con-
tributions that do not meet the expectations of the researcher in another way.
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Studies of the validity and reliability of crowd sourced data indicate that these
worries are not entirely justified. Lind et al. (2017) find in their study of “crowd-
coding” (coding of content analysis of news articles in German) that paid volun-
teers (through the platform Mturk) performed comparably to five research assis-
tants, but that there was variability across different types of tasks, and within the
group of coders. Horn (2019) concludes in a study of whether non-expert coders
can perform quite complex content analysis of political messages, and conclude
that crowd sourced coding is equally reliable to that of experts. However, there
seems to be a limit to task complexity before the validity and reliability suffers:
Shing et al. (2018) compare experts’ and crowds’ (CrowdFlower) annotations of
online postings for authors’ suicide risk, and find, unsurprisingly, that the ex-
perts outperform the crowd, even when the crowd has been given detailed task
instructions. One previous study has considered the validity of crowd sourced lin-
guistic judgements for the purpose of studying language variation and change.
Leemann et al. (2016) find that the dialect judgements crowd sourced with the
smartphone based Dialekt Äpp correlate to a high degree with speech samples
collected with traditional dialectological methods.

The findings in Leemann et al. (2016) bode well for a study of the validity of
crowd sourced speech data using smartphones. However, a number of validity-
related concerns exist specifically for the crowd sourcing of minority language
data. Shameem (1998) points out, for example, that self-reported minority lan-
guage proficiencies do not always compare to actual test results. In her study
of Indo-Fijans living in New Zealand she finds some over-reporting of oral mi-
nority language proficiency. Contrarily, Nicholas (1988) finds that minority chil-
dren typically under-report their knowledge of the heritage language in surveys
of British language diversity. There is also reason to question whether surveys
designed for the whole of a minority speech community does in fact reach all
those that could interest the researcher. “New speakers”, for instance, could ex-
perience a lack of ownership and legitimacy in the use of the minority language
(cf. O’Rourke & Ramallo 2013) and not see themselves as “real” minority language
speakers.

Minority language communities cannot be approached with the traditional
dialectological methods employed for instance in Leemann et al. (2016) either.
While many minority languages may have a written standard, the acceptance
levels of the standard language can be highly variable within the communities.
Dorian (1978: 592) concludes that a majority language, in her case English, can
act as the formal register in bilingual speakers who are less proficient in a mi-
nority variety, Gaelic in the case at hand. In communities where the minority
language is not used throughout the educational system the majority language
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generally enjoys higher instrumental value. This means that the reliance of writ-
ten language in crowd sourcing of minority language can be problematic, with
respondents wanting to perform well and give the most correct form as a re-
sponse. This could lead to questionable outcomes, complicating the design of
the study.

This study is the first to consider the validity of crowd-sourced speech data
from a minority language. It does so by comparing the speech that users have
themselves, as the citizen scientists, categorised as “Frisian”, collected in a pic-
ture naming task in the Stimmen application, with previous data collected in
Fryslân to investigate language variation and change. Additionally, data from a
gamified dialect task for Frisian is used for the comparison. Before moving on to
the analysis of the speech data the design and the context of the study is laid out
below.

2 The current study

2.1 Frisian and the basis for data comparison

Fryslân is the only officially multilingual province in the Netherlands, and is
a region in which several (regional and migrant) minority languages are used.
Frisian-Dutch bilingualism is widespread in the province: 75% of the 9915 inhab-
itants that the Province of Fryslân surveyed in 2015 report being able to speak
Frisian (TaalAtlas 2015: 3). Three quarters of the population would correspond to
some 485,000 speakers of Frisian in Fryslân (Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek
2018). These speakers are all presumed bilingual as secondary schooling is taught
partially, or only, in Dutch. The province Fryslân is also home to mixed lan-
guages (results of long-term contact between Dutch and Frisian) ‘Bildts’ and
‘Town Frisian’ (van Bree 1994, Hoekstra & van Koppen 2000), as well as to vari-
eties of another West-Germanic language family: Low Saxon, spoken along the
southern border of the province of Fryslân.

An assumption for sociolinguistic work on Frisian is that the language is con-
verging towards Dutch on all linguistic levels, cf. Breuker (1992) and De Haan
(1997). The study of contact phenomena between Frisian and Dutch has been
given considerable attention in Frisian linguistics, e.g. Sjölin (1976), yet gener-
ally in an introspective manner, or with anecdotal evidence. Very few empirical
studies of speech variation in Frisian exist, and those that have been conducted
have all been studies of phonetics and phonology. They indicate no evidence
of convergence between Frisian and Dutch: Feitsma et al. (1987, data collected
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1982–1984) is the oldest study available, looking at sandhi phenomena in an ap-
parent time study. The study finds no signs of convergence between Frisian and
Dutch, but rather indications of divergence for some phonetic variables. Van Be-
zooijen (2009) investigates the variation and change in pronunciation of /r/ in
Frisian, which traditionally has the alveolar trill, and concludes that the approx-
imant variant of /r/ that is gaining ground in the Dutch speech community does
not occur at all in the Frisian data (Van Bezooijen 2009: 312). Finally, Nota et al.
(2016) find gender and age differences in the realisation of intonation contours
in 40 bilingual Frisian-Dutch speakers, but no direct indications that Dutch and
Frisian intonation contours are converging.

In this paper, the research question does not directly concern the convergence
between Frisian and Dutch, but rather asks what the usability, that is, the valid-
ity, of Frisian data collected by crowd sourcing is for conducting sociolinguistic
analyzes. However, the data will be compared to other work concerned with the
question of whether Frisian is changing towards Dutch and can in that sense
possibly corroborate some previous findings. One of the data sets used for com-
parison is that of Van Bezooijen (2009), used to compare variation patterns in the
pronunciation of (r). Furthermore, variation in the consonant coda cluster (sk) is
looked at alongside data from Hilton & Weening (2014). Variation in the vowel
in the word each “eye” is also considered, by comparing crowd-sourced data to
that from an ongoing study by Stefan, Klinkenberg & Versloot (cf. Stefan et al.
2014).

2.2 The citizen science project “Stimmen”

The crowd sourced data discussed in this paper was collected with the smart-
phone application Stimmen. The appwas part of the larger “Stimmen fan Fryslân”
project funded by the program “Lân fan taal” in the European Capital of Culture
project for Leeuwarden 2018. The citizen science components of the Stimmen
project consisted of collaboration with twelve secondary schools in Fryslân as
well as numerous online and offline activities held throughout the year of 2018.
An estimated 2,000 respondents were reached through the offline activities, that
gave the researchers an opportunity to share findings with the general public,
and, crucially, for the public to approach the researchers to post questions about
language. Since the start of the project the smartphone application has been
downloaded 6,039 times (iOS: 2,989; Android: 3,050. In 2017, 28% of smartphones
in the Netherlands was an iPhone (Steemers et al. 2017), but the application could
also be downloaded on an iPad which may eschew the iOS user numbers), yet
this is not equivalent to the amount of people who have submitted data through
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the application. The dialect quiz has been used a total of 15,131 times. The dis-
crepancy between the two figures can be explained by the fact that the dialect
quiz, see details below, is also available as an easily shared web application on
stimmen.nl.

3 The Stimmen smartphone application

The Stimmen application is available for Android or iOS and consists of the fol-
lowing components: a start screen with choice of interface language (English,
Dutch, or Frisian), a tutorial, and a root menu with choices of four options: a
picture naming task, a dialect quiz, a speech map in which free speech can be
recorded, and an “about” section. In this paper, the data collected with the pic-
ture naming task and the dialect quiz are considered only. For an overview of
all the functionalities of the application, the researchers’ ethical considerations,
and the collection of other speech and language attitude data, see Hilton (2021).

3.1 The Stimmen picture naming task

In the Stimmen application, a picture naming task can be found with 87 hand-
drawn images of everyday objects in the Netherlands. The scientific purpose of
this module is to collect data that can be used to document phonological and pho-
netic patterns for any language recorded, but the nameability and selection with
regards to avoiding heteronyms was done on the basis of the varieties spoken in
Fryslân, only. The 87 constructs represent all the phonemes and their allophonic
realisations in the most spoken varieties found in the region were the activities
surrounding Stimmen were primarily conducted: in the north of the Netherlands.
The current list of languages in which one can record includes 38 different lan-
guages, but more can be added by contacting the Stimmen team, or the author
of this paper.

When opening the picture task from the root menu a prompt informs the par-
ticipants that the aim of the task is to name as many pictures as possible, and
in as many languages as they can. Next, participants are asked to fill in a short
questionnaire about where they are from (to indicate this on a map), their gen-
der, their age bracket, which languages they are most fluent in, which languages
they actively use in their life, and to answer the open question whether there
is anything they would like to share with the researchers about their own vari-
ety. Upon considerations with the ethics committee and legal experts associated
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with the project it was decided that further biographical data could not be col-
lected due to privacy concerns, as the speech recordings are publicly available
alongside the social information collected.

Figure 1: The meta-data questionnaire used for all tasks in ’Stimmen’.

Participants are then asked which language they would like to record in. After
choosing a language, a randomised selection of a picture is made and shown
to the user. They can then press the screen to record, and thereafter send the
recording to the researchers. A prompt asks whether the user is sure they want
to share the recording publicly. After naming 10 pictures the user can choose to
go on or go to the gallery of named pictures to check their progress.

3.1.1 The recordings made in the picture naming task

Some 2,000 distinct individuals have used the picture naming task up until 2020,
creating 41,553 individual recordings of words. 24,214 of these were created by fe-
male speakers, 17,028 by male speakers and 311 by speakers identifying as ‘other’.
The age distribution of the recordings is found in Figure 5. Almost half of the
recordings are made by respondents younger than 30 years, which means that
the recordings in Stimmen represent younger language. For the sake of investi-
gating language change in progress this may not be a disadvantage, but for any
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Figure 2: Some of the possible recording languages in ’Stimmen’.

Figure 3: Word gallery after naming four pictures in ’Stimmen’.
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Figure 4: Screenshot of the picture task in ‘Stimmen’, showing the pic-
ture ‘mouth’.

study reliant on balanced age data, one would need to take this imbalance into
account in the analysis.

Figure 5: Distribution of recordings from the picture task in ’Stimmen’
across age groups.

The top eight languages recorded in the picture naming task are shown in
Table 1. Nearly three quarters of the recordings are made in Frisian, or varieties
spoken within Fryslân.
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Table 1: Number of Recordings Made by Languages in Stimmen Picture
Task

Language No. of recordings Language No. of recordings

Frisian 31,580 English 1,246
Dutch 5,858 German 207
Town Frisian 914 French 168
Bildts 540 Others 1,040

3.2 The Stimmen dialect quiz

A second component of the Stimmen application is a gamified task that guesses
where people hail from within the Province of Fryslân. This task, “dialect quiz”,
was based on Leemann & Kolly (2013) and their subsequent applications. Data
gathered with this module provides researchers with the public’s knowledge of
traditional linguistic variants, and regional and social (age, gender) variation in
reported dialect use can be analyzed. A straight-forward way to develop a dialect
quiz is to use an existing corpus of speech samples and create a set of questions
that will result in a unique combination of answers for each of the locations rep-
resented in the corpus. Naturally, this is not easily done for minority languages.
However, for the case of Frisian, mixed languages and Low Saxon as spoken in
Fryslân previous dialectological work facilitated this. The prediction in Stimmen
was created based on the GTRP database (2017) with data from 58 informants
from the 1980s in Fryslân. The GTRP allowed for creation of a multilingual pre-
diction for 58 different locations in Fryslân in which varieties of Frisian, Low
Saxon and mixed languages are spoken.

While the picture naming task described in 3.1 was developed for use in any
language, this part of the application was directed only at inhabitants of Fryslân.
The quiz game asked users to provide their local variant for 19 Standard Dutch
words (see Table 1), as all inhabitants of Fryslân are believed to be fluent in Dutch.
2-10 possible variants were available to the user to listen to and to choose be-
tween. After giving their personal variant to all 19 words the app makes three
guesses of where a user could be from. The user can then indicate whether this
prediction is correct or not and fill in the same meta-data questionnaire as used
for the picture naming task (see Figure 1).
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Table 2: Words in Stimmen’s Dialect Quiz

Standard Dutch prompt Translation No. of variants

armen ‘arms’ 9
avond ‘evening’ 9
bij ‘bee’ 10
blad ‘leaf’ 3
borst ‘breast’ 8
dag ‘day’ 4
deurtje ‘door’ (+ diminutive) 12
geel ‘yellow’ 5
(ik ben) gegaan ‘I have gone’ 11
(ik heb) gezet ‘I have placed’ 6
heel ‘whole‘ 5
kaas ‘cheese’ 7
koken ‘cook’ (infinitive) 11
oog ‘eye’ 7
(toe)sprak ‘spoke’ 8
tand ‘tooth’ 8
trein ‘train’ 5
vis ‘fish’ 2
zaterdag ‘Saturday’ 7

3.2.1 The data collected in the dialect quiz component

Of the 15,131 times the dialect quiz has been used, the survey has been filled in
3,340 times: 1,688 times by a female user; 1,633 by a male user and 19 times by
a user identifying as ‘other’. This rather low proportion (some 22%) of respon-
dents filling in meta data could have to do with the fact that the survey was
easily skipped in the popular web version of the Quiz (it was the very last com-
ponent and the respondents had already received their guessed location). The
age distribution of those using the Dialect Quiz and filling in the survey is given
in Figure 6. Note that, as was the case in the picture task recordings, the youngest
generations are over-represented in the collected data.

The project website houses interactivemaps of the distributions of the answers
for all variables and all variants, on http://stimmen.nl/uitspraakkaarten/.
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Figure 6: Distribution of survey responses in the Dialect Quiz in Stim-
men across ages.

4 Analysis of variation in the Stimmen corpus

The manner chosen to validate the data collected with the picture naming task
and the dialect quiz in the Stimmen project is to compare patterns of variation
in the data with that found in studies collected with different methodologies, in
approximately the same time period, in the Province of Fryslân. There are three
comparisons that can be made with data in the Stimmen corpus: i) a comparison
between the variation patterns in production of the coda cluster (sk) in the pic-
ture naming task, alongside reported usage of the variants from the dialect quiz
data, with usage patterns found by Hilton &Weening (2014), ii) a comparison be-
tween the reported usage of the pronunciation variants for the Frisian word for
‘eye’ each in Stimmen with reported usage of the variants in Stefan, Klinkenberg
& Versloot (2014), and iii) a comparison between the variation patterns in (r) in
the data from the picture naming task with that in Van Bezooijen (2009).

4.1 Variation in (sk)

The coda cluster (sk) in Frisian has two variants: [sk] is the canonical Frisian
variant but variant [s] is also commonplace. [s] is the variant used in equivalent
cognates in the majority language Dutch. The variable occurs in two morpholog-
ical contexts: (1) as the coda to a number of nouns and verbs that had <sk> as
(part of the) coda in Old Frisian and other older Germanic varieties (OED Online,
2015); i.e., fisk ‘fish’; wask ‘wash’; bosk ‘forest’ or, more frequently throughout
the lexicon, as (2) the coda in the adjectival or adverbial suffix equivalent to
English ‘ic’: a) histoarysk ‘historic’ fantastysk ‘fantastic’, in which it occurs in
the loan-morpheme –ysk from High German and Dutch. The Dutch equivalent
phoneme in cognate words in both (1) and (2) above is /s/ cf. Dutch vis; was; bos;
historisch; fantastisch. Hilton & Weening (2014) find lexical constraints exist on
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the variation with certain adjectives and nouns less likely pronounced with the
full cluster, and some words, such as gânsk ‘whole’ never undergoing variation.
Furthermore, a higher writing proficiency in the minority language correlates
with a higher proportion of the minority variant [sk] in speech. Hilton & Ween-
ing (2014) further argue that the variant [sk] is associated with being authenti-
cally Frisian. The data from Hilton & Weening (2014) has been made available
for comparison with the data collected in the Stimmen app. That data was col-
lected using a translation task and a ‘map task’ (where two participants must lead
each other through incongruent maps) with 31 participants aged 15-62 (M=39.9,
SD=14.2); where 15 participants were male, 16 female.

In the Stimmen application, the lexical item ‘fisk’ exists both in the dialect
quiz, where 3144 of the informants who filled in questionnaires reported their
variant usage, as well as in the picture naming task, where 419 recordings were
made. 14 recordings were discarded from the corpus, due to the recording being
inaudible, or the naming of the picture as a particular breed of fish (most often
bears ‘perch’). In the data from Hilton & Weening (2014), 76 tokens of ‘fish’ exist.
The distribution of the pronunciation variants of ‘fish’ in the three different data
sets are rendered in Table 3–5. The Dialect Quiz and Picture Task data render
the same distributions as the data collected by Hilton &Weening (2014). It is also
clear that female speakers use a higher proportion of [s] than males in all three
data sets.

Table 3: The distribution of variants [s] and [sk] in the three data sets
compared

Stimmen dialect quiz data

female male

[sk] (%) 1118 (70.7%) 1123 (72.8%)
[s] (%) 464 (29.3%) 420 (27.2%)

Total 1582 (100%) 1543 (100%)

4.2 Variation in (each) - ‘eye’

A second linguistic variable in the crowd sourced Stimmen data that can be com-
pared to other research is the reported pronunciation of ‘eye’ each. This linguis-
tic variable has a standardised variant in written Frisian, which is representative
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Table 4: The distribution of variants [s] and [sk] in the three data sets
compared

Stimmen picture task data

female male

[sk] (%) 184 (76.3%) 135 (82.3%)
[s] (%) 57 (23.7%) 29 (17.7%)

Total 241 (100%) 164 (100%)

Table 5: The distribution of variants [s] and [sk] in the three data sets
compared

Hilton & Weening (2014)

female male

[sk] (%) 28 (71.8%) 29 (78.4%)
[s] (%) 11 (28.2%) 8 (21.6%)

Total 39 (100%) 37 (100%)

of one of three main variants that exist in spoken language [ɪ.əx], while vari-
ants [e:x] and [ɛ:x] are associated with particular regional varieties of Frisian
(cf. Breuker 1992: 19), making the variable particularly suitable to consider when
assessing whether regional dialect levelling, or convergence, is ongoing in the
Frisian speech community.

No published studies of this variable exist, but the authors of an on-going lin-
guistic survey project (Stefan, Klinkenberg &Versloot p.c.) in Fryslân have kindly
provided a map with distributions of the three Frisian variants for eye in 250 sur-
vey responses. The study uses a traditional dialectological methodology with a
survey including direct questions about language use and attitudes (see Stefan et
al., 2014 for more details of the methodology). The resulting dialectological map,
shown in Figure 7, can be compared to the dialect maps made with the answers
from the dialect quiz in the Stimmen project.

In figure 7, the regional distributions of the variants for eye in the comparison
dataset is shown. The variant is indicated by the colour of the municipality as
well as in the pie charts. The western and southern municipalities as shown in
Figure 8 have a majority of eech [e:x], while the central north and north-west has
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Figure 7: Distribution of the variants for ‘eye’ in an ongoing study by
Stefan, Klinkenberg & Versloot (p.c.).

a majority of standard variant each [ɪ.əx]. The final variant êch [ɛ:x], indicated
with green colour, is particularly frequent in the north-eastern municipality. If
looking at distribution maps1 for variant usage in the Stimmen corpus in Figures
8–10, we see a very comparable picture in the distribution of the variants (de-
spite using lower level neighbourhood borders, as opposed to municipal borders).
Each map contains the number of realisations of the different variants in the top
right corner. Each realisation is a unique user. The brown variant in Figure 7, is
eech [e:x] in Figure 8 and shows dark red colours throughout the southern areas
and up alongside the western border of Fryslân. Variant each [ɪ.əx] (blue in Fig-
ure 7) variant has the highest proportion in the central and western part of the
north of Fryslân also in Figure 9. Finally, the êch [ɛ:x] variant (green in Figure 7)
shows the highest proportion in the north-eastern area in Figure 10. The dialect
quiz data, then, shows a regional distribution of variants that follow the same
pattern as that in findings of investigation using more traditional dialectological
methodologies.

1I would like to extend a heartfelt thanks to Herbert Kruitbosch for creating the interactive
maps of the responses in the dialect quiz. They can be found on stimmen.nl/uitspraakkaarten
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Figure 8: The regional distribution of the eech [e:x] response in the
Stimmen Dialect Quiz, corresponding to the brown variant in Figure 7.
Darker colours indicate higher reported usage frequency, grey areas
indicate no reported usage.

4.3 Variation in (r)

The last sociolinguistic variable for which we can compare previous data with
that from the Stimmen project is (r). A highly noticeable sound change that has
taken place in Dutch in recent decades has been the innovation and spread of
variant [ɻ], the approximant bunched realisation of post-vocalic coda /r/. This is a
feature popularly referred to as a ‘Gooise r’. In a large-scale study Sebregts (2015)
concludes that age, region as well as gender predict the use of the approximant
variant in Dutch, with female speakers using the highest proportion of the [ɻ], a
finding supported by evidence in Van Bezooijen (2005). One interesting research
question is whether, in highly bilingual populations, sociolinguistic variants are
taken on also in a second, closely related language. This is what Van Bezooijen
(2009) considers, studying pronunciation in a picture naming task eliciting coda
/r/. In the data collected from 26 Frisian-speaking and 30 Town-Frisian subjects,
there is no sign of convergence towards variation patterns found in Dutch. No
approximant codas are found at all in her analysis of the realisations of ‘boer’
farmer and ‘gieter’ water can. The main variant of /r/ used in Fryslân is alveolar,
with uvular variants present in respondents who speak Town Frisian.
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Figure 9: The regional distribution of the each [ɪ.əx] response in the
Stimmen Dialect Quiz, corresponding to the blue variant in Figure 7.
Darker colours indicate higher reported usage frequency, grey areas
indicate no reported usage.

Bakker (2018) uses the spoken data collected in the Stimmen project labelled
‘Frisian’ to consider whether [ɻ] has gained ground in Fryslân a decade after Van
Bezooijen (2009). Using auditory analysis and an additional coder he considers
variation in the recordings of ‘ear’ ear from the Stimmen picture task and con-
cludes that the usage of the approximant variant is very rare (1.6% of the cases), as
can be seen in Table 3–3. He calls for more research, as he finds that the approxi-
mant variants are produced by young female speakers and discusses whether the
Stimmen data could show the first stage of introduction of the variant to Frisian.
For the purpose of the aim of the current paper, however, it is fair to conclude
that a percentage of 1.6% is comparable to the finding that Van Bezooijen made,
of negligible usage of the approximant variant in coda position in Frisian speech.

Note that Bakker (2018) attests a larger proportion of uvular variants (7.3%) in
the Frisian Stimmen data than that attested in Van Bezooijen (2009; 0%). The dif-
ference between the two findingsmight be explained by the fact that the Stimmen
data includes recordings from a much larger regional area than that included by
Van Bezooijen (2009). In the Stimmen data, respondents living in areas in which
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Figure 10: The regional distribution of the êch [ɛ:x] response in the
Stimmen Dialect Quiz, corresponding to the green variant in Figure 7.
Darker colours indicate higher reported usage frequency, grey areas
indicate no reported usage.

Table 6: Variants of /r/ produced (as coded by Bakker 2018) in the Stim-
men picture naming task (’ear’), and in the data reported by Van Be-
zooijen (2009).

Bakker (2018) Van Bezooijen (2009) Van Bezooijen (2009)
‘ear’ in Stimmen

data
‘boer’ and ‘gieter’

in Frisian
‘boer’ and ‘gieter’
in Town Frisian

alveolar 323 (87.5%) 52 (100%) 48 (80%)
uvular 27 (7.3%) 0 (0%) 12 (20%)
approximant 6 (1.6%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
‘other’ 13 (3.6%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

Total 369 (100%) 52 (100%) 60 (100%)
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Town Frisian and Bildts are spoken (and where the uvular variant is widespread)
feature in the data set. This could possibly have resulted in a higher proportion of
uvular /r/ recordings, not only for the data labelled as “Town Frisian”, but also for
the data labelled as “Frisian”. Bakker (2018) concludes that the most uvular vari-
ants in the Stimmen data are produced by subjects who state they come from
Leeuwarden, the Sneek, or Franeker areas, which are all areas in which Town
Frisian is spoken alongside Frisian and Dutch. The development of Town Frisian
and its relationship to Frisian on a phonological level is a topic worthy of further
research, on the basis of the findings in Bakker (2018).

5 Discussion and conclusion

The aim of this paper has been to validate the use of crowd sourced language
data from minority languages for linguistic research. Crowd sourcing is a possi-
ble means to increase available research data from such languages. Currently the
amount of available data for research from such languages is minimal, something
that was also true for the minoritised varieties in the north of the Netherlands
before the initiation of the Stimmen project. Overall, Stimmen has been a success-
ful attempt in gathering large amounts of speech data from minority language
users, but primarily those in the Netherlands. The data collected in the project
is predominantly from younger users but is well-balanced in terms of gender
representation.

Previous considerations of validity of crowd sourced data indicates that qual-
ity can be comparable to that collected with traditional methods, as long as the
task for the user is not too complex. In the Stimmen application, users were asked
to record their own words for pictures in the Picture Naming Task, or to indicate
which variant they use in a Dialect Quiz, made especially for inhabitants of Frys-
lân. When considering validity of a method one should ideally test the outcomes
from the methodology against a larger test battery. However, the amount of re-
search data available from minority communities, including the community in
question in this paper, Frisian, gives a rather small basis of comparison. Yet, the
relatively recent sociolinguistic work that is available for comparison, Hilton &
Weening (2014), Stefan, Klinkenberg, and Versloot (fc.) and Van Bezooijen (2009)
all display very similar results to those found in analyzes of the data from Stim-
men. This indicates that the data collected through the Stimmen application is
valuable resource for investigating linguistic variation.

The finding that crowd sourced data from minority languages can be used
for research of variation in speech is welcome. In a world in which travel, and
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contact, restrictions have becomemore common-place the opportunity to collect
data remotely is a game changer. Mobile phones and other portable technology
that allows contact with a speech community within a simple click should be
taken into use as much as possible. The inclusion of data collected using smart-
phones and virtual games can lead to much wider representation, not only of
different linguistic varieties, but also of more participants, in research. Future
work in this field should focus on whether remote efforts also increases the par-
ticipation of contested language users, such as new speakers, and how one can
ensure that a representative sample of all age groups is included in remote stud-
ies.
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Chapter 8

Complexity of endangered minority
languages: The sound system of
Wymysiöeryś
Alexander Andrasona

aStellenbosch University

This paper demonstrates that Wymysiöeryś – a severely endangered Germanic
minority language – exhibits remarkable complexity despite its moribund status.
By analyzing twelve phonetic/phonological properties, the author concludes that
the complexity of Wymysiöeryś is greater, both locally and globally, than that of
two control languages: Middle High German and Modern Standard German. In
most cases, the surplus of complexity attested is attributed to contact with the
dominant language, Polish.

1 Introduction

Language endangerment, language shift, language obsolescence, and language
death all have “considerable impact” on the structure of the languages affected
(Palosaari & Campbell 2011: 110).1 The most pervasive form of impact is the ap-
parent simplification and impoverishment of the grammar of endangered and
moribund languages (see Dorian 1973: 590–591, 1980: 85, Silva-Corvalán 1995:
9, Mesthrie et al. 2009: 256, Palosaari & Campbell 2011: 110–117, Sallabank 2012:
101, 111, 118, 2013: 126, Filipović & Pütz 2016: 2, Aikhenvald 2007: 43, Meakins
et al. 2019: 294, 297) – whether it is phonetics/phonology, morphology, syntax,

1The present article emerged as a result of my PhD dissertation, Polish borrowings in Wymysiöe-
ryś: A formal linguistic analysis of Germano-Slavonic language contact in Wilamowice (Andra-
son 2021).

Alexander Andrason. 2022. Complexity of endangered minority languages: The
sound system of Wymysiöeryś. In Matt Coler & Andrew Nevins (eds.), Contemporary
research in minoritized and diaspora languages of Europe, 213–260. Berlin: Language
Science Press. DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.7446969
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or vocabulary (Dorian 1978: 591, 1980: 85, Palosaari & Campbell 2011: 110, 113–
115).2 Even though these reductive processes are especially patent and the most
rampant in the varieties used by semi-speakers or rusty speakers, who do not
learn the language fully in an intergenerational transmission and/or do not use
it for the greater parts of their lives (see Palosaari & Campbell 2011, Grinevald
& Bert 2011), simplification and impoverishment also seem to affect speakers
whose language acquisition was uninterrupted and/or who have spoken the lan-
guage relatively continuously. Overall, an endangered or dying language viewed
as a holistic (though not uniform) linguistic phenomenon apparently reduces its
complexity generation after generation (Austin 1986: 203; see also Dorian 1978,
1980, Swiggers 2007, Sallabank 2012, 2013, Palosaari & Campbell 2011, Filipović
& Pütz 2016).3 This especially occurs in destabilized or unbalanced types of lan-
guage contact in which the endangered language is gradually displaced by the
dominant code (Aikhenvald 2007: 47, Meakins et al. 2019).4

Simplification is a common phenomenon in language contact (McWhorter
1998, 2001, Matras & Sakel 2007). It is typical of pidgins (Mühlhäusler 1977, 1986,
Trudgill 1986, 1996, 2010: 306–308, Kusters 2003, Siegel 2008: 190, Juvonen 2008:
321–322) and, albeit to a lesser extent and not without contest (DeGraff 2003,
2005, Ansaldo & Matthews 2007: 12–14, Hammarström 2008: 300, Bakker et al.
2011) of creoles (McWhorter 1998, 2001, 2005, Seuren & Wekker 2001, Parkvall
2008). The noticeable exceptions are mixed languages, which may maintain or
even increase complexity (Matras 2009: 288, 305, Meakins et al. 2013, Velupillai

2Simplification typically implies reduction or loss of marked features (Palosaari & Campbell
2011: 113, Sallabank 2013: 126) due to regularization and overgeneralization (Silva-Corvalán
1995: 9–10, Palosaari &Campbell 2011: 113, Sallabank 2013: 126, Filipović & Pütz 2016: 2). The fea-
tures that tend to be reduced or lost involve: phonological contrasts (Dorian 1980: 85, Palosaari
& Campbell 2011: 113), morphological marking and distinctions (Dorian 1980: 85, Palosaari &
Campbell 2011: 115, Meakins et al. 2019: 297), synthetic structures (which are replaced by an-
alytic constructions) (Silva-Corvalán 1995: 10, Palosaari & Campbell 2011: 115, Meakins et al.
2019: 297), syntactic (Dorian 1980: 85, Palosaari & Campbell 2011: 115) and stylistic patterns
(Dorian 1980: 85, Palosaari & Campbell 2011: 115), as well as vocabulary (Sallabank 2012: 118).

3It should be noted that many scholars speak about the simplification of endangered and dying
languages in general (Dorian 1980: 85, Austin 1986: 203, Swiggers 2007: 24, Mesthrie et al. 2009:
256, Palosaari & Campbell 2011: 110, 112, Sallabank 2013: 118) rather than referring to the variety
that is only used by semi-speakers. After all, it would not be surprising that, similar to imperfect
L2 speakers, semi-speakers would not make use of the entire linguistic repertoire available in
the language.

4Certainly, language endangerment and language contact are not the same phenomenon. How-
ever, although a language may die “without language shift” (Austin 1986: 201), most cases of
language endangerment and language death “involve language replacement or shift” (Austin
1986: 201). This presupposes contact between the languages involved and bilingualism of en-
dangered language speakers, at least at the population level.
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2015: 301–307, 329–330, 402, Meakins et al. 2019: 296–297, 326–327) and layered
languages, which may exhibit traces of both simplification and complexification
(Aikhenvald 2007: 42–43).5

The present paper examines whether the severe endangerment of a language –
specifically, a minority language that has nearly been replaced by another code
and drifts towards a seemingly imminent death – is correlated with structural
simplicity; or, inversely, whether severely endangered languages may exhibit re-
markable complexity due to the transfer of elements from the dominant code.
The language system under analysis is Wymysiöeryś – a colonial East Central
German variety that has interacted with the dominant Polish language for more
than seven centuries (Putschke 1980: 498, Wiesinger 1980: 497–498, Wicherkie-
wicz 2003) and that, due to increasingly aggressive Polonization, has been, more
or less, endangered since the end of World War I in 1918 (Neels 2016), currently
finding itself on the verge of total extinction (Andrason &Król 2016).6 I will study
the linguistic repertoires of fluent speakers – the remaining 65 native Wymy-
siöeryś speakers born between 1913 and 1993 who have acquired the language
in uninterrupted intergenerational transmission and have spoken it relatively
continuously.7 Inversely, the idiolects of semi-speakers – who do exhibit radical
simplification and impoverishment processes but have no bearing on the trans-
mission of Wymysiöeryś to the younger generations and thus the structure of
the language as such – are not taken into consideration.

This study centers on the idea of absolute complexity (Kusters 2008, Dahl 2004,
2009, Miestamo 2008, 2009). To calculate absolute complexity, I deploy the con-
cept of effective complexity (Gell-Mann 1995, Gell-Mann & Lloyd 2004) and take
into account two main criteria: distinctiveness and economy (Miestamo 2006a,
2008, Sinnemäki 2008, 2009, 2011, Parkvall 2008). I focus on local complexities

5Although pre-pidgins, stabilized pidgins, expanded pidgins, creoles, and post-creole varieties
are often simpler than the feeding languages (Velupillai 2015), they tend to – in the above order
– gradually increase their complexity (Mühlhäusler 1986: 5–11, Parkvall 2008: 281, Trudgill
2010: 306, Velupillai 2015). Thus, both simplification and complexification are important factors
in the development of pidgins and creoles (Heine & Kuteva 2005: 258, Trudgill 2010: 309),
operating with distinct intensity at different stages of the pidgin-creole life cycle.

6Wymysiöeryś is classified as “nearly extinct”, in the Extended Graded Intergenerational Dis-
ruption Scale and “moribund” or “severely endangered” by Moseley & Nicholas (2010). The
language is currently used by less than fifty elderly native speakers (Ritchie 2016: 73, Chromik
2016: 91) whose number rapidly decreases every year (Andrason & Król 2016, Andrason 2021).

7The number of these speakers was 65 at the beginning of the 21st century, when I started my
research on Wymysiöeryś. Unfortunately, many of them have passed away in the interim (cf.
footnote 6 above). For the list of these speakers, their names, and dates of birth see Andrason
(2021).
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pertaining to twelve distinct phonetic/phonological features, subsequently com-
bining them into a global value representing the complexity of the entire sound-
system module (Miestamo 2006a,b, 2009, Deutscher 2009, Sinnemäki 2014). The
complexity of Wymysiöeryś, both feature-locally and module-globally, will not
be quantified autonomously, but will rather be narratively estimated in relation
to two control systems: (a mother-system) Middle High German and (a sister-
system) Modern Standard German (cf. Deutscher 2009 and Dahl 2009). In in-
stances where Wymysiöeryś exhibits a surplus of information – i.e. a positive
difference in complexity when compared to the control languages – I will exam-
ine whether this surplus can be attributed to Polish influence, either in whole or
in part.

The article will be organized as follows: in Section 2, I will explain the theoret-
ical framework underlying my study or the manner of complexity measurement
adopted. In Section 3, I will compare the complexities ofWymysiöeryś with those
of Middle High German and Modern Standard German – first locally and next
globally. In Section 4, I will verify whether, and how intensively, the surplus of
information attested in Wymysiöeryś draws on Polish – again, first locally and
next globally. In Section 5, I will draw conclusions and propose lines of future
research.

2 Framework – measuring language complexity

The approach adopted in this paper is one of the most common and theoretically
least problematic manners of analyzing the complexity of natural languages. It
draws on the idea of complexity that is: (a) epistemologically absolute, (b) compu-
tationally effective, (c) built around the criteria of distinctiveness and economy,
(d) relational, and (e) primarily local. Below, I explain these five ideas in detail.

1. From an epistemological perspective, the type of complexity analyzed in
this research is absolute. This complexity type pertains to the system viewed
as “an autonomous entity” in disconnection from the observer (Kusters
2008: 4). Absolute complexity is therefore the “objective property of the
[language] system” (Miestamo 2008: 23, Dahl 2004), regardless of the char-
acteristics of its users, whether speakers, hearers, first-language or second-
language learners.8

8Inversely, I am not concerned with relative complexity or complexity experienced by users of
a given language (see Kusters 2003, Miestamo 2008: 23, 2009: 81–82). Some scholars do not
regard relative complexity as complexity sensu stricto (Dahl 2004: 39–40) instead preferring
the terms “difficulty” and “cost” (Miestamo 2008: 27, Lindström 2008).
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2. To compute absolute complexity, I will deploy the concept of effective com-
plexity otherwise referred to as Gell-Mann complexity (Gell-Mann 1995,
Gell-Mann & Lloyd 2004). This complexity measure refers to the amount
of information necessary to describe non-randomness within a system –
the longer the description of regularities is, the more complex a system is
(Mitchell 2009: 99). In linguistics, this corresponds to the amount of infor-
mation required to describe rules governing a language (McWhorter 2005,
2007, 2009, Miestamo 2008: 25, 2009: 81–82, Sinnemäki 2008, 2009, 2011,
Parkvall 2008).9

3. In the quantification of effective complexity, I will take into consideration
twomain criteria: a distinctiveness criterion and an economy criterion (Mi-
estamo 2006a,b, 2008, Sinnemäki 2008, 2009, 2011, Parkvall 2008). Accord-
ing to the distinctiveness criterion, the complexity of a language increases
with a greater categorical diversity, i.e. with more distinctions being made
and more domains being overtly specified. According to the economy cri-
terion, complexity increases with a greater formal diversity, i.e. with more
manners of encoding of a given category or distinction.10

4. The degree of complexity of Wymysiöeryś will be estimated in relation to
the complexities of two diachronic and dialectal control-systems (cf. Deut-
scher 2009 and Dahl 2009): Middle High German and Modern Standard
German. Middle High German is regarded as a non-distant ancestor of
Wymysiöeryś or its mother-language (Kleczkowski 1920, Wiesinger 1980:
496, 498, 1983: 911, Morciniec 1984, Zieniukowa &Wicherkiewicz 1997: 308,
2001: 492–493, Wicherkiewicz 1998: 200, Wicherkiewicz & Olko 2016: 19,
Żak 2016: 132).11 Modern Standard German is a closely related West Ger-
manic sister-language (Chromik&Dolatowski 2013). Neither of the control
systems has experienced intense influence from Polish or other Slavonic
languages.

9The other common manner of quantifying complexity is algorithmic complexity, also referred
to as Kolmogorov complexity. Thismanner of quantification calculates disorder or randomness,
e.g. the “amount of surprise” contained in a message (Mitchell 2009: 97–98) or the “difficulty
of description” (Shalizi 2006: 52).

10Thus, synonymy, redundancy, allomorphy, and free variations increase complexity
(McWhorter 2007, 2008). Similarly, exceptions contribute to the increase in complexity as they
constitute additional rules (cf. Hammarström 2008: 29; see also McWhorter 2007, 2008).

11The selection of Middle High German and Modern Standard German as pre-contact and non-
contact “control” languages, also stems from the availability of extensive and detailed gram-
matical studies dedicated to these languages, which render the comparison fully operational.
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5. The estimation of effective complexity will mainly be conducted at a local
level. I will determine howmany of the selected phonetic/phonological fea-
tures (categories) are instantiated in the tested languages (distinctiveness)
and how many expression manners of each feature there are (economy).12

With regard to each feature, the analysis will be captured in a narrative
form “drawing on the concepts of (approximate) equality ≈ (x ≈ y means
that x is approximately equal to y), inequality ≤ (x ≤ y means that x is less
than or equal to y), [and] strict inequality < (x < y means that x is less than
y)” (Andrason et al. forthcoming).13 However, the analysis of complexity
will not be limited to separated local domains. On the contrary, I will com-
bine the local complexities into a global value that indicates the complexity
of the entire sound-system module of each of the three languages.

The approach used in this paper has its limitations, which are inherent to
and unavoidable in complexity studies. To begin, contemporary science lacks
a single, comprehensive, all-purpose complexity measure. Instead, a variety of
measurement methods – at least 48 as observed by Edmonds (1999) – coexist
simultaneously, differing in what is calculated and how the calculation is ex-
ecuted. Crucially, the various methods yield different complexity results (for
an overview consult Peliti & Vulpiani 1988, Badii & Politi 1997, Rescher 1998,
Edmonds 1999, Shalizi 2006, and Mitchell 2009). Similarly, linguists have not
reached an agreement as for how language complexity should be measured and
compared (Newmeyer & Preston 2014: 7). Virtually every scholar develops an
at least minimally different method of measurement. However, neither this dis-
agreement nor the excessive proliferation of measurement techniques is surpris-
ing. They rather reflect the fact that natural languages constitute genuine com-

12The features analyzed in here are principally phonetic features. Therefore, I will use square
bracket notation when writing about the sounds of Wymysiöeryś and the two control lan-
guages. However, I will occasionally refer to phonology as well. This phonetic orientation is
motivated. First, scholarship still lacks a phonological analysis of the Wymysiöeryś language
– all descriptions being virtually phonetic. Second, more generally, phonology is much more
theory-dependent than phonetics (see that, in Polish, under certain theoretical premises, [i]
and [ɘ/̟ɨ] are treated as a single phoneme despite being clearly distinct from an articulatory
perspective and being indeed perceived as two distinct vowels by native speakers). Accord-
ingly, all the inventories from other authors are phonetic (for instance, with respect to Stan-
dard Modern German see Johnson & Braber 2008, Fagan 2009, O’Brien & Fagan 2016; see also
Eisenberg 1994, Dodd et al. 2003: 352) unless stated otherwise (for Modern High German see
Russ 1994, Wiese 1996, and Fox 2005).

13Given the narrative approach adopted, the symbols ≈, ≤, and < reflect three types of relation-
ships between x and y: similarity, minimal difference, and substantial difference (cf. Andrason
et al. forthcoming).
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plex systems, which renders any modeling fragmentary, provisional, and ten-
tative, irrespective of how potent and sophisticated it is (Cilliers et al. 2013: 3,
Andrason & Król 2016). With regard to the method adopted in this paper, a num-
ber of objections could be raised. First, absolute complexity is theory-oriented
and, perhaps, heavily theory-dependent (Miestamo 2008: 24, Kusters 2008: 5, 8,
Hammarström 2008: 289). It depends on the theories of language in which the de-
scription of grammar and its analysis are conducted (Miestamo 2008: 27, Kusters
2008: 5, 7–8, Hammarström 2008: 289). Second, local complexity allows for vari-
ous manners of granularity. That is, each local complexity can be fragmentized
into more atomic types, which inversely means that each local complexity con-
stitutes global complexity from the perspective of more fragmentary levels of
analysis. As a result, local but modular complexities are not free from three fur-
ther problems typical of global complexity: sampling problems, commensurabil-
ity problems, and modularity problems. Third, given the quantitative depth of
a language, the account of all the details included in a single module and their
quantification are unfeasible, both theoretically and practically (Miestamo 2006b:
30, 2008). Linguists rather determine a more or less restrictive sample of studied
phenomena, limiting themselves to analyzing a set of distinctions or categories
– rather than all of them. No universal methods of such delimitation exist and
often detail-ness is determined by utilitarian aspects such as the aim of the analy-
sis to be undertaken, the (maximal) feasibility of the research, and the scientist’s
theoretical paradigm (Deutscher 2009: 248). Fourth, even for modular complex-
ity, it is uncertain how to commensurate the different features found in a single
module and represent them in identical numerical terms, since each such term
refers to qualitatively different phenomena and encapsulates, in principle, incom-
parable properties (see Miestamo 2006a,b, 2008: 30, 2009: 83). Fifth, dividing the
module into distinct features or categories presupposes the highly problematic
division of language into separate parts – for which local complexities are sub-
sequently calculated. All those limitations – of which linguists are well aware –
render the measurement of local complexities and that of modular complexity
(i.e. global complexity at a module level), as well as their comparison across lan-
guages extremely difficult, if not elusive. My method partially responds to these
problems. Tomitigate theory-dependence, I am eclectic with regard to theory un-
derlying the description of features. By taking into account a number of studies
that follow different theoretical principles, I purposefully average the complex-
ities inferred from the available descriptions. To mitigate granularity and sam-
pling problems, the categories selected coincide with categories distinguished in
general phonetic/phonological studies and with phonetic/phonological features
usually described in comparative works on the Germanic and Slavonic language
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families (Rothstein et al. 1993, Jacobs et al. 1994, Sussex & Cubberley 2006, Har-
bert 2007). Lastly, to mitigate the commensurability problem, I use a narrative
method instead of a strictly numerical one. The problem of modularity cannot
be mitigated, as the division of the sound-system module into separated units is
presupposed by the method used in my study.

Additionally, there are two problems related to the control systems used in es-
timating the changes in complexity ofWymysiöeryś. First, the data related to the
sound systems of Middle High German and Modern Standard German are sec-
ondary and draw on the studies presented by other scholars. Although all these
studies are generally recognized in Germanic scholarship as authoritative, the
information presented in them need not be exhaustive. This especially applies
to Middle High German as this language may have contained some features that
have not been reported thus far. The results of my comparison of Wymysiöeryś
withMiddle High German are inevitably contingent on the other linguists’ views
of Middle High German and their interpretation of direct textual evidence. This
type of risk is unavoidable in typological and diachronic studies when one must
rely on others’ data and analyses. Second, Middle High German itself is an um-
brella term that encompasses a number of German varieties that (a) were spoken
between the 11th/12th and 14th/15th centuries; (b) were successors of Old High
German; and (c) entirely or partially underwent the second consonant shift. This
means that the grammatical repertoire of Middle High German is possibly richer
than the repertoire of any single German variety that was spoken between the
11th/12th and 14th/15th centuries. To put it simply, while Wymysiöeryś is a sin-
gle variety of East Middle German, Middle High German is a conglomerate of
many varieties. Again, this problem is typical of studies that compare modern
languages with old, classical, and extinct languages (see Andrason et al. forth-
coming).

3 Evidence

The Wymysiöeryś language described below is a heterogenous and internally
diversified linguistic system. Most sources employed make reference to Wymy-
siöeryś spoken at the time of its near extinction, i.e. at the end of the 20th and the
beginning of the 21st century (Lasatowicz 1994, Wicherkiewicz 1998, 2003, Zie-
niukowa & Wicherkiewicz 2001, Ritchie 2012, Weckwerth 2015, Żak 2016, 2019).
When describing this modern Wymysiöeryś variety, I will widely draw on an
original database developed over the course of more than fifteen years of field-
work activities conducted by Tymoteusz Król and myself. This primary evidence
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has been the foundation of several of the papers that I have published alone or
in collaboration with Król (in particular Andrason 2014b,a, 2015, Andrason &
Król 2016). I will refer extensively to the findings of those studies.14 Additionally,
the data presented will draw on three works dedicated to pre-war Wymysiöe-
ryś – the stage at which true endangerment had already began, even though
it was still less pronounced than it is currently (Kleczkowski 1920, 1921, Mo-
jmir 1930–1936, and Wicherkiewicz 2003, who describes the language used by
Florian Biesik in his poems, the majority of which were written between 1920
and 1924). The evidence related to Middle High German and Modern Standard
German is secondary and draws on canonical studies dedicated to these two lan-
guages and the (West) Germanic linguistic family. In particular, regardingMiddle
High German: Wright (1917), de Boor & Wisniewski (1973), Simmler (1985), Paul
(2007), Hennings (2012), and Hall (2017). Regarding Modern Standard German:
Hall (1992, 2000), Russ (1994), Eisenberg (1994), Wiese (1996), Dodd et al. (2003),
Fox (2005), Johnson & Braber (2008), Fagan (2009), Caratini (2009), and O’Brien
& Fagan (2016), and generally (West) Germanic: Iverson & Salmons (1995, 1999,
2003, 2008), Goblirsch (1997, 2018), Harbert (2007), van der Hoek (2010), and van
Oostendorp (2019).

In this section, I will first determine the value of the twelve local complexities
ofWymysiöeryś in relation to the two control systems (Section 3.1 – Section 3.12).
Next, I will estimate the relational complexity of the three languages at the global
level of the sound-system module (Section 3.13).

3.1 Monophthongs

Depending on the study, the number of monophthongs in Wymysiöeryś varies.
The highest number attested is 15. The lowest number is 9. Most analyses distin-
guish well above ten vowels. Maximal systems have been proposed by Andra-
son & Król (2016), Kleczkowski (1920) and Mojmir (1930–1936). Andrason & Król
(2016: 20) identify fifteen core vowels: [i], [ɪ], [e], [ɛ], [a], [ɑ], [o], [ɔ], [u], [y],
[ʏ], [ɘ]̟, [ø], [œ], and [ə]. Kleczkowski (1920: 11–12, 171) and Mojmir (1930–1936:
xii–xiii) recognize thirteen vowels: [i], [ɪ] [e], [ɛ], [a], [ɑ], [o], [ɔ], [u], [ʊ] [y], [ʏ],
[ə].15 Systems of twelve monophthongs are proposed by Lasatowicz (1994), Zie-

14The informants who have participated in the empirical research conducted by Król and myself,
and whose language is reflected in previously published articles as well as in this paper, are
(or were) fluent native speakers of Wymysiöeryś (see Section 1).

15The phonetic interpretation in IPA terminology is mine. Kleczkowski (1920) offers detailed
descriptions which allow for such an interpretation. Given the limitations in space, I will not
provide examples of phonetic/phonological features in words and/or constructions. These may
be found in the works referred to in each section.
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niukowa & Wicherkiewicz (2001), Wicherkiewicz (2003), and Andrason (2014a).
Lasatowicz (1994: 32–41) distinguishes: [i], [e], [ɛ], [a], [ɑ], [o], [ɔ], [u], [y], [ʏ],
[ø], [ə]. Zieniukowa & Wicherkiewicz (2001: 499–500) distinguish: [i], [e], [ɛ],
[a], [ɑ], [o], [u], [y], [ʏ], [ø], [ə], and [ɨ]. Wicherkiewicz (2003: 407) distinguishes
the same set of vowels merely replacing [o] with [ɔ]. Andrason (2014a: 126–127)
distinguishes: [i], [ɪ], [e], [ɛ], [a], [ɑ], [o], [ɔ], [u], [y], [ʏ], and [ø]. The most re-
duced systems of monophthongs are postulated byWeckwerth (2015) and Ritchie
(2012) who discern nine vowels: [i], [ɨ], [e], [ʏ], [ø], [a], [ɑ], [ɔ], and [u].16

The vocalic inventory of Middle High German consists of at least nine basic
short monophthongs: a [a], e [e], ë (transcribed as [ë]), ä [ɛ], i [i], o [o], ö [ø], u [u],
and ü [y] (Wright 1917: 2–5, Simmler 1985: 1131, 1133, de Boor & Wisniewski 1973:
36–37, 41, Paul 2007: 62–63, 87–97, Hall 2017: 9, Schmidt 2017: 69).17 Additionally,
the reduced vowel e [ə] was used in unaccented syllables (Wright 1917: 3, Simm-
ler 1985: 1133, Hall 2017: 9). The language also had long vowels (see Section 3.5
below), of which some may have exhibited slightly different qualities when com-
pared to their short counterparts, apart from distinctive quantity (Wright 1917: 3,
Caratini 2009: 185; cf. Hall 2017: 9 and Schmidt 2017: 69). This would increase the
total number of monophthongs to maximally eighteen vowels. The vocalic sys-
tem of Modern Standard German includes 15 vowels of different qualities: [iː], [ɪ],
[yː], [ʏ], [eː], [øː], [ɛ(ː)], [œ], [uː], [ʊ], [oː], [ɔ], [a(ː)], [ə] and [ɐ] (Fagan 2009: 7, 17,
Johnson & Braber 2008: 109–110, O’Brien & Fagan 2016: 17–19; see also Russ 1994:
119, Wiese 1996: 19–21, and Fox 2005: 35, 41 who analyze the vocalic phonemes
of Modern Standard German). In some studies, additional sounds [ɑ] (Eisenberg
1994: 350, Dodd et al. 2003: 3, Johnson & Braber 2008: 110, Caratini 2009: 71) and
[æː], as different in quality from [ɛ], are distinguished (Fox 2005: 35–36, 38).18

Overall, monophthongs (M) are typical features of both Wymysiöeryś and the
two control languages. Quantitatively, the number of monophthongs in Wymy-
siöeryś is (with minor disturbances) similar to that of Modern Standard German
and Middle High German. Therefore, the complexity of monophthongs in the
three languages can be viewed as approximately equal: MW ≈ MMHG and MW ≈
MMSG.19

16Lasatowicz (1994) limits his set of vowels to eight sounds of an uncertain phonetic interpreta-
tion: i, e, o, ó, ö, u, a, y. Given the lack of linguistic training of its author, this system cannot be
regarded as trustful (see a similar observation in Wicherkiewicz 2003).

17On the status of the vowels e (closed), ë (mid-open), and ä (open), consult Simmler (1985: 1132,
1134; see also Wright 1917: 2–5, de Boor & Wisniewski 1973: 36–37, 41, Paul 2007: 87–91). In a
few studies, the number of vowels is reduced to seven (Caratini 2009: 184–185).

18Note that Fox (2005) analyzes phonemes. Sporadically, in unassimilated English borrowings,
one finds two additional vowels, namely [æ] and [ʌ] (Fox 2005: 53, Caratini 2009: 73).

19The following abbreviations will be used in this paper: W – Wymysiöeryś; MHG – Middle
High German; MSG – Modern Standard German.
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3.2 Diphthongs

The number of Wymysiöeryś diphthongs varies between nine and six.20 Klecz-
kowski (1920: 12–13) andMojmir (1930–1936: xiii–xiv) distinguish nine diphthongs:
[ie̯ː], [iɛ̯ː], [aj], [oj], [ə(ː)j], [ou], [au], [uøː] / [uːø], and [uːə].21 Systems of eight
diphthongs are proposed by Lasatowicz (1994), Wicherkiewicz (2003), and Zie-
niukowa & Wicherkiewicz (2001). Specifically, Lasatowicz (1994: 33, 40–41) dis-
tinguishes: [i(ː)ə], [eːi], [a͡e], [a͡o], [ɔ͡ø], [ø(ː)ə], [y(ː)ə], and [u(ː)ə]. Wicherkiewicz
(2003: 407–408) distinguishes: [i(ː)ə], [eːi], [ae], [ao], [ɔø], [ø(ː)ə], [y(ː)ə] and [uə].
Zieniukowa & Wicherkiewicz (2001: 499–500) distinguish: [ai]̯, [ye], [ɪɨ̯], [ɨj],
[au], [øe], [øo], and [ue]. Systems of six diphthongs are formulated by Andra-
son & Król (2016) and Weckwerth (2015). Andrason & Król’s system (2016: 21)
contains [ai]̯, [ei ̯]̯, [ɔi]̯, [œʏ]̯, [iø̯] and [ɪɘ̯]̟, while Weckwerth’s system (2015: 1)
includes [aɪ], [eɪ], [ɔʏ], [øə], [yø] and [ɪə].

The system of diphthongs in Middle High German tends to consist of six
sounds: ei, ou, öu (öi, öü), ie, uo, and üe (Wright 1917: 2–3, 5–6, 17, de Boor & Wis-
niewski 1973: 39–41, 45, Simmler 1985: 1133, Paul 2007: 62–63, 103–108, Hall 2017:
9, Schmidt 2017: 69). Their phonetic interpretation is most likely [ei]̯, [ou̯], [øy̆],
[ie]̯, [uo̯], and [ye]̯, respectively (Paul 2007: 103–108, Hall 2017: 9). Some linguists
expand this system to nine sounds, adding the diphthongs au [aʊ], eu [ɔʏ]/[ɔɪ],
and ui [uɪ] (Caratini 2009: 185). In Modern Standard German, the number of gen-
uine diphthongs has decreased to three: [aɪ], [aʊ], and [ɔɪ] (Eisenberg 1994: 354,
Dodd et al. 2003: 4, Johnson & Braber 2008: 112–113, Fagan 2009: 9, O’Brien &
Fagan 2016: 19). However, a new wave of diphthongs has also emerged due to
the vocalic pronunciation of r as [ɐ] and the assimilation of loanwords ending
in -ion and -ation. As a result, the inventory of diphthongs has been enriched
by [i:ɐ], [u:ɐ], [e:ɐ], and [i ̯o̯:] (Eisenberg 1994: 354, Fox 2005: 53–54, Fagan 2009:
9).22

Overall, bothWymysiöeryś and the two control languages contain diphthongs
(D). Moreover, quantitatively, the number of diphthongs found in Wymysiöeryś,
on the one hand, and those present inMiddle High German andModern Standard
German, on the other hand, are similar. As a result, the complexity of diphthongs
is approximately equal in the three languages: DW ≈ DMHG and DW ≈ DMSG.

20The largest set of fourteen diphthongs is posited by Latosiński (1909: 270): ia, iu, iy, ie, uö, uy,
oe, oi, ou, ei, ae, aei, au, yi. (cf. Wicherkiewicz 2003: 411). As in Section 3.1, I will disregard this
system in my discussion.

21This system could be extended to ten sounds if [uøː] and [uːø] are viewed as different diph-
thongs.

22Two additional diphthongs, i.e. [eɪ] and [oʊ], may appear in unadjusted English loanwords
(Caratini 2009: 73).
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3.3 Triphthongs

TheWymysiöeryś vocalic system contains one true triphthong, i.e. a sequence of
three vocalic elements (usually glide, vowel, and glide) used within the same nu-
cleus. This triphthong is [ʏø̯œ̯], noted alternatively as [yøœ̯] or [yøə] (Andrason
2014a: 126, Andrason & Król 2016: 23).

True triphthongs are absent in Middle High German (Hall 2017: 10). Neither
Wright (1917), de Boor & Wisniewski (1973), Simmler (1985), Paul (2007), nor
Schmidt (2017) mention them in their grammatical analyses. Similarly, there are
no true triphthongs in Modern Standard German. Accordingly, they do not fea-
ture in works dedicated to German phonetics (see Eisenberg 1994, Johnson &
Braber 2008, Fagan 2009, and O’Brien & Fagan 2016) and phonology (see Russ
1994, Wiese 1996, and Fox 2005).

Overall, the category of triphthongs (T ) is only instantiated in Wymysiöeryś.
Hence, by definition, the complexity of triphthongs in the two control languages
is strictly lower than in Wymysiöeryś: TW > TMHG and TW > TMSG.

3.4 Vocalic sonorants

A syllable – and in particular its nucleus – can be formed in Wymysiöeryś not
only by genuine vowels, but by sonorants as well. Five sonorants can be syllabic
or vocalic: [l]̩, [r]̩, [n̩], [m̩], and [ŋ̬̍] (Kleczkowski 1920: 12, Mojmir 1930–1936: xiii).
By far, the most common are [l]̩ and [n̩] (Andrason 2021).

The sound system of Middle High German most likely lacked syllabic or vo-
calic sonorants, as the Proto-Indo-European [n̩], [m̩], [l]̩, and [r]̩ developed a full
vocalic component, namely u, o, ü, or ö (from Old High German o and u, and an
earlier Germanic *u) (Paul 2007: 62, 66, 146–150; see also de Boor & Wisniewski
1973: 48). A possible case, where the presence of syllabic sonorants has been hy-
pothesized, involves the metathesis of ər into rə through an ‘r’̩ stage (Paul 2007:
147). Even if a few (highly debatable) instances of syllabic sonorants could be hy-
pothesized, the relevance of such sounds was minimal for the vocalic system of
Middle High German. In contrast, syllabic liquids ([l]̩ and [r]̩) and syllabic nasals
([n̩], [m̩], [ŋ̬̍]) are a common feature of Modern Standard German, where they
arose due to the reduction of shwa (Fagan 2009: 24, 32, Johnson & Braber 2008:
130–131, O’Brien & Fagan 2016: 18).

Overall, the category of syllabic/vocalic sonorants (S) is instantiated inWymy-
siöeryś and one of the control languages. It is present in Modern High German
but absent in Middle High German. The number of syllabic/vocalic sonorants
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found in Wymysiöeryś and Modern Standard German are quantitatively similar.
Therefore, the complexity of syllabic/vocalic sonorants is approximately equal
in these two languages: SW ≈ SMSG. In contrast, the complexity relationship be-
tween Wymysiöeryś and Middle High German is that of strict inequality: SW >
SMHG.

3.5 Vocalic length

Most studies recognize the presence of long vowels and the significance of vo-
calic length inWymysiöeryś. Theirmost fervent advocates are Kleczkowski (1920)
andMojmir (1930–1936). Kleczkowski (1920: 174) argued that, contrary to contem-
porary Polish, length was a part of the vocalic system of Wymysiöeryś, and that
the opposition between short and long vowels was fundamental from a systemic
perspective (Kleczkowski 1920: 11–12, 26–27). In fact, Kleczkowski (1920: 26) dis-
tinguishes four grades of length, splitting long and short vowels into two sub-
classes each: extra-long and long, on the one hand; and middle and short, on the
other hand. In his model, the following monophthongs can be long or extra-long:
[iː], [eː], [ɛː], [aː], [ɑː], [oː], [ɔː], [uː], [yː] (Kleczkowski 1920: 11–12, 26–27). More re-
duced systems of long vowels are discerned by Lasatowicz (1994), Zieniukowa &
Wicherkiewicz (2001), and Wicherkiewicz (2003). Lasatowicz (1994: 40–41) dis-
tinguishes seven long vowels: [iː], [ɑː], [eː], [oː], [yː], [øː], [uː]. Zieniukowa &
Wicherkiewicz (2001: 499–500) distinguish six long vowels: [iː], [eː], [ɑː], [uː],
[yː], and [øː]. Wicherkiewicz (2003: 405–407) distinguishes five long vowels: [iː],
[ɑː], [eː], [uː], [yː], [øː]. The relevance of vocalic length is also acknowledged by
Andrason & Król (2016: 27–28). In contrast, Weckwerth (2015: 1–2) suggests that
vocalic length, even though present, has a limited distinctive role, as the main
contrast between vowels involves quality rather than quantity.23

Length was a relevant and contrastive feature of the vocalic system of Mid-
dle High German (Simmler 1985: 1133, Seiler 2005). In addition to short single-
tons (see Section 3.1), the language possessed eight long vowels: â [aː], æ [æː],
ê (ie) [eː], î [iː], ô (uo) [oː], oe (üe) [øː], û [uː], and iu [yː] (Wright 1917: 2–7, de
Boor & Wisniewski 1973: 37–38, 41, Simmler 1985: 1133, Paul 2007: 62–63, 97–100,
Hall 2017: 9, Schmidt 2017: 69). As mentioned in Section 3.1, the short and long
vowels likely exhibited at least minimal qualitative differences (Wright 1917: 3,

23My recent studies and fieldwork in Wilamowice show that long vowels are a constant feature
of Wymysiöeryś, although contrast between short and long monophthongs often involves at
least minimal changes in quality. See words like fooł [fo:w] ‘grey, gray-haired’, or the pair hoon
[ho:n] ‘rooster’ versus hon [hɔn]/[hon] ‘roosters’.
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Caratini 2009: 185, Hall 2017: 9, and Schmidt 2017: 69). Length also plays an im-
portant role in Modern Standard German, where vowels differ both in quality
and quantity (Fagan 2009: 7–9, O’Brien & Fagan 2016: 17, 19; see also the short
and long phonemes in Russ 1994: 118–119 and Wiese 1996, Fox 2005: 39–41).24

Length is responsible for the systemic division of all vowels into ‘lax’ and ‘tense’.
Lax vowels are always short, while tense vowels are long in a stressed position.
The tense long vowels comprise eight sounds: [iː], [eː], [ɛː], [a/ɑː], [oː], [uː], [yː],
and [øː] (Eisenberg 1994: 350–352, Johnson & Braber 2008: 109–110, Fagan 2009:
7–9, O’Brien & Fagan 2016: 17, 19; see also Russ 1994: 118–119, Wiese 1996: 19–21,
Fox 2005: 38–39, 41, and their discussion of long vowel phonemes) sometimes
expanded by an additional vowel [æː] (Fox 2005: 35–36, 38).25

Overall, the category of vocalic length (VL) is instantiated in both Wymysiöe-
ryś and the two control systems. The number of long vowels in the two groups
is similar. As a result, the complexity of vocalic length in Wymysiöeryś, Mid-
dle High German, and Modern Standard German is approximately equal: VLW ≈
VLMHG and VLW ≈ VLMSG.

3.6 Nasality

TheWymysiöeryś vocalic system is characterized by the presence of nasal and/or
nasalized vowels. The most common nasal sounds are the vowels [ɔ] and ę [ɛ]
and three nasal approximants [w̃], [ɰ], [ȷ] that can accompany oral vowels (An-
drason 2021). Sporadically, vowels [ã/ɑ] and [ẽ] are used (Andrason 2021). The
actual nasal feature, and thus the nasalization of a vowel, may vary from strong
(a genuine nasal vowel) to weak (a slightly nasalized oral vowel with a nasal
consonant; see Kleczkowski 1920: 12, Mojmir 1930–1936: xiii).

Nasal vowels were absent in Middle High German (Wright 1917, Paul 2007, de
Boor &Wisniewski 1973). Their position inModern Standard German is similarly
weak. In general, “German vowels are oral [and no] nasal vowel belongs to the
core vocalic system” (Caratini 2009: 71). Nasalized vowels – [ɛ(ː)], [ɔ(ː)], [ɑ(ː)],
[œ̃(ː)] – are only found in loanwords from French (Fagan 2009: 9–10, Caratini
2009: 51, 73–74, O’Brien & Fagan 2016: 22). Even there, however, a pronunciation
with an oral vowel and a nasal consonant is grammatical (Russ 1994: 78, Fox 2005:
53, Fagan 2009: 9, O’Brien & Fagan 2016: 22). Being “unstable” and restricted to
a small number of words of foreign origin, the role of nasal vowels in the vowel

24That is, both quality and length are used to differentiate sounds and ultimately lexemes (Eisen-
berg 1994: 352, Dodd et al. 2003: 3, Johnson & Braber 2008: 109, Fagan 2009: 7–9, O’Brien &
Fagan 2016: 17–19).

25As always, Fox’s (2005) analysis concerns phonology.
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system of Modern Standard German is marginal (Fox 2005: 53, Fagan 2009: 10,
Johnson & Braber 2008: 90).

Overall, the category of nasality (N ) is instantiated in Wymysiöeryś and one
of the control languages, i.e. Modern Standard German. However, the number
of nasal vowels and their systemic relevance is greater in Wymysiöeryś than in
Modern Standard German.26 Hence, the complexity relationship between these
two languages is of a strict-inequality type, i.e. NW > NMSG. This strict inequality
is even more evident if Wymysiöeryś is compared to Middle High German: NW

> NMHG.

3.7 Consonants

Both quantitatively and qualitatively, the consonantal system of Wymysiöeryś
is remarkable. The size of the fundamental system of consonants oscillates be-
tween thirty and thirty-nine sounds. Due to palatalizing processes (see Section
3.9), this system may be expanded to more than fifty. As far as “non-palatalized”
models are considered, the maximal system is posited by Andrason & Król (2016:
17–18). To be exact, Andrason & Król (2016) distinguish thirty-nine sounds: (a)
plosives: [p], [b], [t], [d], [c], [ɟ], [k], [g], and [ʔ]; (b) fricatives: [f], [v], [s], [z],
[ɕ], [ʑ], [s]̠, [z]̠, [ʃ], [ʒ], [x], and [h]; (c) nasals: [m], [n], [ȵ], and [ŋ]; (d) liquids [l]
and [r]; (e) affricates: [ts], [dz], [ʨ], [ʥ], [ṯs]̠, [ḏz]̠, [tʃ], [dʒ]; and approximants:
[w] and [j].27 A similarly abundant system of thirty-four consonants was pro-
posed by Kleczkowski (1920: 13–14) and Mojmir (1930–1936: xiv–xv). The main
difference consists in the presence of [ɫ] instead of [w]28 and the absence of the
distinction between the postalveolars [s]̠, [z]̠, [ṯs]̠, [ḏz]̠ and the palatalo-alveolars
[ʃ], [ʒ], [tʃ], [dʒ]. More reduced consonantal systems are proposed by Wicherkie-
wicz (2003) and Lasatowicz (1994). Wicherkiewicz (2003: 406–409) distinguishes
thirty consonants. He expands the set of consonants by [pf] and [ç], on the one
hand, but prescinds from [l], [ɟ], [ʔ] and the distinction between the postalve-
olars [s]̠, [z]̠, [ṯs]̠, [ḏz]̠ and the palatalo-alveolars [ʃ], [ʒ], [tʃ], [dʒ], on the one
hand.29 Lasatowicz (1994: 36, 42, 52) also distinguishes thirty consonants. Sim-
ilar to Wicherkiewicz (2003), Lasatowicz’s system contains the sound [ç] but

26That is, fewer sounds can be nasal and the feature of nasality is generally less common.
27The set of approximants may be extended to [ɰ] which occurs before nasals (Andrason & Król
2016: 17–18, Andrason 2021).

28At the beginning of the 20th century, ł was still pronounced as a velarized alveolar lateral
approximant [ɫ] rather than approximant [w] as it is the rule currently (Kleczkowski 1920: 13,
121–126, Mojmir 1930–1936: xiv, Wicherkiewicz 2003: 406, Żak 2019, see Section 4.4).

29Note that [ʥ], [ḏz]̠, [dʒ], [ʑ] are unattested in Biesik’s poems (Wicherkiewicz 2003: 408–409).
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fails to include consonants [c], [ɟ], [ʔ], [ȵ] and to make the distinction between
the postalveolars [s]̠, [z]̠, [ṯs]̠, [ḏz]̠ and the palatalo-alveolars [ʃ], [ʒ], [tʃ], [dʒ].30

Since nearly all consonants (except [ʔ] and [h]) have their palatal(ized) variants
(see Section 3.9; see also Kleczkowski 1920: 15, Mojmir 1930–1936, Andrason &
Król 2016), the system of consonants may be extended to fifty-one sounds – or
even more – by incorporating, for instance, [pj], [bj], [tj], [dj], [mj], [ŋj], [fj], [vj],
[lj]/[ʎ], [xj]/[ç], [rj] and [wj] (Andrason 2021).

The system of consonants exhibited by Middle High German most likely con-
tained twenty-four sounds. Specifically, (a) plosives: [p], [b], [t], [d], [k], [g]; (b)
fricatives: [f], [v], [s], [ʃ], [ʒ] (or [z]), [j], [ç], [x], and [h]; (c) nasals: [m], [n], [ŋ];
(d) liquids: [l], [r] (Paul 2007: 141, 169–171); (e) affricates [pf], [ts], [kx] (de Boor
& Wisniewski 1973: 18–19, Simmler 1985: 1135, Paul 2007: 141); and possibly an
approximant [w] (Wright 1917: 24, Simmler 1985: 1135). Additionally, some stud-
ies expand this system by [β] (de Boor & Wisniewski 1973: 18). The consonan-
tal inventory of Modern Standard German includes the following twenty-seven
sounds: (a) plosives: [p], [b], [t], [d], [k], [g], [ʔ]; (b) fricatives: [f], [v], [s], [z],
[ʃ], [ʒ] (the last sound is often treated as peripheral), [ç], [j] (also defined as an
approximant), [x], [ʁ], [h]; (c) nasals: [m], [n], [ŋ]; and (d) liquids: [l], [r], [ʀ]; and
(e) affricates: [pf], [ts], [tʃ] (Eisenberg 1994: 353–355, Johnson & Braber 2008: 92,
99–101, 104, Fagan 2009: 10–14, O’Brien & Fagan 2016: 13–16). If the affricate [dʒ]
(O’Brien & Fagan 2016: 16) and the nasal [ɱ] (Hall 2000) are included, the num-
ber of consonants increases to twenty-nine “basic” sounds (see also the more
phonologically oriented analyses offered by Russ 1994: 112–115, 121–122; Wiese
1996: 22–26, Hall 2000: 31, and Fox 2005: 35–37).

Overall, the category of consonants (C) is instantiated in both Wymysiöeryś
and the two control languages. However, whether maximal (extended) or mini-
mal (basic), the number of Wymysiöeryś consonants is always larger, in certain
models radically, than the number of consonants found in Middle High German
and Modern Standard German. As a result, the complexity of consonants in Wy-
mysiöeryś is substantially greater than in the control languages, i.e. CW > CMHG

and CW > CMSG.

3.8 Consonantal length

Consonantal length belongs to the phonetic repertoire ofWymysiöeryś, although
different studies ascribe it a distinct systemic relevance. According to Kleczkow-
ski (1920: 15) and Mojmir (1930–1936: xv), although attested, long consonants are
not particularly common. In contrast, Wicherkiewicz (2003: 405–407) identifies

30Latosiński (1909: 270) distinguishes twenty-six consonants.
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a number of long consonants in Biesik’s poems (namely, [mː], [fː], [pː], [kː], [tː],
[t͡sː], and [ɫː]) and notes that they are still pronounced at least “slightly longer”
than their short counterparts by modern speakers Wicherkiewicz (2003: 407). I
have detected a relatively large set of long consonants in my own field work,
namely: nasals [nː], [ȵː], [m]; fricatives: [sː], [zː], [fː]; stops: [pː], [tː], [kː]; and
affricates [t͡sː] and [d͡z/d͡ʒː]; as well as [rː] (Andrason 2021). Although long conso-
nants also allow for a shortened pronunciation as singletons, consonantal length
seems to be a regular feature of the Wymysiöeryś sound system.

Long or geminated consonants were a typical component of Middle High Ger-
man (Wright 1917: 25, 27–28, 30–31, Simmler 1985: 1134–1135, Goblirsch 1997, 2018,
Jessen 1998: 334, Paul 2007: 141), where the length played, to an extent, a phone-
mic function (Fourquet 1963: 85–88, Moosmüller & Brandstätter 2015). The fol-
lowing long consonantal sounds are usually identified for Middle High German:
pp [pː], bb [bː], tt [tː]; gg [gː], ff [fː], ss [sː], mm [mː], nn [nː], ll [lː], and rr [rː]
(Wright 1917: 25, Paul 2007: 141). The set of long consonants is often extended by
[ʃː], [xː], and [kː] (Simmler 1985: 1135, Paul 2007: 142, 171, for a discussion consult
Goblirsch 1997, 2018 and Paul 2007: 141–175). Modern Standard German has no
geminate or long consonants “at the phonetic level” (Caratini 2009: 70, Goblirsch
2018). The only consonantal sounds present in the language are thus singletons
(Caratini 2009: 70, Fagan 2009) and spelling them with double consonants gen-
erally indicates that a preceding vowel is short (Russ 1994: 118, 140).

Overall, the category of consonantal length (CL) is instantiated in Wymysiöe-
ryś and one of the control languages, i.e. Middle High German. It is absent in
Modern Standard German. The number of long consonants in Wymysiöeryś and
Middle High German is relatively similar and, thus, their respective complexities
may be viewed as approximately equal, i.e. CLW ≈ CLMHG. The comparison be-
tween Wymysiöeryś and Modern Standard German reveals the relation of strict
inequality, i.e. CLW > CLMSG.

3.9 Palatalization

A palatalization-based opposition between the so-called hard (non-palatal(ized))
and soft (palatal(ized)) consonants is a pervasive and essential component of
the Wymysiöeryś sound system (Kleczkowski 1920, Anders 1933, Wicherkiewicz
2003: 402, 405–409, Andrason 2021). Virtually every non-palatal(ized) hard sound
possesses its palatal(ized) soft counterpart (Kleczkowski 1920: 15, Mojmir 1930–
1936: xv, Andrason & Król 2016). Apart from the alveolo-palatal (or palatalized
postalveolar) sounds (i.e. the fricatives [ɕ] and [ʑ], the affricates [tɕ] and [dʑ],
and the nasal [ȵ]), Wymysiöeryś exhibits the following palatal(ized) consonants,
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each contrastive with a hard equivalent: [pj] – [p], [bj] – [b], [tj] – [t], [dj] – [d],
[kj]/[c] – [k], [gj]/[ɟ] – [g], [mj] – [m], [ŋj] – [ŋ], [fj] – [f], [vj] – [v], [lj]/[ʎ] – [l],
[xj]/[ç] – [x], [rj] – [r], and [wj] – [w]. Palatalization also plays a relevant role in
the morphology of Wymysiöeryś, for instance, triggering the use of an allomor-
phic ending -ja instead of -a in inflectional forms of nouns and adjectives, e.g.
ryk [rɘk̟] ‘back’ – dat.pl. rykja [rɘc̟(ː)a] (Andrason 2014a, 2015, Andrason & Król
2016). This large number of palatal(ized) consonants and their extensive use in
the lexicon and grammar give the Wymysiöeryś language a soft resonance, fully
comparable to Polish, but noticeably distinct from German (Kleczkowski 1920;
see also Latosiński 1909: 271–272).31

Palatalization operated in Middle High German residually. The most evident
palatalizing process affected the consonant s that was softened to [ʃ] before the
consonants k, l, m, n, p, t, w (Paul 2007, Fagan 2009: 196, 209, Hennings 2012:
41). Additionally, g was palatalized to j (Paul 2007: 37). Modern Standard Ger-
man fails to exploit palatalization and palatal(ized) consonants to an extent that
would be comparable to that attested in Wymysiöeryś. The most evident case of
palatalization is the softening of [x] to [ç] (Fagan 2009: 26–27, O’Brien & Fagan
2016: 45). The language also contains other palatal sounds, namely [j], [ʃ] and
[ʒ] (Johnson & Braber 2008: 92, 95, 104, Fagan 2009: 9, 12–13, van der Hoek 2010,
O’Brien & Fagan 2016: 14, 16).

Overall, the category of palatalization (P) is instantiated in Wymysiöeryś and
the two control languages. However, the number of palatalized consonants and
the systemic effects of palatalization are far more significant in Wymysiöeryś
than in Middle High German and Modern Standard German. Hence, palataliza-
tion is substantiallymore complex inWymysiöeryś than in the control languages:
PW > PMHG and PW > PMSG.

3.10 Aspiration

In Wymysiöeryś, voiceless plosive consonants /p/, /t/, /k/ fail to be aspirated in
a word-initial position, and in all other positions (however, see further below),
thus appearing as [p], [t], [k] (Kleczkowski 1920: 14–15, 28, Mojmir 1930–1936:
xiv–xv, Andrason & Król 2016: 17–19). This means that they contrast with /b/,
/d/, /g/ in terms of voicing as in Polish (jak w polskiem) (Kleczkowski 1920: 28),
the latter series being pronounced voiced in word-initial and word-internal posi-
tion (Andrason & Król 2016: 17–19).32 An analogous situation is found in Biesik’s

31The perception of Wymysiöeryś as a soft language – and in that regard equal to Polish – is a
usual reaction when a non-Wymysiöeryś speaker who is familiar with German (and Polish) is
exposed to the Wymysiöeryś language.

32In a final position, /b/, /d/, and /g/ are generally devoiced, and thus their opposition with /p/,
/t/, and /k/ is neutralized.
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poems where /p/, /t/, /k/ were unaspirated, and the opposition with /b/, /d/, /g/
involved the feature of voicing only (Wicherkiewicz 2003: 399–409). Aspiration
is also absent in the Wymysiöeryś variety described by Lasatowicz (1994: 42).33

Only sporadically, a soft aspiration of /p/, /t/, and /k/ is audible in a word-final
position (Andrason & Król 2016: 19).

In studies on Middle High German, the opposition between /p/, /t/, /k/ and /b/,
/d/, /g/ is generally viewed in terms of tenseness (Goblirsch 1997, 2018, Jessen
1998) – alternatively referred to as “spread glottis” (Harbert 2007: 44, Iverson &
Salmons 2003: 44, 2008) – that is, fortis versus lenis (Simmler 1985: 1134, Weddige
2007: 18, Hennings 2012: 8–10, Paul 2007: 131, 141, Moosmüller & Brandstätter
2015). However, the determination of the precise phonetic nature of this opposi-
tion is elusive. Most likely, the contrast translated onto a set of phenomena, such
as force, quantity, voicing, and aspiration, all of them characterized by distinct
degrees of relevance (Simmler 1985: 1133–1135). The most relevant of them were
articulatory force (Wright 1917: 22–23, Weddige 2007: 18) and quantitative aug-
mentation (Goblirsch 1997, 2018, Jessen 1998: 334; see also Simmler 1985: 1135) –
both related to intensity. Often, voicing is considered the third crucial property
correlated with tenseness (de Boor & Wisniewski 1973: 18, Simmler 1985: 1133,
Weddige 2007: 19, Seiler 2009, Hennings 2012: 8–10). In contrast, even though
aspiration is apparently “inherent” to the Germanic family (Iverson & Salmons
2003: 44, Iverson & Salmons 2008: 2), its role in Middle High German was sec-
ondary and the three fortes consonants were most likely not (fully) aspirated
(Simmler 1985: 1133, Hennings 2012: 9; see also Paul 2007: 133). In Modern Stan-
dard German, the system of plosives is also based on the tenseness or spread-
glottis contrast, such that the opposition between /p/, /t/, /k/ and /b/, / d/, /g/ is
generally explained as fortis versus lenis (Russ 1994: 115, Wiese 1996, Jessen 1998:
22, 136, 142–143, Fox 2005: 42, Iverson & Salmons 2008: 3, Caratini 2009). The
feature of tenseness is correlated primarily with aspiration, with /p/, /t/, /k/ be-
ing “heavily aspirated in prosodically prominent positions” (Iverson & Salmons
2008: 3), e.g. word-initially (Russ 1994: 115, 117, 121, Iverson & Salmons 2003, 2008,
Fox 2005: 42, Caratini 2009).34 In this system, voicing is viewed as a secondary
feature (Jessen 1998: 334).

33Lasatowicz (1994: 42) argues for a fortis-lenis distinction between /p/, /t/, /k/ and /b/, /d/, /g/,
without explaining how this contrast should be understood in phonetic terms.

34Although most scholars reject voice as a distinctive feature in Modern Standard German, its
relevance is also acknowledged (Wiese 1996: 169), since the series /b/, /d/, /g/ surfaces not only
as unaspirated but also as partially voiced (Iverson & Salmons 2008: 3). Overall, the plosives
contrast in both aspiration (primarily) and voicing (secondarily). The tense consonants /p/,
/t/, /k/ are aspirated and/or unvoiced. The lax consonants /b/, /d/, /g/ are unaspirated and/or
voiced (Jessen 1998: 43–44; see also Caratini 2009: 70).
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Overall, the category of aspiration (A) is not instantiated (or very poorly in-
stantiated) in Wymysiöeryś and Middle High German while it is present and
central in Modern Standard German. Therefore, the complexity relationship be-
tween Wymysiöeryś and the control languages is as follows: AW ≈ AMHG and
AW < AMSG.

3.11 Onset clusters

Wymysiöeryś tolerates elaborated consonant onsets (Andrason 2015: 71). Mono-
segmental onsets may exhibit all consonants except [ŋ].35 Bisegmental onsets ex-
hibit a considerable variety, tolerating the following clusters: (a) stop + liquid/na-
sal/fricative/approximant; (b) fricative/liquid/nasal/fricative/stop/approximant/
affricate; and (c) affricate + liquid/nasal/fricative (Andrason 2021). Contrary to
many West Germanic languages (see Section 4.7), Wymysiöeryś tolerates biseg-
mental onsets such as [tl] and [dl], onsets with a glide as their second segment
[j/w], and onsets with a voiced sibilant as their first element, e.g. [zm], [ʒm],
[ʒv]. Additionally, it contains other onsets rare in German and its relatives: [kʃ],
[tf], [tx], [ps], [pʃ], [bʒ], [gʒ], [t͡ʃf], and [ʃt͡ʃ]. Three consonant onsets are also
common in Wymysiöeryś, and a wide range of combinations are possible: stop
+ fricative + nasal (e.g. [bʒȵ]); fricative + fricative + stop (e.g. [fsp], [fst], [vzd],
[vzg]); fricative + fricative + nasal (e.g. [vzm]); fricative + stop + fricative (e.g.
[fkʃ], [stf]); fricative + stop + liquid (e.g. [skr], [spr], [str], [skn]; and [ʃkl], [ʃkr],
[ʃpr], [ʃtr]). Although not particularly frequent, a few onsets composed of four
consonants are attested, e.g. [vskʃ] and [pstr]. In addition to the quantitative com-
plexity outlined above, Wymysiöeryś attests a significant qualitative variety of
onset clusters. This is evident in the fact that the language tolerates not only se-
quences that conform to the sonority scale, but also those that violate it.36 Apart
from clusters in which the first element is a sibilant [s] or [ʃ] (as is common in

35This means that contrary to Modern Standard German (see below), [ʃ] and [x] may form
monosegmental onsets.

36The sonority scale depicts the increase in the relative sonority of sounds and their “vowel-
likeness” (Foley 1977, Clements 1990). Generally, the sonority increases from obstruents to
vowels, via sonorants. A more fine-grained representation of the scale is as follows: voiceless
stops > voiced stops > voiceless fricatives > voiced fricatives > nasals > l > r > glides / high
vowels > low vowels (Harbert 2007: 65). This scale imposes sonority restrictions whereby, in
onsets, consonants placed higher on the sonority scale may not occur before consonants placed
lower on the sonority scale (Harbert 2007: 66, 68). In other words, the sonority of a syllable
may not decrease from the left edge to its nucleus, but rather increases (Harbert 2007: 66, 68).
Inversely, elements in codas must “decline in sonority toward the right edge of the syllable”
(Harbert 2007: 73).
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Germanic languages; see below), a large number of such “ill-formed” sequences
is tolerated, especially: (a) fricative + stop + fricative (e.g. [fkʃ]) and (b) fricative
+ fricative + stop (e.g. [fsp], [fst], [vzd], [vzg]).

Middle High German maximally contains three consonants in onsets, which is
typical of the Germanic family in general (Harbert 2007: 66, vanOostendorp 2019:
34). As elsewhere in the Germanic family (van Oostendorp 2019: 35), monoseg-
mental onsets exhibit very few restrictions, e.g. [x], [ç], and [ŋ]. In biconsonantal
onsets, sequences composed of an obstruent and a liquid are allowed with the
exception of [tl] and [dl] (van Oostendorp 2019: 36, compare with Wymysiöeryś
above). Other types of onsets are more restricted, with a number of combinations
being disallowed, e.g. onsets with a glide as second segment [j/ʋ/w] and onsets
composed of sibilants and voiced obstruents (cf. van Oostendorp 2019: 36–38). In
general, conforming to the behavior exhibited byWest Germanic languages, Mid-
dle High German complies with the sonority-based constraints (Harbert 2007:
68, 73), van Oostendorp 2019: 36) to a much larger extent than is the case in Wy-
mysiöeryś. In Modern Standard German, monosegmental onsets tolerate most
consonants with the exception of [x], [ŋ], and [ʃ] (Fox 2005: 58).37 For complex
onsets, only doubles are relatively common. Two basic types can be discerned:
obstruent (plosive, fricative, affricate) + liquid ([r/l]) and fricative (mostly, [ʃ]) +
C (Fox 2005: 58). Specifically, the following combinations are grammatical: stop
+ liquid/nasal/fricative; fricative + liquid/nasal; and only for ʃ, fricative + frica-
tive/stop (Veith et al. 1980: 133, Eisenberg 1994: 356, Russ 1994: 120). The only
common second segments are sonorants (Fagan 2009: 35; see also O’Brien & Fa-
gan 2016: 66, Hall 2000: 231). Additionally, affricates may combine with a liquid
or a fricative (Fagan 2009: 35, 58). Triple onsets are scarce and highly restrictive,
both qualitatively and quantitively (Kučera &Monroe 1968: 50). Only five permu-
tations are grammatical (i.e. [skl], [skr], [ʃpl], [ʃpr], [ʃtr]), all of them of the type
[s, ʃ] + stop + liquid (Fox 2005: 58, Fagan 2009: 36, Hall 1992: 69, 2000). Quadruple
onsets are disallowed (Kučera & Monroe 1968: 50, Eisenberg 1994: 355, Fox 2005:
55; see also Wiese 1996). Onsets largely comply with the sonority scale principle
(Wiese 1996: 260, Fox 2005: 60, van Oostendorp 2019: 36–37). The only common
exceptions involve [ʃ] and [s] which may occur before stops (Fox 2005: 60, van
Oostendorp 2019: 39–40).

Overall, consonant clusters (OC) in onsets are instantiated in Wymysiöeryś
and the two control languages. However, onset clusters are significantly longer

37When describing the consonant clusters in Modern Standard German in Section 3.11 and Sec-
tion 3.12, I will often refer to Russ (1994), Wiese (1996), Hall (2000), Fox (2005), and O’Brien
& Fagan (2016). It should be noted that, in their discussion of phonotactics, these authors are
principally concerned with phonemes.
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(i.e. larger sequences are tolerated) and more varied (i.e. a more diverse set of
combinations is grammatical) in Wymysiöeryś than in Middle High German and
Modern Standard German. This yields the following complexity relationships
between Wymysiöeryś and the control languages: OCW > OCMHG and OCW >
OCMSG.

3.12 Coda clusters

Wymysiöeryś allows for elaborated and qualitatively diversified consonant co-
das. All consonants are allowed in monosegmental codas with the exception of
[ʔ] and [h], as well as voiced plosives, due to devoicing processes operating in a
word-final position. Diverse combinations are also tolerated in codas composed
of two consonants, including a large set of clusters containing the affricates [t͡s]
and [t͡ʃ] and their variants (also resulting from the devoicing of /d͡z/ and /d͡ʒ/).38

Nevertheless, certain constraints operate, of which the most pervasive is the un-
grammaticality of the final [j], [h], and [ʔ], as well as the avoidance of final
voiced obstruents. Three-segment codas are also widely attested; however, they
are only common in morphologically complex forms. Their presence in mono-
morphemic (i.e. non-inflected) lexemes is in contrast limited. The most common
mono-morphemic three-segment codas are: [nft], [mpt], as well as [mpl] and
[ndl] in cases where the final sonorants are not syllabic. The most common com-
binations found in pluri-morphemic words involve [Cst] and [CCt], which tend
to arise in inflected forms of verbs (e.g. in the present tense and the preterite)
and adjectives (e.g. superlative), e.g. [tst], [kst], [fst], [hst], [mst], [nst], [ŋst],
[wst], [ŋkt], [wtst]. Four-consonant coda are also grammatical being attested ex-
clusively in inflected forms of verbs and adjectives. The first element is always
a sonorant, the second is a stop, while the third and fourth segments are usu-
ally filled by the cluster [st], e.g. [wdst], [lkst], [ntst], and [nkst]. Five-segment
codas are generally avoided in Wymysiöeryś. Codas typically comply with the
sonority scale principle. Common exceptions are clusters ending in a plosive and
a sibilant, e.g. [ps] or [ks].

As is typical ofWest Germanic languages (van Oostendorp 2019: 40), in Middle
High German, [h] and [ʔ] were disallowed in mono-segmental codas in a word-
final position (Paul 2007: 161), as is, most likely, also true of the voiced plosives
due to their final devoicing (Paul 2007: 19). Bi-segmental codas were common,
and a diversified set of combinations was tolerated, e.g. liquid + obstruent (in-
cluding [lt]) or nasal + obstruent (cf. van Oostendorp 2019: 41–42). Codas longer

38For example, one finds [t͡ʃt] and [t͡st] as the first segment, and [ʃt͡ʃ], [lt͡ʃ], [ȵt͡ʃ], [rt͡ʃ], [wt͡s], [lt͡s],
[nt͡s], [rt͡s], [nd͡z] as the second segment (Andrason 2021).
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than two consonants – i.e. triplets and quadruplets – usually emerge in forms that
exhibit complex morphology, e.g. verbal, nominal, and adjectival inflections. The
typical word-final element in complex codas are voiceless coronal obstruents as
is the rule in West Germanic languages in general (van Oostendorp 2019: 43–44;
for various examples in Middle High German see Paul 2007: 146–175). In Modern
Standard German, all consonants, except [b], [d], [g], [v], [z], [j], [h], and [ʔ],
are grammatical in monosegmental codas (Fox 2005: 59, van Oostendorp 2019:
41). Two-consonant codas also show minimal restrictions and a large variety of
combinations are grammatical (Eisenberg 1994: 356, Russ 1994: 124–125). Specifi-
cally, bisegmental codas cannot end in voiced obstruents, [j], [h], [ʔ], and voiced
plosives. The allowed clusters are mostly of the four types: [l/r] + obstruent or
nasal; nasal + obstruent; obstruent + [t]; and plosive + fricative (Fox 2005: 59).
Codas composed of three segments are common, especially due to the presence
of inflectional endings (Russ 1994: 125). However, certain important restrictions
on their combinatory freedom operate as well (Fox 2005: 59, Fagan 2009: 37).
The most pervasive of them is the presence of t or s in the final position (Fox
2005: 59). Four-segment codas invariably have a sonorant as their first element,
and [sth] or [ths] as their third and fourth elements (Fagan 2009: 37–38). Their
presence within a single morpheme is extremely rare – only two lexemes are
attested (Fox 2005: 59, Fagan 2009: 3; see also Hall 1992: 121). Inversely, they
tend to appear in multi-morphemic forms, e.g. in inflected nouns, adjectives, and
verbs (Hall 1992: 121, Russ 1994: 125, Fagan 2009: 37–38, van Oostendorp 2019: 43–
44). Five-segment codas are highly problematic. There are only three inflectional
forms that exhibit such combinations of sounds (Hall 1992: 121, Russ 1994: 125).
For some scholars, these clusters are “not well formed” (Wiese 1996: 48) being
indeed “unpronounceable for many Germans” (Fagan 2009: 51 referring to Hall
1992: 121). As was the case of onsets (see Section 3.11), codas generally conform
to the sonority scale principle, a common exception being [ps] and [ths] (Wiese
1996: 260, Fox 2005: 60, Fagan 2009: 37).

Overall, complex codas (CC) are instantiated both in Wymysiöeryś and the
two control systems. In all three languages, coda clusters exhibit similar length
and variety. These degrees of complexity of Wymysiöeryś, Middle High German,
and Modern Standard German are thus approximately equal: CCW ≈ CCMHG and
CCW ≈ CCMSG.

3.13 Module-global complexity

The relational complexities of Wymysiöeryś, Middle High German, and Modern
Standard German determined locally for the twelve phonetic/phonological fea-
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tures are recapitulated in Table 1 below. For each feature studied, relational com-
plexity was determined in terms of equality ≈ (similar), inequality ≤ / ≥ (min-
imally lower/greater), and strict inequality < / > (substantially lower/greater).
The evidence shows that the complexity of Wymysiöeryś is substantially greater
than the complexity exhibited by Middle High German and Modern Standard
German with regard to the features of triphthongs, nasality, consonants, palatal-
ization, and onset clusters. With regard to the feature of vocalic sonorants and
consonantal length, the complexity of Wymysiöeryś is substantially lower than
the complexities of Middle High German and Modern Standard German, respec-
tively. Lastly, with regard to aspiration, the complexity of Wymysiöeryś is sub-
stantially lower than the complexity exhibited by Modern Standard German. In
the remaining cases, the complexity of Wymysiöeryś is equal to the complexities
of Middle High German and Modern Standard German.

Table 1: Local complexity of Wymysiöeryś in relation to Middle High
German and Modern Standard German

Features Wymysiöeryś versus
Middle High German

Wymysiöeryś versus
Modern Standard German

Monophthongs W ≈ MHG W≈ MSG
Diphthongs W ≈ MHG W ≈ MSG
Triphthongs W > MHG W > MSG
Vocalic sonorants W > MHG W ≈ MSG
Vocalic length W ≈ MHG W ≈ MSG
Nasality W > MHG W > MSG
Consonants W > MHG W > MSG
Consonantal length W ≈ MHG W > MSG
Palatalization W > MHG W > MSG
Aspiration (?) W ≈ MHG W < MSG
Onset clusters W > MHG W > MSG
Coda clusters W ≈ MHG W ≈ MSG

When analyzed globally from the perspective of the entire sound-systemmod-
ule, Wymysiöeryś exhibits greater complexity than the two control systems. In
comparison to Middle High German, Wymysiöeryś exhibits greater complexity
in half of the features – in the other half, the complexity of the two languages is
equal. In comparison to Modern Standard German, Wymysiöeryś also exhibits
greater complexity in six features; in one feature, the complexity of Modern Stan-
dard German surpasses that of Wymysiöeryś; in the remaining five features, the
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complexities of the two languages are equal. If one allocates 1 for being substan-
tially greater (>), 0 for equality (≈), and -1 for being substantially lower (<), the
relational global sound-system complexity values (SS-COMPL) are the following:
Wymysiöeryś (+6) versus Middle High German (-6); and Wymysiöeryś (+5) and
Modern Standard German (-4). Accordingly, SS-COMPLW > SS-COMPLMHG and
SS-COMPLW > SS-COMPLMSG.

It is also possible to relate the complexities of the three languages simultane-
ously, and thus take into account complexity relationship linking Middle High
German and Modern Standard German in addition to relationships involving
Wymysiöeryś. The scale in Figure 1 below represents the relative position of
the three languages. The scale is limited by two extremes: maximal score +24
(the complexity of language x is substantially greater than the complexity of lan-
guages y and z in all features) and minimal score -24 (the complexity of language
x is substantially lower than the complexity of languages y and z in all features).
Out of possible 24 points (12 for each comparative analysis with one of the other
systems), Wymysiöeryś scores +11 (12 >; 11 ≈; 1 <). Middle High German scores
-7 (1 >; 15 ≈; 8 <). Modern Standard German scores -4 (3 >; 14 ≈; 7 <). This again
demonstrates the greatermodule-global complexity ofWymysiöeryś if compared
to the two control languages.

Figure 1: Relative complexity of Wymysiöeryś, Middle High German
and Modern Standard German

For some features (i.e. triphthongs, vocalic sonorants, nasal vowels, and con-
sonantal length) the contrast between Wymysiöeryś, Middle High German, and
Modern Standard German concerns the presence of a category (distinctiveness),
not only the number of the category’s expression manners (economy). That is, in
one language (or two languages) a certain category is instantiated, while in the
remaining one(s), it is not instantiated at all. In total, Wymysiöeryś instantiates
eleven categories (only the category of aspiration is not expressed); Middle High
German instantiates eight categories (the absent categories are triphthongs, vo-
calic sonorants, nasality, and most likely aspiration); Modern Standard German
instantiates ten categories (the absent categories are triphthongs and consonan-
tal length). If, for the instantiation of each category, a language is allocated 1
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point, Wymysiöeryś scores 11, Middle High German 8, andModern Standard Ger-
man 10 – Wymysiöeryś being thus more complex than the control languages.

As explained in Section 2, the estimation of module-global complexity is al-
ways problematic due to the issue of commensuration and the availability of
various manners of combining local complexities. Therefore, the converging re-
sults of the three complexity measurements of the sound-system module used in
this section – which all identify Wymysiöeryś as the most complex among the
analyzed languages – demonstrate that Wymysiöeryś’ greater complexity score
is not accidental or theory-driven. It is thus very likely that the sound system of
Wymysiöeryś is objectively more complex than the two control languages.39

4 The origin of the surplus

Having established that as far as the sound system is concerned, the global com-
plexity of Wymysiöeryś is greater than the complexity of Middle High German
and Modern Standard German, I will determine whether this complexity surplus
exhibited byWymysiöeryś is attributable to contact with Polish. First, the source
of the complexity surplus found in seven features will be analyzed: triphthongs,
vocalic sonorants, nasality, consonants, consonantal length, palatalization, and
onset clusters (Section 4.1–Section 4.7). This will subsequently allow me to deter-
mine the surplus’ origin from a global perspective (Section 4.8).

4.1 Triphthongs

Currently, the vocalic system of Polish contains only short monophthongs.40 In-
versely, syllables may not exhibit complex nuclei, and thus long vowels, diph-
thongs, and triphthongs (Gussmann 2007: 181; see also Strutyński 1998: 59–60,
72, 74, Jassem 2003: 105–106, Sussex & Cubberley 2006: 154, 156, see however
Wągiel 2016). At previous diachronic stages, specifically between the 10th and
the 15th century, Polish did exhibit long vowels. Vocalic length was however lost
in the 16th century (Długosz-Kurczabowa &Dubisz 2006: 132, 136–137). Although
absent at a phonemic level, diphthongs emerge in Polish due to nasalization pro-
cesses (Wągiel 2016: 53, 62–64, 83)41 and also exist in dialects (Dejna 1973, Bąk

39Since the absence of a category has more far-reaching systemic effects than the distinct num-
bers of encoding manners, one could arguably give even more weight to the complexity of
those languages where a category is present. Since the complexity hierarchy of the three lan-
guages would remain the same, this would have no important bearings on the result of my
study.

40These vowels are /i/, /ɨ/ɘ/̟, /u/, /e/, /a/, /o/. Often, [ɨ/ɘ]̟ and [i] are considered allophones of a
single phoneme (Sussex & Cubberley 2006: 154, 156).

41Alternatively, the emergent nasal components are analyzed as approximants (Gussmann 2007).
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1997). Sometimes, sequences composed of a vowel and the approximants [j] or
[w] are analyzed as diphthongs (Jassem 1973, Demenko 1999, Wągiel 2016: 81–83).
In any case, neither presently nor at its previous developmental stages, Polish
possessed true triphthongs. As a result, the presence of triphthongs in Wymy-
siöeryś cannot result from contact with Polish.42

4.2 Vocalic sonorant

Although Polish admits sequences with “trapped” sonorants, in which a sonorant
is enclosed between two elements of lower sonority, typically two obstruents, e.g.
[drg] drgać ‘vibrate’ (Kijak 2008: 62, 66), it fails to possess true syllabic sonorants.
This contrasts with the situation attested in other (neighboring) Slavonic lan-
guages where sonorants used in the above-mentioned sequences tend to exhibit
a syllabic status (Sussex & Cubberley 2006, Kijak 2008: 66, see the absence of syl-
labic sonorants in discussions of Polish phonetics and phonology, e.g. Strutyński
1998, Jassem 2003, Gussmann 2007, and Wągiel 2016). As a result, the presence
of vocalic sonorants in Wymysiöeryś cannot be attributed to Polish influence.43

4.3 Nasality

Nasality is a prominent feature of the Polish sound system. Polish has two nasal
phonemes ą /ɔ/ and ę /ɛ/ (Urbańczyk 1991: 297–298, Rothstein et al. 1993: 659,
Bloch-Rozmej 1997, Gussmann 2007, Wągiel 2016: 88, 100). In addition to those
two phonemes, which are usually realized as [ɔ] and [ɛ], Polish contains a large
number of nasal vowels at a phonetic level, e.g. [ĩ], [ã], [ũ], and [ɨ/ɘ]̟ (Bloch-
Rozmej 1997: 95, Strutyński 1998: 58–59, 61, 72). Overall, for every oral vowel,
there is a nasal equivalent used in certain environments (Urbańczyk 1991: 298).44

As a result, nasality is viewed as a key phonological and phonetic category in
Polish (Bąk 1997, Strutyński 1998: 77, Gussmann 2007: 269–287, Wągiel 2016).45

42One should note that, although absent in Modern Standard German (see Section 3.3), triph-
thongs are attested in theWest Germanic family, e.g. in Bavarian German and High Alemannic
varieties.

43On the other hand, syllabic sonorants are also relatively common in various varieties of (Mod-
ern Standard) German (see Section 3.4) and in other Germanic languages.

44Such environments are: /n/ + /fricative/ and /m/ + /f, v/ (Urbańczyk 1991: 298).
45In a careful Standard Polish speech, the realization of nasality is asynchronous (Urbańczyk
1991: 297–298, Bąk 1997). This gives rise to the emergence of nasal approximants such as [w̃],
[ɰ], and [ȷ] (Rothstein et al. 1993: 660, Gussmann 2007: 270–271). In colloquial speech, nasal
vowels often resolve into oral vowels and nasal consonants (Rothstein et al. 1993: 659, Bąk 1997,
Rubach 1977, Rowicka & van de Weijer 1992, Bloch-Rozmej 1997: 84–86, Gussmann 2007: 271).
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Contrary to Polish, nasal vowels do not constitute a prominent feature in the
phonetics and phonology of continental Germanic languages (see their absence
in general works on the Germanic family, e.g. Harbert 2007 and Jacobs et al.
1994).46 In West Germanic and German varieties, nasal vowels are generally re-
stricted to loanwords, often allowing for an alternative oral pronunciation (Russ
1994: 78, 108, Fagan 2009: 9, Caratini 2009: 51, 73–74). German dialects in which
nasality is more prominent are: Swabian (an Upper German, Alemannic dialect),
Pfaelzisch (Pfälzisch) or Palatine German (van Ness 1994: 423, Stevenson 1997:
71, Niebaum & Macha 1999: 197), and the dialect of Luzern (Bacher 1905: 179).
Secondary nasal vowels are also found in Yiddish (Weinreich 2008: 583–585, Ad-
dendum 606, Herzog et al. 1992: 19–20, 41, Jacobs et al. 2005: 97–99) and Frisian
(Hoekstra & Tierstna 1994: 508).47

Although nasality is present in the Germanic family, being a common phonetic
process from a cross-linguistic perspective, its emergence in Wymysiöeryś most
likely stems from Polish influence. Indeed, nasal vowels appear most commonly
and most consistently in Polish loans. This complies with the origin of nasality
in Yiddish where its presence is attributed to Slavonic influence (Weinreich 2008:
583–585).48

4.4 Consonants

Polish has a large and diversified set of consonants. The basic consonantal in-
ventory consists of 41 sounds: 38 consonants and 3 approximants [j, w, wj] (Bąk
1997, Strutyński 1998: 74, Jassem 2003, Gussmann 2007: 3–8). This set is often
expanded to nearly fifty due to the inclusion of voiceless sonorants [m̥, n̥, l,̥ r̥]
and a voiced velar [ɣ] (Gussmann 2007: 4). With the incorporation of palatalized
consonants and the approximant [ɰ], the maximal system ascends to nearly sev-
enty consonants (Strutyński 1998: 54, 72–73). Crucially, the consonants that are
absent in Middle High German and Modern German but that currently feature
in Wymysiöeryś are all found in Polish too. This includes: (a) laminal alveolo-
palatal ([ɕ], [ʑ], [tɕ], and [dʑ]) and postalveolar sibilants and affricates ([s]̠, [z]̠,
[ṯs]̠, [ḏz]̠) (Hamann 2003, 2004; cf. Karaś & Madejowa 1977 and Gussmann 2007:

46The exception is a chapter dedicated to Old Icelandic (Þráinsson 1994: 147).
47Nasality is more consistently present in peripheral languages: Surinam Dutch (DeSchutter
1994: 444), Afrikaans (Donaldson 1994: 481), and – albeit rather as an archaism used by older
speakers – Pennsylvania German (van Ness 1994: 423).

48Note also that continental German varieties where nasality is more visible (e.g.
Pfaelzisch/Palatine and Luzern) are usually spoken in areas adjacent to languages con-
taining prominent nasal vowels, in particular French.
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75–78);49 (b) alveolo-palatal nasal [ȵ] (Jassem 2003: 104, alternatively transcribed
as a palatal [ɲ]); (c) a series of other palatal(ized) consonants (see Section 4.7,
Rothstein et al. 1993: 687–690, Strutyński 1998: 38, 42–44, 54, Sussex & Cubber-
ley 2006: 165–166, Gussmann 2007: 4–7); and (d) the labialized velar approximant
[w] (Jassem 2003, Strutyński 1998, Gussmann 2007).

With regard to soft and hard sibilants and affricates, contact with Polish seems
to be the direct and sole factor responsible for their introduction to Wymysiöe-
ryś (Żak 2016, Andrason 2014b,a, 2015, 2021). This can be inferred from the ab-
sence of those two series in West Germanic languages, on the one hand, and
their particular stability in Wymysiöeryś in lexical borrowings from Polish, on
the other hand.50 For the remaining types of consonantal surplus, Polish seems
to have (significantly) strengthened and/or accelerated tendencies that are ty-
pologically common and that had operated (at least marginally) language- or
family-internally.

Although the presence of the alveolo-palatal nasal [ȵ] may partially be at-
tributed to the Polish influence, being evident in a large number of Polish loan-
words, in which the original sound [ȵ] is rendered as such, it seems to coincide
with language-internal processes. In genuine Wymysiöeryś vocabulary, [ȵ] typ-
ically derived from ŋ́ [ŋj] (itself a reflex of an original cluster ng/nc [ŋ]) or arose
in cases where n was followed by palatal sounds i, j, or ć (Andrason 2021). The
palatalization of the velar nasal [ŋ] to [ŋj] constitutes a recurrent cross-linguistic
tendency. It occurred in the Szynwałd/Bojków (Schönwald) dialect, closely re-
lated to Wymysiöeryś, which suggests a dialectal – family-internal – develop-
ment (cf. Gusinde 1911: 98–99). Even though articulatory proximity may moti-
vate the development from [ŋj] to [ȵ], this change occurred only after World
War II, coinciding with the increased presence of the Polish language in Wilamo-
wice (see that it was still written ŋ́ by Kleczkowski 1920 and Mojmir 1930–1936).
The palatalization of n in palatal contexts, which had already taken place before

49The sounds of the “hard” series are defined – especially by Polish scholars – as postalveolars
and represented by [ʃ], [ʒ], [tʃ], [dʒ] (cf. Biedrzycki 1974, Spencer 1986, Dogil 1990, Jassem
2003, and Gussmann 2007; see also Stieber 1958, Rospond 1971, Wierzchowska 1980). The same
class has also been viewed – mostly by Anglo-Saxon and German researchers – as retroflex,
the respective sounds being transcribed as [ʂ], [ʐ], [ʈ], and [ɖ] (cf. Keating 1991, Ladefoged &
Maddieson 1996, Padgett & Zygis 2003, Hamann 2003 and 2004). While the former notation
suggests a partially palatalized sound, the latter implies that the tongue shape is concave and
apical or subapical. The actual realization of these consonants is, however, neither palatal(ized)
nor fully retroflex, but rather laminal and flat – their closest IPA equivalents being [s]̠, [z]̠, [ṯs]̠,
and [ḏz]̠ (cf. Hamann 2003).

50However, the two series of sibilants and affricates are not restricted to the vocabulary borrowed
from Polish. They can also be used in genuine Germanic lexemes.
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the war (Kleczkowski 1920), is a common cross-linguistic phenomenon. Strong
palatalization tendencies affecting n operated in Eastern diphthongized Silesian
dialects, sometimes even more widely than inWymysiöeryś (Waniek 1880: 32, 41,
von Unwerth 1908: 39–40, Gusinde 1911: 96–98, 115, 144, Andrason 2021).51

Similarly, the presence of other palatal sounds in Wymysiöeryś may be at-
tributed to Polish influence as well as language- and family-internal processes.
That is, Polish might have fortified palatalizing tendencies that were already op-
erating in the Wymysiöeryś language and its Silesian relatives. As a result, the
visibility of palatal(ized) consonants was intensified, their central status in the
phonetic and phonological system was established, and new palatalization rules
were introduced to those already operating (see Section 4.6).

The development of the labialized velar approximant [w] from the velarized
alveolar lateral approximant [ɫ] has also resulted from two drifts: language-ex-
ternal and language-internal (Andrason 2014b, 2015, 2021, Żak 2019). Polish has
significantly intensified and perhaps accelerated the process whose foundations
were already in place (for a similar view consult Selmer 1933: 234). On the one
hand, the change seems to imitate an analogous development operating in Pol-
ish, i.e. the replacement of [ɫ] by [w], known under the term wałczenie. The pro-
cess appeared in Polish dialects in the 16th and 17th century. At the turn of the
19th and the 20th century, it spread beyond dialects to the standard language,
where it became the norm in the second half of the 20th century (Urbańczyk
1991: 372, Gussmann 2007: 28).52 Chronologically, the change of [ɫ] to [w] in Wy-
mysiöeryś coincides with the period of the full generalization of [w] in Standard
Polish, which is also the time where the Polonization of Wilamowice increased
substantially. On the other hand, the development of [ɫ] to [w] is found in other
Central East (colonial) German varieties. It was, for example, attested in Lower
Silesian and diphthongized Silesian dialects (von Unwerth 1908: 35, Gusinde 1911:
105, Selmer 1933: 233–234). In the Szynwałd/Bojków dialect, it had been estab-
lished by the beginning of the 20th century (Gusinde 1911: 104–105, Kleczkowski
1920: 125, 161–162).53 The same process could thus have been carried on in Wy-

51It also occurred in contexts where n appeared after a short vowel and before dental consonants.
Compare k’eńt’ ‘children’ in Szynwałd/Bojków with kynt in Wymysiöeryś (Gusinde 1911: 98,
Kleczkowski 1920: 116) – contrary to Polish.

52Currently, the pronunciation of ł as [ɫ] is perceived as “an affectation” (Gussmann 2007: 28).
More regularly, it occurs only in east-southern dialects (Dubisz et al. 1995: 146; see also Nitsch
1957: 46–47, Żak 2019).

53However, as in Wymysiöeryś, the change that took place in Szynwałd/Bojków is attributed to
Polish influence; specifically, to the Polish Silesian variety used in the Upper Silesian coal basin
and industrial region, where [ɫ] had earlier developed into [w] (Nitsch 1909: 156, Gusinde 1911:
104–105, Kleczkowski 1920: 126).
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mysiöeryś. Furthermore, the development of [ɫ] into [w] has occurred in other
members of the Germanic family: varieties of Swiss German dialects, Thuringian
dialects, Lusatian dialects, East-Low German dialects, Franconian dialects, and
Low Franconian dialects (Selmer 1933, Besch et al. 1983: 1111–1112, Leemann et al.
2014).54 It is indeed common from a cross-linguistic perspective, featuring not
only in Slavonic and Germanic, but also in Romance and other language phyla
(Żak 2019).

4.5 Consonantal length

Polish contains geminated or long consonants. They occur in an intervocalic and
word-initial position (Gussmann 2007: 241, Wągiel 2016: 82). Since a number of
minimal pairs may be identified, geminated consonants play a phonemic role, at
least peripherally (Wągiel 2016: 82).

Length is a pervasive – both synchronically and diachronically – feature of
Germanic languages (Harbert 2007: 74–79). Geminate consonants arose in old
and medieval Germanic languages, both in the Northern and Western branches,
where they acquired a systemic relevance (Harbert 2007: 74–75). Subsequently,
various languages underwent changes and long consonants have often been sim-
plified (Lass 1992, Harbert 2007: 75–78)). This degemination is visible in the devel-
opment fromMiddle High German to Modern Standard German and many other
West Germanic languages (Harbert 2007: 76–78, Schmidt 2017). In modern lan-
guages, only North Germanic exhibits genuine long consonants (Harbert 2007:
78–79).

Rather than deriving directly from contact with Polish, the consonantal length
in Wymysiöeryś most likely constitutes an inherited Germanic property, as it
existed in Middle High German – the diachronic source of Wymysiöeryś. The
Polish language could however have contributed to the maintenance of long con-
sonants, thus preventing the developments that have taken place in many other
modern West Germanic languages and German varieties.

4.6 Palatalization

Polish exhibits various types of palatalizing processes and awide range of palatal-
ization-based oppositions. Polish has been viewed as one of “the most highly
palatalized” languages in the entire Slavonic branch (Sussex & Cubberley 2006:
165), the one that attests to “a more advanced state of […] palatalization than

54Often, however, the vocalic pronunciation of l in German varieties is regarded as influenced
by Romance and Slavonic languages (Selmer 1933: 235–238, 243).
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any of the other” members of this language family (Sussex & Cubberley 2006:
165). Indeed, the contrast between palatal(ized) consonants and non-palatal(ized)
consonants – generally referred to as “soft” and “hard” respectively (Urbańczyk
1991: 244, Strutyński 1998: 43–44) – underpins not only the sound system of Pol-
ish but also the language’s morphology. Crucially, for all consonants, there is a
corresponding palatal(ized) consonant, either at a phonemic or a phonetic level
(Rothstein et al. 1993: 687–690, Sussex & Cubberley 2006: 165–166, Gussmann
2007: 4–7).55

Although certain types of palatalization have operated in the Germanic fam-
ily, and palatal(ized) sounds feature relatively prominently in Dutch, Frisian, and
Afrikaans (Hoekstra & Tierstna 1994: 529, Donaldson 1994: 482, van der Hoek
2010), as well as in Icelandic and Faroese (Barnes & Weyhe 2013: 193–195, Har-
bert 2007: 48–49), palatalization is not as essential a component of the Germanic
sound system as, for example, aspiration. Its role in the phonetics and phonol-
ogy of West Germanic languages is certainly less fundamental than is the case
of Slavonic languages (see Harbert 2007: 48–49). Crucially, German (see Section
3.9) and most of its dialects fail to exploit palatalization and palatal(ized) con-
sonants to an extent that would be comparable to that attested in Polish (and
in Wymysiöeryś). As attested at the beginning of the 20th century, German di-
alects exhibited a slightly more palatalization-oriented character than Standard
Modern German (von Unwerth 1908: 38–40, 53–54, 60, 71).56

Given the peripheral status of palatalization in German varieties and West
Germanic languages in contrast to its central position in Polish and Slavonic lan-
guages, it is highly probable that the extensive use of palatal(ized) consonants in
Wymysiöeryś and the central position of palatalization in its phonetic and phono-
logical system, may be attributed to contact with Polish (see a similar conclusion
in Kleczkowski 1920: 15 and Żak 2016: 136). This proposal is consistent with the
scenario posited for Yiddish which acquired a wide array of palatal(ized) conso-
nants most likely under the influence of Slavonic languages (Jacobs et al. 1994:
394, Harbert 2007: 26). Furthermore, two types of palatalizing processes seem to
have been transferred directly from Polish, being absent in other colonial Central
East German varieties: (a) regressive palatalization, i.e. a palatal(ized) pronunci-
ation of consonants due to the presence of subsequent front vowels (contrary

55For an exhaustive list of “soft” and “hard” consonants consult Strutyński (1998). The phonemic
status of palatal(ized) consonants is related to the status of the vowels i and y (Strutyński 1998:
77–78; Sussex & Cubberley 2006: 167). Regarding phonological and morphophonemic aspects
of palatalization in Polish see Gussmann (2007).

56Apparently, the strongest palatal effects were found in diphthongized dialects, to which Wy-
mysiöeryś belonged.
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to the progressive palatalization typical of Silesian German; see next paragraph)
and (b) a palatalizing process analogous to the so-called fourth palatalization,
i.e. the development of ky/ke [k] and gy/ge [g] into ki/kje [c] and gi/gje [ɟ], re-
spectively (Żak 2016: 136, see Dejna 1973: 124–129, Urbańczyk 1991: 244, Długosz-
Kurczabowa & Dubisz 2006: 146–147).

However, although Wymysiöeryś and Polish currently exhibit similar sets of
palatal(ized) consonants and regressive palatalization operates both in Wymy-
siöeryś and Polish, the two systems are not identical. The most relevant differ-
ence pertains to themannerwithwhich various palatal(ized) consonants emerged.
In genuine Wymysiöeryś vocabulary, the palata(ized) realization of the conso-
nant was – and still often is – conditioned by the vowel that precedes it (Klecz-
kowski 1920: 125) rather than by the vowel that follows, which is typical of Polish.
The same principle governed palatalization in all Silesian German dialects thus
revealing a firm family-internal tendency (von Unwerth 1908: 71).57

Overall, Polish might have fortified palatalizing tendencies that were already
operating in the Wymysiöeryś language and its Silesian relatives. As a result,
the visibility of palatal(ized) consonants was intensified, their central status in
the phonetic and phonological system was established, and new palatalization
rules were added to those already existing.

4.7 Onset clusters

Polish exhibits rich phonotactics, tolerating complex consonant clusters in on-
set positions (Gussmann 2007, Zydorowicz 2010: 567, Dziubalska-Kołaczyk & Zy-
dorowicz 2014, Zydorowicz & Orzechowska 2017: 101) – a property that is charac-
teristic of the Slavonic family, in general (Sussex & Cubberley 2006). Given that
both the length of clusters and the number of combinations is “impressive” (Zy-
dorowicz & Orzechowska 2017: 101), Polish is considered as “one of the most per-
missive languages” as far as phonotactics are concerned (Kijak 2008: 62). With re-
gard to length, onset clusters tolerate maximally four elements (Zydorowicz 2010:
565, Dziubalska-Kołaczyk & Zydorowicz 2014, Zydorowicz & Orzechowska 2017:
98).With regard to combinatority, 231 types of doubles, 165 triples, and 15 quadru-
ples are found in onsets in Polish (Bargiełówna 1950, Zydorowicz 2010: 565–567,
Zydorowicz & Orzechowska 2017: 107–108). The richness of Polish phonotactics
is not only quantitative but also concerns the qualitative properties of clusters.
That is, Polish allows for onset clusters that exhibit falling sonority profiles (e.g.

57In a further contrast to Polish, in Silesian German – including the variety of Szynwałd/Bojków
– palatalization operated spontaneously before a dental consonant, either plosive, nasal, or
lateral (von Unwerth 1908: 38–39, 68–69, Gusinde 1911: 98).
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[rt]) and clusters with unchanged sonority values (the so-called plateau clusters;
e.g. [fsx-]) in addition to those with rising sonority (e.g. [tr]) (Dukiewicz 1980, Zy-
dorowicz & Orzechowska 2017: 104). Accordingly, sequences that are “ill-formed”
from the perspective of the sonority scale (e.g. [rt], [rdz], [pstr]) are often toler-
ated (Zydorowicz & Orzechowska 2017: 104).

Even though onset clusters in Germanic languages can be complex (Harbert
2007, van Oostendorp 2019: 33), their complexity is lower than in Polish and
Slavonic languages (cf. Kučera & Monroe 1968 who contrast German with Rus-
sian and Czech). Overall, only bi- and tri-segmental clusters are allowed in onsets
(van Oostendorp 2019: 34–36). Even biconsonantal onsets, the most permissive
ones, exhibit various combinatory restrictions (Harbert 2007, van Oostendorp
2019). For instance, onsets with a glide as their second element, onsets composed
of sibilants and voiced obstruents, and the clusters [tl] and [dl] are generally dis-
allowed (van Oostendorp 2019).58 The most permissive language as far as phono-
tactics are concerned, is Yiddish (van Oostendorp 2019) – likely due to Slavonic
influence. Three-segmental onsets are even more restricted and mainly appear
with [s] and [ʃ] as the first element. With a few exceptions involving [s] and
[ʃ], two- and three-consonant onsets must comply with sonority hierarchy (Har-
bert 2007: 68, 73, van Oostendorp 2019). This compliance is larger than what one
observes in Polish.

The greater qualitative and quantitative restrictions exhibited by onsets in
Germanic languages than is the case in Polish, as well as the fact that the most
complex Wymysiöeryś onsets appear in Polish loanwords suggests the contact-
induced increase in the complexity of onsets in Wymysiöeryś.

4.8 Module-global perspective

The discussion in Section 4.1–Section 4.7 suggests thatmost of the surplus of com-
plexity exhibited byWymysiöeryś in the sound-systemmodule can be attributed
to contact with Polish. In case of four features (i.e. nasalization, consonants,
palatalization, and onset clusters) contact with Polish is the principle reason for
the complexity attested, although in some instances, enhancing the (more or less
visible) tendencies already operating at a language- or family-internal level. In
case of one feature (i.e. consonantal length), the Polish influence is secondary
– it is the family-internal genetic drift that is the primary factor motivating the
complexity surplus observed. Lastly, in case of two features (i.e. triphthongs and
vocalic sonorants), Polish has not contributed, even minimally, to the complexity
surplus exhibited by Wymysiöeryś.

58In contrast, all of these onset clusters are allowed in Polish.
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Although contact with Polish has most likely contributed to the complexifica-
tion ofWymysiöeryś, it is also responsible for its simplification in certain aspects.
As explained in Section 3.10, in Germanic, the distinction between /p/, /t/, and /k/
and /b/, /d/, and /g/ involves primarily the feature of tenseness (Jessen 1998) or
spread glottis (Harbert 2007: 44). Its typical acoustic effect is aspiration (Iverson
& Salmons 1995, 1999, 2003, 2008, Harbert 2007: 44). Indeed, the spread-glottis
principle – referred to as Germanic enhancement (Iverson & Salmons 2003: 44)
– with aspiration effects one of the fundamental and “inherent” rules governing
the sound system of Germanic languages. It has been operating since the de-
velopment of the proto-language, being responsible for a series of changes and
developments (Iverson & Salmons 2003: 44, Iverson & Salmons 2008: 2–4). The
spread-glottis principle and aspiration are absent in Wymysiöeryś. This absence
is most likely due to interaction with Polish where tenseness and aspiration have
never operated. Overall, however, the contribution of contact with Polish to the
complexity of Wymysiöeryś is by far more positive than negative.

5 Conclusion

This contribution demonstrates thatWymysiöeryś – a severely endangeredmori-
bund minority language – exhibits remarkable complexity. Therefore, its severe
endangerment and moribund status are not correlated with structural simplicity
– at least, in the variety used by fluent speakers.59 The surplus of complexity is
largely attributable to the transfer of elements from the dominant code, Polish.
This confirms the view of language contact as not only having simplifying ef-
fects on languages, but also as contributing to their complexification – even in
the situation of seemingly imminent language death.

The analysis of local complexities pertaining to diverse phonetic/phonological
features (monophthongs, diphthongs, triphthongs, vocalic length, vocalic sono-
rants, nasality, consonants, consonantal length, palatalization, aspiration, onset
and coda clusters) and their subsequent combination into a global relational
value demonstrate the following: (a) locally, the complexity of Wymysiöeryś is
typically superior or equal to that of Middle High German and Modern Standard
German; (b) module-globally, the complexity of Wymysiöeryś is greater than

59As explained in Section 1, the semi-speakers of Wymysiöeryś, who did not learn the language
properly in intergenerational transmission and rarely (if ever) use it, exhibit radical simpli-
fication and impoverishment. However, they have no bearing on general language use, the
transmission of Wymysiöeryś to the younger generations, and the language’s structure over-
all.
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the overall complexity of Middle High German and Modern Standard German;
(c) both locally and globally, the surplus of information exhibited by Wymysiöe-
ryś – and, thus, the positive difference in complexity when compared with the
two control languages – can, in its largest part, be attributed to the contact with
Polish. That is, by assimilating various Slavonic properties, and simultaneously
maintaining its inherited or internally developed Germanic traits, the sound sys-
tem of Wymysiöeryś is richer than the systems of its mother and at least some
of its sister languages.

While this research only demonstrates the contact-induced complexification
of the sound-systemmodule ofWymysiöeryś, it is likely that a similar increase in
complexitywould be observed in othermodules, whethermorphology, syntax, or
vocabulary. The likelihood of such complexifications is motivated by the general
trend exhibited by Wymysiöeryś, namely the simultaneous maintenance of the
Germanic foundation and its enhancement by Polish elements – a trend that goes
beyond accidental complexity fluctuations (Andrason 2021). However, since in
any given language, the complexities of different modules generally need not
coincide, this hypothesis must be verified in future studies.
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Chapter 9

Language variation, language myths,
and language ideology as constructive
elements of the Wymysiöeryś
ethnolinguistic identity
Tomasz Wicherkiewicza
aAdam Mickiewicz University Poznań

Wymysiöeryś is a highly endangered language spoken today the last few speakers
and a growing number of new speakers in the small town of Wilamowice After
two generations of language decay and attrition, the language (community) has
recently undergone intensive revitalisation processes.

In the past, the town Wilamowice formed a part of the so-called Bielsko-Biała
linguistic enclave (Bielitz-Bialaer Sprachinsel), which had its roots in the massive
German colonisation in the 12/13th century and created and/or populated several
villages and towns in the border areas of Silesia and Galicia. In modern times, Wi-
lamowice has constituted either a peripheral or an entirely distinct exclave (out)
of the Sprachinsel.

The Wymysiöeryś language has been classified as a colonial variety of East Cen-
tral German. Both sociolinguistic research and historical records indicate, however,
that at various periods, different ideas on the origin and identity of the commu-
nity have been shared and uttered by and on the Wilamowiceans and Wymysiöe-
ryś. Such ethnotheories of provenance, including some folk linguistic evidence and
myths, referred to various Germanic countries as places of origin of the first set-
tlers.

From a contact linguistic perspective, the microlect of Wilamowice has certainly
undergone interactions of various types and intensities with Polish (and its va-
rieties) and standard High German. The evidence of such contacts, shift or even
hybridisation can be found in all subsystems of the microlanguage; however, it is a
rather perceptual dialectology and ethnoscience perspective of language variation
which has been adopted in the present outline.

TomaszWicherkiewicz. 2022. Language variation, language myths, and language ide-
ology as constructive elements of the Wymysiöeryś ethnolinguistic identity. In Matt
Coler & Andrew Nevins (eds.), Contemporary research in minoritized and diaspora
languages of Europe, 261–280. Berlin: Language Science Press. DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.
7446971
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1 Introduction

1.1 Concepts

Wilamowice is the unique home to the speech community of Wymysiöeryś (ISO
wym),1 a severely endangered Germanic microlanguage, now spoken by several
tens of users, both the local last speakers and a growing group of new speakers (in
a 2009 UNESCO report, Wymysiöeryś was referred to as ”seriously endangered”
and almost extinct).

Usually, the term microlanguage describes a language variety used by a nu-
merically small and geographically or culturally isolated speech community. The
geographical isolationmay result from, e.g., peripheral, transborder, or insular lo-
cation, while the cultural one from religious, ethnic, or social factors. In the case
of many speech microcommunities, the criteria of territorial and social separation
have been of decisive importance for both the internal and external identity of
the group.

The term microlanguage is used here in its most neutral possible sense, al-
though relating to two other terms used in the Slavic and Germanic sociolinguis-
tic tradition: literary microlanguage (Russian: микроязык) and language enclave
(German: Sprachinsel) respectively.

The former, introduced byAleksandr Dulichenko (e.g. 2006: 27), refers to “such
a form of an existing language (or dialect), which has been used in written texts
and is characterised by normalizing trends emerging as a result of the function-
ing of the literary writing formwithin the framework of a more or less organised
literary and linguistic process”. Slavic linguistics uses the term mainly regarding
those literary and linguistic forms that exist alongside themajor Slavic languages
of historically prominent nations and often possess a written form, with a cer-
tain degree of standardisation, and are used in a limited variety of circumstances
and always alongside a national literary language. Genetically, Slavic literary
microlanguage refers genetically to one of the major Slavic languages. Accord-
ing to Balowska (1999: 43), among the key criteria for distinguishing micro- from
macrolanguages are the number of users, the degree of normalisation achieved by
the language code, as well as the extent of its polyvalence. Some Slavic linguists,

1At the request of Tymoteusz Król, a young language activist fromWilamowice, the US Library
of Congress added Wymysiöeryś to the register of languages in July 2007. Later, the Interna-
tional Organisation for Standardisation registered it under the ISO 639-3 code wym. At the
turn of the 20th century, efforts to obtain ISO codes became one of the procedures aimed at
recognizing the linguistic status of language varieties.
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however, question the sense of distinguishing such a category from among mi-
nority languages (Stern 2018).

The category of literary microlanguages has become a significant (research)
domain in Slavic linguistics, and recently also in other areas of minority studies.
That growing attention and applicability is probably a direct result of the grow-
ing role of written language standardisation for minority language preservation,
maintenance, and revitalisation strategies. Quite underresearched remains, how-
ever, the development and course of language contacts between such literary
microlanguages and their roofing national literary (standard) languages. Yet, in
the case of close genetic linguistic relationship between the microlanguage and
its Dachsprache,2 language contacts have often been neglected by researchers.
On the other hand, contacts between a microlanguage and its roofing literary
national standard might be of a completely different range when the two lects
are not close genetic cognates, as is the case between the substantially Germanic
Wymysiöeryś and its modern Dachsprache Polish, especially when considering
other language contacts of the microlanguage in the past (with Silesian German,
standard German, Polish dialects, etc.)

Admittedly, Wymysiöeryś has not been extensively studied as a literary mi-
crolanguage sensu stricto, yet the role of Wilamowicean literature and literacy in
its modern history (and historical sociolinguistics) has been quite crucial. It is
the growing corpora of Wymysiöeryś literary texts and on Wilamowice speech
community that keep developing into the main source of language material for
comparative or contact linguistics, as well as sociolinguistics of the speech com-
munity, including the historical analysis of language ideologies and their impact
upon the actual language system of Wymysiöeryś.3

Another keyword essential for researching and understanding the role of lan-
guage variation in the development ofWilamowice’s language ideology is Sprach-
insel (German for ‘language enclave’). However, the term and concept of Sprach-
insel is still problematic, mainly due to its strongly ideological contents and
methodological context in the past (cf. below). Numerous attempts which have
been made to devise a definition are closely connected with certain research tra-
ditions on the one hand, and with the history of individual Sprachinseln on the
other. A widely accepted definition among German linguists was suggested by
Wiesinger (1983: 901), who asserted that language islands were either discrete or

2Dachsprache (German for ‘roofing language’, or ‘umbrella language’) is a term proposed by
Heinz Kloss in reference to a language form that serves as a standard language in a country (or
another polity with the same standard literary language) above other lects/idioms, regardless
of their genetic affiliation or position in the actual dialect continuum (cf. e.g. Kloss 1967).

3For an outline of literary output in Wymysioryś, cf. Wicherkiewicz 2019.
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areal, relatively small, enclosed linguistic settlements situated within a relatively
large area where another language is used. Other definitions have stressed the
aspects of isolation and roofing by a majority language, as, e.g., Protze (1995: 55)
“language islands are mainly characterised by minimal contact with not only the
motherland but also the surrounding speech community. The minority language
is roofed by the standard variety of the majority language and the communities
are linguistically and culturally isolated)”.

As summed up in Claudia M. Riehl’s (2010: 333) outline on Sprachinseln (inter-
preted as discontinuous language spaces), “difficulties in defining a Sprachinsel
are primarily due to the fact that the term cannot be readily detached from the
historical-political constellations and social changes connected with the emer-
gence of language islands (i.e., the colonisation of Eastern Europe and the New
World)”. Nonetheless, the concept of Sprachinsel might be indispensable for a bet-
ter discernment of both the non-existent Bielitz-Bialer Sprachinsel macro-enclave
and its erstwhile exclave of Wilamowice.

A combined, thus interdisciplinary, definition by Klaus Mattheier (1996) may
be quoted here:

“A language island is a linguistic community which develops as a result
of disrupted or delayed linguistic cultural assimilation. Surrounded or en-
closed by a linguistic and/or ethnic dominant culture, such an island is made
up of a linguistic minority that has become separated from its original roots;
and, as a function of its unique socio-psychological disposition (i.e., its “is-
land mentality”) is held separate and apart from the majority culture with
which it maintains tangential contact (…)”

The main characteristic of the delayed assimilation is based, among others, on
the speakers’ attitude toward the linguistic majority. Therefore, language islands
exist “rather in the minds of speech islanders than on the landscape” (Mattheier
1994: 106).

1.2 Location

The town ofWilamowice (Wymysoü inWymysiöeryś) is currently situated in the
Southern Poland province of Silesia, county of Bielsko-Biała, and inhabited by ca.
3 thousand people. The town is also the administrative center for the eponymous
commune with the total population of ca. 18 thousand. Worth stressing, however,
is the actual lack of cultural and linguistic continuity with the other settlements
in the municipality, with one exception the village of Stara Wieś (Wymysdiöf ),
referred to as a medieval sister settlement of Wilamowice.
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The community was founded most probably around 1300 as a result (of multi-
ple waves) of the German eastward expansion, which could have also included
migrants fromGermanic-speaking lands of Flanders, Friesland, or even Romance
Wallonia. The colonists established a cluster of settlements circumjacent to what
was to become the towns of Bielitz/Bielsko and Biała/Biala, on both sides of
the river Biała/Bialka, which constituted a centuries-old bunch of boundaries be-
tween various polities or macroregional districts, as duchies, dioceses, kingdoms,
crown-lands, or state borders between partitioners of Poland.4

The colonies developed into what used to be called the Bielitz-Bialaer Sprachin-
sel in the German historical dialectology, i.e., a mixed urban-rural complex with
its own cultural profile and a dialect-cluster consisting of several subvarieties as
markers of both extra-and intra-group identities. The enclave broke up into the
Bielitz-Biala Sprachinsel proper and Wilamowice (as a secondary sub-exclave) as
a consequence of Polonisation of some villages such as Pisarzowice, which has
since separatedWilamowice from the rest of the Sprachinsel until the 1940s. The
majority populations of those two towns were German-speaking, as were the
inhabitants of all villages which formed the proper Sprachinsel. However, most
of those who had inhabited the Bielsko-Biała language enclave were aware that
the language varieties they spoke were different from the standard Hochdeutsch.
The varieties shared the endolinguonym Pauerisch/Päuersch, referring to the ru-
ral, peasant character of the ring of villages which surrounded the urban multi-
lingual core of Bielsko and Biała (those two towns were merged twice in their
history: 1941-1945 by the Nazi German occupants, and in 1951 now by the Polish
administration). Always a microcosm in itself, either as an autonomous duchy
or located at the boundaries of Prussia and Austria, who had partitioned Poland
in the 18th century, Bielsko-Biała sensu largo was long considered an archetypic
paradigm of a German Sprachinsel. In fact, the varieties under concern formed
a local dialectal continuum, with the northeasternmost extreme in Wilamowice.
When the continuum was broken, and Wilamowice got separated territorially
and culturally (probably in the 18th century) from the rest of the enclave, the vil-
lage of Hałcnów/Alzen/Alca5 became the geographically and culturally nearest
extreme of the German Sprachinsel. The relations with the inhabitants of its “sis-
ter” community of Hałcnów became the closest ‘counter-reference’ of Wilmow-
icean identity until the end of World War II. The two speech communities, two

4For a detailed outline of socio-cultural and glottopolitical history see:
http://inne-jezyki.amu.edu.pl/Frontend/Language/Details/10 and
http://inne-jezyki.amu.edu.pl/Frontend/Language/Details/11 (30 December, 2020).

5Polish/German/Hałcnoian name of the village; nowadays a quarter of the Bielsko-Biała conur-
bation.
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settlements, and two language varieties shared quite a lot of linguistics and ex-
tralinguistic characteristics, but it is the German identity of Hałcnowians that
became a decisive factor of their doom after 1945.

As described byMętrak (2019: 10) in his contrastive-comparative study of those
two communities:

“(…) modern national conflicts arrived in the region when Poland regained
independence in 1918. The whole Bielsko-Biała enclave became a part of the
Polish state, but as one of the centers of Germanminority it posed a problem
for the state policies. Both Polish and German activists tried to convert the
local population to their cause. In the interwar period, German nationalist-
oriented scholars and ideologists treated the linguistic enclave inhabitants
as exemplary “Arch-Germans”, who have been struggling for centuries to
preserve their identity surrounded by Slavic “barbarians”.

Most of the German population of Bielsko-Biała fell for the Nazi propaganda
(as seen in the voting results of the Young-German Party),6 and the Ger-
man army arriving to Bielsko-Biała on September 3rd, 1939 was greeted as
liberators. The inhabitants of Hałcnów, however, traditionally supported
the Christian Democratic Party. When the war was lost for Germany, some
of the people evacuated with the fleeing Wehrmacht, others awaited the
advancing Red Army. When in February 1945 Soviet troops marched into
the city, its German population was subjected to harsh persecution: arrests,
murders, rapes, and looting. Out of almost 50 thousand Germans of Bielsko-
Biała, only a few «indispensable» specialists or pro-Polish activists were
allowed to stay as the rest was forcibly resettled to Germany.

The only settlement of the former enclave whose inhabitants were not of-
ficially persecuted was Wilamowice, due to their non-German identity. (…)
The lack of state-organised repression has not stopped discrimination on
the local level, often performed by Poles from neighboring villages, envy-
ing the Vilamovicean wealth.”

The very economic wealth of Wilamowicea(ns) has been a decisive factor in
the modern history of the development of a separate Sprachinsel-identity and its
microlanguage ideology.

6Jungdeutsche Partei in Polen – a National Socialist political party founded in 1931 by members
of the German ethnic minority in Poland.
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2 Classifications and Myths of Origin

Genetic classifications and scientific taxonomies rarely coincide with the folk
linguistic theories of language origin and language variation, or with percep-
tual classification of language varieties (lects). Furthermore, microlanguage com-
munities have been both objects and subjects of quite repetitive discourses on
language-or-dialect status, which actually followed and resulted from the unend-
ing debates and agendas concerning the national declarations of communities
without their (kin) nation-states. These issues have actually been most visible
and influenced the modern history of the entire Central-Eastern Europe, as well
as abundant individual cases within.

Wilamowice, however, thanks to an exceptional tangle of historical, cultural,
political, linguistic, economic, and even individual developments, happened to
be the only survivor on that Central-European battlefield of languages, nation-
states and Sprachinseln, macro- and microideologies, into the 21st century, one
of the most salient factors being the overt and covert, documented and mythical
history of the microlanguage.

The actual constellations of languages, patterns of individual and community
multilingualism and polyglossia in Wilamowice, as well as in (other parts of)
Bielitz-Bialer Sprachinsel still require thorough research.7 There have been, how-
ever, some earlier contributions to the historical sociolinguistics of Wymysio-
ryś that focused on the ethnotheory of origin, shared by and imposed upon
the community. To investigate and understand the current position and self-
identification of Wilamowiceans, one should sort and analyze the myths and
theories that have referred to and tried to categorise Wymysiöeryś as a language
(variety).

Some of them have already been researched earlier byMorciniec (1984), Rycke-
boer (1984), Morciniec (1995), Wicherkiewicz (2003), Ritchie (2012), Wicherkie-
wicz & Olko (2016) or Wicherkiewicz et al. (2018).

A cutting-edge, comprehensive study of linguistic micro- and macroideologies
of and in Wilamowice was compiled by Chromik (2019).8 Using the approach
based on Michael Silverstein’s methodology, Chromik set down a monograph of
linguistic ideologies understood as a bridge between linguistic and social struc-
tures, proposing a twofold typology of linguistic macroideologies (which attempt

7Actually, these questions constitute one of the main topics of the research projectMultilingual
worlds – neglected histories. Uncovering their emergence, continuity and loss in past and
present societies (MULTILING-HIST), to be started in 2021 by Justyna Olko and her team
(including the present author), and financed by a European Research Center grant.

8In Polish, although an English-language edition is expected.
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to hegemonise the way languages are perceived), and microideologies (as an al-
ternative to the former):

“Due to specific conditions, they are easier to observe in communities using
minority languages or nonstandard forms of dominant languages. Unlike
macroideologies, they are predominantly transmitted orally within families.
As a consequence, they often remain invisible to sociologists, linguists, or
historians. They are easier to observe when an ethnographic method, based
on direct interaction with people, is used.”9

During the long 19th and 20th centuries, these language microideologies inWi-
lamowice have frequently been directly interwoven with (mythical) ethnotheo-
ries which pertained to the origin of the settlers in Wilamowice. Moreover, dur-
ing the 20th century, they also got tangled with and into the terminological and
taxonomical disputes on the linguistic status of Wymysiöeryś (recently also in
the never-ending and unproductive debate on language-vs.-dialect status).

Therefore, it is language ideology that became an indispensable factor and link
to the understanding of the sociolinguistic processes sensu largo within the Wil-
amowicean community, as indeed they significantly influenced the role, prestige,
status and attitudes to the native language variety. Even the systemic language
variation might be considered not only a consequence but, to some extent, even
a product of language ideologies, as most paradigms of historical sociolinguistics
do not ignore such variables as language ideologies, language attitudes or social
networks as markers or factors of language variation.

3 Language ideologies as variables of
“Wilamowiceanness”

In the last two centuries, the community ofWilamowice has constantly been sub-
ject to constellations of internal and external language ideologies that resulted in
the ethnolinguistic choices and declarations, especially during the long 20th cen-
tury. Many linguists (as well as dialectologists and historians) often associated
the Bielitz-Bialaer Sprachinsel with Silesian German. It must be remembered,
however, that the emergence of those varieties is to be ascribed to the medieval
settlers who came from various regions of today’s Germany, not to speak about
adjacent areas. Silesian, thus, developed an admixture of dialects which consisted
of elements from various German varieties. Initially, it probably had been much

9Quoting the English summary of unpublished Chromik 2019.
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more diversified than it was in the 20th century. Throughout the centuries of
co-existence of various groups, their lects converged. The scholars of language
and history did some attempts to reach into the depths of history and determine
what particular German dialects influenced the Bielitz-BialaerMundart(en). Some
of them (e.g., Wagner 1935: 192) referred to the apparent influence of Thuringian
and Upper Saxon as the base of Silesian German varieties in the cluster of Bielsko-
Biała.

The situation of Wymysiöeryś was different. Actually, every linguist (includ-
ing philologists, dialectologists and amateur Heimatkundige) interested in the
(linguistic) history of Wilamowice attempted to explain or determine the origins
of Wymysiöeryś. Frequently, those explanations were either based on folk theo-
ries or created newmyths themselves. One of the proposed hypotheses indicated
Schaumburg in north-western Germany (Lower Saxony) as a possible place of
origin of the first Wilamowiceans. The theory found a quite a wide distribution
at the beginning of the 20th century. Józef Latosiński, a teacher and schoolmas-
ter in Wilamowice, in his massively popular Monografia Miasteczka Wilamowic
(based on authentic sources; 1909), argued that:

“ (…) the first Wilamowiceans did, indeed come from there; firstly, because
of the local dialect which had both the native Low German element and
Dutch and Anglo-Saxon features as well, and secondly, because to this day
the textile industry has been thriving in the Principality of Schaumburg-
Lippe (…)”

J. Latosiński’s monograph has effectively influenced and to some extent con-
structed the collective identity of Wilamowice in the face of nationalisms breach-
ing through Central Europe and restructuring the identities of lands and eth-
nic groups (more in: Wicherkiewicz & Olko 2016: 23ff, and Chromik 2019). The
importance of Latosiński’s thesis has been crucial for the Wilamowice’s group
identity within the 20th century, emphasised by the fact that the Monografia was
reprinted in 1990.

What Latosiński’s input meant for constructing the Polishness of Wilamo-
wice(ans) wasWalter Kuhn’s mission-work in respect to their Germanness. Born
in Bielitz, W. Kuhn was a prominent and productive ethnohistorian of the Ger-
man Ostgebiete (Eastern territories), which included the areas colonised (also dis-
cretely, as scattered Sprachinseln) by Germans since the Middle Ages (cf. Wicher-
kiewicz&Olko 2016: 23ff). His 1934monograph onDeutsche Sprachinselforschung:
Geschichte, Aufgaben, Verfahren became an actual foundation of the entire disci-
pline and research paradigm of Sprachinselforschung, an interdisciplinary study
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of German language exclaves in Central and Eastern Europe, with Bielitz-Biala
and vicinities as the actual archetype of a Sprachinsel. Himself an involved and
convinced Nazi, professor of Universities of Breslau and Hamburg, Kuhn did his
best to prepare and later support the ethnic cleansings of local non-German popu-
lations and the settlement of German colonists to Germanise Central and Eastern
Europe. His texts on Wilamowice endeavored to explicitly display the German-
ness of Wilamowice, considering any other theories and ethnic myths as inven-
tions of nationalist Polish propaganda.10

Many sources and records have revealed that since the beginning of mod-
ern European state nationalism, Wilamowiceans rarely overtly considered them-
selves Germans. During modern history, i.e., as Habsburg Austrian subjects, they
hardly had to declare their ethnicity; instead, the identity of belonging to the Aus-
trian political nation has been expressed for generations: “Usually they said ‘wir
sein Esterreichyn’, we are Austrians, because we belong to Austria. All inhabi-
tants of the Monarchy were perceived here as Austrians, and it did not depend
on the language used by them” (quotation from Filip 2005: 162, after Chromik
2016: 96). The linguistic/dialectal facet of Austrianness was not a stable and inde-
pendent marker either, as the dialect continuum, referred to as Silesian German
(Schlesisch, Schläsisch/ Schlässch, Deutschschlesisch), covered the territory admin-
istered by various polities in modern times. The Bielitz-Bialaer Sprachinsel and
the exclave of Wilamowice constituted the easternmost confines of that Silesian-
German dialectal continuum, where intense language contact with the Polish lan-
guage (continuum) left a remarkable imprint. The German(ic)-Polish language
contact was much stronger in Wilamowice than, e.g., in Hałcnów/Alzen/Alza,
not to mention much less “Polonised” varieties spoken by the much more na-
tionally German-oriented urban population of the nearby Bielitz/Bielsko. The
religious factors were also not without significance; worth reckoning is the pre-
vailing Catholic profile of Wilamowice and Hałcnów, while Bielsko and Biała
also had considerable shares of Protestant and Jewish population.

Subsequently, Wymysiöeryś has not been considered by its speakers’ commu-
nity just a language variety of German, as standard German was regarded as a
separate language, and as such was hardly present in their everyday lives, with
exceptions of the Austrian administration or Nazi occupation times duringWorld
War II. Some of the testimonies might have referred to the German substrate of
Wymysiöeryś; its “mixed” nature was, however, apparent to external observers,

10Nevertheless, Kuhn’s articles on Wilamowice may still be considered an inexhaustible source
of ethnographic and folkloristic information, as may works by several other Nazi-engaged
German fieldworkers (e.g. Alfred Karasek or Hertha Strzygowski) – cf. Wicherkiewicz & Olko
(2016) and Chromik (2019).
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as, e.g., the Moravian-German minister Karl Franz Augustin, who commented in
his 1842 Jahrbuch oder Zusammenstellung geschichtlicher Thatsachen, welche die
Gegend con Oswieczyn und Saybusch angehen:

“The commune of Wilamowice has a peculiarity. The German language has
remained here until the present day. From the immemorial times, despite
the fact that all round Polish was spoken in the town, there are remains of
the old Wandals and Burgunds, who saved their German language, which
naturally is now mixed with Polish” (quoted after Chromik 2016: 96).

What appeared proto-Wandal or Burgund to Augustin sounded “like Yiddish
or English” to Jan Łepkowski (1853), professor of the University in Cracow, who
reported:

“A peculiar vernacular! (…) In spite of centuries-old language contacts be-
tween Wilamowice and Hałcnów from one side and the Polish and Silesian
Slavdom from the other, the former have totally preserved their Gothic as-
perity; this is a Germanic dialect, caught and ossified in its medieval form.
Some people consider the settlers Dutch, who had arrived here during the
earliest religious unrests (…). Apart from the settlers themselves, nobody
understands that language. They speak Polish or German to strangers; they
pray in Polish; nevertheless, they have extraordinarily preserved their em-
balmed dialect for ages.”

Another intriguing message concerning the (linguistic) origin of Wilamow-
iceans was expressed in a collection of folk (or rather folklorised) poems from
the region by an amateur ethnographer from Biala, Dr. Jacob Bukowski. In his
1860 volume, the poem A Welmeßajer ai Berlin tells the story of a merchant from
Wilamowice in Berlin, who tries to sell woven fabrics, shouting:

“Buy (…) beautiful coutils from Wilamowice!”; “he spent a week there” (…)
// but he was hardly understood by the foreigners // as he was thought to
be from England. // Nothing strange: as, indeed, that is where // the Wilam-
owiceans came from.”

It is this “embalmed dialect”, “mixed with Polish” and exotic “from-England”,
that started functioning as the main factor of the ethnolinguistic identity of Wi-
lamowice in the era of growing nationalism brought to Central Europe in the
second half of the 19th century.

According to Chromik (2016: 96):
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“(…) in the nineteenth century and at the beginning of the twentieth century,
Wilamowice drew attention of nationalistically oriented scholars from the
nearby big and rich town of Bielsko (Bielitz). They saw the inhabitants of
Wilamowice as Supergermans, who, although ”devoid of any contact with
«Germanness», retained their archaic language in the period of German
national weakness, [when] the whole German foreground at the edge of the
Carpathian Mountains started to yield to Polonisation.” (quotations from
Filip 2005) However, if we listen to the voices of Wilamowiceans of the
same period, we would see a portrait of a phenomenon that is very seldom
nowadays, a prenationalist community. Wilamowiceans, with their distinct
language and culture, were fully aware of their separateness.”

The previously mentioned amateur historian and community leader, Józef La-
tosiński, was probably the most influential and remembered propagator of an
“embedded” national character of Wilamowiceans – according to his worldview,
they could maintain and cherish their German(ic) language, enclave and ances-
try, only if overtly and massively “superstructured” by Polishness at the national
level. The overt national plan by Latosiński was preceded by a covert artistic form
by the father of literary Wymysiöeryś, Fliöra-Fliöra.11

Florian Biesik (1850-1926), the first and most famous Wymysiöeryś-language
writer and patron of the modern Wymysiöeryś cultural and linguistic identity,
ceaselessly asserted non-German origins of the first Wilamowiceans. The major
part of the foreword to his most important work, Uf jer wełt (‘In the other world’,
1924), described the odyssey of the predecessors of today’s Wilamowiceans. It
also depicted the folk linguistic myths promoted by Biesik in order to replace
the German plots in the local ethnolinguistic history by new nation-like links
and soft language ideologies, connecting Wilamowice(an) with Friesland, Low
Countries, or even with the Anglo-Saxons:

“(…) with that language they conquered England and then came back to the
mainland, to Friesland and to Wilamowice. Therefore, this language, being
the oldest one, is the father of other living Germanic languages of today,
i.e., English, Dutch, German, Swedish, and although it served for the transi-
tion among them, it has been left isolated (…) The Wilamowicean language

11Flora-Flora (or Fliöra-Fliöra, according to the current standardised orthography of Wymysiöe-
ryś) the nickname and later penname of Florian Biesik. His literary output and impact have
already been documented and analyzed quite thoroughly, by e.g. Wicherkiewicz (2003), Wi-
cherkiewicz & Olko (2016) or Wicherkiewicz (2019). Polish versions (and a selection of English
translations) of F. Biesik’s texts can be found in Wicherkiewicz (2003) and Wicherkiewicz
(2019).
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has not had much luck; as the oldest one, it served as the basis for other
languages, like earlier Latin, which had served as the basis for the Romance
peoples (…)”

Florian Biesik saw himself as a carrier of language ideology, whose mission
was both to instruct his compatriots on the “correct” version of their history, and
to strengthen the history by means of a Wilamowicean literary microlanguage,
following the steps of the founding fathers of Europe’s major languages:

“(…) Everything in this world depends on chance; and so the speech of the
Tuscan peasants accidentally found its great poet Dante, who (…) became
the father of the Italian language, or as Luther, with his translation of the
Bible (…) became the father of modern German. (…) and so it came to my
mind to find all those dear friends (…) in the other world, and at least there,
to talk to them in the language of my childhood, i.e. the thousand-year-old
Anglo-Frisian-Saxon (or Gothic?) language (…)”

The structure of native bilingualism in the community did and was to exclude
German, as Biesik stated when referring to his own family members: “For half
a century (…) I have been reading my mother’s letters in Polish (around 50, and
none in German, as if it had been implied by my brother Dr. Mojmir)”.

Consequently, the ethn(ograph)ic and linguistic archaicity of German Wila-
mowice was to be counterbalanced by their exotic Occidentalism (understood as
a “West-looking” counterpart of E. Said’s Orientalism) stressed by the support-
ers of the Polish national ideology, such as F. Biesik or J. Latosiński. Through
the mythical Occidentalisation, they would have eagerly seen Wilamowiceans as
Gente Germanici, natione Poloni (“Germanic by origin, Polish by nationality”), re-
garding ethnic constructs enforced during the long-lasting cultural and political
colonisation of its Eastern territories by the Polish state, where Slavic Rutheni-
ans were encouraged to accept the covertly assimilating status ofGente Ruthenus,
natione Polonus, while the Balto-Slavic Lithuanians – that of Gente Lithuanus,
natione Polonus. The embedded ethnic-national identification is still lacking a
proper corresponding label as far as (folk) linguistic classification is concerned.
Therefore, a mixed Germanic-Polish variation would be, and was, the most desir-
able categorisation from the Polish perspective, while the German linguistics and,
primarily, language ideology required the paradigm of Sprachinsel(forschung).

Some linguists, both academic and amateur, however, tried to avoid an ideo-
logical context in their studies of Wymysioryś. In that respect, one of the most
intriguing actors on the stage of Wilamowice’s ethnolinguistic history was the
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above-mentioned Dr. Mojmir. Hermann Biesik (1874-1919),12 F. Biesik’s much
younger brother, a devoted physician and philologist, eventually changed his
family name to a more Slavic-sounding Mojmir, as a result of a fraternal con-
flict in the Biesik family, and/or the protest against Austria’s Germanisation
policy. Hermann Mojmir’s most monumental work of enduring value (also in
linguistics, ethnolinguistics, and revitalisation of Wymysiöeryś) became his two-
volume Wörterbuch der deutschen Mundart von Wilamowice (1930–1936). That
straightforward classification of the titular German dialect of Wilamowice was
probably suggested by (either of) the academic supervisors and coeditors: Prof.
Adam Kleczkowski (Vol. I) or Heinrich Anders (Vol. II). The former, professor
of German linguistics at the University of Poznań and Jagiellonian University
in Cracow, published a two-volume grammatical reference handbook of Wilam-
owicean – with the title (Kleczkowski 1920 and 1921) referring neutrally to the
dialect of Wilamowice in western Galicia. The former, H. Anders (otherwise a re-
searcher of the medieval German varieties in Poznań/Posen region, and the first
editor of selected poem texts by F. Biesik), referred to Mojmir’s dictionary as:

“compiled by a native-speaker and completely edited by A. Kleczkowski.
(…) Despite the eventful history, the inhabitants ofWilamowice and the sur-
rounding villages have preserved their Silesian dialect with an East-Central
German character, very little influenced by the High German written lan-
guage and by Austrian German, a dialect containing numerous words and
word-forms from Old Polish and from Polish.”

Thanks to the works by H.Mojmir, A. Kleczkowski, and H. Anders,Wymysiöe-
ryś became quite famous and one of the best-documented Sprachinsel-microlan-
guages in the world of Germanic linguistics. In 1958, Uriel Weinreich presented
his study on “the differential impact of Slavic upon Yiddish and Colonial German
in Europe”, whereWilamowice andWymysiöeryś served as one of the main case
studies of the latter, and were presented from a perspective of contact linguistics
and bilingual dialectology. Weinreich tried to draw also some “folkloristic and
ethnographic parallels” between the Yiddish-speaking communities and German
Sprachinseln in Central-Eastern Europe. Nevertheless, Weinreich (1958) also crit-
icised the Sprachinselforschung because of its ideological background, too:

“Germanistic research, even at its best, has been preoccupied with the ori-
gins and chronology of German eastward migration and with the patterns
of dialect mixture and leveling, and it has therefore sought out the archaic,

12H. (Biesik) Mojmir’s most complete biography is available in Polish by Król (2020).
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Germanic elements of language and culture, while new acquisitions, seem-
ingly irrelevant to migration history, were deemphasised or overlooked (…)

The physical destruction or dislocation of the societies under discussion
[including Wilamowice] rules out the possibility of fresh field work and
forces the student to rely to a considerable degree on materials published
before the Second World War. For the problem at hand, this turns out to be
a major handicap for the ideological framework;”

Weinreich’s 1958 work, however, seems to remain unknown to the commu-
nity of Wilamowice and their researchers, most probably because of the lack of
academic communication between the West and East and/or the official désin-
téressement in any German(ic) heritage in post-War Poland (cf. Wicherkiewicz
1993).

For the long years of prevailing communist-nationalist ideologies, between
the end of World War II and the political changes of the 1980s, both Wymysiöe-
ryś and its research must have fallen into oblivion by the Polish scholarship and
academia. Except for occasional studies (asWeinreich 1958), the only perspective
Wilamowice was researched fromwas that of the German linguists and ethnogra-
phers (asWalter Kuhn), who acted mainly as members and representatives of the
Landsmannschaften der Heimatvertriebenen (associations of expellees). They ac-
tually continued research on “the Supergermans” from Wilamowice/Wilmesau,
Bielitz-Bialer Sprachinsel, and other altschlesische Sprachinseln.

The post-War history ofWilamowice community was then studied either from
German exile perspective, or subject to the official communist-nationalist propa-
ganda in Poland. Only recently, several projects have addressed the problems of
acute language abandonment, community trauma, and the resulting sociolinguis-
tic developments, including the language micro- and macroideologies at stake
(e.g. Chromik 2019).

The critical developments that influenced (also mythically and ideologically)
the contemporary history of Wymysiöeryś were: signing of the Volksliste byWil-
amowiceans during the Nazi occupation, massive appropriation of their proper-
ties by the neighbors based on an old-established economic grudge, direct ethnic
cleansings in the former Bielitz-Bialer Sprachinsel, or the official ban issued on
Easter 1945:

“(…) from now on, we ban any use of the local dialect – also in family and
private situations, the forgoing concerns also wearing the distinct folk cos-
tumes. Those who do not comply with the present ban will be brought to
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severe punishment; since it is the high time to put stop to any distinctness
and its lamentable results” (Filip 2005: 183–184).

A steady and systematic language loss eradicated Wilamowicean from most,
and eventually from all, its traditional domains, from family circles to commu-
nity life. Wymysiöeryś lost its communicative and integrative functions, with a
few exceptions including individual curricula, as, e.g., grandchildren brought up
solely by their grandparents, or displaced families (cf. Wicherkiewicz 1993 and
Wicherkiewicz & Olko 2016).

Any return to any noticeable token ofWilamowicean identity became possible
in the late 1970s, when a Belgian television station made a documentary on and
inWilamowice Een dorp van Vlamingen? [‘A village of Flemings?’, 1977].13 It does
constitute a priceless record of the Wilamowicean language and culture of the
stage; themovie has also become a constitutive factor for the common perception
of Wilamowice as a forgotten and remote colony established by settlers from
Flanders (or Holland). The fame of a Flemish village attracted also researchers,
such as Hugo Ryckeboer (of Ghent) and Norbert Morciniec (of Wrocław), who
published two extensively documented articles (Ryckeboer 1984, Morciniec 1984),
discussing possible origins of the Wymysiöeryś language; the latter evolved his
debate as Morciniec (1995).

The turn of the 1980s marked essential changes in Poland’s social, political,
and economic system. The initially top-down changes were to significantly in-
fluence the position, perception and role of minority communities in the new
democratic order. The country and society were to restructure their self-view of
a monolingual, monoethnic, and homogenous state-nation, and the community
of Wilamowice was to start an entirely new period in their history: reclamation
of the regional “microethnic” identity and revitalisation of the “microlanguage”,
not as a (part of any) Sprachinsel, but as a newly re-established speech commu-
nity in statu renascendi (cf. Wicherkiewicz et al. 2018).

This article is not discussing any later, recent, and current developments in
Wilamowice, as the actual language ideologies that are currently at stake do not
focus anymore on language myths or endo- and exo-ethnotheories of origin. The
new generations, who have been assuming their roles of leaders and players in
the currentmovements (civic, local, regional, linguistic, language documentation,
institutionalisation and legal recognition, etc.), are forming new paradigms. Re-
search of Wymysiöeryś as a language system (e.g. Andrason 2014, 2015a,b, Żak
2016) and as a sociolinguistic community (Król et al. 2016, Neels 2016, Wicherkie-
wicz & Olko 2016) continues on an unprecedented scale.

13Available: https://youtu.be/ibUn82Odjpo (1 February, 2021).
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This sketch, thus, may serve as actually a starting point for further research
on the correlates between language variation and language ideology from the
perspectives of historical sociolinguistics or perceptual dialectology.
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Chapter 10

Evaluating linguistic variation in light
of sparse data in the case of Sorbian
Eduard Werner

The severely endangered Sorbian languages (ISO hsb, dsb), endemic to the Eastern
part of Germany, are dramatically under-researched. This lack of research extends
from basic knowledge about numbers of speakers, competence, and language trans-
mission, but includes also core aspects of linguistics, like phonology, morphology
and syntax.

Having experienced centuries of marginalisation, Sorbian texts are (sparsely) at-
tested only from the 16th century. This makes evaluation of variation especially
difficult, since the variation might be caused by a certain register of the language,
for example, a special dialect (our default assumption), but it might also be caused
by other factors such as traditions of verbal art, notably in folksongs which unfor-
tunately have not been preserved in their original form either and are therefore
hard to evaluate, but which contain very old layers of language.

In this chapter, one of the oldest Sorbianmonuments will be compared to folksongs,
applying knowledge about neighbouring Germanic and Celtic literatures. From the
linguistic side, the results of the comparison lend greater insights into historical
sound changes in Sorbian; from the cultural side, we learn about aesthetic concerns
of verbal art in this language, which, in turn shed light on a range of linguistic
phenomena beyond sound patterns.

1 Goal of this paper

The goal of the investigation is to get a more reliable reconstruction for older
layers of Sorbian (Upper Sorbian, ISO hsb and Lower Sorbian, ISO dsb) on the
one hand and more concrete ideas about Sorbian verbal art on the other hand. As

Eduard Werner. 2022. Evaluating linguistic variation in light of sparse data in the
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minoritized and diaspora languages of Europe, 281–302. Berlin: Language Science Press.
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a starting point, elements of verbal art from other European cultures (restricting
ourselves to examples from Old High German and Welsh in this paper in order
to demonstrate such elements) will be applied to Sorbian folk song texts and
monuments. It will be shown that these elements make a lot of sense especially
if applied to a reconstructed text with a phonologically older layer.

2 Introduction

The Sorbs, a Slavic people indigenous to the Eastern part of Saxony and Branden-
burg (see Figure 1), are one of the four acknowledged autochthonous minorities
of Germany, the others being the Frisians, the Sinti/Roma and the Danes.

They are first mentioned in the year 631 of Fredegar’s chronicle from the early
Middle Ages and they are the last remnants of the Slavic-speaking population
which once reached the Baltic sea in theNorth and Frankfurt/Main andHamburg
in the West (Stone 2015: 13). During the 8th century a stable border between
German (the area without red dots) and Slavic (the area dominated by red dots)
population emerged as can be seen from the following map (Figure 2), which
shows the distribution of place names ending in -itz1. However, German slowly
expanded, and after the assimilation of the Polabians (in the region of Lüchow-
Danneberg at end of the 18th century) the Sorbians were the only autochthonic
Slavs left.2

For Sorbian, the first monuments maintained appear at the beginning at the
16th century, roughly 900 years after their first mentioning in the chronicle of
Fredegar.3 Moreover, the first monuments are usually translations of Christian
clerical texts for missionary purposes so they do not reflect the normal context
of language usage of that time.4 For most of the originally Slavic territory which
has been germanised long ago, no information of the language and culture other
than place names has survived.

The Slavic gentry was germanised early on and Christianity extinguished or
significantly diminished old domains of Sorbian language and culture like pagan

1These place names trace back to Slavic patronymic names ending in *-ici with only rare excep-
tions like Urmitz in Rheinland-Pfalz which come from Latin.

2For a comprehensive study see Stone 2015.
3An exception is the Kayna stamp presumably from the beginning of the 10th century which is
an Old Polabian monument (and the only one) found on Old Sorbian territory (Werner 2004). It
shows that the Slavic languages were used in official contexts as well. Unfortunately, no other
monument from this time seems to have been preserved.

4The oldest Sorbian sentence from 1510, however is a declaration of love (Werner 2014).
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Cottbus

Bautzen
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Czechia
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Figure 1: Area of settlement of the Sorbs in Germany
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Figure 2: Names ending in -itz. The region outlined in black is
roughly the contemporary region of the Sorbian languages. Source:
http://deutschlandkarten.nationalatlas.de/wp-content/namensatlas/
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religion and connected fields such as sorcery and medicine. Apart from the mon-
uments mentioned, only songs have survived. However, they have also changed
due to the lack of professional bards; songs got passed on by peasant workers
coming from other villages for seasonal work. The oldest Sorbian songs we know
have been collected during the 19th century. Details regarding they were per-
formed, the context in which they were performed, and even the melodies are
sketchy (Nedo 1966: 199) for technological and methodological reasons5. More-
over, Smoleŕ & Haupt (1843) were no folk musicians. They often relied on songs
that had been collected by others such as Jordan or Zejler. Altogether we have
1,500 Sorbian song lyrics documented (Nedo 1966: 176).

Nowadays, the Sorbian languages are highly endangered; for Lower Sorbian
the number of native speakers is down to a few hundred (Walde 2004, Lewasz-
kiewicz 2014). For Upper Sorbian, there is still a territory where Sorbian is being
passed on as a family language, but their number is declining fast as well and
might be no more than 5,000 (ibid.). On the one hand, the Sorbian languages dis-
play strong German influence in every subsystem of the language, on the other
hand we find archaic phenomena like a complete dual6 or supine7.

3 Verbal art from Proto-Indo-European to Slavic

We are inclined to view the oral tradition of a culture as an early stage of
progress, succeeded by the more stable and permanent stage of recorded
language. (Berleant 1973: 340)

PIE seems to have had two distinct types of metrics, a syllable-based onewith a
quantitative rhythm and a fixed number of syllables aswell as a so-called strophic
style with relatively short lines and no syllable count. According to Fortson (2010:
35), this style is especially characteristic of archaic liturgical and legal texts.

5It was obviously not possible to record performances and intervals and rhythm were written
through the filter of musical notation for classical European sheet music.

6The dual does not only occur with nouns and adjectives, but pronouns, verbs etc. as well, and
it does not need a trigger (like two or both) to be used, e.g. ‘those (two) children are playing’
would be USo wonej dźěsći sej hrajkatej pron.nom.du N.nom.du pron.dat V_2/3duas opposed
to ‘those children are playing’ wone dźěći sej hrajkaja. pron.nom.pl N.nom.pl pron.dat V.3pl
(cf. Faßke & Michalk 1980: 429ff, fn. 29).

7In Lower Sorbian, the supine is a form of the infinitive required when expressing a movement
involved in order to act, e.g. I go to sleep vs. I want to sleep.The first sentencewould be expressed
with a supine (LSo du spat [V.1sg V_sup]), the second with an infinitive (cu spaś [V.1sg V.inf]).
Cf. Janaš (1976: 354)
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The syllabic type is commonly known from antique epics like the Vedic Rig-
veda (presumably from the second millenium BCE8), the Sanskrit Mahābhārata
(ca. 400 BCE9), the Old Greek Illiad and Odyssey (presumably 8th century BCE10)
as well as all the Latin classics. The system is based on vowel length and conso-
nant clusters. Vowels can feature natural or positional length whereby positional
length basically means a short vowel and a consonant cluster.

In this type, end rhymes, alliterations and so on can occur. However end-
rhymes do not play a central role (Coulson 2017: 17f, 211f).

The strophic type in Hittite, Avestan, Umbrian, Classical Armenian and Old
Irish shows that both forms have co-existed with the same geographical scope,
since Umbrian coexisted with Latin, and so did Avestian and Sanscrit. This type
is characterised by grammatical and phonetic parallelism (Fortson 2010: 35).

As has been argued that the strophic style might be the older one (Fortson
2010: 35), but this discussion is outside the scope of this article. Let it suffice to
agree that both types were present at a late PIE period. As it seems, it was per-
fectly possible to combine both types and end upwith a syllable-counting system
containing alliterations, as can be seen from the example of a South Picene epi-
taph given by Fortson (2010: 301), the inscription Sp TE 2, found in Bellante near
Teramo:

(1) postin
along

viam
road-acc.sg

videtas
see-2.pl

tetis
Titus-gen.sg

tokam
toga-acc.sg

alies
Alius-gen.sg

esmen
this-loc

vepses
buried

vepeten
grave-loc.sg

“Along the road you see the toga of Titus Alius buried in this grave”

While much of the interpretation is still open to guesswork, the artistic part
is much clearer: We have three alliterating phrases consisting of seven syllables
eachwhich can again be divided into two two-syllable units and a final trisyllable.
In each of the phrases we have alliterations: viam – videtas, tetis – tokam, vepses
– vepeten.

Repetition of sounds (including alliteration, assonance, and, less frequently,
end-rhyme) is characteristic of IE poetry even outside the strophic style. A line
like the following, from the Roman comic playwright Plautus (Miles Gloriosus
603), is quite typical of the technique:

8Cf. Fortson (2010: 208).
9No exact date can be given, but the compilation must have been undertaken after Pā ṇini’s
work (Fortson 2010: 208).

10Fortson (2010: 249).
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(2) sī minus cum cūrā aut cautēlā locus loquendī lēctus est
“If your place of conference is chosen with insufficient care or caution
...(trans. P. Nixon)

We have the alliterating k sounds (spelled c) of cum cura aut cautela followed
by l’s in locus loquendi lectus, all of which also have k sounds in their interior [...].
In Plautus, the repetition of these sounds is partly for comic effect [...] (Fortson
2010: 37)

Of course, the sound effects can vary and all sound patterns as well as the
rhythmical patterns can also serve to provide a mnemonic aid and, therefore,
ensure that the text is passed on unchanged. That would be especially important
in liturgical and legal texts of all sorts as well as folk medicine, sorcery, etc.

The sound changes which led to the rise of Proto-Slavic11 (PSl) had a very
significant impact on both of these systems. First, the PIE opposition of long
and short vowels was abandoned. As a result there was no phonological vowel
length (although the PSl yers12 must have been much shorter than the other
vowels, cf. Schaarschmidt 1997: 48ff). Secondly, the principle of open syllables
greatly reduced the possibility of having consonant clusters.13 This would have
impacted both the syllabic system and the strophic system as well because many
consonants would disappear reducing the possibilities of consonant alliterations.
So while it is still possible to count syllables, the aesthetic system of versification
must have undergone significant changes in PSl times.

4 Verbal art and Sorbian

In Old Sorbian, closed syllables were possible again after the fall of the weak
yers.14 This reduced the number of syllables which would have been the only
preserved feature of verbal art from PIE times then. Other changes also occurred
affecting consonants or eliminating certain consonant groups. (Due to the lack
of written documents it is not possible to date these changes absolutely.)

The following facts are noteworthy:

11According to Fortson (2010: 419) this occurred before the 5th century.
12Yers were ultrashort vowels reflecting mostly PIE *u and *i; they got lost in many positions
later in the individual Slavic languages.

13For an extensive introduction of the sound changes of PSl see the introductory chapters of
Leskien (1969) and Trunte (1990).

14Since the yers were vowels, the loss of them in certain positions (e.g. at the end of the word)
led to loss of syllables and to closed syllables preceding the syllable containing the yer, e.g. PSl
*onъ > USo wón, cf. Schaarschmidt (1997: 57f)
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• While there is a well-known bardic tradition in both South and East Slavic
cultures (as well as Celtic and Germanic), no such traditions are mentioned
for Sorbian. This likely owes to the fact that the Sorbian gentry (as well
as other Slavic tribes of the Slavia Germanica) was germanised early on.
Accordingly, Sorbian bards would not find a society with good conditions
to support or sustain Sorbian bardic traditions.15 This would mean that
Sorbian lacked professional bards who could ensure that songs are being
passed on properly16 and that the hidden meanings and metaphors will be
taught to the people.

• Traditional South Slavonic and Eastern Slavonic poems are dekasyllabic.
Rawp (1957) showed that not even the oldest surviving Sorbian songs are
dekasyllabic. So we do not find a cultural connection between Sorbian and
East/South Slavonic bardic tradition here.

• Virtually all Sorbian cultural traditions were living and being passed on
orally in the so-called přaza/pśěza17 (until well after WWII) by normal vil-
lage people who were mostly unable to read or write their Sorbian native
tongue.

• Songs were passed on by ordinary people coming over from other villages
to work. Usually people were keen to be taught new songs and Sorbians
travelling to other Sorbian villages could be sure of being asked for all the
songs they knew.

Sorbian Studies have so far focused on written texts (e.g. Jenč 1956) depict-
ing Jurij Mjeń (1727–1785) as the founder of profane Sorbian literature18 with his
translation of a part of Klopstock’s Messias and his Ryćerski kěrliš in clean hex-
ametres (Stone 2012), Handrij Zejler as the father of Sorbian poetry and songs
and so on.

15In the 13th century, there was a known Slavic ministrel Wizlav III from the Isle of Rügen (Cf.
Rawp 1978: 12f). While the melodies are said to contain Slavic elements (ibid.), the words of
all 17 songs which have been preserved are in German, cf. https://archive.thulb.uni-jena.de/
collections/receive/HisBest_cbu_00008218 (accessed 18-09-2019).

16Nedo (1966: 197) remarks that in many cases the lyrics of the songs have been corrupted.
17While the translation would simply be spinning room, it was more an institution of village life
where not only work would be done (like typically spinning and shearing of feathers), but
stories were told, songs were sung, people of all generations met and traditions were passed
on.

18Cf. Jenč (1956: 130), and Čermák & Maiello (2011: 76).
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Pawoł Nedo (1908–1984) declares Sorbian folksongs19 as primitive, non-elab-
orated, imperfect, lacking rhyme, neglecting the fact that in German (which he
tacitly keeps in mind) end-rhymes only became predominant in the High MA in
the courts of Europe:

Das wichtigste Kennzeichen der gebundenen Volkssprache ist der Rhyth-
mus, mit dem das Volk [...] recht großzügig verfuhr, entweder, weil es ihm
keine entscheidende Bedeutung beimaß oder weil es eine klare rhythmische
Durcharbeitung nicht bewältigte. (Nedo 1966: 197)20

Nedo does notice alliterations, but does not investigate them, and calls them
a substitute for the missing or imperfect rhyme21:

Die sorbischen Lieder kennen auch keinen bewußt und systematisch ange-
wandten Endreim. Wenn der Endreim erscheint, so hat man oft den Ein-
druck der Zufälligkeit, und er ähnelt oft mehr einer Assonanz. (Nedo 1966:
197)22

Nedo does not give examples for rhymes he considers to be imperfect, so it
can only be guessed what he had in mind. He never considers the possibility that
traditional Sorbian songs and music might have had its own artistic criteria so
that a rhyme he perceives as imperfect or accidental might have been completely
fine for the artistically educated Sorb of that time because perception of artistic
means is influenced by education to a large degree.23 For music, something sim-
ilar has been attested: Christian missionaries described Sorbian singing as caco-
phonic (Rawp 1978: 11).24 Thus, it would have been logical and even compelling
to consider such a possibility for poetry as well.

19The songs at issue are the traditional songs found mostly in Smoleŕ & Haupt (1843), not the
romantic songs composed by Kocor and Zejler during the 19th century.

20“The principal feature of folk poetry is rhythm, which has been treated rather sloppily by the
ordinary people, either because it did not seem relevant to them or because they were unable
to cope with it properly.” [EW]

21“[...] ein Stilmittel [...], das offenbar den fehlenden oder unsauberen Reim ersetzen soll” (Nedo
1966: 199) The term imperfectness is also being used by Kayser (1954: 98) if an assonance is used
at the end of a verse.

22“Sorbian songs do not even know a systematical and intentional end-rhyme. Where an end-
rhyme occurs, it seems to be accidental and it looks more like an assonance.” [EW]

23The Welsh verses we will discuss later in this paper are such an example: Welsh end-rhymes
usually consist of a stressed and an unstressed verse while e.g. in German poetry both normally
display the same stress pattern (Kayser 1954: 40f). Of course, there are other types of end-
rhyme, notably proest which requires that the vowel of the rhyming syllables be of different
quality (Llwyd 2007: 149ff).

24Slaviūnas (1958: 22) attests that in traditional Lithuanian songs parallel seconds are being per-
ceived as aethetically pleasing.
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After the crushing verdict of one of the most outstanding and well-known
protagonists of Sorbian culture and Sorbian public life (Nedo had been e.g. head
of the Domowina, the chief organisation of the Sorbs, for many years), Sorbian
folksongs have not been researched further.25

On general grounds, Nedo’s view which implies that Sorbian folk songs lack
artistic elaboration or structures should be rejected. But his view on his own
culture shows that such structures are either very much different from what he
expected or hoped to find or veiled by language change (or both). Such different
aesthetic systems can be found in Germanic Stabreimdichtung or Welsh cyng-
hanedd (as seen in the following chapter). In both cases, verses are structured by
means of alliterations.

5 Verbal art in Old German poetry

While Old Germanic poetry is usually dominated by alliteration rhymes (Jan-
kuhn & Hoops 2005: 435ff), this is not true for Old German poetry. In German
literature these structures have mostly disappeared:

Die Menge überlieferter Stabreimdichtung ist in den einzelnen germanis-
chen Sprachen recht verschieden. Im Ahd. sind es nicht mehr als 200 Zeilen.
Hier scheint die Tradition im 9. Jh abgerissen zu sein [...]” (Von See 1967:
1f)26

Here is a well-known example fromHildebrand’s song (von Eckhart 1729: 864):

(3) hiltibraht enti haðubrant, untar heriun tuem
“Hildebrand and Hadubrand, between hosts two”

This is the so-called long verse according to Snorri Sturluson (1179–1241) which
is supposed to be divided into two parts, the (underlined) staff occurs twice in the

25A few years before, Jan Rawp (Raupp) had written on Sorbian songs: “Die formale Seite der [...]
Liedtexte erweist sich in manchem als eigenartig und reizvoll. Sprachliche Gestaltungsmerk-
male wie Epitheta, Alliterationen, Interjektionen u. a. vertiefen Ausdruck und Sinngebung.”
[Formally, the lyrics of the songs are in many ways strange and appealing. Linguistic means
such as epitheta, alliterations, interjections etc. emphasise expression and meaning.] (Raupp
1966: 10). Rawp was not only a scientist, but also a musician and composer, so he had a differ-
ent approach than Nedo, but unfortunately he was unable to continue his work due to health
reasons.

26The amount of traditional alliterational poetry varies according to the language at issue. In
Old High German there are not more than 200 verses. Here, the tradition was discontinued
during the 9th century.
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10 Evaluating linguistic variation in light of sparse data

first and once in the second part (where it is supposed to be in the only stressed
word). It should be pointed out that this means that there had been at least about
200 years of contact and cultural exchange between Sorbs and Germans at that
time.

6 Verbal art in Celtic poetry (Welsh)

There are no Celtic monuments documenting verbal art from the region which is
now Germany and from the Celtic cultures that must have been in contact with
the Slavic and German cultures. Therefore, some Welsh verses will be taken as
an example for Celtic since Welsh versification is very well documented (Morris-
Jones 1930, Llwyd 2007). The following verses from the 15th century by Dafydd
ap Edmwnd will illustrate the intricate sound patterns as well as how easy it is
to miss them if one is not familiar with them:27

(4) Oeri y bûm ar y barth er cyn cof, a’r ci’n cyfarth.
“Freezing I was on the ground longer than memory, and the dog was
barking.”

People mainly familiar with modern Sorbian, Lithuanian or German poetry
might only spot the end-rhyme and some individual alliterations (bûm – barth,
ci – cyfarth), but only very few will be aware of the full complexity of the verse
if they have never been introduced to the system of cynghanedd:28

(5) Oeri y bûm ar y barth

features a repeating sound pattern r-b repeating in the first and the second
part of the verse

(6) er cyn cof, a’r ci’n cyfarth.

shows an even more intricate pattern r-c-n-c-f.

27The following analysis is by no means complete. It mainly serves as an example of an intricate
system of alliteration which is still alive and well documented.

28For a full description of cynghanedd as well as the cynghaneddion given here, see Morris-Jones
(1930) and Llwyd (2007).
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As mentioned above, there is no surviving poetry from the continental Celtic
tribes that were originally in contact with the German and Slavic tribes, but it
can be safely assumed that they will also have possessed a system of sound al-
literations for verbal art, because, as aforementioned, these alliteration systems
can be traced back to PIE times. For the same reason, it can be assumed that the
Slavic tribes that were in contact with Germanic and Celtic tribes must have had
an at least remotely similar system due to both heritage and ongoing cultural
contact.

7 Verbal art in Sorbian folk songs

Nedo dedicates only three pages to the language of the Sorbian folk songs (Nedo
1966: 196–199) and describes figures of speech only superficially. He notices the
existence of repetitions, epitheta and assonances without investigating them fur-
ther. Figure 3 provides a sample verse from an Upper Sorbian folk song from
Smoleŕ & Haupt (1843: 86), but comprehensive research is necessary.

The theme of the song is the widespread (in folk songs throughout Europe)
knight takes girl which might have some grounds in Slavic exogamy, but interest-
ing is the lexeme šelma since the word originally means ‘carrion, rotting carcass’
and later ‘villain’ and ‘executioner’ (Kluge 2001: 798).

(7) a. Přišoł
V_ł.sg.m
Come

je
cop.3sg
has

šelma
N.nom.sg.m
villain

mi
pron.dat.1sg
me

šelmowski,
A.nom.sg.m
villainous

b. Přišoł
V_ł-sg-m
Come

je
cop.3sg
has

šelma
N.nom.sg.m
[a] villain

a
con
and

wzał
V_ł-sg-m
taken

je
cop.3sg
has

ju
pron.acc.sg.f
her

preč,
adv
away

c. Hišće
adv
even

mje
pron.acc.1sg
me

njeje
cop.3sg.neg
hasn’t

na
prep
to

kwas
N.sg.acc.m
wedding

prosył.
V_ł.sg.m
asked.

“Came a villainous villain,
Came a villain and took her away
Did not even invite me to the wedding.”

Following Nedo’s statements there is a typical repetition (přišoł je šelma) and
a tautological adjective follwing the noun (šelma … šelmowski) “for greater poet-
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Figure 3: Text fragment from Upper Sorbian Folk Song

ical expressiveness” (Nedo 1966: 198). However, if an older version of the text29

is assumed, a different picture emerges. Therefore we assume a state after the
falling of the weak yers and denasalisation of nasal vowels, but before assibila-
tion of *ŕ, vowel changes (caused by palatalisations and labialisations) and the
establishing of word-initial stress in prefixes:30

(8) Prišel je šelma mi šelmowski,
Prišel je šelma a wzäl je ju proč,
Hišće mje njeje na kwas prosyl.

29This has so far only been tried for a Sorbian song by Rawp (1957) in order to establish the
original number of syllables of the song verses, but not in order to identify other linguistic
means of verbal art.

30The following (reconstructed) verses are otherwise identical to the ones already annotated.
Discussing the individual sound changes in Sorbian is beyond the scope of this article, and we
must point the reader to Schaarschmidt (1997).
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When looking at the first two verses in example 9, note the complex alliter-
ation rhyme with a staff šel/zäl. The w belongs phonetically to the preceding
syllable:

(9) Prišel je šelma mi šelmowski,
Prišel je šelma a wzäl je ju proč,

The first two verses start with the same pattern pr, which is repeated in the
last stressed syllables of the last two verses creating a frame:

(10) Prišel je šelma mi šelmowski,
Prišel je šelma a wzäl je ju proč,
Hišće mje njeje na kwas prosyl.

The vowel scheme of the first four syllables is identical in all three verses
which suggests that the song was originally sung in a canon-like way31 :

(11) Prišel je šelma mi šelmowski,
Prišel je šelma a wzäl je ju proč,
Hišće mje njeje na kwas prosyl.

Sound structures such as the ones outlined here can be found in many songs.
The function of connecting verses can also be taken over by a cynghanedd-like
assonance (they also have the same stress and are accented) which can be found
e.g. in the first verse of Rubježnicy (Smoleŕ & Haupt 1843: 29):

(12) Jědlenki
N.acc-pl
pine-trees

su
cop.3pl
they-have

rubali
V_ł.pl
chopped

a
conj
and

rěbliki
N.acc.pl
ladders

su
cop.3pl
they-have

dźěłali
V_ł.pl
wrought

Here a structure r-b-l – r-b-l occurs between the verses (rubali – rěbliki). Around
these, there is twice ki-su, adding another element of symmetry as well as an
onomatopoëtic feature (the chopping of the axes). Furthermore, the d-l of jědlenki
finds an equivalent in dź-ł of dźěłali with palatalisations inversed. Finally, there
are also inner rhymes ki-li-ki-li (all these syllables are accentuated in the song).

As can be seen, there seems to have been a very rich, dense, and intricate alliter-
ational system which needs further investigation in order to try and reconstruct
individual elements of this system.

31Slaviūnas states that many of the Lithuanian threefold sutartinės were sung in as strict canons
(Slaviūnas 1958: 14) and that assonances are a necessary part of them (op. cit.:18).
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8 Verbal art in Sorbian monuments

In this part, the results of the analysis of the folk song will be applied to one of
the oldest Lower Sorbian monuments, i.e. Richter’s baptizing agenda from 1543.
It sports several unique features, but because of the sparseness of documents
from this period, some of them are hard to evaluate (see Figure 4):

Figure 4: Lower Sorbian baptising agenda from 1543 (Source:
https://sachsen.digital/werkansicht/dlf/172704/3/0/#)

• The monument shows a change *aj > ej throughout (*dajśo 2pl imp ´to
give´ > dejśo, *pytajśo 2pl imp ´to look for´ > pytejśo, *pukajśo 2pl imp
´to make burst´ > pukejśo32), which is phonetically very plausible, but not
known from other monuments.

32Since orthographical issues are not being discussed here, all examples are given in a mod-
ernised orthography.
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• There is kśignuś (or maybe kšygnuś) instead of the expected *krygnuś ‘to
get’ (loanword from German kriegen). Schuster-Šewc (1983: 690) interprets
this kśignuś as a hypercorrect form, but to all that is known it might as
well be a dialectal variation. Probably the sound change at issue had not
occurred long ago (people were still aware of it in the late 18th century, cf.
Schlegel 2019: 31).

Even more striking is the term blogoslowjenje ‘blessing’ which is obviously a
Church Slavonic (ChSl) term (blagoslavljenьje) where we would strongly expect
something like žognowanje (from German segnen) because that is the only at-
tested term for ‘blessing’ in any other Sorbian monuments and because there are
many other German loanwords in this monument as well. The phonetic adapta-
tion of the word, however, makes it very plausible that it is part of a very old (and
at that time long severed) ChSl connection and not merely an ad-hoc-loanword
introduced by an educated writer.

The most interesting part, however, is the rendering of Mt 7,7:

Ask, and it shall be given you; seek, and ye shall find; knock, and it shall be
opened unto you.

From the phonological system of the monument and other Sorbian (or Polish
or Czech) sources, we would expect the following translation:

(13) Pšosćo,
V.2pl.imp

ga
conj

buźo
cop.3sg.fut

wam
pron.d.2pl

dano;
part.nom.sg.n;

pytejśo,
V.2pl.imp

ga
conj

buźośo
cop.2pl.fut

namakaś;
V.inf

klapejśo,
V.2pl.imp

ga
conj

buźo
cop.3sg.fut

wam
pron.dat.2pl

wotworjono.
part.n.sg.n

However, the words in the monument read33:

(14) Pšosćo,
V.2pl.imp

ga
conj

buźo
cop.3sg.fut

braś;
V.inf

pytejśo,
V.2pl.imp

ga
conj

buźośo
cop.2pl.fut

spotkaś;
V.inf

pukejśo,
V.2pl.imp

ga
conj

buźo
cop.3sg.fut

wam
pron.dat.2pl

wotworjono.
part.n.sg.n

33Lines 6-8 of the manuscript, rendered in contemporary orthography for convenience´s sake.
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According to any other source of Lower Sorbian, this sentence should be trans-
lated as:

Ask, and he will take; seek, and ye shall stumble; make it burst, and it shall
be opened for you.

Schuster does not discuss this passage at all (Schuster-Šewc 1967: 293), but
simply states in the Sorbian etymological dictionary (Schuster-Šewc 1983) that
spotkaś also means ‘to find’, and that pukaś also means ‘to knock at a door’ (as
in Polish pukać) although this document is the only source for these meanings.
But even then, the passage remains unclear (ask, and he will take). In his edi-
tion of Sorbian languagemonuments (1967) Schuster therefore tacitly conjectures
pšosćo, ga buźo braś to pšosćo, ga buźośo braś, which means ask, and you will take
(Schuster-Šewc 1967: 293). But in spite of the conjecture, the translation is still
not an acceptable translation of Mt 7,7.34 Keeping in mind that the document
does not contain any obvious errors, I would be unwilling to accept the conjec-
ture, especially since it fails to provide a full explanation of the deviations from
other documents.

One interpretation is that this passage is an old parody35 which is found in
the manuscripts of Thietmar von Merseburg, where the Greek 𝜅 ́𝜐𝜌𝜄𝜀 ́𝜀𝜆 ́𝜀𝜂𝜎𝑜𝜈 had
been turned into a sentence meaning ‘there is an alder-tree at the bush’ (Stone
2015: 27). The first part (ask and he shall take) could then refer to taxes and duties.
But it is also possible that the changes were introduced solely in order to produce
an aesthetically more pleasing text. Sorbian culture at that time was an oral cul-
ture, not a written one, and Christian contents were in any case unintelligible
to the Sorbian peasants. Therefore, while a priest could not excel by conveying
content, he could still earn the respect of his parish demonstrating oratory skills.
Accordingly, the sentence in example 15 will be considered from an artistic stand-
point, starting with the expected (reconstructed) wording (differences between
this reconstruction and the monument are underlined):36

34It should be mentioned that there is a translation in the oldest Upper Sorbian catechism of
Warichius from 1595 (Schuster-Šewc 2001: 126) which is in line with Schuster´s conjecture (not
with the manuscript discussed here) which could be from a different part of the Bible (John
16:24) and which we will not discuss here as it is significantly more recent and from a different
region.

35I would like to thank Patrick McCafferty from the UL for pointing out that such parodies exist
in Irish. In a Slavic context, one could compare the oldest Western Slavonic (presumably Old
Sorbian) sentence ukriwolsa.

36Newer phonology can be applied here. Only *r is reintroduced instead of š in pšosćo so the
reader without knowledge in historical Sorbian phonology can follow more easily. Speakers
were still aware of the change *r > š at the end of the 18th century (Schlegel 2019: 31), and the
aforementioned example of kšygnuś vs. krygnuś shows that this sound change was still active
for the time of the monument examined here.
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(15) Prosćo, ga buźo Wam dano.
Pytejśo, ga buźośo namakaś.
Klapejśo, ga buźo Wam wotworjono.

Observe how all the verses consist of two parts. There is an alliteration p-p
in the first two lines, while the second part of all three verses start with ga buźo.
There is also a sort of climax in the second parts of the verses in so far as there are
six syllables in the first verse (ga buźoWam dano), seven in the second (ga buźośo
namakaś) and eight in the last verse (ga buźo Wam wotworjono). This might have
been perceived as an aesthetically pleasing starting point, but from an artistic
point of view, it could definitely be improved.

Looking at the first verse, Wam dano displays no alliteration or assonances
and is not linked to anything. However, substituting Wam dano with braś does
two things:

1. It creates a sound chain pr – b – br.

2. It changes the meaning from it will be given to you to (he) will take, which
could be a message along the lines of: Now it sounds correctly and we can
understand it properly: so that is what the Christians really mean – they are
not giving, but taking. This might reflect the experience of the Sorbians
with the Christian church as they were forced to attend church service
(Knauthe 1767: 150).

Assuming a change of the text here fromWam dano to braś would also explain
the fact that we have buźo 3.sg and not buźośo 2.pl and would render Schuster’s
tacit conjecture unnecessary.

In the second verse, we have the same artistic problem – namakaś is not con-
nected. The substitution of namakaś with spotkaś again has two effects:

• It creates an alliteration p-t – p-t with pytejśo – spotkaś.

• It creates a parody seek and you shall – no, not find, but stumble. Knauthe
(1767: 120ff) mentions the Sorbians did not like to go into the cold and dark
Christian churches.

And finally, when substituting klapejśo with pukejśo (which is not so far away
semantically), there is a much better alliteration, connecting all three verses with
prosćo – pytejśo – pukejśo (not unlike veni – vidi – vici). Furthermore, the second
and the third verse are connected with pytejśo – spotkaś – pukejśo through the
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voiceless stops p-t – p-tk – p-k. The substitution again adds to the parody as well,
stating that you will not find open doors by knocking on them, but that you have
to force them open.

So there is a case to be made that the citation of Mt 7,7 found here is an old
parody rather than a translation. The fact that this passage is found in a baptis-
ing agenda and therefore in a context where a parody should not appear would
require that this parody is much older than the monument and that the parody
was not perceived as such by the person who incorporated it into the agenda.37

The alternative explanation is much less convincing: It requires the dialect of
Zossen to have evolved lexically rather differently to everything else we know
about Lower Sorbian of that time; it would not explain the artistic sound struc-
tures (or explain them as coindicences), but even then, it would require a conjec-
ture and leaves the part pšosćo, ga buźo[śo] braś partly unexplained.

9 Summary

In spite of the assertions made by Nedo (1966), the analyzed samples of Sorbian
traditional folk songs feature interesting artistic means which are, however, sig-
nificantly different fromwhat wewould expect from a German perspective. They
seem to be based on various types of rhymes including alliteration, not unlike
Germanic Stabreimdichtung or Welsh cynghanedd. Especially alliterating verse
may be the oldest surviving attestation of Sorbian verbal art.

As shown, original rhymes were lost to corruption during the oral transmis-
sion of texts or obscured by later Sorbian sound changes. We therefore have to
assume that it will only be possible to recover parts of the alliteration schemes.
However, with Stabreimdichtung disappearing in Old High German as early as
the 9th century, the Sorbian songs would be the oldest (and only) source of poetry
of that kind that survived to this day from the former Slavic and now german-
ised region. As such patterns can also be found in translations of liturgical texts,
they for sure go beyond aesthetic purposes. Indeed, apart from their former func-
tions, they help reconstruct texts. Investigating them in detail would require a
multidisciplinary philological project since all areas at issue are sparsely docu-
mented and have to be further explored. Historical linguistics needs the input

37Perhaps the parody was at that time so old that it had faded away, or the priest who originally
adopted them (who might not have had fluent Sorbian) had been “taught” these words by the
community. Cf. again the oldest Western Slavonic sentence cited in the chronicle of Thietmar
von Merseburg, where the people claim that their corrupted version is what they had been
taught by Boso, the first bishop of Merseburg. (Stone 2015: 27)
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from literature, cultural studies, and musical studies as well. For example, on the
one hand, historical sound changes help to unearth elements of verbal art; on
the other hand, it is possible to date the historical sound changes more exactly
because of their effects on alliterations.

Abbreviations
V verb
cop copula
N noun
A adjective
adv adverb
con conjunction
pron pronoun
prep preposition
part participle
ł ł-form used for most

compound tenses and
moods

imp imperative

sg singular
du dual
pl plural
m masculine
f feminine
n neuter
nom nominative
gen genitive
dat dative
acc accusative
inf infinitive
sup supine
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Chapter 11

Modelling accommodation and dialect
convergence formally: Loss of the
infinitival prefix tau ‘to’ in Brazilian
Pomeranian
Gertjan Postmaa
aMeertens Institute Amsterdam

Various pathways with their respective outcomes of multi-dialect interaction have
been described in the literature: levelling in the sense of the erasure of linguistic
communal differentiation, interdialect formation with compromise forms or fudg-
ing, and reallocation of doubles to distinct functions. In this paper I re-evaluate a
well-known, but often ignored mechanism and outcome: revert to default settings,
the rise of the unmarked, i.e. whenever the result of the change is not a sum or sub-
set of the input forms, but an innovative pattern. Two relatedmodels are developed,
one for koineisation and one for accommodation, that can serve as an evaluation
scheme for a language change. The case study pursued is the loss of the infinitival
prefix tau ‘to’ in Pomeranian, aWest Germanic language, extinct in Europe, but still
spoken in isolated communities in Brazil. While the original Pomeranian dialects
in Europe had a considerable variation in this particular domain, Pomeranian in
Brazil has converged to a remarkably uniform new construction, which was not
present in Pomerania in the days of emigration. I show that underlying structures
remain constant in all Pomeranian dialects, European as well as Brazilian Pomera-
nian, but the spellout pattern in Brazil is the cross-linguistic default.

1 Introduction

Dialectology and sociolinguistics do not only have a value in themselves, they
also offer a window to the formal aspects of language and may function as a

Gertjan Postma. 2022. Modelling accommodation and dialect convergence formally:
Loss of the infinitival prefix tau ‘to’ in Brazilian Pomeranian. In Matt Coler & Andrew
Nevins (eds.), Contemporary research in minoritized and diaspora languages of Europe,
303–339. Berlin: Language Science Press. DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.7446983
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method to reveal underlying structures of natural language. Language contact
is an especially valuable tool for formal research. In language contact, the result
transcends the input variants and where the final state is no obvious function
(addition, selection, split, superposition, etc.) of the initial state. In this study I
report on dialect convergence of a set of mutually intelligible dialects and its out-
come. I discuss a grammatical change in a language island in Brazil: the loss of
the infinitival prefix tau ‘to’ in Pomeranian, a West Germanic language. I will ar-
gue that the dialectology and sociolinguistics of this minority language provide
evidence for the T-to-C movement in infinitival constructions, as was argued
for in Pesetsky & Torrego (2007). First I provide a brief overview of the vari-
ous mechanisms of convergence that have been discussed in the literature, as
well as other mechanisms of language change, especially convergence and ac-
commodation. Then, as a background, I give a description of the nature of the
complementiser and the infinitival prefix in Pomeranian. In Section 3 I discuss
a possible source of the change: the original Pomeranian dialects in Europe had
considerable variation in this particular domain. The pattern of this variation is
investigated as well as the underlying syntactic pattern. I list two mechanisms of
resolving this variation: convergence of the various dialects to a new koine and
accommodation to Portuguese. I then repeat the arguments from my 2016 study,
which show that Portuguese is not the likely source of change. The arguments
in my previous publication that lead to the conclusion that accommodation to
Portuguese is not likely to have given direction and impetus to the change, but
rather dialect-internal convergence within the Pomeranian diasystem, still hold.
But these must be balanced by new considerations of occurrence frequency.

2 Contact-induced language change

While traditional diachronic linguistics has focused on language change by in-
herent processes, such as (phonological) erosion and inherent instabilities of lin-
guistic cycles (e.g. Jespersen’s cycle), modern sociolinguistics has made contact-
induced language change a major object of investigation. For instance, the ar-
rival of considerable numbers of immigrants usually changes the dynamics of
a community thoroughly and its language with it. Colonisation, e.g. the settle-
ment of various dialect speakers in a foreign country, usually gives rise to new
social dynamics, a new society, and a language with new properties. Two ex-
treme cases are noteworthy: the circumstance of huge immigration of mutually
unintelligible speakers, outside the immediate realm of a roof language, may ini-
tiate a creolisation process: the emergence of a completely new structure, albeit
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with words of various source languages (Bickerton 2015). The other end of the
spectrum is the circumstance of a linguistically inhomogeneous but mutually in-
telligible group of immigrants, which by some social factor is isolated from the
environment. This creates a so called language island, where the various source
dialects converge to a new koine (Frings 1936, Rosenberg 2005). Finally, there is
the more moderate circumstance when an (immigrant) group has moderate con-
tact with the dominant group “outside”, the superstrate. In such interactions two
processes can be observed: the influence of the minority language on the dom-
inant language, usually by the switch of immigrants to the dominant language
(substrate effect, Van Coetsem’s source-language agentivity), and the influence
of the dominant language on the minority language (accommodation, prestige,
Van Coetsem’s recipient-language agentivity, van Coetsem 1988). It may be clear
that an actual situation never realises one of these processes in pure form. Ac-
commodation goes together with convergence, creolisation is not always clearly
separable from convergence.

2.1 Accommodation

Accommodation is omnipresent in linguistic interactions. When an American
hears a speaker who pronounces /o/ in socks lower, i.e. identical to sacks, he nev-
ertheless perceives it as /o/ if it is embedded in a broader context (Labov 1994:
68–70). The process is automatic and usually unconscious. This is accommoda-
tion in perception. Accommodation in production is a speaker’s adaptation to a
hearer in a specific situation. This can be in lexis when one speaks to young chil-
dren. It can be changes in phonology if one talks with friends in a bar, etc. It
is also possible to accommodate in syntactic structures. When accommodation
becomes systematic, and conventionalised, it is a source of language change, for
instance if it occurs in a linguistic group in interaction with another linguistic
group.

Though “accommodation” is used in the literature in various senses, I will
reserve it in this paper to the situation where a group of speakers changes its
language in order to become acceptable or intelligible to another group, usually
the dominant, more prestigious group, i.e. it is asymmetric. It is also possible
to accommodate the superstrate language to some minority group, i.e. to a sub-
strate. For instance, if Turkish immigrants in the Netherlands use periphrastic
constructions to realise the V2 constraint in Dutch more often, it might be seen
as an accommodation strategy to retain the basic SOV structure in accommoda-
tion to the more rigid SOV order in their Turkish mother tongue (Van de Craats
2009).
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2.2 Koineisation

While accommodation is conceptually an asymmetric process – one language ac-
commodates to another – koineisation is, at least conceptually, a process whereby
language variants influence each other. The process is, conceptually at least, sym-
metric (Gumperz &Wilson 1971). Themechanism involved is convergence. Koinei-
sation may give rise to a Sprachbund, but it most typically occurs in Sprachin-
seln, language islands: settlements with colonist of various dialect regions. Such
(German) language islands were studied “as relics from the past” (Rosenberg
2005: 222) from the 19th century onwards, though the explicit mechanisms of
the changes only received attention in the 20th century. Rosenberg notices that
the language islands are not homogeneous, neither linguistically nor socially.
“(...) they were often inhabited by settlers of different origins, i.e. by speakers of
different dialects” (Rosenberg 2005: 223). Below I mention four mechanisms by
which the process of koineisation can come about: levelling, interdialect forma-
tion, reallocation, and revert to the default settings. The first and the last mech-
anism can be considered simplification (L1-L2 language contact), the other two
mechanisms are complexification in the sense of Trudgill (2011): they typically
occur with 2L1 language contact (bilingualism).

2.2.1 Levelling

Most researchers mention levelling as themajor process of new dialect formation
in closed immigrant groups. It is the process of eliminating prominent stereoty-
pable features of the input dialects (Dillard 1972). Notice that all stereotypable
features and locally specific features are typically the first to be eliminated (The-
lander 1980, Hinskens 1996). The process is symmetrical, despite the fact that the
result is eliminating a certain feature from one of the two dialects in interaction.
In many cases, it leads to reduction of inflectional paradigms and morphology in
general.

2.2.2 Interdialect formation

Interdialect formation is the rise of compromise forms. In the case of two di-
alects, this can be by simple optionality of two forms, by neutralisation of the
feature that defines the two forms, or by superposing the two forms. Cham-
bers & Trudgill (1998) mention the case of [ʌ] and [ʊ] in strut in East Anglia,
which merge around the isogloss to [ɤ]. A clear example of the superposing pro-
cess, mentioned in Hinskens (1996: 366) is the emergence of superheavy sylla-
bles on the borderline of Limburgian dialects. The eastern dialect has [x] drop in
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nacht [naxt] ‘night’ under compensatory lengthening of the vowel ([na:t]). The
dialect west of the isogloss has [naxt]. On the borderline, new forms such as
[na:xt], i.e. with both [x] and the long vowel can be observed. In the latter case,
the superposed form is clearly a transitional phenomenon, under the assump-
tion that superheavy syllables are marked. A more complex syntactic example
is given in Postma (2014), where on the borderline of two Limburgian dialects
with two types of Verb-second (the German type with uniform C-V2, and the
Dutch type with C-V2 and T-V2), complex V-AGR-T forms emerge, such as klöp-
s-de ‘knock.2sg-ed’. This can be explained if the interdialect complies with both
types of V2: the V complex moving to C skipping T, where AGR is the so-called
comp-inflection. This mechanism clearly works on underlying rules, rather than
on surface forms. Once again, these superposed forms are marked and often tran-
sitional (cf. Cornips 2006).

2.2.3 Reallocation

Just like interdialect formation, reallocation gives rise to complexification. Real-
location takes two or more inputs from source dialects and redistributes these
over two or three sub-contexts. As an illustration, in Jundiai, an Italian immi-
grant city in Brazil, people use both the Portuguese word pavor [pa’vor] ‘fear’
and the Italian word paura [pa’ura] ‘fear’ in their Caipira version of Portuguese,
but limit paura for the meaning ‘strong fear’. Britain (1997) and Taeldeman (1989)
provide more complex phonological cases where two alternates from source di-
alects distribute in a contact dialect. The distribution is rule-governed. These are,
of course, the more interesting cases linguistically, because they potentially shed
light on underlying linguistic processes.

2.2.4 Revert to the default

The final mechanism that I would like to mention, is revert to the default. If two
dialects, one with a marked setting, the other with an unmarked setting in some
feature, come into contact, the result tends to lean towards the unmarked setting.
For instance, if there are two features involved, say, F1 and F2, and if we call +
the marked and ∅ the unmarked value, contact of a dialect with [+F1, ∅F2] and a
dialect with [∅F1, +F2] might give rise to the new variant [∅F1, ∅F2]. Dependent
on the nature and abstractness of F1 and F2, the contact variant might have a
rather different appearance without obvious connection to the properties of the
source dialects. In Postma (2004, 2012), I give a case of two variants of late Mid-
dle Dutch (MD), that lack a reflexive pronoun, i.e. these dialects circumvent the
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Binding Theory, albeit for different (marked) mechanisms. Cross-linguistically,
the reflexivity of pronouns is dependent of feature underspecification, typically
number, but also person, or case (Reuland & Reinhart 1995), while referential
pronouns are (fully) specified. By a marked parameter setting, however, the ref-
erential pronoun, MD hem ‘him’ had number underspecification in the Southern
Dutch dialects (meaning either ‘him’ or ‘them’) and could be used as a reflexive,
while it had acc/oblique underspecification in the Northern dialects (cf. Hoek-
stra 1994 for modern Frisian). Both settings are marked settings, cf. Table 1.1

Table 1: Feature analysis of a koineisation process in Dutch reflexive
constructions.

Variety Pattern Feature Setting Markedness

F1 F2 F1 F2

a. Southern MD NPi … hemi yes no + 0
b. Northern MD NPi … hemi no yes 0 +
c. koine *NPi … hemi / NPi … sicki no no 0 0

F1 = Number neutralisation in pronouns; F2 = acc/obl neutralisation in pronouns.

What we observe then is that both marked strategies are lost in the contact-
induced variant. The contact dialect then comes in need of a special, underspec-
ified, reflexive pronoun. It then actively borrows it from neighboring German
dialects, first sick, later sich. It was in need of the borrowed form, rather than
accommodating to it. The result with a reflexive is a result of contact between
two variants without reflexive. It may be clear that the grammatical system is a
creative force which transcends the dialectal input. We might call this tendency
towards the default variant in contact “micro-creolisation”. This shows that con-
vergence to the default can not only be the result in cases of a set of unrelated
source languages without mutually intelligibility, but also in closely related mu-
tually intelligible dialects.

In the next sections, I present a case of contact of many minimally distinct
Pomeranian dialects, whichmerge in a language island in Brazil. I will investigate
if revert to the default is active in this case.

1It is slightly more complicated. In the case of oblique, it is the feature inventory that is marked,
not the setting.
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3 European Pomeranian (EP)

3.1 Background

Pomeranian is the dialect (or set of dialects) of Coastal Germanic roughly be-
tween the Oder river and the Vistula river, an area which is called Hinterpom-
mern. Until 1945 it was first part of Prussia, later Germany, but lays in present-
day Poland. The dialect of Mecklenburg-Vorpommern in present-day Germany
is rather different (henceforth Mecklenburgian) and should be discussed sepa-
rately from Hinterpommersch, henceforth simply Pomeranian. The map in Fig-
ure 1 below, slightly adapted from Brockhaus (2012: 128), gives an impression of
the Pomeranian area, indicated with “Ostpommersch”.

Figure 1: Coastal Germanic dialectal areas in the first decades of the
20th century (after Brockhaus 2012).

Pomerania was Germanised in a geographically scattered way during the so-
called Ostsiedlung, the “going east” of settlers, land developers, and merchants
coming from Flandres, Holland, and Frisia and later from the core Saxon areas.
The newly emerged variant of Low Saxon, Pomeranian, has been in close con-
tact to High-German and Slavonic, especially Slovincian/Kashubian.2 The origin
from the North Sea area might explain the consistent Ingwaeonisms in the lan-
guage, characteristics of the North Sea Germanic area, such as loss of /n/ before
spirants, development of a -s plural in nouns. The linguistic roof of High Ger-
man through religion and education explains the many German loans, e.g. in the
ordinals (fünft instead of the expected fi:wd ‘fifth’), in kinship terms (grosmuter

2Slavonic influence on Pomeranian can be ignored from the 13th century onward, except
for Slovincian. In the 20th century, Slovincians were, like the Pomeranians, predominantly
Lutheran, and were expelled with them from the new Polish areas in 1945.
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instead of the expected groutmuder ‘grandmother’, etc.). Virtually all Pomerani-
ans in Europe were Lutherans.3

A distinguishing feature of the Pomeranian vis à vis Mecklenburgian in the
west and Low Prusian in the east is the existence of two infinitival forms: an in-
finitive in -a ([ə] or [ɐ]), and one in -en ([ən] or [ṇ], Wrede 1895: 295).4 Two types
of infinitives are further encountered in Frisian and North Frisian (Hoekstra 1997:
4–5).5 In Pomeranian, the infinitive in -a, which we call infinitive-1 (inf1), is used
in clauses under modals, under causatives (låta ‘let’, daua ‘do’), verbs of motion
(gåa ‘go’), and control predicates, as exemplified by the Wenker-sentence6 16b
in example (1). The example is taken from location 20, the village of Schloenwitz
(present-day Słonowice) in the municipality Schivelbein (see map). This schwa-
infinitive (inf1)7 is used without complementiser and without infinitival prefix.

(1) European Pomeranian (19th century (Schloenwitz))
Du
you

must
must

eista
first

no
still

’a
a

inn
bit

wass-a
grow.inf1

‘you must first still grow a bit’

The infinitive in -en, which we will call infinitive-2 (inf2), is used in embed-
ded infinitivals with a leading complementiser, as exemplified in the Wenker-
sentence 16a in (2), again taken from the village of Schloenwitz.

(2) European Pomeranian (19th century (Schloenwitz))
Du
you

bust
are

nog
yet

ni
not

groot
big

naug
enough

um
comp

’n
a

Flasch
bottle

Wiin
wine

ut-tau-drink-en
prt-to-drink.inf2

‘you are not big enough to drink out a bottle of wine’

In this paper I study the changes in infinitival syntax of such rationale clauses.

3Data for the entire Pommern Province in the year 1932: Lutherans (90.7 %), other Protestants
(1.3%), Catholics (6.7%), Jews (0.5%). For the region of emigration (see the map in Figure 2), the
ratio of Lutherans ranges from 97-98.9%. Cf. GLFP (1932).

4Neither Vor-Pommersch (to the west) nor Low Prusian (to the east) participates in this charac-
teristic feature.

5Alemannic dialects also have two infinitival forms, one in -a/e and one in -i(n)t (Bayer & Brand-
ner 2004). The syntactic distribution is rather different from the -ə/ɐ vs -en infinitive in Coastal
Germanic. See also Höhle (2006).

6TheWenker-sentences are a set of 40 sentences that GeorgWenker used in a questionnaire for
dialect research in 1880 in 40,000 locations in Germany. The sentences have also been elicitated
in The Netherlands, Belgium, Luxemburg, Austria, and Switzerland.

7Please see the Abbreviations section.
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4 Variation in the Infinitival Syntax of European
Pomeranian

Rationale clauses in European Pomeranian can be studied using the Wenker sen-
tences,8 that were elicitated around 1880.9 Using the online database, I checked
more than 300 locations in coastal Pomerania i.e. in municipalities Schivelbein,
Regenwalde, Belgard, Colberg-Cörlin, Cöslin, Greifenberg, and Schlawe, as the
emigration into Espirito Santo wasmainly fed from this coastal area (cf. Granzow
2009: 167). The various municipalities are indicated in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Municipalities (Kreise) covered in the search on infinitival
constructions.

It turns out that there is some variation in the realisation of this construction
in European Pomeranian with respect to the infinitival prefix tau ‘to’. Apart from
(3a) where, as in Standard German, Dutch and Frisian, both um and tau are re-
alised, (e.g. um and zu in German, om and te in Dutch/Frisian), we observe two
alternative patterns in Pomeranian. In one of these, the ‘to’-prefix tau remains
unrealised (3b), and in another variant, um, the ‘for’ complementiser, remains
unrealised (3c).10

8Cf. Demske (2011). The Margburg digitalisation project, led by Jürg Fleischer, made Wenker
sentence 16 available through a grid of 1250 datapoints (of the 40,000 data points).

9The Wenker sentences are not available in digital format, but scans of the questionnaires can
be inspected at www.regionalsprache.de.

10These are not necessarily different dialects, as optionality might be involved.
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(3) European Pomeranian (1880, Schloenwitz, Lankow, and Schlenzig, resp.)

a. du bust nog nich grot naug üm an Flasch Wiin ut-tau-drinken
b. du bust nog nich grot naug üm an Flasch Wiin ut-∅-drinken
c. du

you
büst
are

no
yet

ni
not

groot
big

naug
enough

∅
comp

ain
a

Flasch
bottle

Winn
wine

ut-tau-drinken
prt-to-drink.inf2
‘you are not big enough to drink out a bottle of wine’

The fourth conceivable option with both üm ‘for’ and tau ‘to’ unrealised, is
not found. I summarise the patterns in Table 2 for the entire coastal area. From
now on I will gloss üm as ‘for’ and tau as ‘to’.

Table 2: Occurrences of infinitive constructions in European Pomera-
nian

Pattern Occurrence Frequency N

a. for ... to general 83% 258
b. ∅ ... to rare 11% 34
c. for ... ∅ rare 6% 20
d. *∅ ... ∅ absent 0% 0

The complementiser üm ‘for’ can remain empty only if the verbal prefix tau
‘to’ is not empty; conversely, the verbal prefix tau can be empty only if the com-
plementiser um is not. This is cast in a cross table in Table 3 on the basis of the
Wenker sentences of 312 locations in Pomerania.11

Table 3: Cross table of occurrences of infinitival constructions in Euro-
pean Pomeranian

+for −for+to 258 34−to 20 0

This shows a structural absence of the [∅ ... ∅] pattern with 𝑝-value of 0.09
in Fisher’s test. To be more precise: The hypothesis H0 that the absence of the

11The six places where the Wenker sentence 16 has been translated by a finite embedded clause
(du bist noch nicht groß genug daß du eine Flasche Wein austrinken kannst) were ignored. They
occur scattered over the area and it does not seem a structural effect.
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[∅ ... ∅] pattern is a mere result of the (low) probability (for=∅) and the (low)
probability (to=∅), is rejected with a p-value of 0.09.

I therefore conclude that both positions T and Cmust “see” each other at some
level of representation (Bennis & Hoekstra 1984: 55). This suggests that the tau-
marker in Pomeranian, at least in these rationale clauses, concerns the syntactic
type of the infinitival marker as described in Brandner (2006). Following standard
assumptions on these markers, I assume that for (um, om, üm ...) sits in C (Koster
& May 1982: 133, Vanden Wyngaerd 1987: 108) while to (zu, te, to, tau, ...) sits
in T (Evers 1990, Sabel 1996).12,13 Since we are dealing with constructions that
have a lexicalised complementiser in continental Germanic, I assume that there
is T-to-C movement at some level of representation and that the complementiser
C must be lexical at that level. I, therefore, make the assumptions in (4), taken
from Hoekstra (1997: 106, 116) developed for (Fering) Frisian. The lexicalisation
requirement of C already holds in West Germanic for main and embedded finite
clauses and (4b) is a natural extension to non-finite sentential constructions.

(4) a. C ...... T => C°[C+T] ...... T
b. [C°] is overt in all types of clauses in Pomeranian14

Notice that T-to-C movement in infinitival constructions is independently mo-
tivated from a theoretical perspective, cf. Pesetsky & Torrego (2007), who derive
the T-movement chain from basic syntactic principles. In the next section I will
provide evidence that these assumptions also hold in Brazilian Pomeranian.

5 Brazilian Pomeranian (BP)

5.1 Background

While Pomeranian is not used anymore in cohesive communities in Europe since
1945, it is still in full use in various parts of Brazil, with many children not learn-
ing Portuguese at all until schooling at age six or so. These communities derive
from immigration as early as 1850, and have been rather isolated until recently.

12Bennis (1987) argues that so-called prepositional adjunct clauses have P in the C position.
13Arguments have been raised against treating ZU in German as a functional head (I or T), see
e.g. Haider (2010: 273–274). Brandner (2006) argues that one should distinguish morphological
ZU from syntactic ZU. If this is correct, dialects with only syntactic ZU cannot be excluded.
There is no evidence in Pomeranian that a morphological tau should be distinguished. On the
contrary, most of the evidence forwarded in Postma (2014) only follows under the assumption
of an exclusively syntactic tau in Pomeranian.

14It would be attractive to extend this to West Germanic infinitivals without um in general, as
in Bayer (1984). I only defend the claim for Pomeranian here. Kayne (1999) argues that all
Romance complementisers are complex: a W head that have attracted the infinitival prefix di.
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In this article I will use the variant spoken in the state of Espirito Santo, in the
municipality of Santa Maria de Jetibá and surroundings.15 I simply call it Brazil-
ian Pomeranian, though there might be differences with the variants in the South
(in the states of Santa Catarina and Rio Grande do Sul) or in the Amazone region
(Rondônia), which left the Northern parts of ES in the 1970s. This community is
rather big16. Virtually all Brazilian Pomeranians are Lutherans (Droogers 2008).
Although Pomeranian was never used in the liturgy until quite recently (first in
High German, since 1942 in Portuguese), the religion is an important factor of so-
cial cohesion that safeguards the language in Brazil (Schaffel Bremenkamp 2014).
Within the various groups of Germanic immigrants, the Pomeranians have be-
come the dominant group, both economically, religiously, and sociologically. For
instance, virtually all Dutch immigrants that arrived at the same time and who
were Calvinists, have converted to Lutheranism and speak Pomeranian now.

Recently, a collection of Brazilian Pomeranian tales was published under the
title Upm Land (Tressmann 2006b, henceforth UmL), as well as a dictionary of
Brazilian Pomeranian (Tressmann 2006a). The data used in this paper are mainly
from this corpus of tales, provided by a variety of authors and registered by Ani-
valdo Kuhn and Ismael Tressmann. The orthography that is used is the one devel-
oped in Tressmann (2006a). Apart from this corpus17 I completed my data with
two interviews in March 2013 (Elizana Schaffel) and September 2013 (Elizana
Schaffel and Tereza Gröner).

5.2 The infinitival syntax of Brazilian Pomeranian

As said above, the distinction between the two infinitives has been fully retained
in ES.18 The complementiser in infinitive-2 constructions, however, is never re-
alised as üm, but as taum ([tɑum]/[tɑm]). Interestingly, the verbal prefix is always
null, indicated with ∅. So while the tau prefix position is systematically zero, the
complementiser position has changed from üm to taum. I give some examples in
(5), rationale clauses, taken from UmL (78, 114, 115).

(5) Brazilian Pomeranian
a. Dai

The
lüür
people

sin
are

arm
poor

un
and

häwa
have

kair
no

gild
money

[taum
for.to

sich
refl

air
a

huus
house

∅
∅

15Santa Maria de Jetibá, Caramuru, Garrafão, Melgaço, and Domingo Martins.
16Tressmann (1998) estimates the population to be 300,000.
17Cf. Postma (2014) for the details.
18Under influence of High German (in older speakers) or Hunsrückisch (in some areas), devi-
ations from the Pomeranian pattern occur: overgeneralised n-forms and overgeneralised e-
forms, respectively. These are not present in the corpus used in this study.
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buugen].
build.inf2
‘The people are poor and have no money to build themselves a house’

b. Dai
The

blaumasuuger
flowersucker

is
is

air
a

seir
very

hübsch
elegant

tijr.
animal.

Hai
He

hät
has

aina
a

langa
long

snåbel
beak

[taum
for.to

dai
the

saft
juice

uuta
out-the

blauma
flowers

∅
∅

suugen].
suck.inf2

‘The hummingbird is a very elegant animal. It has a long beak to suck
the juice out of the flowers’

c. Dai
the

ima
bees

maga
like.pl

seir
very

geirn
much

dai
the

maluulabüsch
malula bushes

eer
their

blauma
flowers

[taum
for.to

sich
refl

eera
their

hoinig
honey

∅
∅

måken].
make.inf2

‘The bees like the malula-bushes’s flowers very much to make honey’

In contrast to the situation in European Pomeranian, there is virtually no vari-
ation left in Brazilian Pomeranian. There is no variation in the complementiser
position, which is always taum. Only in 3 of the 127 cases (2%) in the corpus does
the original tau show up, but it is not adjacent to the verb, i.e. we may assume
that it has always moved up to the C-position.19 There is no variability in the

19For further reference, I give these three cases. Only in one case (i) is tau a true complementiser.
In the other cases (ii–iii), tau assigns a deviant dative case to the embedded object under surface
adjacency, similar to English For me to go.... Apparently, the intervening subject PRO does not
block case assignment to the object in BP.

(i) [Tau-∅
to

dai
the.acc

köirn
grains

afstampen]
crush.inf2

gewt
is

dat
there

aina
a

stampküül.
pounder

‘There is a pounder to crush the grains’

(ii) Suurdaig
sourdough

dörwt
may

ni
not

feigla
fail

[tau
to

dem
the.dat

daig
dough

anmåken
produce.inf2

] <
<
taum
to

de
the.acc

daig
dough

anmåken
produce
‘Sourdough may not be absent upon making dough’

(iii) [Tau
to

dem
the.dat

rijs
rice

weglegen]
store.inf2

mud
must

man
one

em
him

mita
with

slusa
the peel

forwåra
stock.inf1

<
<
taum
to

de
the.acc

rijs
rice

weglegen
store.inf2

‘In order to store the rice, one needs to store it with the chaff’.

These are not performance errors, as informants accept both variants. I leave these sentences
for further research.
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lexicalisation of the lower infinitival prefix position, either: it is without excep-
tion without spellout. Hence we may conclude that Brazilian adjunct infinitivals
have obligatorily lexicalisation of C and no low spellout of T in these infinitival
constructions.
Oneway of understanding this innovation is to postulate that Brazilian Pomera-

nian has reanalyzed taum, which was originally a P+CASE complex [tau+m],
into [tau+um], i.e. as a C+T-complex of tau and um. It is then an overt realisa-
tion of the rule in (4) that I inferred from European Pomeranian dialect set. So,
the surface variability of lexicalizing C and T in European Pomeranian has been
replaced by a surface rigidity in Brazilian Pomeranian. The underlying formal
rigidity of spelling out the C-T chain in European Pomeranian has been retained
and recaptured by an overt marking of the head of the C-T chain.

(6) a. in [Ci ....... Ti ..], the chain must be lexicalised in EP
b. in [C+T]i.....∅i, the C+T complex must be lexicalised in BP

The scheme in (6a) shows that the variability in spellout in EP has been re-
placed by one spellout form, under retention of the more abstract underlying
syntax.

The taum+inf2 construction had a precursor in European Pomeranian, illus-
trated in (7). It is the nominalised use of the -en form, illustrated by Wenker
sentence 20, given for Schloenwitz.

(7) European Pomeranian (19th century (Schloenwitz))
Hai
He

deer
did

so,
so,

as
as if

hann-e
had he

in
him

taum
for-the.dat

dörsch-en
threshing

bistellt
invited

‘...as if he had invited him for the threshing’

In this construction, tau is a preposition enriched with a dative marker (taum
< tau+(de)m). This construction allows modification but it must be done adjecti-
vally, by PPs, or under incorporation: no direct object arguments between taum
and the nominalised verb are possible, because the deverbal noun cannot assign
case.20 The infinitival construction in -en has been reinterpreted in Brazilian
Pomeranian as a verbal construction21 in which the verb in the -en infinitive
does assign Accusative case, e.g. air huus ‘a house’ in (5a), dai saft ‘the juice’ in

20Incorporated objects are possible even when no accusative is available. Incorporated objects do
not need Accusative Case cross-linguistically (Baker 1988). The dimension of case assignment
is often ignored in the literature (cf. for instance Demske 2011).

21Cf. Haspelmath (1989) for the grammaticalisation pathway of infinitives.
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(5b) and eera hoinig ‘their honey’ in (5c). Since syntactic categories that receive
case cannot assign case, cf. the Case Resistance Principle (Stowell 1981) or the Un-
like Category Constraint (Hoekstra 1984), the case assigning preposition tau(m)
was obligatorily reanalyzed into a non case assigning tense head.

The question is nowwhat caused this change, which is minimal with respect to
the surface string but with considerable structural consequences. Why does only
the complementiser position receive lexicalisation in Brazilian Pomeranian? Is it
an accident that the superstrate language Portuguese does not have an infinitival
prefix and systematically lexicalises C in this context (para ‘for’)?

6 Other contact varieties

In the previous section, I showed that the BP verbal taum construction is a Brazil-
ian innovation. It does not occur in theWenker material of the Pomeranian areas
in Europe. But I also showed that the C-T link also had deep structural parallels
in the dialect continuum of European Pomeranian. Therefore, it does not come
as a surprise that we encounter similar constructions in other West Germanic
dialects. In this section I review some of these.

6.1 Middle English

The oldest West Germanic counterpart to the taum construction of Brazilian
Pomeranian is found in Middle English. We can compare this construction with
the Middle English split infinitive (where the verbal prefix to has undergone T-to-
C in forming a complex for-to complementiser (8), taken from Visser (1963: par.
982); see also Mustanoja (1960)).

(8) Middle English (Pecock, Repr. 219)

a. A nurish or a modir is not bounde forto alwey and for euere ∅ fede
her children.
‘a nurse or a mother is not bound to always and for ever feed her
children.’

b. He
he

eoden
went

(...)
(…)

forto
for.to

fully
fuly

that
that

folk
people

and
and

godes
god’s

lawe
law ∅

techen
teach.inf

‘he went in order to fully teach God’s law to that people’
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c. if
if
it
it
schulde
should

plese
please

god
god

forto
for.to

bi
by

miracle
miracle ∅

make
make

a
a
fier
fire

and
and

a
a
watir
water

togidere
together
‘if it would please God to combine fire and water’

If we identify Eng. for with Pom. um and Eng. to with tau, the parallel is strik-
ing. Admittedly, it is not certain that for actually resides in C. It might sit in a
lower position (van Gelderen 1998). Nevertheless, the processes share the raising
of the infinitival prefix away from the verb and clustering with a higher func-
tional morpheme. The question is: “What triggered this change? English went
through a process of dramatic changes in the Middle English period with respect
to word order and morphology. But it is also tempting to tie it to external influ-
ence. Did these changes emerge under French influence from the south? Was it
accommodation to a dominant language like French without infinitival prefix?

6.2 Pella (Wisconsin)

The taum-construction is also found in a Low-German recording from Pella (Wis-
consin), available from the Databank für Gesprochenes Deutsch. Though without
metadata documentation, the recording seems Pomeranian to my ear, and my
transcription of the same Wenker sentence 16 in (3) and (5) in this variety is
presented in (9).22

(9) Pella Pomeranian (DGD-IDS, MV-E138)
Du
you

büst
are

no
yet

nit
not

groot
big

nauch
enough

to
to

’n
a

bottel
bottle

ut-∅-drinken.
prt-∅-drink.inf2

Notice that C is lexicalised with simple tau rather than taum. This is evidence for
the movement of T to C. These data might feed the idea that the split infinitive
originates from Europe. However, as T-to-C is, by hypothesis, a formal option

22IDS database, http://dgd.ids-mannheim.de.

(i) File: MV--_E_00138_SE_01_A_01_DF_01.WAV, time 00:02:01.0.

(ii) du büs no ni groot nauch to ... ain flash wiin ut-∅-drinke:
File: MV--_E_00136_SE_01_A_01_DF_01.WAV, time 00:01: 54.0.

Louden (2009: 175) reports the more traditional [um ... ∅]-pattern in Hamburg (Marathon
county (Wisconsin)):

(iii) Du bist noh nit groot genaug, um et Glas Wien ut-∅-drinken.
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of UG that can arise at various moments, we should not exclude the possibility
that the split tau + V-en construction has arisen as a consequence of language
contact between Germanic with a prefix (European Pomeranian) and a language
without such prefix (Modern English).23

6.3 Altschlage

In the Pomeranian area that was checked (the regions Schivelbein, Regenwald,
Belgard, Colberg-Cörlin, Cöslin, Greifenberg, Schlawe), I found one case with a
raising of the tau prefix, though without deletion of the lower copy, given in (10).

(10) Altschlage (W 00148)
Du
you

büst
are

no
yet

nie
not

grot
big

nouch
enough

to
for

ne
a

Flasch
bottle

Wiin
wine

ut
empty

tau
to

drinken.
drink.inf2

We might see this as a precursor of a high spellout of tau in the chain. Altschlage
is present-day Sława (Świdwin). It used to be a Wendish settlement. Slavic lan-
guages lack an infinitival prefix, and it lexicalises the complementiser. In this
case, accommodation to a language with infinitival prefix is not very plausible
as the prefix is retained. Only the chain as such is lexicalised, which is a universal
structure. It maximally shows a kind of agreement between the C position and
the T position. It might be used as evidence for the abstract movement of T to C,
but not for accommodation.

6.4 Alemannic

The taum construction also occurs in the Wenker material in the Alemannic di-
alects of Switzerland and Austria (Vorarlberg) (Seiler 2005), as illustrated in (11a)
and (11b), respectively.

(11) Alemannic (Fläsch (Graubünden) and Krumbach, resp)

a. du bisch noh z Klii zum a Fläscha Wi us-∅-trinka
b. du binscht no nit gros gnug, zum a flöscha wing us-∅-trinken

23Modern English lost to as a prefix, as to can be separated from the verb by adverbs (“split
infinitives”).

(i) My mother asked me to quickly ∅-go to the market.

It is unclear to which functional projection it has raised. It has not raised as far as C.
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Direct influence of Alemannic on Brazilian Pomeranian is improbable. Though
there is a Swiss community in the Pomeranian area in Espirito Santo, its earli-
est immigration to the Santa Leopoldina area consisted of 30 Catholic families
(Franceschetto 2014: 155). The Pomeranian community and the Suiça community
were segregated by religion: Lutheran versus Catholic.24 As to the origin in Eu-
rope, it must be noticed that Alemannic is in close contact with Rhaeto-Romance
and vice versa. For instance the V2 properties in Rhaeto-Romance are probably
due to language contact with Germanic. If so, the taum construction could be a
sign of language contact in reverse direction. Notice that this contact has hap-
pened before the split in religion during the reformation. There is evidence that
there is T-to-C as early as in Middle Alemannic of around 1470.25 Such contacts
with Romance in the Vorarlberg are also reported, as it has been germanised from
the 9th–16th century (Klausmann & Krefeld 1995: 4).26

6.5 Schwabian

A similar construction is reported in Schwabian (cf. Hoekstra 1997: 23), who an-
alyzes the floating ‘to’ as head movement to C or to Asp. I give three examples
in (12).

(12) Schwabian (Müller 1996)

a. dass’r
that he

extra
expressly

hoimkomma
home come

isch
is

[zom
for.to

schnell
quickly

des
the

Päckle
parcel

auf-∅-macha]
open make
‘that he came specially home to open the parcel quickly’

24In 1860, there was a big Catholic church in the center of the area, and a small Protestant chapel
at the edge, which were in conflict to a point that the governor of the state had to intervene
(de Tschudi 1860: 139).

25Examples from MHG bible of ~1470 in an Alemanic/Schwabian dialect:

(i) vnd er gabe in [zewerden offen]
‘and he gave him to become open’

(ii) Du gibst nit deinen heiligen [ze sehen die zerbrochenkeit]
‘you give not your saints to see the broken-ness’

The infinitival prefix ze ‘to’, being a bound morpheme, pied-piped the verb, creating VO con-
texts.

26I thank one of the reviewers for drawing my attention to this.
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b. dass’r
that-prt

mir
we

a
a
weng
little

Zoet
time

brauchat
needed

[zom
[for.to

des
the

neie
new

Haus
house

en
in

dr
the

Garteschtross
Gartenstraße

en
in

Tiebenga
Tübingen

zom/z’
for.to/to

baua]
build

‘that we needed little time to build a new house in Garden Street in
Tübingen’

c. dass’r
that he

[kurz
quickly

den
the

Zättl
form

zom
for.to

aus
out

zom/z’
for.to/to

fülla]
fill

ogfanga
begun

hat.
has

‘that he began to quickly fill out the form.’

Schwabian is not in direct contact with Romance, though it, of course, partici-
pates in the wider Alemannic linguistic space which is in contact with Italian and
French. The lack of direct contact, however, makes the accommodation scenario
improbable.

6.6 Tyrolese

The taum-construction can be found in the Wenker sentence 16 in some villages
in Tyrol, as given in (13).

(13) Tyrolese (Reith b. Brixlegg)
Du bischt no nit grousz gnuag zum a flosch win aus-∅-drink’n
‘you are not big enough yet to drink a bottle of wine’

Direct influence of Tyrolese on Brazilian Pomeranian is improbable. There is
a community Tirol in Espirito Santo not far from the Pomeranian area, but the
inhabitants are separated by religion (Catholic versus the Lutheran Pomerani-
ans). Segregation on the basis of religion has always been strong (Schabus 2009),
even until the present day. As to the origin of the construction in Europe, the
construction might have emerged in Tyrol in Europe by contact with Romance,
in this case Rhaeto-Romance.

6.7 Twentieth century European Pomeranian

There is also the possibility that the taum construction is native from Pomerania.
In Stritzel (1974: 69), a Pomeranian grammar from the 1930’s, a similar construc-
tion for the village of Grossendorf27 is reported, given in (14a). Furthermore, there
is at least one example (an idiomatic expression) in a Pomeranian dictionary (cf.
14b, taken from Laude & Schnibben 1995).

27Present-day Wielka Wieś (Pomeranian Voivodeship).
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(14) 20th c European Pomeranian (Großendorf and Kowalk, resp.)

a. dɑn
then

is
is

də
the

s̀ēinstə
nicest

tīd
time

[tum
for.to

drɑxən
drake

stījən
rise ∅

lōutən]
let.inf2

‘then it is the best time to let climb the dragon/kite’
b. dat

that
is
is

jå
prt

tam
for.to

up
upto

d’
the

boim
tree ∅

kleppre
climb.inf

‘that is to become desperate.’28,29

This might be a sign of an older presence of the taum construction, but it
may also be a later, parallel development. It is certainly not evidence that the
construction was already in Pomerania in the days of the Pomeranian emigration
to Brazil.

6.8 Flemish in Brazil

An extremely interesting case is the mixed speech of the Dutch immigrants from
the Flemish part of the province of Zeeland (Zeeuws-Flemish). These settlers
were Calvinist but converted to Lutheranism and are now part of the Pomeranian
community. Inmultilingual speakers (Flemish, Pomeranian, Portuguese), one can
observe constructions, like the ones in (15), where the infinitival prefix te has
been attached to the complementiser om. These are obvious constructions under
a strong Pomeranian influence (calques), as might be derived from the typical do-
support, and from the participial without prefix ge- in kommen ‘come’ instead of
the expected form gekommen. The fact that Flemish te has overly moved to om
in C is a welcome confirmation of my analysis of Pomeranian taum as um+tau.
What makes this construction special is that the order of the lexical ingredients
in om-te is reversed with respect to the taum construction, where the prefix is
initial.

28Notice the form in -e, where onewould expect inf2. Kowalk (Kowalki, noWenker location) pat-
terns with the villages Zeblin (Cybulino, W00453), Groß Leistikow (Lestkowo, W50506), Bar-
fussdorf (Zolwia Bloc,W51121), Köpik (Kopice, W50482), Drammin (Dramino, W50731), Liep-
nitz (Lipnica, W00374) in two Pomeranian properties: they have no inf2 form and display
strong adjectival endings. Kowalk’s neighboring village Groß-Tychow (Tychowo,W00346) dis-
plays n-infinitive and weak endings.

29A reviewer draws attention to the fact that this expression also exists in Standard German:
“Das ist ja zum auf die Bäume klettern”. The Pomeranian example may be a translation of the
Standard German saying.
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(15) (Zeeuws) Flemish in Brazil

a. dat
that

es
is

dan
then

vier
four

dagen
days

om-te
for.to

naar
near

Santa
Santa

Leopoldina
Leopoldina ∅

kommen
come.inf

en
and

dan
then

vier
four

dagen
days

weer
again

om-te
for.to

terug
back ∅

kommen
come.inf

‘It is then four days to go to SL and four days to come back’
b. as

if
jinne
one

krank
ill

worden
get

deed,
did,

dan
then

was
was

gien
no

auto
car

om-te
for.to

die
those

weg
away

∅
bringen.
bring

‘if somebody got ill, there was no car to bring them away’
c. om-te

for.to
dan
then

goeid
well ∅

bikieken
look.inf

waar
where

ons
our

folk
folks

kommen
come

es
is

‘to see well in what situation our people has arrived’

These structures are, therefore, more similar to the Middle English construc-
tions discussed in Section 6.1. The more conservative linear order om-te is also
what I expect, as Flemish lacks a precursor like Pomeranian taum + N, illustrated
in (7) above. The Standard Dutch counterpart [ten + N] is a high-register struc-
ture, and absent in Dutch dialects.Without doubt, language contact with Pomera-
nian is responsible for the emergence of this overt T-to-C movement. Important
to note is that the overt movement of T-to-C can be observed in the Garrafão area
(with a high density Pomeranian speakers), not in the Holandinha area (with a
low number of Pomeranians), cf. (16).

(16) Dutch and Pomeranian Varieties in ES
a. om frunne te maken Flemish in Holandinha
b. om-te frenne ∅ maken Flemish in Garrafão
c. taum farijn ∅ måken Brazilian Pomeranian

‘to make manioc flour’

Apparently, the presence of Portuguese is not a sufficient trigger for the change
I am discussing in this paper, while the presence of Pomeranian did cause such a
change in this variant of Flemish.30 Hence, accommodation is not a sufficiently

30Their Flemish is a rather uncertain heritage Flemish, while their Pomeranian is robust, just as
the Pomeranian of the Pomeranians. These people are Pomeranianswith an additional heritage
Flemish.
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explanatory factor. We rather must think in terms of variation: while the internal
variation of these Flemish variantswas not rich enough to cause a change to overt
T-to-C, the Flemish-Pomeranian melting pot was sufficiently rich for dialect con-
vergence towards both the taum-construction and the om-te construction.

7 Dialect convergence or contact-induced
accommodation?

In the previous sections, I discussed a range ofWest Germanic varieties that have
lost the infinitival prefix and realised it, or rather its functional head, higher up
in the syntactic hierarchy. We are now in the position to evaluate the various
scenarios that might have led to the innovation, shared by Middle English and
modern Alemannic. These dialects behave parallel to Pomeranian in Brazil in
that they lexicalise the T-chain high. The null hypothesis is that all these par-
allel cases receive a parallel explanation. There is the accommodation scenario,
which hypothesises that the taum construction emerged in Brazilian Pomeranian
in contact with Portuguese, which lacks the infinitival prefix, just like French,
Slavic, and modern English. Alternatively, we have the koineisation scenario in
a newly created melting pot community. This scenario fundamentally reduces
the number of variants furnished by the source dialects. This explanation has
the variability in the source dialects as a fundamental ingredient. It is obviously
an advantage of the latter scenario that it puts the variability discussed in Section
3 on a fundamental footing. Long-term, structural accommodation is only possi-
ble upon intensive contact. If we now see to what extent there has been actual
contact in all these cases, the balance is not completely positive, as can be seen
in Table 4.

Let us discuss the table briefly. Language contact between Middle English and
Anglo-Norman is uncontroversial in both directions (Mustanoja 1960, Dalton-
Puffer 1996, Ingham 2012, Rothwell 2001, Steiner 2010).31 In the case of Altschlage,
there is no positive evidence of the contact with Slavic, but it cannot be excluded,
as it was a Wendic settlement. This might have triggered a C+T complex, as the
high to in (10) indicates. However, the lower copy tau is not silent. If language
contact was involved, it apparently did not occur on surface level. We leave this

31The influence of French on Middle English in the domain of the lexicon is better studied than
for syntax andmorphology. For some curious reason, the influence of (Anglo)French onMiddle
English is not as well studied as the influence of Middle-English on (Anglo)French. It is often
downplayed as in Thomason & Kaufman (1988: 306ff), but see Ingham (2009) for noteworthy
remarks on this issue.
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Table 4: Various Germanic contact varieties with complex for-to com-
plementisers.

Language Loss of
prefixal to

Contact with
prefix-less language

Sufficient contact

Middle English + Anglo-Norman yes
Pella(Wisconsin) + English yes
Altschlage – Slavic doubtful
Alemannic + Rhaeto-Romance/

Franco-Provençal/
French

yes

Schwabian +/– no no
Tyrolese + Ladin yes (Western part)
20th c EPom +/– Slavic unknown
BPom + Portuguese yes
Flemish in Hollandinha – Portuguese yes
Flemish in Garrafão + BrPomeranian yes

case open. For Pella (Wisconsin), language contact may have been present be-
yond doubt, but it is not clear if there has been a Pomeranian cohesive com-
munity. There are too few speakers to evaluate this single fact32, but contact
with English has been strong. For Schwabian, direct contact with a prefix-less
language is absent, though it can have happened indirectly through Swiss sister
dialects. For Brazilian Pomeranian, contact with Portuguese is present in modern
times, as has been shown by Schaffel Bremenkamp (2014: 177, graph 4), though
50% of the older present-day speakers are still monolingual. If accommodation
were the causing factor, we would expect that the taum-construction would be
less used by older speakers. There is no evidence of this kind.33 Taking all these
doubts into account, I conclude that there is too little evidence to either support
or to reject the accommodation hypothesis.

This brings us to evaluating the koineisation scenario with its four mecha-
nisms as discussed in Section 2. The options in Sections 2.2.1–2.2.3 only fit with

32The Wenker-sentences given in Louden (2009: 175) make a distinction between two infinitives
1 and 2, as in EP and BP. The infinitival tau is silent and the complementiser is um, as in Lankow
(4b) above.
(i)Du bist noh nit groot genaug, um et Glas Wien ut-∅-drinken

33In 4 interviews byAnivaldo Kuhn in 2003 of a ~75 years old Pomeranian, the taum-construction
already occurs abundantly: 30 times (on ~4000 words) of which 15 with an actual lexical split
[taum xxx V-en] (of which 5 bare nouns/actjectives might have been incorporated into the
verb). The interviews are in Seibel (2010: 507–556).
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some artificiality on the facts under scrutiny. One could argue that instead of
lexicalizing a chain optionally in a scattered way, as the European Pomeranian
dialects do, Brazilian Pomeranian opts for lexicalizing T higher up jointly with C
(taum=tau+um). This strategy can be seen as a very particular variant of levelling
(i.e. loss of most source variants): in this case loss of all variants. However, Brazil-
ian Pomeranian did not just lose the three input variants of the scheme in (5), it
also created a new one (6b) on the basis of the underlying syntactic skeleton. So,
levelling is an insufficient mechanism to capture what happened. One could also
argue that it is a very particular kind of interdialect formation: the emergence of
new forms that are intermediate of the input dialects. To what extent lexicalizing
two positions higher up in the syntactic hierarchy instead of scattered lexicalisa-
tion of a coindexed chain is a case of “intermediate”, is of course open to debate.
Finally, one could argue that it must be interpreted as a very particular version of
fudging: the combination or superposition of two ingredients taken from distinct
dialects: lexicalisation of the higher member of the C-T chain (dialects with um)
and silence of the lower member of the C-T chain (dialects with tau-drop) is re-
analyzed as movement: the lower copy is spelled out high as C+T: taum emerges.
This is what comes closer to what has happened. But probably the most apt inter-
pretation of the facts is that it should be explained as revert to the default setting.
Most of the world’s languages lack an infinitival prefix comparable to tau/to/zu.
Absence of it seems to be the default.34 And Brazilian Pomeranian complies with
it. Moreover, the majority of the world’s languages do lexicalise complementis-
ers in purpose infinitivals, and Brazilian Pomeranian patterns with it as well.35

Finally, as Pesetsky & Torrego (2007) have argued on formal grounds, there is
always an overt or covert T-to-C movement in infinitivals. And this is precisely
what taum is, the lexicalisation of T+C. So, on all points does Brazilian Pomera-
nian pattern with the default setting, while this default setting was not present
in the source variants. So, theoretically, the dialect convergence scenario seems
to have strong cards. Is there then any empirical evidence that can be decisive?

34The claim that the infinitive is without prefix does not only hold for rationale clauses, but for
infinitival clauses in general. In the perspective of revert to the default, this does not come as
a surprise, cf. (i):

(i) ik
I

fersuik
try

ais
prt

[aira
early

nå
to

hus
house

gåa]
go.inf1

‘I finally try to go home early’

In most of the cases, the German/Dutch construction corresponds to a bare infinitive1 or a
finite clause in BP.

35It is often difficult to separate prepositions and complementisers in this context. For a discuss-
sion and tests, cf. Bennis (1987).
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In the next section I make a feature analysis of the constructions and design two
models on its basis.

8 Modelling accommodation and dialect convergence
formally

In this section I make a formal implementation of the two scenarios by which
Brazilian Pomeranian infinitival construction [taum ... ∅] can be explained: ac-
commodation to Portuguese and/or dialect convergence to the default settings.
I will take the mechanism of revert to the default, discussed in Section 2.2.4, as
starting point.

8.1 Modelling dialect convergence

Aswe have seen in Table 2, European Pomeranian shows at least 3 variants of this
infinitival construction, while one is structurally absent. These variants were the
input for the newly created lingua franca in Brazil. In the first columns of Table 5,
I characterise these 3 + 1 variants in terms of their spellout patterns of functional
morphemes in the secound column. Logically, there are 23=8 possible patterns
in total. For completeness, I have added the remaining possibilities below the
separator.36

Table 5: Chain analysis of infinitival constructions

Surface Pattern Underlying Pattern Frequency (%) Variant

a. um ... tau um-tau ... tau 83 EP
b. um ... ∅ um-tau ... tau 6 EP
c. ∅ ... tau um-tau ... tau 11 EP
d. ∅ ... ∅ um-tau ... tau 0 (EP)

e. taum ... ∅ um-tau ... tau 98 BP
f. tau ... tau um-tau ... tau — Alt-Slage
g. tau ... ∅ um-tau ... tau 2 BP/Pella
h. taum ... tau um-tau ... tau — Schwab

36The extra patterns include those of Altschlage (cf.(10)), the BP pattern (i) in note 18 and Pella
Pomeranian (cf. (9)), and the Schwabian variant mentioned by Müller (1996) in (12b)
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The classification in terms of its surface appearance does not display the un-
derlying grammatical factors, however. There are three grammatical features in-
volved, which all concern the spellout of chains. First, there is a ±lexicalisation
of the for-chain, which is a singleton chain with or without spellout. Secondly,
there is a ±lexicalisation of the to-chain, which is a binary chain (“movement”).
It does or does not have a chain spellout. Thirdly, the to-chain, which is a move-
ment chain, can have a high spellout (overt movement) or a low spellout (covert
movement). This is ruled by the delete-process of chain reduction, as described
in Nunes (1995). This is captured by ±low-delete. In columns 3-5 of Table 6, I
describe the parameter settings of these input variants with values yes/no. Fi-
nally, these features must be projected in a consistent way on markedness of the
settings: marked (+) or default (0). Let us assume that lexicalizing a chain is the
default (applied to for and to-chain equally). Let us furthermore assume that
overt movement is the default i.e. delete of the lower copy is the default. I indi-
cate the corresponding markedness values of the input in gray-shade. These are
the EP input varieties upon entering Brazil. The BP parameter output is in the
fifth row (dashed) in (row e).

Table 6: Convergence Model - Feature analysis and markedness

Infinitival construction Parameter Settings Markedness

Pattern Variety
P1=for
chain

P2=to
chain

P3=low
delete

P1 P2 P3

a. um-tau... tau EP yes yes no 0 0 +
b. um-tau... tau EP yes no yes 0 + 0
c. um-tau... tau EP no yes no + 0 +
d. um-tau ... tau – no no yes + + 0

e. um-tau ... tau BP yes yes yes 0 0 0
f. um-tau ... tau Alt-Sl no yes no + 0 +
g. um-tau ... tau BP/Pella no yes yes + 0 0
h. um-tau ... tau Schwab yes yes no 0 0 +

Letme now show the convergencemechanism in progress. As to the for-chain
lexicalisation (shaded P1 column), the input dialect set contains two dialect types
with a default setting (row a and b) and one dialect type with a marked setting
(row c). Upon interaction, the outcome in (row e) is the default value. As to the
lexicalisation of the to-chain (shaded P2 column), the input set contains two di-
alect types with default setting (row a and c) and one dialect type with marked
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setting (row b). The outcome in (row c) opts for the default setting. Finally, as to
the chain spellout (low of high) in the last column, we observe interaction of one
dialect type with default setting (row b) and two dialect types with marked set-
tings (row a and c). Once again, the outcome is the default setting. In sum, for the
three relevant parameters, revert to the default setting describes the dominant
outcome in Brazil adequately. This default setting of the three features as well as
the marked settings were already present in one of the input dialects. Therefore,
the process can be described as a purely Pomeranian-internal effect: dialect mix-
ing can produce Brazilian Pomeranian under revert to the default if present in
the linguistic input. This might be taken as evidence that the Pomeranian lingua
franca in Brazil has resorted to the default setting in all three relevant parameters
upon language contact with conflicting input in the three parameters.

One might wonder why the majority choice of European Pomeranian [for ….
to] did not impose itself in Brazil. Under the assumption that the figure of 83%
in Table 5 is valid for the immigrants as well, it might come as a surprise that
the emigrants followed a completely different path, especially considering the
fact that the European [for ... to]-variant is identical to the Standard German
variant, a prestige variety that was taught in the parochial schools to some of the
community members. There are three points to consider here. In the first place,
the interaction (convergence) of two closely related dialects takes place on pa-
rameter level, not on surface level. This is precisely the point I want to make: the
default setting approach can produce something new, which cannot be explained
by considerations of dialect dominance. So the outcome in BP converging to the
new [for-to …. ∅] is a strong argument in favor of the parameter approach.
Secondly, neither the dominant EP variety nor HG with [for ... to] realise the
default setting according to the analysis in Table 5. Hence, even these varieties
might decline if they were sufficiently shuffled upon social changes. Third, in the
case of, say, two or three caretakers with slightly different dialects, we have the
situation of 2L1 or 3L1 and the interaction takes place according to the scheme
in Table 5, not on the level of societal statistics. That being said, I do think that
societal statistics are relevant: They play a role in the case of accommodation, as
we will see in the next section.

8.2 Modelling accommodation

By a simple modification of the model of Section 8.1, I can turn it into a model of
accommodation, as we will see in an instance. Since we use universal claims of
what is default and what is marked, the only locus for a different implementation
is the parameter describing covert and overt movement. I captured this dimen-
sion in Section 8.1 by checking if the lower link of the chain was deleted or not,
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which was default or not default, respectively. However, it can also be checked
if the upper link is deleted or not, of course with the reverse markedness assign-
ments. Let us, therefore, consider a parameter P4 that describes the lexicalisation
of the higher copy. For this P4, upper link deletion is marked (instead of lower-
link deletion being the default). The core cases of overt and covert movement
then still project on the same markedness as they did in the convergence model
of the previous section. Only in the case of double spellout or non-spellout does
the new parameter give distinct results. The two models are compared in Table 7.

Table 7: Chain reduction: low/high delete as ruling parameters and
their respective markedness.

Convergende Model using P3 Accomodation Model using P4

Pattern low delete markedness high delete markedness

a. tau ...tau no + no 0
b. tau ...tau yes 0 no 0
c. tau ...tau no + yes +
d. tau ...tau yes 0 yes +

P3 is low delete; P4 is high delete.

With the Model-2 implementation, I arrive at the evaluation Table 8. To see
how it works, let us inspect Row-a and Row-b in Table 8 with respect to P4 (the
features P1 and P2 remain unchanged). Row-a has [um ... tau], which is, as to the
tau-string: [tau ... tau], which is the case of Table 6cwithmarkedness value +. The
next case in Row-b is [um … ∅], which is, as to the tau-string, [tau ... tau], which
is the case of Table 6d with markedness +, etc. Only the P4 column differs from
the Convergence Model of Table 5. Once again, the Brazilian Pomeranian [taum
... ∅]-pattern realises the default setting (000), which BP now shares with the
Schwabian [taum ... tau]-pattern. This model has two absolute default settings:
the BP [taum ... ∅] in Table 8e and the Schwabian [taum ... tau] in Table 8h.

The most important consequence is that the four source dialects, Table 8a-d,
are homogenous in P4 (with a marked setting), while all high-contact varieties
in Brazil, Pella(Wisconsin), and Alt-Schlawe, are homogenous with an unmarked
setting. In this model, the flip in the P4-value cannot be produced by internal di-
alect convergence (there is no variation in the P4 parameter) and must be due to
an external trigger of the P4-flip. If one can prove that the Portuguese pattern
[para ... ∅] does not realise the case of Table 8b, but either Table 8e or Table 8g,
then the flip in P4 might have been caused by language contact and accommoda-
tion to Portuguese. Let us assume that there is such evidence.
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Table 8: Accommodation Model - Feature analysis and markedness

Infinitival construction Parameter Settings Markedness

Pattern Variety
P1=for
chain

P2=to
chain

P4=high
delete

P1 P2 P4

a. um-tau... tau EP yes yes yes 0 0 +
b. um-tau... tau EP yes no yes 0 + +
c. um-tau... tau EP no yes yes + 0 +
d. um-tau ... tau – no no yes + + +

e. um-tau ... tau BP yes yes no 0 0 0
f. um-tau ... tau Alt-Sl no yes no + 0 0
g. um-tau ... tau BP/Pella no yes no + 0 0
h. um-tau ... tau Schwab yes yes no 0 0 0

The question is then if we can find independent evidence to choose between
the two models in Table 6 and Table 8, i.e. we must choose between the features
P3 and P4. I will now show that frequency values of the dialects provides us with
such independent evidence. To see how, one should realise that it is plausible that
a higher level of markedness corresponds to a lower occurrence of the variant
and vice versa. So let us define the total markedness, µ, of a language variant
as the sum of its markedness values. In Table 9 I have represented the Dialect
Convergence Model (Model 1) with P1, P2, P3 and the Accommodation Model
(Model 2) with the features P1, P2, P4. In the columns headed by µ, I added the
respective sums of the marked settings.

In order to evaluate the two models with more ease, I displayed the values of
the total markedness µ and the occurrence rates of the varieties into the marked-
ness graphs under Figure 3 and Figure 4. These graphs have the total markedness
µ on the vertical axis. The horizonatal axis is the time axis with before and after
the language contac, convergence in Figure 3 and accomodation in Figure 4. In
both graphs we observe a local minimum before and after the interaction. More-
over, the local minimum before the interaction is higher than the local minimum
after the interaction. So, what happens in both models is a decrease in marked-
ness. However, the models differ in what feature(s) cause(s) this decrease. In the
model in Figure 3, all three features are involved and choose the value of the low-
est markedness. Hence, this can be interpreted as a convergencemodel. However,
if I put the occurrence rates in the graph (as a % subscript), wemust conclude that
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Table 9: Comparison of the Convergence Model and the Accommoda-
tion Model

Infinitival Convergence Accommodation
Surface
Pattern

Freq.
in % P1 P2 P3 µ P1 P2 P4 µ

a. um ... tau 83 0 0 + 1 0 0 + 1
b. um ... ∅ 6 0 + 0 1 0 + + 2
c. ∅ ... tau 11 + 0 + 2 + 0 + 2
d. ∅ ... ∅ 0 + + 0 2 + + + 3

e. taum ... ∅ 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
f. tau ... tau 0.3 + 0 + 2 + 0 0 1
g. tau ... ∅ - + 0 0 1 + 0 0 1
h. taum ... tau - 0 0 + 1 0 0 0 0

P1–4 are the features involved (see the text); µ is the total markedness
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Figure 3: Markedness graphs belonging to the Convergence Model
with occurrence rates.
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the occurrence rates do not correlate in any way with the level of markedness.
In the markedness graph in Figure 4, on the other hand, we observe two sets

of dialects with respect to their value of P4. The flip in P4 coincides with their
identification as low and high contact varieties. Interestingly, the value of their
markedness neatly correlates with their relative frequencies. The absent [∅ ... ∅]-
pattern has the highest markedness of µ = 3. The most general [for ... to] pattern
is a local minimum of 1. The general [for.to ... ∅] in BP has markedness 0.

We may, therefore, use the occurrence rates of the varieties and their rela-
tion to markedness as independent evidence that the P4-feature provides a better
model of the change that Pomeranian underwent upon its settlement in Brazil,
than the convergence model with the P3 parameter. It might also be taken as evi-
dence that P4 is a better measure of the difference in markedness of covert-overt
movement in general.

If we take the occurrence rates into account, I come to a different conclusion
than my 2016 study: what has happened in the emergence of BP, is not dialect
convergence within Pomeranian itself, triggered by the high level of variation
present in the input dialects, but accommodation to an external language, Por-
tuguese.
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9 Conclusions

The sociolinguistic observations on Pomeranian, with language variation in Eu-
rope and convergence to a uniform construction in Brazil, provides evidence for
an underlying syntactic C-T chain in natural languages, as was argued for in Pe-
setsky & Torrego (2007) on formal grounds. While European Pomeranian shows
variation in the lexicalisation of this [for ... to] chain with a three-fold option-
ality, Brazilian Pomeranian displays obligatory lexicalisation of the higher link
of the chain and obligatory silence of the lower link. This configuration is rean-
alyzed as an overt movement relation of T to C, which is the default option in
natural language. There are language-internal arguments that the new construc-
tion is a result of dialect-convergence to the default setting of the parameters in-
volved. However, when we take the external occurrence rates into account, the
data indicate that the similarity in this respect between Brazilian Pomeranian
and (Brazilian) Portuguese might be analyzed as accommodation of Brazilian
Pomeranian to the dominant language Portuguese.

Abbreviations
acc accusative
comp complementiser
dat dative
inf1 infinitive in -e
inf2 infinitive in -en

obl oblique
prt particle
pl plural
refl reflexive
sg singular
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This paper focuses on the case of Zeelandic Flemish in Espírito Santo, an obsoles-
cent language variety spoken by about twenty descendants of Dutch immigrants
to Brazil in the nineteenth century. The speech of rusty speakers can be used to
reconstruct the original immigrant language. We perform a historical reconstruc-
tion of the old Zeelandic Flemish dialect as spoken in the days of emigration, with
respect to three linguistic cases: (1) deletion of /l/ in codas and coda clusters, (2)
subject doubling in inversion contexts and (3) the inflected polarity markers yes
and no. Our findings demonstrate the historical value of transplanted dialects or
speech island varieties (Rosenberg 2005). However, a comparison of our findings
with historical data demonstrates that reliance on rusty speaker data alone may
sometimes lead to incorrect conclusions and that the data should always be con-
sidered from the perspective of language contact as well.

1 Introduction

In this paper, we present data from the speech of the last speakers of Zeelandic
Flemish in Espírito Santo, Brazil. These speakers are descendants of Dutch im-
migrants, who left Zeeland in 1858-1862, but faced deprivation and difficulties in
adaptation and integration into Brazilian society, with their language threatened
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by the majority language Brazilian Portuguese and by another heritage language,
viz. that of the Pomeranian immigrants who arrived in Espírito Santo at the same
time.

Among the last speakers of Brazilian Zeelandic Flemish, there are true semi-
speakers, who only acquired the language incompletely and only by listening on
an irregular basis to older speakers, and rusty speakers, who came a long way in
learning to speak their mother language perfectly, but who stopped using their
language on a regular basis and therefore forgot how to use some of its more
complex features. In this paper, we discuss three linguistic features that occur
in the speech of four rusty speakers of Brazilian Zeelandic Flemish. We discuss
indications that the immigrants have beenmore conservative and less innovative
than their counterpart speakers in the Netherlands. Our findings support the
view that heritage language research can help in the historical reconstruction of
“protolanguages”.

In this paper, we start out from a reduced data set, i.e. confined to the modern
varieties in Brazil and the Netherlands only. This implies that in first instance we
ignore the available historical data. In this way we want to investigate the extent
to which rusty speaker data alone can contribute to the reconstruction of the
old language spoken by the ancestors in the time of emigration, which – under
the assumption of lacking historical data – can be called the “protolanguage”.
However, we confront our findings with the available historical data in the end,
which forces us to reconsider some of our conclusions.

2 Zeelandic Flemish in Brazil: a case of a transplanted
dialect

2.1 Historical background

In the 19th century an association named Associação Central de Colonização was
established by the Brazilian imperial government. The goal of this association
was twofold: on the one hand, they wanted to recruit European immigrants in
order to have more manpower for the cultivation of agricultural land after the
abolition of slavery, and on the other hand they wanted to attract more “civilised
whites” to the country (Roos & Eshuis 2008: 11). To this purpose, leaflets with
promises of a better life were distributed in port cities of Europe. Thousands of
fortune seekers from different European countries were persuaded in this way to
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migrate to Brazil.1 Among those immigrants, there were also 323 Dutchmen who
settled in the state of Espírito Santo. Within Espírito Santo, there were two desti-
nations: the colony of Rio Novo in the South and the colony of Santa Leopoldina
in the interior of Vitória, the latter of which is of interest to this paper. The first
Dutch immigrants arrived in the Santa Leopoldina colony in 1858, but new im-
migrants were arriving each year, up until 1862 (Roos & Eshuis 2008: 50, 121). In
total, 243 Dutch immigrants settled in Santa Leopoldina.

Upon arrival, the Dutch immigrants were immediately confronted with many
difficulties and deprivations: they had to survive in dense forest, unused to the
heat, on infertile land, without the equipment or money to rebuild their lives,
short of food and without any assistance. Furthermore, the little that the immi-
grants were able to cultivate was in the possession of a colonel – also a Zeelandic
Flemish immigrant – who controlled the planting and the harvesting. The immi-
grants sold their products at the colonel’s sale house (the venda) for a meager
price, but had to buy what they needed (e.g. salt) at the same venda for exorbitant
prices. Because of a negative report about the colony in 1862, the Brazilian im-
perial government ceased to offer any support (Von Tschudi 2004). This resulted
in total isolation and abandonment of the Dutch immigrants in Santa Leopold-
ina. Because of this situation, the Dutch immigrants did not integrate with other
groups, which contributed to the maintenance of customs, such as the preser-
vation of their dialect and religion (i.e. Calvinism) (Buysse 1984, Roos & Eshuis
2008). Another factor that contributed to the preservation of the Zeelandic Flem-
ish language throughout the 19th and 20th century was the fact that only few
members of the community had attended any school (Schaffel 2010: 69).

As time went by, the descendants of the Zeelandic Flemish immigrants got in-
termingledmore andmorewith another group of immigrants, that is, the Pomera-
nian immigrants, mainly because of two reasons: because the Zeelandic Flemish
community never attained their own Calvinist churches in Brazil – apart from
a small chapel in Holandinha – they were mainly forced to go to church with
the Lutheran Pomeranians, and because the total number of Zeelandic Flemish
immigrants was rather small, they sometimes had to marry members from out-
side the community, which resulted in a growing number of Zeelandic Flemish-
Pomeranian marriages.

1Von Tschudi (2004) gives the following numbers for Santa Leopoldina in 1860: total number
of colonists: 1,003 (232 heads of family), of which: Swiss (104), Hannover (4), Luxembourg
(70), Prussia (384), Bavaria (10), Baden (27), Hessen (61), Tirol (82), Nassau (13), Holstein (13),
Mecklenburg (5), Saxonia (76), Belgium (8), Holland (126), France (1), England (1), and some
Brazilians. The Prussian immigrants probably consisted mainly of Pomeranians. Initially, this
latter group was only twice as large as the Dutch and Belgian immigrants together.
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While the transplanted Zeelandic Flemish dialect in Brazil has been subject
to internal changes in the last decades due to the multilingual setting and regu-
lar processes of language obsolescence (see Sections 2.2 and 3, see Schaffel Bre-
menkamp et al. 2017), the Zeelandic Flemish dialects as spoken in the mother-
land were modified by processes of dialect loss and convergence to the North-
ern Dutch standard language. Consequently, these two varieties increasingly di-
verged from one other.

2.2 Sociolinguistic situation

Sociolinguistic research into the Zeelandic Flemish dialect spoken in Espírito
Santo (Schaffel 2010) revealed that the language is currently spoken by just 13
people.2 These people, who are all descendants of the Zeelandic Flemish immi-
grants of the nineteenth century, speak the language with varying levels of profi-
ciency and are of different ages, though the majority is more than 60 years old.3

Among the younger descendants, there are just a few who can understand the
Zeelandic Flemish dialect or who speak a few words.4

Most of these 13 speakers state that they do not use the Zeelandic Flemish
language on a regular basis. This is very likely induced by the fact that they
live geographically dispersed in the old colony of Santa Leopoldina and have not
much contact with each other. Next to this, the fact that the group of immigrants
was small,5 that these immigrants were mainly forced to go to church with the
Lutheran Pomeranians, that they were abandoned by their motherland rather
soon after migration and finally, the highly frequent occurrence of exogamous
marriages (especially with Pomeranians), are considered to be the most impor-
tant factors in the disappearance of Zeelandic Flemish in Espírito Santo (Schaffel
2010: 83–85). Since the Pomeranian immigrants were more numerous,6 and since
they could practise their own Lutheran religion, their cultural values and their
language were much better preserved (see also Postma 2014, 2019).7 As a con-

2In 2015 five more speakers were identified.
3To be precise, only 1 speaker is between 20 and 39 years old, 5 speakers are between 40 and 60
years old, and 7 speakers are older than 60.

4See Schaffel Bremenkamp et al. (2017) for a more elaborate discussion on Schaffel’s (2010) so-
ciolinguistic findings.

5According to Roos & Eshuis (2008: 50, 121) 243 people migrated from West Zeelandic Flanders
to Espírito Santo between 1859 and 1862.

6Of the group of 3933 German immigrants in Espírito Santo, about 2000 were Pomeranian.
7This is, among other things, reflected in the fact that there is a Pomeranian language radio
program, as well as a dictionary of Brazilian Pomeranian (Tressmann 2006a) and a collection
of tales (Tressmann 2006b).
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sequence, the most prevalent home language in exogamous families is Pomera-
nian, not the Zeelandic Flemish dialect.8 This implies that Zeelandic Flemish is
no longer transmitted to the next generation. Cessation in the intergenerational
transmission of a language inevitably leads to the gradual loss of that language
(Sasse 1992).

Almost none of the contemporary descendants of the Zeelandic Flemish im-
migrants living in Espírito Santo have Zeelandic Flemish as their mother tongue.
Schaffel (2010: 77) found that only eight informants classified it as their only
mother tongue, seven of whomwere older than 60 years old. A further two infor-
mants specified Zeelandic Flemish and Portuguese as their mother tongues, and
eight informants mentioned Zeelandic Flemish and Pomeranian as their mother
tongues.

The linguistic situation among the Zeelandic Flemish descendants in Espírito
Santo is trilingual. Portuguese is the national language that is used in official or-
ganisations and in education. Pomeranian and Zeelandic Flemish are both trans-
planted languages that were taken to Brazil by immigrants in the 19th century.
As stated above, the Pomeranian language was almost always preferred as the
home language in the numerous exogamous families. This situation has led to
a gradual shift of the Zeelandic Flemish community to the dominant languages
Portuguese and Pomeranian.9 The inevitable outcome of this situation for the
Zeelandic Flemish language in Brazil is language death.

3 Gradual language death and different types of speakers

The last speakers of Zeelandic Flemish in Espírito Santo have not passed on the
language to their children, so they can be considered as so-called “terminal speak-
ers” (Sasse 1992) of a moribund language. As argued by Dressler (1996: 195), bilin-
gual or multilingual speech communities are the ideal breeding ground for a
situation of gradual language death, in which the minority language community
shifts to the dominant language(s) of the majority. In our case, Zeelandic Flemish
speakers have gradually shifted to Portuguese and/or Pomeranian. The outcome
of this “language shift” – a notion focusing on the speech community rather
than on the language (Rottet 1995: 5) – for the receding language is “language

8The Zeelandic Flemish language has never been recorded in publications of any kind.
9Whether the Zeelandic Flemish decendants have shifted to Portuguese or Pomeranian depends
on the region they live in: a large majority shifted to Portuguese in (what is today called) Santa
Leopoldina, whereas Pomeranian is the dominant language in SantaMaria de Jetibá and Itarana
(see Schaffel 2010, Schaffel Bremenkamp et al. 2017).
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loss” (Appel & Muysken 1987, Fase et al. 1992) or “language decay” (Field 1985,
Sasse 1991) – notions that focus on the internal linguistic changes that the mori-
bund language often undergoes. The final outcome of these internal changes and
of the shift to the dominant language is called “language death” (Dressler 1972,
Dorian 1977).

The internal changes affecting a declining language are not always distinguish-
able from changes affecting languages that are involved in “normal” contact sit-
uations. However, it is often a combination of various processes that contributes
to language decay (Campbell & Muntzel 1989: 188). Some characteristic struc-
tural changes in dying languages are for example borrowing (resulting in loan-
words and loan constructions or calques), reduction in syntagmatic redundancy
and inflectional morphology, replacement of synthetic with analytic grammat-
ical structures, reduction of stylistic variation, extreme phonological variation,
extensive code switching, and so forth. In Schaffel Bremenkamp et al. (2017: 453–
465) we showed that most of these linguistic characteristics actually occur in the
language of the Zeelandic Flemish descendants in Espírito Santo. It is typical of
language death situations that these internal changes progress rapidly.10

In this contribution, however, the focus is not on the internal changes that
have affected the Zeelandic Flemish language of the last speakers, but rather on
the archaic features that have remained unchanged in the language of so-called
“rusty speakers”, a term coined by Sasse (1992). Sasse makes the distinction be-
tween two types of imperfect speakers of a dying language, that is, “rusty speak-
ers” versus “semi-speakers”. He defines rusty speakers as “former fluent speakers
who were on their way to becoming full speakers, but never reached that degree
of competence due to the lack of regular communication in the language” (Sasse
1992: 62). He considers rusty speakers as a special type of L1 learners, who have
“a comparably good proficiency in the grammatical system of the language and
a perfect passive knowledge”, but who “suffered from severe memory gaps, es-
pecially in vocabulary, but also in more complicated areas of the grammatical
system” (Sasse 1992: 61). The imperfect language of a rusty speaker is the result
of “later loss”. On the other hand, there are also true semi-speakers, whose com-
mand of the dying language is, as argued by Sasse (1992: 61), from the beginning
“imperfect to a pathological degree”. Because of the interruption in the trans-
mission of the language, the semi-speaker acquires the language incompletely,
and not “by way of normal acquisition processes (i.e. parent-to-child, by means

10This effect, in which a transplanted language changes more rapidly than the motherland lan-
guage, due to fading linguistic norms and the influence of other dominant languages among
others, is discussed by Rosenberg (2005) in his work on German language islands in Brazil and
Russia.
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of conscious language transmission strategies on the part of the parents), but
rather “by chance”, by interacting more than usual with elderly members of the
community” (Rottet 1995: 36–37). Semi-speakers should therefore be considered
as L2 speakers. In practice, however, it is often difficult to categorise strictly be-
tween either rusty speakers or semi-speakers, because, as Sasse points out, there
is a language proficiency continuum between individuals who learned the dying
language by chance and those who learned it in more regular ways.

Regardless of the question of how speakers acquired the moribund language,
it is characteristic of situations of language death that linguistic norms are bro-
ken down, due to the fact that none of the speakers are regarded by the language
community as “local authorities on language questions” (Rottet 1995: 39). As a
result, there is a “relaxation of internal monitoring” (Dorian 1981: 154): language
community members come to accept and tolerate a gamut of uses of linguistic
features that would have been regarded as mistakes in earlier times. This huge
amount of variation in the use of a declining language by different speakers is
one of the reasons why researchers might wonder “whether data from a dying
language can reliably be used by linguists for other purposes, e.g. by historical
linguists for purposes of reconstruction of protolanguages” (Rottet 1995: 3). In
this paper we argue that linguistic data from rusty speakers of Zeelandic Flem-
ish in Espírito Santo can indeed be used to reconstruct the “protolanguage” of
the original immigrants.11 Since rusty speakers do no longer have many opportu-
nities to speak their mother language, it does not get mixed up so strongly with
the dominant language(s) and remains relatively “authentic”, i.e. close to the orig-
inal variety of the ancestors. This variety is not similar to the Zeelandic Flemish
dialect as it is spoken in the motherland nowadays, since the latter variety has
been subject to processes of dialect loss under the influence of northern Stan-
dard Dutch.12 We discuss three linguistic phenomena that occur in the language
of these rusty speakers: (1) deletion of /l/ in codas and coda clusters with con-
comitant compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel, (2) subject doubling
and (3) inflected polarity markers yes and no. All three phenomena still occur in

11The term “protolanguage”, borrowed from comparative linguistics, may not be completely ap-
propriate for the situation at hand, because there is ample historical data available for the
linguistic situation in the days of emigration. However, we use this term in the context of
the methodological approach of this paper (see Introduction), in which we start out from a
reduced data set, i.e. confined to the modern varieties in Brazil and the Netherlands only (and
thus ignoring any historical data), in order to investigate the extent to which rusty speaker
data alone can help in reconstructing the old language as spoken in the days of emigration.

12Northern Standard Dutch refers to Standard Dutch as it is spoken in the Netherlands, as
opposed to southern Standard Dutch, which is the standard language spoken in the Dutch-
speaking part of Belgium, i.e. Flanders.
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some Belgian Flemish dialects, but have disappeared from the contemporary va-
riety as spoken in the Dutch province of Zeelandic Flanders, which has strongly
converged to northern Standard Dutch. Our findings demonstrate the potential
historical value of transplanted dialects or speech island varieties (Rosenberg
2005), in that such a variety may – as in the case of the rusty speakers of Brazil-
ian Zeelandic Flemish – resemble the original immigrant (proto-)language more
closely than is the case for the homeland variety.

4 Methodology

The linguistic data that will be discussed in the next section are based on spo-
ken language material that was collected in 2012 and 2013, by Gertjan Postma
(Meertens Institute), Andrew Nevins (Federal University of Rio de Janeiro and
University College London) and both authors of this paper. Interviews were
taken from nine (five male and four female) speakers of Zeelandic Flemish, liv-
ing in Holandinha (part of Holanda), Garrafão, Alto Jatibocas, Caramuru and
Alto Jetibá (see Figure 1).

All of these speakers were older than 40. Recordings were made at people’s
homes, where two or more speakers were present and talked with each other and
with the interviewers. Three of the four interviewers spoke Portuguese with the
informants, one also spoke northern Standard Dutch, one of them was a native
speaker of Pomeranian, and another interviewer was a native speaker of a Bel-
gian Flemish dialect which closely resembles the Zeelandic Flemish dialects of
the places the immigrants originally came from. The interviews were a mixture
of these four languages with a lot of code switching in the informants’ speech,
but with the general aim of eliciting as much Zeelandic Flemish dialect as pos-
sible. Topics that were talked about during the interviews were the informants’
past, their language, their religion, the work on the land, and so forth. The inter-
views were audio- and video-recorded and cover more than four hours of speech,
only part of which is in Zeelandic Flemish. The recordings are preserved at the
Meertens Institute (Amsterdam). Next to this, one interview made by Arjan Van
Westen and Monique Schoutsen for their movie Braziliaanse Koorts (“Brazilian
Fever”) was also used for the data discussed in this paper. Large parts of the
recordings have been transcribed, glossed and annotated, with segmentation in
Praat by Gertjan Postma, Kathy Rys and Lea Busweiler. The linguistic data dis-
cussed in the next section were selected from these transcripts. These data come
from four rusty speakers: they are all speakers who used to speak more Zee-
landic Flemish in the past, but who lost the opportunity to speak it on a daily
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Itarana

Alto Jatibocas

Garrafão

Santa Maria de Jetibá

Caramuru Santa Leopoldina

Tirol

Holanda

Figure 1: Locations of the speakers of Zeelandic Flemish in Espírito
Santo, Brazil(c) OpenStreetMaps contributors

basis from the 1990s onwards (Schaffel 2010). The four speakers concerned have
the following profiles:

• speaker 1, namedA., is an 84-year-oldman fromHolandinha, whosemother
tongue is Zeelandic Flemish and who also speaks Portuguese, which he ac-
quired at school, but no sooner than at the age of six; his ancestors came
from the West-Zeelandic village of Nieuwvliet;

• speaker 2, named J., a male informant living in Holandinha, whose mother
tongue is Zeelandic Flemish and who also speaks Portuguese, which he
acquired at school; his ancestors came from the West-Zeelandic village of
Retranchement;

• speaker 3, named R., is a 65-year-oldman fromAlto Jatibocas, whosemother
tongue is Zeelandic Flemish, who is married to a Pomeranian woman, and
who speaks Zeelandic Flemish, Pomeranian, Hochdeutsch and Portuguese,
the latter of which he started to acquire at school at the age of six;
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• speaker 4, named B., is R.’s sister, age unknown, a woman from Alto Jati-
bocas, whose mother tongue is also Zeelandic Flemish,13 who is married
to a Pomeranian man who is also able to speak the Zeelandic Flemish lan-
guage because his mother was Zeelandic Flemish; like R., B. speaks four
languages: Zeelandic Flemish, Pomeranian, Hochdeutsch and Portuguese;

• all four speakers have in common that they did not go to school for more
than four years.

The places where these speakers lived belong to different language areas. Ho-
landinha belongs to the Portuguese area, i.e. the area where a lot of descen-
dants of the former slaves live. In this area Portuguese is the only dominant
language and there is not much interference of Portuguese with Zeelandic Flem-
ish (Schaffel Bremenkamp et al. 2017). Alto Jatibocas belongs to the Pomeranian
area, where the Zeelandic Flemish people have often married Pomeranian part-
ners and where the Pomeranian language is the main language used in families,
which has resulted in a lot of interference between Pomeranian and Zeelandic
Flemish.

5 Results

In this section we argue that the speech of rusty speakers contains certain fea-
tures that deviate from the current motherland variety, but that cannot be at-
tributed to language contact. Instead, these features are remnants of the protolan-
guage, that was once also spoken in the motherland, and that was transplanted
to Brazil by the immigrants of the 19th century. These protolanguage features
allow us to reconstruct the original language of the immigrants and of the moth-
erland. In this way, the speech of so-called “terminal” speakers may be of histor-
ical value. We give evidence supporting this claim by discussing three linguistic
phenomena: (1) the deletion of /l/ in codas and coda clusters with concomitant
compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel, (2) subject doubling, and (3)
the inflected polarity markers yes and no.

13R. and B.’s mother only spoke Zeelandic Flemish with her children when they were little.
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5.1 Deletion of /l/ with concomitant compensatory lengthening of the
preceding vowel

The speech of all four rusty speakers, contained a phonological feature that is
illustrated in the underlined parts of the example sentences (1) to (6):14

(1) speaker 1 (A.)
Dat is al

[ɑː]
twee of drie keer vermaakt hé

‘that has already been repaired two or three times you know’

(2) speaker 1 (A.)
Den eersten a’ j’ ier stoeng, das al al

[ɑː]
kapot

‘the first one that was standing here, that’s already completely broken’

(3) speaker 3 (R.)
Dan is’t zo, ielk

[i:k]
brieng wat ja

‘then it is like this, everybody brings something you know’

(4) speaker 3 (R.)
Koeien zo kalvers

[ˈkɑːvərs]
‘cows, you know, calves’

(5) speaker 4 (B.)
Op ‘t land gewèèrkt, ja alles…koffie, koeien, koeien melken

[ˈmæːʔə̩̃ ]
‘worked on the land, yes everything…coffee, cows, milking cows’

(6) speaker 4 (B.)
Toe ‘s navonds eh… achte… half

[ɑːf]
negene

‘until in the evening eh… eight o’clock…half past eight’

The underlined words are realised with a deleted /l/ and with concomitant com-
pensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel, resulting in an overlong vowel.

14The phonetic realisation of the underlined words is given with each sentence, as well as the
initials and informant number of the speakers involved.
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The /l/ that is deleted is always a so-called “dark /l/” (phonetically transcribed as
[l]̴). In Dutch, /l/ is realised differently according to its position in the syllable:
clear [l], realised as a lateral approximant, in the onset of a syllable and dark [l]̴,
realised as a pharyngealised approximant, in the coda before a pause or another
consonant. Vocalisation of dark /l/ occurs in some varieties and some speakers
of Dutch. A word like geel ‘yellow’, with the underlying form /ɣel/, is then re-
alised as [ɣew] (Van Reenen 1986, Botma & van der Torre 2000: 17). The complete
deletion of prepausal and preconsonantal /l/, however, is not a common feature
in varieties of Dutch.15 Nevertheless, there is one variety in the Dutch-speaking
area which is characterised by the categorical deletion of prepausal and precon-
sonantal /l/ and by a very strong compensatory lengthening of the preceding
vowel. It is a Flemish dialect spoken in the village of Maldegem, which belongs
to the Dutch-speaking part of Belgium (represented by the blue dot in Figure 2).

The phonological process of /l/-deletion in the Maldegem dialect occurs in
codas and coda clusters of stressed syllables16 and can be represented as in (7)
(see Rys 2007: 182–186):

(7) [ +stressed
+lateral

] → ∅ / { 𝐶#𝐶 }
The representation in (7) indicates that /l/ is deleted before a consonant or a

pause, but only if that pause is followed by a consonant. This is illustrated in (7).

(7) a. de bal pakken [dəmˈbɑːˌpɑʔə̩̃ ]
‘take the ball’

b. de bal is…[dəmˈbɑlˌɛs̝]
‘the ball is…’

The examples (1)-(6) of our Brazilian informants are instances of exactly the pro-
cess described in (7), that is, of preconsonantal or prepausal /l/-deletionwith com-
pensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel, resulting in an overlong vowel.
The occurrence of a phonological feature in the speech of our rusty speakers that
is also found in a current Flemish dialect, suggests that this feature might have
been brought along with the original immigrants and thus might be a feature
that also occurs in the dialects spoken in the villages of the motherland where

15Cross-linguistically, /l/-vocalisation and /or -deletion occurs in certain dialects of English, Old
French, Korean, and Swiss German. In Hungarian, we find complete deletion of prepausal and
preconsonantal /l/ and compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel, comparable to the
examples (1)-(6) (Feyér et al. 2012).

16In a word like appel ‘apple’, which has stress on the first syllable, /l/ is not deleted.
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Figure 2: Zeelandic Flemish villages (in the Netherlands) where the
immigrants came from and the East Flemish village of Maldegem (in
Belgium). Source: Schaffel Bremenkamp et al. (2017: 438)

these immigrants came from (see 2). However, there are only scant indications of
the occurrence of /l/-deletion in the current dialects of West Zeelandic Flanders.

Van den Broecke-de Man (1978) mentions /l/ as one of the omitted consonants
in her monograph on the dialects of West Zeelandic Flanders. She argues that /l/
is deleted at the end of a word and illustrates this with the examples “à, wè, zà, wì-
je?”, which is her own representation of regular Dutch orthography al ‘already’,
wel ‘surely’, zal ‘shall’ andwil je? ‘do you want? (lit. want-you) (van den Broecke-
deMan 1978: 9).17 It strikes us that the examples that are given are either frequent

17This author uses the `-symbol (e.g. à, è, ì) to represent vowels that she calls “iets gerekt”
(‘slightly prolonged’) (van den Broecke-de Man 1978: 9). It is unclear whether her represen-
tation indicates the overlong vowel quality that is typical of the Maldegem dialect.
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function words like al ‘already’ and wel ‘surely’, or frequent verbs like zal ‘shall’
and wil ‘want’. van den Broecke-de Man (1978: 20–25) describes some grammati-
cal aspects of the dialect of the village of Eede18 in a separate chapter because of
the exceptional character of this dialect, viz. the many grammatical similarities
with the Maldegem dialect, which is spoken right across the border. Unlike the
other West Zeelandic Flemish dialects, the Eede dialect is characterised not only
by prepausal /l/-deletion (i.e. in the coda), but also by preconsonantal /l/-deletion
(i.e. in coda clusters, e.g. melk → [mæːk]) (see Rys 1999, 2000: 352). Nevertheless,
among the 504 Zeelandic Flemish peoplewhomigrated to Espírito Santo between
1858 and 1862 there were no inhabitants of Eede (Roos & Eshuis 2008: 12).

According to Taeldeman (1979: 163), however, /l/-deletion with compensatory
vowel lengthening only occurs in the dialect of Eede, in preconsonantal as well as
prepausal contexts,19 whereas the other Zeelandic Flemish dialects display slight
lengthening of vowels preceding /l/ in coda clusters (especially with alveolar
consonants), but no deletion of /l/.

In order to check whether /l/-deletion occurs in the dialects of the villages the
immigrants departed from, we consulted sound recordings of spoken dialogues
that were made in the 1960s and 1970s by researchers of the university of Ghent
and the Meertens Institute (Amsterdam). These recordings and the broad tran-
scriptions of it are both part of a database called Stemmen uit het verleden (‘Voices
from the past’)20 as well as a database called Nederlandse Dialectenbank (‘Dutch
Dialect Database’).21 We studied the transcriptions of recordings from several
West Zeelandic Flemish places.22 In these transcriptions, we only came across in-
stances of prepausal /l/-deletion in the following words: veel ‘much’ (also zoveel
‘this much’, hoeveel ‘how much’), wel ‘part’, zal ‘shall’, al ‘already’, and nogal
‘quite’. The process of /l/-deletion is thus restricted to a very small set of words,
which implies that it is a lexically determined process.23 This is in contrast to the
process of /l/-deletion in the dialects of Maldegem and Eede, where it is applied
(nearly)24 categorically (Versieck 1989, Rys 1999). In addition, the transcriptions

18Eede does not appear on Figure 2. It should be located north of the village of Maldegem, just
above the border between the Netherlands (which Zeelandic Flanders is part of) and Belgium.

19This is confirmed in Rys (1999; 2000).
20https://www.variaties.be/portfolio-item/stemmen-uit-het-verleden/
21https://www.meertens.knaw.nl/ndb/
22These places were Aardenburg, Biervliet, Breskens, Cadzand, Groede, Hoofdplaat, IJzendijke,
Nieuwvliet, Retranchement, Schoondijke, Sint Kruis, Sluis, Waterlandkerkje, and Zuidzande.
For all of these places, one transcribed recording was available. Together, these recordings
covered more than nine hours of speech.

23The transcriptions do not allow us to conclude whether these cases of /l/-deletion are accom-
panied by a strong lengthening of the preceding vowel. There are indications that the vowels
are only slightly lengthened, in agreement with van den Broecke-de Man (1978).

24In Eede it does not apply in all cases (see below).
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display a lot of realisations of these words without /l/-deletion.25 Moreover, all
of these instances are examples of prepausal /l/-deletion. Examples of preconso-
nantal /l/-deletion, as are produced by the Brazilian rusty speakers in the exam-
ples (3)-(6), do not occur in these recordings of West Zeelandic Flemish dialects,
except for one case: one informant from Hoofdplaat is talking about the North
Sea flood of 1953, when he produces the following example of preconsonantal
/l/-deletion:

(8) en me zien de golven
[ɦoːvən]

zò mà over de diek nar ons toe komm’n26

‘and we see the waves suddenly come to us over the dike’

Altogether, we can say that the West Zeelandic Flemish dialects of the 1960s
-1970s are not characterised by a categorical process of /l/-deletion. Rather, it
seems that /l/-deletion is a lexically determined process that is restricted to a
small set of words and that is only applied in prepausal contexts. The occurrence
of one instance of preconsonantal /l/-deletion might be a remnant of a process
that was more common and widespread in the past.

A more recent source of information on the phonological characteristics of
the current West Zeelandic Flemish dialects is the Fonologische Atlas van de Ned-
erlandse Dialecten, which is abbreviated as FAND, ‘Phonological Atlas of Dutch
Dialects’ (De Wulf et al. 2005). This publication is based on a questionnaire that
was conducted in 578 places in the Netherlands and the Dutch-speaking part
of Belgium. The FAND comprises 496 maps showing the most common pronun-
ciations of particular words in different places. Only three Zeelandic Flemish
places relevant to our study (i.e. places of origin of the Zeelandic Flemish immi-
grants) are represented on these maps, viz. Breskens, Zuidzande and IJzendijke27

FAND-research, but it is not represented in Figures 3 and 4. (encircled with red
in Figures 3 and 4).

Figure 3 shows the phonetic realisations of the word schuld ‘guilt’ in different
places in the Dutch-speaking areas (viz. the Netherlands and Flanders, Belgium).
Thus, this map illustrates the process of preconsonantal /l/-deletion. Prepausal
/l/-deletion is illustrated in Figure 4, which represents the phonetic realisations
of the word vol ‘full’. The hollow circles in Figures 3 and 4 represent complete

25In the transcription of the Nieuwvliet dialect, for example, there are 13 cases of /l/-deletion (in
the words wel, veel, and nogal), but also 13 cases without /l/-deletion (in the words al, wel).

26The transcription as an overlong vowel is our own interpretation, since the original (broad)
transcription is not explicit about the vowel length.

27Eede is another West Zeelandic Flemish place that was included in the
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deletion of /l/ in front of a consonant (Figure 3 ) or a pause (Figure 4), render-
ing the phonetic realisations [sxɛ ̝ː t] and [vɛ̝ː ],28 respectively. This only occurs
(almost) categorically in two East Flemish (Belgian) places, viz. Kleit and Mid-
delburg (encircled with blue in Figures 3 and 4), which are both submunicipal-
ities of Maldegem.29,30 The word schuld in the dialect of Nukerke, which is in
the southwest of the province of East-Flanders, as well as in some dialects in
the deep south of the Dutch province of Limburg; and Figure 4 shows complete
deletion of /l/ in the word vol in the dialect of Nukerke and the neighbouring
dialect of Ronse. Some other maps in the FAND show a more widespread dele-
tion of /l/: the map of wolf ‘wolf’, for example, shows deletion of /l/ in some
West- and East Flemish places (e.g. in Nieuwpoort, Wervik, Nevele, Gent). How-
ever, Kleit is the only place where /l/-deletion applies categorically (in the dialect
of Middelburg it applies nearly categorically). This was found by investigating
39 nouns and adjectives containing /l/ in codas or coda clusters that were in-
cluded in the GTRP-database (https://www.meertens.knaw.nl/projecten/mand/
GTRPdataperitem.html) on which theMorfologische Atlas van de Nederlandse Di-
alecten (abbreviated: MAND, ‘Morphological Atlas of Dutch Dialects’; De Schut-
ter 2005) was based. In addition, the other West- or East Flemish places where
/l/-deletion occasionally occurs do not constitute a concatenated area with the
West Zeelandic Flemish places the immigrants originated from, unlike Kleit and
Middelburg, which do make up a connected area with these places. None of the
Zeelandic Flemish places where the immigrants came from31 display deletion
of /l/. The hollow square in Breskens (Figures 3 and 4), represents a velar ap-
proximant that tends to vocalisation, but without complete deletion. So, in re-
cent sources like the FAND (2005) there are no indications of preconsonantal or
prepausal /l/-deletion in the current West Zeelandic Flemish dialects.

Next to the data provided in the FAND, the GTRP-database32, which consti-
tutes the source material of the MAND (De Schutter 2005), also provides infor-
mation on the pronunciation of lexemes in the dialects of the Dutch-speaking
area. In order to investigate whether or not /l/-deletion applies categorically, we
looked up the pronunciation of 39 lexemes containing /l/ in a coda or coda clus-

28The dialects of Kleit and Middelburg (both belonging to the municipality of Maldegem) are
characterised by unrounding of the rounded vowels /ʏ/ (in schuld) and /ɔ/ (in vol).

29The dialect of themainmunicipality, whichwe could call “Maldegem-centre”, was not included
in the data compiled for the FAND.

30Figure 3 also shows complete deletion of /l/ (symbolised by a hollow circle) in the word.
31Encircled with red in Figures 3 and 4.
32https://www.meertens.knaw.nl/projecten/mand/GTRPdataperitem.html
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Figure 3: Phonetic realisations of the word schuld ‘guilt’ in dialects of
the Dutch-speaking area. (Source: De Wulf et al. 2005)

ter33 in the various dialects of the Dutch-speaking area using this database. As
in the FAND, Kleit and Middelburg belong to the places that were included in
this research, whereas Maldegem-centre does not. Kleit is the only place where
complete deletion of /l/ and compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel

33The 39 lexemes under examination were: balk ‘beam’, beeld ‘statue’, bril ‘spectacles’, deel ‘part’,
dweil ‘floor-cloth’, geld ‘money’, helft ‘half (noun)’, hol ‘hole’, kalf ‘calf’, kelder ‘cellar’, melk
‘milk’, naald ‘needle’, pols ‘wrist’, schelp ‘shell’, schuld ‘debt, guilt’, spel ‘game’, stal ‘stable’, steel
‘stalk, handle’, stoel ‘chair’, uil ‘owl’, volk ‘people’,wolf ‘wolf’,wolk ‘cloud’, zalf ‘ointment’, zeil
‘sail’, dol ‘silly’, zolder ‘attic’, fel ‘fierce’, geel ‘yellow’, half ‘half (adj.)’, heel ‘whole’, kalm ‘calm’,
scheel ‘cross-eyed’, smal ‘narrow’, vals ‘false’, vol ‘full’, vuil ‘dirty’, wild ‘wild’, zilveren ‘silver’.
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Figure 4: Phonetic realisations of the word vol ‘full’ in dialects of the
Dutch-speaking area. (Source: De Wulf et al. 2005)

takes place in all 39 lexemes. The dialect of Middelburg does not have categor-
ical deletion: for some lexemes it joins the neighbouring West Flemish dialects,
in which case /l/ is not deleted (e.g. in balk ‘beam’ > [bɑlk]). In other cases /l/
is deleted but there is no compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel (e.g.
in helft ‘half’ > [ӕft] ), and in several cases /l/ is vocalised (e.g. kelder ‘attic’ >
[kӕjdərə]). In addition, the GTRP-database offered the opportunity to investi-
gate whether deletion of /l/ occurs in the West Zeelandic Flemish places which
the emigrants once departed from.34 We found one attestation of (preconsonan-
tal) /l/-deletion for the dialect of IJzendijke, more particularly in the word beeld

34These are the same places as in the FAND, i.e. Breskens, Zuidzande, IJzendijke and Eede.
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‘statue’ (pronounced as [beːt]). The dialect of Eede, which – as was mentioned
above – has some exceptional grammatical features with respect to the other
West Zeelandic Flemish dialects (van den Broecke-de Man 1978: 20–25, Rys 1999)
displays complete deletion of /l/ in 22 out of 39 lexemes,35 in prepausal as well as
preconsonantal contexts. To conclude, the GTRP-database indicates more or less
the same results as the sources discussed above (i.e. van den Broecke-de Man
1978, Taeldeman 1979, De Wulf et al. 2005, Nederlandse Dialectenbank): except
for Eede and one instance in IJzendijke, /l/-deletion does not seem to occur in
contemporary dialects of West Zeelandic Flanders.

As the examples (1)-(5) show, however, we find relatively many instances of
prepausal as well as preconsonantal /l/-deletion in the speech of rusty speakers
of Zeelandic Flemish living in Espírito Santo. In one interviewwith speaker 1 (A.),
/l/ deletes in 8 out of 14 cases, that is, in 57% of possible cases. In one recording
with speaker 3 (R.), we find /l/-deletion in 4 out of 11 cases (36%). In speaker 4
(B.)’s speech, there are at least 8 clear cases of /l/-deletion.36

To summarise, rusty speakers of Brazilian Zeelandic Flemish have prepausal
as well as preconsonantal /l/-deletion in their speech, whereas this phenomenon
is only infrequently observed in Zeelandic Flemish dialects as spoken in the
1960s-1970s (van den Broecke-de Man 1978, Nederlandse Dialectenbank) and –
except from Eede – hardly observed at all in contemporary Zeelandic Flemish
dialects (FAND, GTRP). These findings suggest that /l/-deletion has disappeared
from contemporary varieties, but was a common and more widespread feature
of Zeelandic Flemish dialects in the past, and thus, of the protolanguage that was
spoken by the original Zeelandic Flemish migrants to Brazil.

5.2 Subject doubling

The rusty speakers’ speech also exhibits a syntactic construction that nowadays
still occurs in many (Belgian) Flemish dialects (Haegeman 1991, Van Craenen-
broeck & van Koppen 2002, De Vogelaer & Devos 2008, De Vogelaer 2008), but
which seems to have disappeared from West Zeelandic Flemish dialects alto-
gether. Again, there are indications that this construction was a feature of the
protolanguage of the Zeelandic Flemish immigrants in Espírito Santo. It concerns
the construction referred to as pronominal subject doubling, which implies the
use of a combination of the full and reduced form of the subject pronoun. As ar-
gued by De Vogelaer & Devos (2008: 249), the distribution of this phenomenon in

35In 14 out of 22 lexemes there is deletion of /l/ without compensatory lengthening of the pre-
ceding vowel.

36Some fragments of the interview were unclear and therefore difficult to transcribe.
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the Flemish dialects depends on a number of parameters, including word order,
clause type (main clause vs. subclause), type of subject in the clause (pronoun or
not), the number of pronouns, etc. This is illustrated in the examples in (10)–(12)
(examples are based on De Vogelaer & Devos 2008: 243–244):

(9) Regular word order: clitic preceding the verb and strong pronoun after
the verb
‘k
Iclitic

Zal
shall

ik
Istrong

dat
that

wel
adv

krijgen
get

‘I will get that’

In example (10) a regular order is attested in which the inflected verb is pre-
ceded by the subject. This example contains the 1SG-clitic ‘k ‘I’ in subject position
and it is doubled by an optional strong pronoun ik ‘ I’.

(10) Inverted word order: clitic and strong pronoun following verbs
Mag=ek=ik
may=Iclitic=Istrong

dat
that

wel
adv

weten?
know

‘Am I allowed to know that?’

The example in (10) is an “inverted” word order in which the inflected verb
precedes the subject.37

(11) Subclause: clitic and strong pronoun following complementiser
…da=k=ik
that=Iclitic=Istrong

dat
that

mag
may

weten
know

‘…that I am allowed to know that’

In example (11), the clitic ‘k ‘I’ and the strong pronoun ik ‘I’ follow the com-
plementiser dat ‘that’.38

(12) Clitic and strong pronoun following a particle that introduces
comparison39

Hij is groter dan=ek=ik
he is taller than=Iclitic=Istrong

37It is likely that the inverted clitic pronoun duplicated by a strong pronoun is not in the subject
position. The inversion can mark discursive effects such as “focus”, for example.

38As observed in example (11), the clitic ‘k ‘I’ and the strong pronoun ik ‘I’ are morphophono-
logically linked to the complementiser that is on the left periphery of the sentence (and not in
subject position).

39The combination of reduced and full pronominal form cannot be called “doubling subject” in
(12). The subject in (12) is Hij ‘he’ (and it is not doubled).
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The construction of subject doubling with inverted word order (following
verbs and following complementisers) occurs in the speech of the rusty speakers
in Espírito Santo, as is illustrated in the examples (13)-(18). Mostly, these speakers
use it in the case of the first person singular, but it also occurs with first person
plural (as in example (14)).

(13) Speaker 1 (A.)
Dan
then

gaon=k=ik
go=Iclitic=Istrong

mien
my

tuug
material

uut
out-of

de (?)
the (?)

dan
then

kom
come

ik (?)
I (?)

‘Then I will (get?) my material from the (?), then I come(?)’

(14) Speaker 1 (A.)
Ja
yes

die
that-one

kon
could

goed
well

Hollands
Hollandic

praten
talk

gelijk
like

a=me=wudder
comp=weclitic=westrong

hier
here

praten
talk

‘yes he could speak Dutch well like we talk here’

(15) Speaker 3 (R.)
Dan
then

doe=k=ik
do=Iclitic=Istrong

dat
that

in
in

zakken,
bags

dan
then

leg=ek=ik
put=Iclitic=Istrong

die
that

weg
away

‘then I put it in bags, then I put it away’

(16) Speaker 3 (R.)
En
and

dan
then

doe=k=ik
do=Iclitic=Istrong

daor
there

weer
again

frisse
fresh-one

onderbrengen
bring-under

‘and then I add some fresh one again’

(17) Speaker 4 (B.)
An=k=ik
comp=Iclitic=Istrong

mee
with

mien
my

zusters
sisters

topekomen
together-come

ja
yes

‘when I come together with my sisters, you know’

(18) Speaker 4 (B.)
An=k=ik
comp=Iclitic=Istrong

ulder
them

eentwa
something

zeggen
say1SG

dan
then

verstaon
understand

zulder
they

da
that

‘when I say something to them then they understand it’

The extent to which subject doubling occurs, depends on the speaker. Speaker
1, for instance, uses the construction in the first person singular following a verb
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(as in (13)) in 1 out of 4 possible cases, whereas speaker 3 uses subject doubling
in the first person singular following a verb in 10 out of 13 possible cases.40 Al-
though the subject doubling construction occurs in the Zeelandic Flemish lan-
guage of the speakers in Espírito Santo, it seems to be absent from contemporary
Zeelandic Flemish dialects as spoken in the present-day motherland. According
to De Vogelaer (2008: 243) and Barbiers et al. (2006) subject doubling in inverted
word order for 1st person singular is only observed in one Zeelandic Flemish place
(Hulst), but this place is in the eastern part of Zeelandic Flanders and falls outside
the region the immigrants came from. Further, the construction is restricted to
Belgian (Flemish) dialects, as is illustrated in Figure 5.

Likewise, only scant evidence of the occurrence of subject doubling in Zee-
landic Flemish dialects is found by Will (2004), who studied the spontaneous
speech of respondents from 39 Zeelandic Flemish villages as recorded in the
1960s-1970s by researchers of Ghent University and the Meertens Institute.41 He
observes a kind of remainders of subject doubling in the Zeelandic Flemish re-
gion, but only in 3% of possible cases and mostly in dialects from places that fall
outside the region of the immigrants. Will concludes that already in the 1960s,
subject doubling was a marginal feature of the Zeelandic Flemish dialects. How-
ever, van den Broecke-de Man (1978: 12) does mention subject doubling as a char-
acteristic of West Zeelandic Flemish dialects and gives examples of the construc-
tion in normal and inverted word order.

As in the case of /l/-deletion, the occurrence of a linguistic feature in the speech
of the rusty speakers which still occurs in the broader Flemish region, but seems
to have disappeared almost entirely from the contemporary Zeelandic Flemish
dialects, suggests that this feature is probably a protolanguage feature, which
was brought along with the 19th century immigrants.

5.3 Inflected polarity markers yes and no

Two of our rusty speakers, more specifically speakers 1 and 2, both living in
Holandinha, use a construction known as inflected yes- / no-particles, which im-

40This concerns possible contexts for subject doubling, in which doubling may or may not be
applied, such as in the utterance in (i) in which the subject (ik ‘I’) is only expressed once, which
means that there is no subject doubling in this case.

(i) da
that

weet
know

ik
I

zo
part

niet
not

goed
well

‘I’m not so sure about that’ (speaker 1, A.)

41https://www.variaties.be/portfolio-item/stemmen-uit-het-verleden https://www.meertens.
knaw.nl/ndb/
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Figure 5: Geographical distribution of subject doubling in 1st person
singular following a verb, complementiser or comparative in theDutch-
speaking area (Source: De Vogelaer 2008: 243, West Zeelandic Flanders
is encircled with red).

plies that the polarity markers yes and no are followed by subject clitics (repre-
sented in bold in the examples (19)–(21)), which refer to the subject of a preceding
utterance (underlined in (19)–(21)). The examples in (19) and (20) contain an in-
flected yes-particle referring to a singular, 3rd person, male antecendent, example
(21) an inflected yes-particle referring to a plural, 3rd person antecedent.

(19) Speaker 1 (A.)
Die
that

camion
truck

die
that-one

is
is

kapot
to pieces

gebrook’n.
broken.

Jao=j,
yes=heclitic

die
that-one

staot
stands

dao
there

nog
yet

‘That truck is broken to pieces. Yes, it is still standing there.’
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(20) Speaker 1 (A.)
Frans
Frans

B.,
B.

jao=j
yes=heclitic

die
that-one

èè
has

nie
not

meer
anymore

terug
back

gewist
been

‘Frans B., yes he did not come back anymore.’

(21) Speaker 1 (A.):
die
those-ones

zoeten
sweet liquor

drinken,
drank,

da
that

ging
went

nog
still

dansen
danceinf

ne
TAG

‘The ones that drank sweet liquor still went dancing.’

Speaker 2 (J.):
Dansen
danceinf

jao=s
yes=theyclitic

‘Dancing, yes they did.’

Such inflected yes- and no-particles are nowadays restricted to some (Belgian)
Flemish dialects (Paardekooper 1993) (especially West and East Flemish dialects),
and take the following forms:42,43

Table 1: Subject clitics following yes (/ no)-particle

1sg (ja)=k 1pl (ja)=m
2sg (ja)=g 2pl (ja)=g
3sg masc. (ja)=j 3pl (ja)=s
3sg fem. (ja)=s
3sg neuter (ja)=t

De Vogelaer & Devos (2008) discuss the distribution of these forms in the
Dutch-speaking area (i.e. theNetherlands and Flanders).Whereas the yes-particle
is inflected in manyWest- and East Flemish dialects (Belgium), De Vogelaer does
not find any attestations of an inflected yes-particle in West Zeelandic Flemish
dialects.44 The distribution of the inflected yes-particle for 3SG masculine (as in

42Although other forms are possible (see Paardekooper 1993 and De Vogelaer & Devos 2008: 161,
168–170, 179–180, 195–197, 201–202), we restrict ourselves to the forms that are most common
in the region surrounding West Zeelandic Flanders.

43Since we only found instances of the inflected polarity marker yes in the speech of the rusty
speakers, we restrict ourselves to the possible forms of the yes-particle.

44There is one attestation of inflected yes-particles for 1SG in the municipality of Terneuzen,
which is outside the region of West Zeelandic Flanders (see De Vogelaer 2008: 161).
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Figure 6: Distribution of the inflected yes-particle for 3SG masculine in
the Dutch-speaking area. (Source: De Vogelaer 2008: 161)

the examples (19) and (20)) is represented in Figure 6 (Source: De Vogelaer &
Devos 2008: 196).45 yes-particle for 1SG (p. 161), 1PL (p. 169), 2SG (p. 179), 3SG
feminine (p. 201), and 3SG neuter (p. 202). As can be seen on this map, there are
no clitics (represented by the symbol x) following ja (‘yes’) in West Zeelandic
Flanders (which is encircled in red on Figure 6), although ja is inflected (as ja=j,
symbol: \) in the (Belgian) Flemish region to the south of the border with West
Zeelandic Flanders.

The distribution of the inflected yes-particle for 3PL (as in example (21)) is
represented in Figure 7 (Source: Barbiers et al. 2006) which shows that there
is no inflection (symbolised by a blue square) of the yes-particle in present-day
West Zeelandic Flanders (encircled with green), although inflected forms occur
in the surrounding (Belgian) Flemish dialects.

De Vogelaer & Devos (2008) do not find any evidence of an inflected yes-partic-
les in Zeelandic Flemish dialects in whatever context, but according to Barbiers

45See De Vogelaer (2008) for maps of subject clitics following the
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Figure 7: Distribution of the inflected yes-particle for 3PL in the Dutch-
speaking area. (Source: Barbiers et al. 2006). Copyright resides with the
Meertens Institute.

et al. (2006), one informant from Cadzand (West Zeelandic Flanders) replies in a
written questionnaire that the inflected yes-particle is possible – although very
rare – in his / her dialect in the case of 3SG feminine in the test sentence in (22):46

(22) a. Question:
Gaat
goes

ze
she

dansen?
danceinf

‘Is she going to dance?’

46This corresponds to test sentence 354 in Barbiers et al. (2006).
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b. Answer: Ja’s(e).
yes=sheclitic

Likewise, one informant from Groede (West Zeelandic Flanders) replies that
ja ‘yes’ can be followed by a clitic in his /her dialect in the case of 1SG as in the
test sentence in (23)47, although its occurrence is very rare.

(23) a. Question:
Wil
want

je
you

nog
part

koffie,
coffee

Jan?
Jan

‘Do you want more coffee, Jan?’
b. Answer:

Ja’k.
yes=Iclitic
‘Yes I do.’

To summarise, the fact that the surrounding Flemish dialects have inflection,
and that two West Zeelandic Flemish informants indicate that inflected yes-par-
ticles can occur, though infrequently, in their dialects, may suggest that inflected
particles were more common in the Zeelandic Flemish protolanguage. Their oc-
currence in the speech of the rusty speakers in Espírito Santo supports this as-
sumption.

5.4 Conclusion

In this section we analysed the elicited speech of four rusty speakers of the Zee-
landic Flemish dialect living in Espiríto Santo. These speakers are descendants
of 19th century Dutch immigrants and belong to a very small group of termi-
nal speakers of Zeelandic Flemish in Brazil. They are considered rusty speakers
since they acquired the language as their mother tongue, but they have stopped
speaking their language due to a lack of contact with other speakers of Zeelandic
Flemish. Because of this absence of regular usage of the language, the language of
these rusty speakers is only influenced by the multilingual setting to a relatively
small extent. As a consequence, many aspects of their language have remained
rather similar to the protolanguage of the original immigrants. At the same time,
the present-day motherland language, that is, the current Zeelandic Flemish di-
alect as spoken in the province of Zeeland (the Netherlands), has been subject to

47This corresponds to test sentence 353 in Barbiers et al. (2006).
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processes of convergence to the northern Dutch standard language and dialect
levelling in the past few decades. As a consequence, certain archaic linguistic
features can be found in the language of the rusty speakers in Brazil, which have
long since disappeared from the motherland language.48 In this section we have
argued that we can use these linguistic features to reconstruct the original im-
migrants’ protolanguage. By way of experiment, we started out from a reduced
data set, i.e. confined to the modern varieties in Brazil and the Netherlands only.

We have focused on three linguistic features: (1) deletion of /l/ in codas and co-
da clusters with concomitant compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel,
(2) subject doubling and (3) inflected yes- / no-particles. A similar pattern was
found for all three features: whereas the speech of the rusty speakers contains
instances of /l/-deletion, subject doubling, and inflected yes-particles, these phe-
nomena hardly occur anymore (except from a few traces) in the contemporary
West Zeelandic Flemish dialects, but do occur in the surrounding (Belgian) Flem-
ish dialects. The occurrence of features in the speech of our rusty speakers that
are also found in current Flemish dialects, seems to suggest that these features
must have been brought along with the original immigrants and thus must once
also have occurred in the dialects spoken in the villages of the motherland where
these immigrants came from.

On the basis of these results, we can conclude that the speech of rusty speak-
ers of a transplanted language can have historical value for the reconstruction
of the original immigrants’ protolanguage. Most research on heritage languages
focuses on the internal changes the minority language undergoes in the pro-
cess of language obsolescence and under influence of language contact. For the
historical reconstruction of the protolanguage, however, one has to focus on
the unchanged features in heritage language speakers’ speech. The speech of
rusty speakers lends itself best to such analysis, because these speakers use their
language to such a small extent that some “original” language features have re-
mained unchanged. However, when using heritage language data for historical
reconstruction, one has to take into account the high degree of inter- and intra-
speaker variation in the speech of terminal speakers and the possibility that cer-
tain features of their language are idiosyncrasies. Therefore, if historical data
are available, one should incorporate them in the research, which we will do in
Section 6. In addition, when studying speech island varieties that are threatened

48Our results about the disappearance of dialect features in the current West Zeelandic Flemish
dialects are consistent with findings from the (sociolinguistic) literature that the Zeelandic
Flemish regiolect is spoken to a much smaller extent than some other regiolects from the
Dutch-speaking area (see Rys et al. 2019: 26) and that there has been a considerable amount of
dialect loss in the province of Zeeland in the last five decades (Versloot 2021: 11).
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with disappearance because they are dominated by other local or immigrant lan-
guages, as is the case for Zeelandic Flemish in Brazil, one should ideally always
study the data from the perspective of language contact as well. This will be
demonstrated in Section 7.

6 Reviewing our findings from the perspective of
historical linguistics

In order to find out the extent to which rusty speaker data of a transplanted
dialect (i.e. a speech island variety) alone suffice to reconstruct the so-called
protolanguage of the original immigrants, we confined ourselves to a compar-
ison of modern varieties of Zeelandic Flemish in Brazil and in the present-day
motherland. By doing so, we actually ignored available historical data on the
three linguistic features discussed. In what follows, we confront our findings
with these historical data. This confrontation will demonstrate that reliance on
rusty speaker data alone may in some cases (/l/-deletion, to be more specific) lead
to the wrong conclusions and that historical data about the motherland variety
are therefore essential in the evaluation of the data.

6.1 Historical data on /l/-deletion

6.1.1 Winkler 1874

As a matter of fact, there are several historical sources that reveal some informa-
tion on the status of /l/-deletion in older stages of the Flemish dialects (i.e. West-
and East Flemish dialects as spoken in Belgium, as well as Zeelandic Flemish
dialects as spoken in the Netherlands). The oldest source is the so-called Dialec-
ticon of Winkler, published in 1874, in which the parable of the Prodigal Son is
translated into various dialects of the Dutch-speaking area by speakers of those
dialects.49 Dialects that are included in the Dialecticon and which are of interest
to our study are those of the East Flemish villages of Maldegem and Kleit and
of the West Zeelandic Flemish places Eede, Heille, Aardenburg and Cadzand. In
none of these dialects is /l/-deletion found. More specifically, for all fragments to-
gether there are zero cases of /l/-deletion out of 36 possible cases. Of course, one
can question the accuracy of the broad transcription used in the Dialecticon. The
transcription used byWinkler is not phonemic, but in normal alphabetic spelling,
used in such a way that it represents the pronunciation of lexemes. This spelling

49https://www.dbnl.org/tekst/wink007alge02_01/
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is characterised by some limitations, though. A word like zonen ‘sons’, for ex-
ample, is pronounced as [zø̃ːs] in the present-day dialect of Maldegem, but is
represented as zeuns in Winkler (1874). Thus, the vocalic phoneme /ø/ is written
as eu. We do not know for sure, however, whether the /n/ was pronounced or
not and – depending on this – whether the vowel was nasalised or not. It might
be the case that the alphabetic spelling was not suitable for indicating any de-
gree of nasalisation in this word, although one could imagine that in the case of
deletion of /n/ the lexeme would have been represented as zeu(n)s, with brackets
indicating a certain degree of deletion. Obviously, the same holds for cases of
/l/-deletion: we assume that brackets would have been used to indicate (partial)
deletion of /l/ or that /l/ would not have been written at all. However, in none
of the 36 cases is l written between brackets or absent. We thus conclude that
/l/-deletion seems to have been absent in the relevant dialects around 1874.

6.1.2 Corpus Dialectmateriaal Pieter Willems 1885

Another 19th-century source is the data that was collected by the dialectologist
Pieter G. H. Willems (Corpus Dialectmateriaal Pieter Willems).50 In 1885 and the
following yearsWillems asked speakers of a large number of dialects to translate
a list of more than 2000 lexemes into their dialects. Since Willems was particu-
larly interested in phonological and morphological dialect phenomena, he added
a document in which he was very explicit about the way the pronunciation of
the lexemes had to be represented by the informants. Dialects that were included
and that are of interest to this paper are the East Flemish dialect of Maldegem
and the West Zeelandic Flemish dialects of Aardenburg, Zuidzande and IJzendi-
jke. The list of lexemes contains 26 contexts for preconsonantal /l/-deletion and
33 contexts for prepausal /l/-deletion. However, we do not find indications that
/l/ was deleted in any of these lexemes for any of these dialects around 1885.51

In her attempts to reconstruct the dialect of Maldegem of 100 years earlier,
Versieck (1989) uses the Corpus Dialectmateriaal Pieter Willems. She evaluates
the accuracy of the transcription used by the Maldegem informant in this cor-
pus and concludes that this informant represented certain speech sounds only
approximately. She also evaluates the question to which extent phonological pro-
cesses of the Maldegem dialect (such as /l/-deletion) are manifested in Willems’
material. With respect to /l/-deletion, she reaches the same conclusion as we do:

50https://bouwstoffen.kantl.be/CPWNL/CPWNL.xq?browse=s181& act=browse#browse
51Again, we might assume that /l/-deletion would have been indicated by either writing <l>
between brackets or not writing it at all.
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/l/-deletion is not represented in the Corpus Dialectmateriaal Pieter Willems. Ver-
sieck observes that there are only a few cases in which the lengthening of the
vowel preceding /l/ seems to be indicated, for example in the lexeme volk ‘people’
(represented as vo̅lk). Versieck also argues that /l/-deletion is not represented in
the relevant extract of Winkler (1874) either. Versieck (1989: 175) concludes that
“zowel Willems als Winkler suggereren […] dat (volledige) l-deletie in het toen-
malige Maldegems niet voorkwam” (“Willems as well as Winkler suggest […]
that (complete) l-deletion did not occur in the Maldegem dialect at the time”).
Versieck then continues by discussing the data on the Maldegem dialect which
can be found in the Reeks Nederlandse Dialectatlassen (1935), but this evaluation
will be discussed below.

6.1.3 Archief Jacobus van Ginneken 1910-1945

At the beginning of the 20th century, a Dutch linguist called Jacobus van Gin-
neken maintained a correspondence with Piet Meertens, dialectologist and first
director of the Meertens Institute (Amsterdam). One of the items from this cor-
respondence is Figure 8, which represents the vocalisation of /l/ in the lexemes
half ‘half’, kalk ‘lime’, kalf ‘calf’ and zalf ‘ointment’. As can be seen from this
map, vocalisation of /l/ in these lexemes occurred in an extensive area in West
Flanders, a small area in the southwest of East Flanders and in a vast area in the
southeast, which covers a part of present-day Vlaams-Brabant and large parts
of Limburg (Belgium as well as the Netherlands). There are no indications on
this map that vocalisation (or deletion) of /l/ was observed in the region of West
Zeelandic Flanders or the neighbouring East Flemish places. Of course, this map
focuses specifically on vocalisation of /l/ in these four lexemes and does not re-
veal anything about vocalisation of /l/ in other lexemes. This implies that we
cannot rule out the possibility that /l/-deletion was present in these dialects at
that time.

6.1.4 Reeks Nederlandse Dialectatlassen 1935

A slightly more recent source is the Reeks Nederlandse Dialectatlassen (abbrevi-
ated RND)52, compiled by Edgar Blancquaert, of which the part about North East
Flanders and Zeelandic Flanders was published in 1935. The RND consists of 141
sentences that are translated into different dialects of the Dutch-speaking area.
A great advantage of this source is that the sentences are transcribed in narrow

52https://www.dialectzinnen.ugent.be/transcripties/
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Figure 8: Vocalisation of /l/ in the lexemes half ‘half’, kalk ‘lime’, kalf
‘calf’ and zalf ‘ointment’ (Source: Archief Jacobus van Ginneken. Map:
Vocaliseering der L. Archief Meertens Instituut, Kaart 19951). Copy-
right resides with the Meertens Institute.

phonetic transcription. We examined the RND-transcriptions for the East Flem-
ish dialects of Maldegem, Kleit and Middelburg and the West Zeelandic Flemish
dialects of Aardenburg, Biervliet, Breskens, Cadzand, Groede, Hoofdplaat and
Retranchement. A brief discussion of the results for each of these dialects is nec-
essary to gain more insight into the possible development of /l/-deletion.

The dialect showingmost instances of /l/-deletion around 1935 is that ofMalde-
gem. In total, we found 17 cases of full deletion of /l/ (in prepausal and preconso-
nantal contexts), but without the overlong quality of the preceding vowel that is
characteristic of the present-day Maldegem dialect (cf. Taeldeman 1966, Versieck
1989, and Rys 2007). Only 1 case of /l/-deletion and compensatory lengthening
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of the preceding vowel was observed. This occurred in the lexeme lijnzaadmeel
‘linseed meal’ (pronounced as [lyzəmeː]). There are 7 potential cases in which /l/
is not deleted, all of them involving preconsonantal /l/. Finally, the Maldegem di-
alect displays 2 cases of partial deletion of /l/, indicated by using brackets (i.e. (l)),
both of which have preconsonantal contexts. Thus, it seems that /l/-deletion is a
phonological process that did not occur in the dialect ofMaldegem in the 19th cen-
tury (cf. Winkler 1874 and Corpus Materiaal Willems 1885), but did occur, though
not categorically, in 1935. It seems to have been present with the characteristic
overlong vowel in prepausal contexts first (cf. lijnzaadmeel). Cases of partial dele-
tion likely indicate that /l/-deletion was an ongoing phonological change at that
time. This hypothesis is supported by the many cases of /l/-deletion without the
compensatory lengthening of the vowel and the cases in which there is no dele-
tion of /l/ at all.

For Kleit, which nowadays has a dialect which closely resembles that of Malde-
gem (Taeldeman 1966), we found 9 cases of /l/-deletion lacking the compensatory
lengthening of the preceding vowel, and we found 1 case with compensatory
lengthening, more specifically in the lexeme spel ‘game’, which has a prepausal
context. Further, we found 9 potential cases in which /l/ is not deleted, all of
them involving preconsonantal /l/. Finally, 10 cases of partial deletion were ob-
served. Thus, Kleit shows more or less the same development of /l/-deletion as
Maldegem.

The dialect spoken in Middelburg, another sub-municipality of Maldegem,
barely showed any cases of /l/-deletion in 1935. There is 1 case of deleted /l/ with-
out compensatory lengthening of the vowel (i.e. in karnemelk ‘buttermilk’) and 1
case of partial deletion (in melkboer ‘milkman’), but 26 potential cases in which
/l/ is not deleted.

All of the West Zeelandic Flemish dialects of the places mentioned above53

more or less display similar results: potential cases of /l/-deletion in which /l/ is
not deleted vary between 30 and 35. Cases of deleted /l/ without compensatory
lengthening occur in each of these dialects, but almost always in the lexeme
veel ‘much, many’, in which /l/ is in a prepausal context.54 Thus, the process of
/l/-deletion in the West Zeelandic Flemish dialects seems to be lexically deter-
mined.55 Occasionally, we do find some other cases: the dialect of Cadzand has

53Aardenburg, Biervliet, Breskens, Cadzand, Groede, Hoofdplaat and Retranchement.
54However, the /l/-deletion in the lexeme veel is not categorical, since we also found cases in
which /l/ does not delete.

55Recall that in the modern data, more specifically the Nederlandse Dialectenbank, /l/-deletion in
the West Zeelandic Flemish dialects was also restricted to prepausal contexts in a limited set
of frequently occurring lexemes (viz. veel ‘much’ (also zoveel ‘this much’, hoeveel ‘how much’),
wel ‘part’, zal ‘shall’, al ‘already’, and nogal ‘quite’).
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1 case of /l/-deletion without compensatory lengthening in the word kelder ‘cel-
lar’ and the dialect of Biervliet displays partial deletion of /l/ in kelder and full
deletion (without compensatory lengthening) in helft ‘half’ and wel ‘part’.

In her reconstruction of the Maldegem dialect of 100 years earlier, Versieck
(1989) also discusses the RND-material. Like us, she observes that /l/-deletion
with compensatory lengthening is present in one lexeme only (lijnzaadmeel),
that there are some cases in which /l/ is deleted but the preceding vowel is short
and that there are also cases which do not have /l/-deletion (as opposed to the
present-day Maldegem dialect). Versieck (1989: 176) argues that it is unlikely that
the process of /l/-deletion, which is so characteristic of the contemporary Mal-
degem dialect, would have taken place in the relatively short period between
the publication of Winkler (1874) and the Corpus Dialectmateriaal Pieter Willems
(1885) on the one hand and the RND (1935) on the other hand.56th century, did find
/l/-deletion in the speech of his informants. She therefore assumes that the infor-
mants of these latter two sources were not able to represent the phonetic detail
necessary to indicate /l/-deletion. She concludes that because of these reasons it
may be assumed that the Maldegem dialect of 1885 was already characterised by
deletion of /l/. By way of “evidence”, she mentions the example of the toponym
Eelvelde, which is pronounced as [eˈvӕːdə] and not as [eːˈvӕːdə]. Versieck (1989:
176) argues that the fact that the vowel of the first syllable of this toponym is “no
longer” lengthened indicates that speakers’ awareness of an underlying /l/ is “al-
ready completely blurred”, and that this indicates that the process of /l/-deletion
must be “very old”. However, there is a fallacy in this argument, since /l/-deletion
with compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel typically affects stressed
syllables. The first syllable of Eelvelde is not stressed though, which – according
to us – explains the absence of lengthening of the vowel.57

All in all, we believe that Versieck (1989) does not come up with convinc-
ing arguments for the presence of /l/-deletion in the Maldegem dialect around
1874/1885. Based on the RND, however, we have reason to assume that /l/-deletion
was an ongoing phonological process around 1935, which probably originated in
the dialects of Maldegem and Kleit and which may have spread to neighbouring
places (e.g. Middelburg, West Zeelandic Flanders) to some extent. Around 1935

56As Versieck (1989: 176) points out, the informants of the RND were born in the beginning of
the 20th century (more specifically 1904 and 1911), whereas the informants of Winkler (1874)
and of the Corpus Dialectmateriaal Pieter Willems in 1811 and 1855, respectively. She further
argues that Taeldeman (1966), who interviewed informants born at the end of the 19

57Compare with the lexeme soldaat ‘soldier’, in which stress is on the second syllable. Although
/l/ may be partially deleted in this word, the preceding vowel is not lengthened either.
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the process did not apply categorically, as opposed to the present-day situation
(cf. Taeldeman 1966, De Schutter 2005, and Rys 2007).

To conclude, historical sources from some years after the migration of Zee-
landic farmers to Brazil (more specifically from 1874 and 1885) do not contain
indications that /l/-deletion was present in the language of these West Zeelan-
dic Flemish migrants, nor in the surrounding East Flemish dialects of that time.
Around 1935, /l/-deletion seems to be an ongoing process in some of these dialects
and modern data show that this process is categorical in present-day Maldegem
and Kleit and nearly categorical in the West Zeelandic Flemish village of Eede
(and to a smaller extent in Middelburg). This may imply that /l/-deletion is a rel-
atively “new” feature of these dialects and that its occurrence in the language
of the Brazilian rusty speakers cannot be considered as an archaic feature of the
so-called protolanguage. So, in this case, the reconstruction of the old Zeelandic
Flemish language on the basis of rusty speaker data failed. Obviously, one won-
ders how the same feature of /l/-deletion and compensatory lengthening of the
preceding vowel can be present in this speech island variety as well as in some
present-day homeland varieties. An alternative explanation will be discussed in
Section 7.

6.2 Historical data on subject doubling

For the case of subject doubling, there is historical evidence from only a few years
after the time the Zeelandic farmers migrated to Brazil. The Dialecticon of Win-
kler (1874) contains a number of fragments which testify to the occurrence of sub-
ject doubling in various West Zeelandic Flemish dialects. We found 16 forms of
subject doubling for the dialects of Eede/Heille, Aardenburg and Cadzand, such
as example (24):

(24) oeveel errebeiers van m’n voader ææn alles in de vulte, in ’k
vergoane-’k-ik van oenger
‘how many of my father’s workmen have everything in abundance, and I
am starving.’ (Cadzand)

Winkler comments that the “double repetition” of the personal pronoun of
1SG is typically “Vlaamsch” ‘Flemish’, but is used in some Zeelandic Flemish
dialects. He argues that it is particularly used to emphasise the personal pronoun
and especially in confidential conversations which are characterised by strong
emotions like anger or complaint.
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Thus, in this case, the rusty speaker data could succesfully be used to recon-
struct the West Zeelandic Flemish protolanguage. As we inferred from the lan-
guage of our rusty speakers, and as confirmed by the historical data, subject
doubling is an archaic Flemish feature that was present abundantly in the West
Zeelandic Flemish dialects in the days of emigration, but has disappeared almost
entirely from the contemporary Zeelandic Flemish dialects (see Section 5.2).

6.3 Historical data on the inflected polarity markers yes and no

Paardekooper (1993) discusses various sources that provide information on the
occurrence of inflected yes- and no-particles in the dialects of the Dutch-speaking
area. The oldest source is amap based on theCorpusMateriaalWillems (1885) (see
Figure 9). This map demonstrates (by use of the filled circle) that inflection of ja
‘yes’ as well as nee ‘no’ and in combination with all person features (i.e. 1SG-
3SG and 1PL-3PL) occurs in the West Zeelandic Flemish region the immigrants
departed from as well as in the neighbouring West- and East Flemish dialects.
Thus, the use of inflected polarity markers was omnipresent in the relevant di-
alects only a couple of decades after the migration to Espírito Santo. This makes
it very likely that inflected polarity markers were present in the protolanguage
of the Zeelandic migrants as well.

Another, more recent map of the phenomenon is found in the Archief Jacobus
van Ginneken (1910–1945) (see Figure 10). This map shows that at the beginning
of the 20th century, the inflection of the polarity marker ja was still ubiquitous
in the dialects of West Zeelandic Flanders as well as the surrounding West and
East Flemish dialects (all delineated by the pink line in Figure (10)).

Aswemade clear in Section 5.3, according tomodern sources (i.e. Barbiers et al.
2006, De Vogelaer &Devos 2008) inflected yes- and no-particles have disappeared
entirely from the West Zeelandic Flemish dialects. On the basis of the Brazilian
rusty speaker data, we assumed that the phenomenon must have been present
in the dialects of West Zeelandic Flanders in the days of migration. The two
historical sources discussed in this section indeed testify to the presence of such
inflected polarity markers in the protolanguage of the immigrants.

7 Reviewing our findings from the perspective of
language contact

In Section 6.1 we discussed the historical data on /l/-deletion and demonstrated
that these did not match the conclusions we had drawn on the basis of the rusty
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Figure 9: Occurrence of inflected polarity markers yes and no in the
dialects of the Dutch-speaking area based on the Corpus Materiaal
Willems 1885. Source: Paardekooper (1993)

speaker data. The historical sources which date back to a couple of decades af-
ter the migration of Zeelandic farmers to Brazil (1874 and 1885, to be more pre-
cise) do not contain indications that /l/-deletion was present in the dialects of
these West Zeelandic Flemish migrants, nor in the surrounding East Flemish di-
alects of that time. This implies that its occurrence in the language of the rusty
speakers in Espírito Santo cannot be considered as an archaic feature of the so-
called protolanguage. Therefore, we must look for another explanation of this
phenomenon in the language of the rusty speakers. We do this by approaching
it from the perspective of language contact, a perspective that is traditionally
emphasised within the field of language death studies (Dressler 1996, 1972, 1996,
Dorian 1977, 1981).
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Figure 10: Occurrence of the inflected polarity marker ja ‘yes’ in the di-
alects of the southern part of the Dutch-speaking area (Source: Archief
Jacobus van Ginneken. Map: Ja-hij, Kaart20766). Copyright resides
with the Meertens Institute.

The two contact languages of Zeelandic Flemish in Espírito Santo are Brazilian
Portuguese (i.e. the national language) and Pomeranian, which is another trans-
planted language. In Schaffel Bremenkamp et al. (2017) it was demonstrated that
the Zeelandic Flemish language was heavily influenced by both of these domi-
nant languages (e.g. lexical borrowing, calquing, relative pronoun neutralisation,
structural reduction). Therefore, we should also look at Brazilian Portuguese and
Pomeranian in order to find out whether the /l/-deletion observed in the speech
of the rusty speakers could possibly be related to one of these languages. As
a matter of fact, vocalisation of /l/ in the coda is a common feature of Brazil-
ian Portuguese. Barbosa & Albano (2004: 229) observe that “[t]he archiphoneme
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/L/, which some generations ago used to be a velarised lateral approximant, is
changing into a labial-velar approximant throughout the entire Brazilian terri-
tory, producing homophones such as mau mɑʊ̯ ‘bad’ and mal mɑʊ̯ ‘evil’.” Thus,
in Brazilian Portuguese, historical [ɫ] (i.e. so-called ‘dark l’, /l/ in the syllable
coda) has been vocalised, rendering [ʊ̯].58 Assuming that Brazilian Portuguese
/l/-vocalisation influences the rusty speakers’ pronunciation of Zeelandic Flem-
ish words with coda /l/, the following alternation is plausible:

(25) bal-ke ‘beam’ > /bɑl.kə/ > [bɑʊ̯.kə]

Brazilian Pomeranian (as opposed to European Pomeranian) is characterised
by a productive process of monophthongisation (Postma 2019: 56), in which /ɑu/
is realised as /ɑː/, rendering:

(26) blaum > blaam ‘flower’ (example from Postma 2019: 56)

If we assume that the Brazilian Portuguese process exemplified in (25) is feed-
ing the Brazilian Pomeranian process illustrated in (26), we get the following
alternation:

(27) bal-ke ‘beam’ > /bɑl.kə/ > [bɑʊ̯.kə] > [bɑː.kə]

This alternation can also be applied to the rusty speaker’s example given in
(4), and repeated as (28) below,

(28) Koeien zo kalvers [ˈkɑːvərs]
‘cows, you know, calves’
in which the alternation would be:
kal-vers ‘calves’ > /kɑl.vərs/ > [kɑʊ̯.vərs] > [kɑː.vərs]

Itmight then be the case that this combined process of vocalisation andmonoph-
thongisation, which in first instance affected lexemes containing the sequence
/ɑl/, was by analogy extended to other words as well (e.g. example (3) ielk ‘each
one’, example (5) melken ‘to milk’).

We can conclude that it is plausible to assume that the occurrences of forms
with /l/-deletion in the language of the rusty speakers (see examples (1)–(6)) are

58Notice that the Brazilian Portuguese step of vocalisation is also present in some Flemish di-
alects from the relevant region, e.g. the lexeme balk ‘beam’ is realised as [bow.kə] inMoerkerke
(West Flanders) and Eeklo (East Flanders) (see GTRP-database, De Schutter 2005).
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the results of the Brazilian Portuguese process of /l/-vocalisation feeding the
Brazilian Pomeranian process of monophthongisation, since the alternative hy-
pothesis, stating that these forms are relics of the Zeelandic Flemish immigrants’
protolanguage, did not “survive” the confrontation with the available historical
data. This outcome shows the importance of always including the perspective of
language contact into the study of linguistic features of declining languages.

8 Conclusion

In this paper we have drawn attention to the condition that transplanted (cf. “di-
aspora”) languages are not only subject to levelling, koineisation, or other pro-
cesses of language simplification, but can – in other respects – also be rather
conservative in that they can retain archaic features found in the motherland
variety. Particularly, when a transplanted language variety is roofed by a lan-
guage which is structurally very different, archaic features may be expected. We
argued that such archaic features are found in the language of a number of so-
called rusty speakers of Zeelandic Flemish in Espírito Santo (Brazil). We focused
on three linguistic features which we believed to be archaic features of the pro-
tolanguage: (1) deletion of /l/ in codas and coda clusters with concomitant com-
pensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel, (2) subject doubling in inversion
contexts and (3) inflected polarity markers yes and no. By way of experiment,
we confined ourselves in first instance to a comparison of modern varieties, ig-
noring any available historical data. In the case of features (2) and (3), our find-
ings demonstrate the potential historical value of transplanted dialects in the
reconstruction of the original immigrants’ language: a comparison of modern
varieties shows that subject doubling as well as inflected yes- and no-particles
are both phenomena that still occur in some Belgian Flemish dialects, but have
disappeared from the contemporary variety as spoken in the Dutch province of
Zeelandic Flanders. With respect to these cases, historical data bear witness to
the presence of these features in the West Zeelandic Flemish dialect in the days
of emigration. However, in the case of /l/-deletion, the available historical data
do not support our hypothesis that it concerns a relic feature of the protolan-
guage. Thus, reliance on rusty speaker data alone leads to wrong conclusions in
this case. Alternatively, we find an explanation by approaching the phenomenon
from the perspective of language contact. We argued that the cases of /l/-deletion
in the rusty speakers’ speech are probably the result of the Brazilian Portuguese
process of /l/-vocalisation feeding the Brazilian Pomeranian process of monoph-
thongisation. Summarizing, we may say that a multidisciplinary perspective is
the most preferable approach in the study of declining languages.
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